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Reconstruction from Perspective Images with Occlusions

Daniel Martinec and Tomáš Pajdla∗

Center for Machine Perception, Czech Technical University in Prague

Karlovo nám. 13, 121 35 Praha, Czech Republic

phone ++420 2 24357458, fax ++420 2 24357385

e-mail:{martid1,pajdla}@cmp.felk.cvut.cz

Abstract

This paper proposes a method for recovery of projective shape and motion from multiple
images by factorization of a matrix containing the images of all scene points. Compared
to previous methods, this method can handle perspective views and occlusions jointly. The
projective depths of image points are estimated by the method of Sturm & Triggs [5] using
epipolar geometry. Occlusions are solved by the extension of the method by Jacobs [4] for
filling of missing data. This extension can exploit the geometry of perspective camera so that
both points with known and unknown projective depths are used. Many ways of combining
the two methods exist, and therefore several of them have been examined and the one with
the best results is presented. The new method gives accurate results in practical situations,
as demonstrated here with a series of experiments on laboratory and outdoor image sets. It
becomes clear that the method is particularly suited for wide base-line multiple view stereo.

Keywords: projective reconstruction, structure from motion, wide base-line stereo

1. Introduction
In the past geometric and algebraic relations among uncalibrated views up to four in number
have been described [5]. Various algorithms for scene reconstruction with both orthographic
and perspective camera have been proposed [3, 6, 4, 5, 7, 2]. The reconstruction problem from
orthographic camera is satisfactorily solved but this could not be claimed for the case of a
perspective camera. The biggest problem that remained to be solved was dealing consistently
with scene occlusions.

The situation is similar for two, three, and four uncalibrated images. 3D structure of a scene
can be recovered up to an unknown projective transformation, where the camera geometry can
be represented by the fundamental matrix, the trifocal and the quadrifocal tensor respectively [5].
For more than 4 images, image coordinates of the projections of 3D points can be combined

∗This research was supported by the grants GACR 102/00/1679, MSMT KONTAKT 2001/09 and ME412, and
MSM 210000012.
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into a so called measurement matrix. Tomasi and Kanade [6] developed a factorization method
of the measurement matrix for scene reconstruction with an orthographic camera and Sturm and
Triggs [5] extended this method from affine to perspective projections.

Occlusions present a significant problem for reconstruction. The above mentioned Tomasi
and Kanade’s method solves this problem under the orthographic projection but the result
depends on the choice of some initial submatrix of the measurement matrix. The method is
iterative and errors may increase gradually with the number of iterations. Jacobs’ method [4]
improves the above approach so that no initial submatrix is needed. He combines constraints on
the reconstruction derived from small submatrices of the full measurement matrix. It treats all
data uniformly and is independent of image ordering.

Under perspective projection, the occlusion problem has not yet been generally solved.
Method [7] by Urban et al. is dependent on the choice of a central image, which is combined with
other images in a so called “cake” configuration. Only points whose projections are contained
in the central image can be reconstructed. Method [2] by Fitzgibbon & Zisserman computes
reconstruction from a sequence of images using trifocal tensors and fundamental matrices.
Subsequent images are taken one after another and used to extend actual reconstruction.

Jacobs [4] solves reconstruction with occlusions for orthographic camera, Sturm & Triggs [5]
solve reconstruction without occlusions for perspective camera. We present a novel method that
builds on these two methods so that scene reconstruction from many perspective images with
occlusions is obtained. Our method is independent of image ordering and treats all data uniformly.

The paper is organized as follows. The reconstruction problem is formulated in Section 2.
In Section 3.1 and 3.2, algorithms [5] and [4] are reviewed, respectively. In 3.3, the new filling
algorithm is presented. In 3.4, the new reconstruction method is proposed. Experiments with
artificial and real data are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. Problem formulation
Suppose a set of n 3D points and that some of them are visible in m perspective images.
The goal is to recover 3D structure (point locations) and motion (camera locations) from the
image measurements. This recovery will be called scene reconstruction. Let xj be the unknown
homogeneous coordinate vectors of the 3D points, Pi the unknown 3 × 4 projection matrices,
and xi

j the measured homogeneous coordinate vectors of the image points, where i = 1, . . , m
labels images and j = 1, . . , n labels points. The basic image projection equation says that xi

j are
the projections of xj up to unknown scale factors λi

j , which will be called (projective) depths:
λi

jx
i
j = P

iXj . The complete set of image projections can be gathered into a single 3m × n
matrix equation: 

λ11x
1
1 λ12x

1
2 . . . λ1nx

1
n

× λ22x
2
2 . . . ×

...
...

λm
1 x

m
1 × . . . λm

n x
m
n


︸ ︷︷ ︸

J

=

 P
1

...
Pm


︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[X1 . . .Xn]︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

where marks × stand for unknown elements which could not be measured due to occlusions.
The 3m×n matrix [xi

j]i=1..m,j=1..n will be called the measurement matrix, shortly MM, whereas
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J will be called the partially rescaled measurement matrix, shortly PRMM.

3. New reconstruction algorithm
A complete rescaled measurement matrix has rank four and therefore a projective reconstruction
can be obtained by its factorization. However, from measurements in perspective images with
occlusions, we can only compose a measurement matrix, let say M , which is neither complete
nor rescaled. When it is at all possible to compute projective depths of some known points in
M , e.g. via multi-view constraints, some missing elements of M can often be filled using the
knowledge that every five columns of complete rescaled M are linearly dependent.

It would be ideal to first compute the projective depths of all known points in M and then to
fill all the missing elements of M by finding a complete matrix of rank four that would be equal
(or as close as possible) to the rescaled M in all elements where M is known. Such a two-step
algorithm is almost the ideal linearized reconstruction algorithm, which uses all data and has
a good statistical behavior. We have found that many image sets, in particular those resulting
from wide base-line stereo, can be reconstructed in such two steps.

Of course, there are image sets, e.g. sets with the structure of missing data on the borderline
of reconstructibility or long sequences with very factionalized tracks, which cannot be solved in
the above two steps. Instead, the two steps have to be repeated while the measurement matrix M
is not complete. If the correspondences between the images are such that the measurement matrix
is large and diagonally dominant, then it is possible to use another reconstruction technique,
e.g. to fuse the partial consecutive reconstructions [2]. However, if there is no clear sequence
of images or no clear central image like in [7], the proposed algorithm has a clear advantage. It
can handle arbitrary scenes in pseudo-optimal manner without a priori preferring any particular
image. It provides a unique solution and thus is suited for the initialization of bundle adjustment
optimizations. In what follows, we shall describe the two steps and how to combine them.

3.1. Estimating the projective depths
Many works dealt with estimating the projective depths. In this work, we used Sturm & Triggs’
method [5] exploiting epipolar geometry but other methods, e.g. [3], can be applied also.
Method [5] was proposed in two alternatives. The alternative with a central image is more
appropriate for wide base-line stereo while the alternative with a sequence is more appropriate
for video-sequences. The former will be denoted as ωcent,c where c denotes the number of a
central image while the latter will be denoted as ωseq. Thus, we have altogether the totality
Ω = {ωseq, ωcent,1 . . . ωcent,m} of alternatives for computing the projective depths. Also, the
method from [5] has to be furthermore slightly modified on account of missing data. The
complete algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The p-th track there denotes a subsequence
of known points in x1p . . .xm

p .

3.2. Filling of missing elements in J
Before describing our new method for filling of missing data for the perspective camera, the
Jacobs’ algorithm for the orthographic case, which we build on, has to be explained. In [4], D.
Jacobs treated the problem of missing elements in a matrix as fitting an unknown matrix of a

3



1. Set depths λj
p = 1 for known points xj

p where j =

{
1 : for ωseq

c : for ωcent,c

2. For

{
j = 1 . . m− 1, i = j + 1 : for ωseq

j = c, i 6= j : for ωcent,c
do the following. If images i and j have enough

points in common to compute a fundamental matrix uniquelya then compute fundamental matrix
Fij , epipole eij and depths λi

p according to

λi
p =
(eij ∧ xi

p) · (Fijx
j
p)

‖eij ∧ xi
p‖2

λj
p

if the right side of the equation is defined, where ∧ stands for the cross-product.

For ωseq: if the p-th track (p = 1 . . n) is discontinuous, start with j = b(p) where b(p) denotes the
initial image of the longest continuous subtrack of the p-th track.

aSee Section 3.4.

Algorithm 1: Estimating the depths: alternatives ωseq and ωcent,c

certain rank to an incomplete matrix resulting from measurements in images. When perspective
images are assumed, an unknown matrix of rank 4 denoted by J̃, J̃ ∈ R3m×n, is fitted to PRMM
J. Technically, a basis of the linear vector space that is spanned by the columns of J̃ is searched
for. Thus, when there are 4 complete linearly independent columns in J, then they form the
desired basis. When no such 4-tuple of columns exists, the basis has to be constructed from
incomplete columns. Fortunately, some 4-tuples of incomplete columns provide constraints on
the basis and a sufficient number of such constraints determine it.

Let us explain what we mean by saying that an incomplete column c of J spans (generates) a
subspace. Every complete column of J generates a one-dimensional subspace of R3m. Thus, an
incomplete c generates a subspace V , as the smallest linear space containing all one-dimensional
subspaces generated by c after replacing unknown elements by some arbitrary real numbers.
Linear subspaces form a complete lattice and therefore such smallest linear space V exists. It is
a subspace of R3m and equals the linear hull of all one-dimensional subspaces. The generators
of V can be obtained by constructing the column containing the known elements of c and zeros
instead of the unknown ones and augmenting it with the standard basis spanning the dimensions
of the unknown elements. See the example in Section 3.3.

Let the space generated by the columns of J̃ be denoted by L. Let the span of the t-th 4-tuple
of linearly independent columns of J be denoted by Lt. L is included in each Lt and thus also in
their intersection i.e. L ⊆

⋂
t∈T Lt, where T is some set of indices. When the intersection is 4D,

L is known exactly. If it is of a higher dimension, only an upper bound on L is known and more
constraints from 4-tuples must be added. Any column in J̃ is a linear combination of vectors of
a basis of J̃. Thus, having a basis B of J̃, any incomplete column c in J can be completed by
finding the vector c̃ generated by B, which is closest to c in the subspace where c was known in
J.

The 4-tuples of columns, whose span includes L as its subspace, generate the constraint.
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However, not every 4-tuple has the span that includes L as its subspace. Consider, e.g., a 4-tuple
consisting of four equal columns, thus spanning only a 1D space. Even if three coordinates in
one of its columns are made unknown, and thus a 4D space is spanned, L does not have to be
included in the span. That is why it must be distinguished whether a given 4-tuple includes L or
not, and only if it does, the constraint can be formed.

For a 4-tuple to span a subspace that contains L, each column must add to the span at least
one linearly independent vector common with L. A row with some missing coordinates includes
no information because the entire corresponding dimension is spanned and the constraint on
L is always satisfied in this dimension. A 4-tuple of columns forms a constraint on L if, after
discarding the rows with at least one element missing, it generates a 4D space. Such a 4-tuple
will be called the generating 4-tuple. Because of noise in the data, the intersection

⋂
t∈T Lt

quickly becomes empty. This is why L is searched for as the closest 4D space to spaces Lt in
the sense of the minimal sum of square differences of known elements [4, 1].

3.3. Filling of missing elements for perspective cameras
Jacobs’ method [4] cannot use image points with unknown depths. But, PRMM constructed
from measurements in perspective images often has many such points where the corresponding
depths cannot be computed. Therefore, we extended the method to exploit also points with
unknown depths. It brings two advantages: (i) because the actual iteration of the two-step
algorithm exploits more information, the number of iterations may decrease and consequently
more accurate results may be obtained; (ii) it is possible to reconstruct more scene configurations.
See Section 8 in [1] for more details about this. It is important that the proposed extension is
still a linear method as was the original Jacobs’ method [4].

Let us first explain the extension for two images. Suppose that λi
j and xi

j are known for
i = 1, 2, and j = 1 . . 4 except λ24. Then, consider the first four columns of J to be the t-th 4-tuple
of columns, At. A new matrix Bt can be defined using known elements of At as

At =

[
λ11x

1
1 λ12x

1
2 λ13x

1
3 λ14x

1
4

λ21x
2
1 λ22x

2
2 λ23x

2
3 ? x24

]
−→ Bt =

[
λ11x

1
1 λ12x

1
2 λ13x

1
3 λ14x

1
4 0

λ21x
2
1 λ22x

2
2 λ23x

2
3 0 x24

]
It can be proved (see Corollary 1 in Appendix A in [1]) that if Bt is of full rank (i.e. five) then
L ⊆ Span(Bt), which is exactly the constraint on L.

In a general situation there are also some missing elements in J. Then, the matrix Bt is
constructed from the t-th 4-tuple At of columns of J as follows:

1. Set Bt to At.

2. Set all rows in Bt, which contain some unknown element, to zero.

3. Replace all known points in Bt, which have unknown depths, by zero.

4. For each unknown depth λi
p in At, add to Bt a column with xi

p and zeros everywhere else.

5. For each triple of rows in At containing some unknown point, add to Bt the standard basis
spanning the dimensions of the unknown point.
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The following example demonstrates the construction of Bt from a matrix At containing, for
the sake of simplicity, only two columns instead of four:

λ11x
1
1 λ12x

1
2

? x21 λ22x
2
2

× λ32x
3
2

λ41x
4
1 λ42x

4
2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

At

2−→


λ11x

1
1 λ12x

1
2

? x21 λ22x
2
2

0 0
λ41x

4
1 λ42x

4
2

 3−→


λ11x

1
1 λ12x

1
2

0 λ22x
2
2

0 0
λ41x

4
1 λ42x

4
2

 4−→

4−→


λ11x

1
1 λ12x

1
2 0

0 λ22x
2
2 x21

0 0 0
λ41x

4
1 λ42x

4
2 0

 5−→


λ11x

1
1 λ12x

1
2 0 0 0 0

0 λ22x
2
2 x21 0 0 0

0 0 0
10
0

 01
0

 00
1


λ41x

4
1 λ42x

4
2 0 0 0 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bt

3.4. Combining the filling method with estimating the depths
Due to occlusions, the computation of projective depths can be carried out in various ways
depending on which depths are computed first and if and how those already computed are used
to compute the others. One way of depth computation will be called a strategy.

Depending on the chosen strategy for estimating the depths, different subsets of depths
are computed and different submatrices of PRMM are filled. For accurate data, all strategies
should be equivalent. It is not so if the data is noisy. In such case, the task is to choose the
strategy which results in the smallest error. It would be unrealistically costly to compute all
possibilities and to choose the best one. Fortunately, we do not have to compute all of them in
order to find some good one. From the structure of missing data, it is possible to predict a good
strategy for estimating the depths that results in a good reconstruction. Some criterion to decide
which strategy is good is needed. For scenes reconstructible in more steps, such criterion also
determines which subset of depths are better to be computed first.

The following two observations have been made. First, the more iterations are performed
the less accurate results are obtained because the error from the former iteration spreads in
subsequent iterations, which was also mentioned in [4]. Secondly, unknown elements should
not be computed from fewer data when they can be computed from more data, and thus more
accurately. Both these observations support the following

Principle 1 The more image points that are filled in one step, the smaller the expected error.

This principle leads to a pseudo-optimal number of iterations that need to be performed.
However, it is not crucial problem that such obtained strategy is only pseudo-optimal because it
is possible to realize Principle 1 so that, for most scenes, only one iteration is performed.

Proposition 1 The more depths known before the filling, the smaller the expected error.

Proof of Proposition 1 inheres in our extension of Jacob’s method (see Appendix B in [1]). Usage
of Principle 1 and Proposition 1 in order of their designation proved to be a good criterion. We
choose the set of strategies which fill the most points, and from this set, we choose those which
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1. Estimate depths using an arbitrary strategy ω∗ ∈ Ω∗ where

ΩF =
{

ω ∈ Ω
∣∣ F(ω) = max

τ∈Ω
F(τ)

}
Ω∗ =

{
ω ∈ ΩF

∣∣ S(ω) = max
τ∈ΩF

S(τ)
}

2. Fill the missing data.

Repeat steps 1. and 2. until J is complete or no data can be filled in. Then factorize a maximal complete
submatrix of J.

Algorithm 2: Scene reconstruction using a set of strategies for estimating the depths Ω

scale the most points. From the resulting set, an arbitrary strategy can be used. Let ω denote
some strategy for estimating the depths and Ω denote some set of strategies. Let F(ω) and S(ω)
denote the predicted number of newly filled unknown image points and estimated depths resp.
during one iteration when ω is used. The complete new method is summarized in Algorithm 2.

The usefulness of the concept of predictor functions F ,S : Ω −→ 0 . .mn consists in their
ability to evaluate without neither estimating the depths nor data filling. The knowledge of which
image points are known or unknown is the only information for the evaluation of F and S. It is
very simple (and fast) but it cannot detect degenerate configurations of points because, in fact,
the multi-view tensors are not computed. If it then, when the tensor is computed, turns out that
the configuration is degenerate, the second best strategy is used, etc.

To define F and S, a few symbols have to be introduced. Let xi
p be true if and only if the

image point xi
p is known. Let i and j be as in the step 2. of Algorithm 1. Let I ij be true if and

only if the data of image i can be used by the filling method consistently with other images [5].
It is only possible if i = j or if images i and j have enough (at least seven) points in common,
which are necessary to compute a fundamental matrix uniquely.1

I ij ≡
∣∣{p | xi

p ∧ xj
p}

∣∣ ≥ 7 ∨ i = j (1)

Let us define the predictor functions for alternative ωcent,c (see [1] for ωseq). Let Pc
p be true if

and only if the p-th 3D point can be filled in by the filling method when depths were estimated
using strategy ωcent,c. To recover a 3D point uniquely from known basis of PRMM, at least
two its images are needed. Moreover, it can be proved (see Theorem 4 in Appendix A in [1])
that at least two known depths in each image are needed for the constraints on L. It means that
Pc

p is true if and only if the p-th 3D point is seen in at least 2 images and the corresponding
fundamental matrices, which are needed for estimating at least some two depths in the images,
can be computed i.e.

Pc
p ≡

∣∣{i | I ic ∧ xi
p}

∣∣ ≥ 2 (2)

F(ωcent,c) =
∣∣{< i, p > | I ic ∧ Pc

p ∧ ¬xi
p}

∣∣
S(ωcent,c) =

∣∣{< i, p > | I ic ∧ Pc
p ∧ xi

p ∧ xc
p}

∣∣
1The uniqueness is demanded for the depth consistency with other images.
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Experiment 1: Dependency of reprojection error on noise and amount of missing data

4. Experiments with artificial scenes
For experiments with artificial scenes, a simulated scene with cubes was used. The scene
simulates a real scene, hence it represents a generic situation. 20 points in space were projected
by perspective cameras into several images from different locations and directions. Some image
points were made unknown to simulate scene occlusions, see left hand side of Experiment 1.

Points were taken out from the scene randomly but in a uniform fashion so that, first, the
numbers of missing points in each image differed maximally by one, and secondly, the numbers
of images of each point differed maximally by one. Points were only removed as long as the
whole scene could still be reconstructed. The necessary condition for complete reconstruction is
that each image contains at least 7 points and each point has at least 2 images (see (1) and (2)).
The more data available, the higher the percentage of missing data permissible. For this specific
experiment, 20 points in 5 images, i.e. 65 % of missing data, is the upper bound allowable to
get a complete reconstruction. But because of randomly spread holes in data, the actual level of
the maximum amount of missing data for the complete reconstruction is lower.

Experiment 1 shows the dependency of the reprojection error of the reconstruction using
Algorithm 2 on noise and amount of missing data. Along the left horizontal axis, the amount
of the missing data grows while along the right horizontal axis, standard deviation of Gaussian
noise of zero mean value added to image points increases. The standard deviation of the added
noise as well as the reprojection error is displayed in percentage of the scene size.

If no noise is present, the reconstruction is precise. The reprojection error grows linearly
with noise with slope approximately equal one and is almost constant in the direction of missing
points up to the level of missing data above which the reconstruction fails. To conclude, the new
algorithm is accurate and robust with respect to noise as well as missing data.

5. Experiments with real scenes
For each experiment, one image, an error table, and the structure of PRMM are provided. The
correspondences across the images have been detected either manually or by the Harris interest
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Scene House 10 images [2952×2003]
Point detection manual
Estimating the depths cent, 1
Amount of missing data 47.83 %

LM Mean error per image point [pxl] 3.91
LM + BA 1.44

”•” scaled (75.7 %), ”◦” unscaled (24.3 %), ” ” missing

Experiment 2: House

Scene Temple (Leuven) 5 images [867×591]
Point detection Harris’ operator
Estimating the depths seq
Amount of missing data 46.32 %

LM Mean error per image point [pxl] 0.49
LM + BA 0.23

”•” scaled (100.0 %), ”◦” unscaled (0.0 %), ” ” missing

Experiment 3: Temple (Leuven)

operator. The table includes also the chosen strategy for estimating the depths and reprojection
errors for our linear method (LM) Algorithm 2 and bundle adjustment initialized by the output of
the linear method (LM + BA). All scenes have been reconstructed in one iteration of Algorithm 2.

The “House” scene (see Experiment 2) was captured on 10 images at very high resolution.
Approximately 100 points were manually detected in each image. Many occlusions occurred
(47.83 % data was missing) but still the reprojection error per image point, given in pixels, is
very low considering the image sizes. It can be seen that our algorithm could have exploited all
known data including 24.3 % unscaled points.

The data in Experiment 3 contained outliers. These were removed one after another in
the following manner. The scene was first reconstructed with all the data including outliers.
Then, the column of PRMM, which contained the point with the highest reprojection error, was
discarded. Afterwards, the scene was again reconstructed, another column discarded etc. These
two steps were repeated till the highest reprojection error was significant. For the “Temple”
scene in Experiment 3, the threshold was set to 4 pixels which lead to discarding 23 columns
of 719 in total. Usage of this simple technique proved that the new method does not fail if a
small amount of outliers is present in the data. To conclude, the new algorithm is accurate on
real scenes.

9



6. Summary and Conclusions
A new linear method for scene reconstruction has been proposed and tested on artificial and real
scenes. The method extends and suitably combines previous methods so that the reconstruction
in an entirely general situation, i.e. many images with perspective camera and occlusions, is
possible. A new way of exploiting points with unknown depth was developed. Correctness of
this way was proved as well as its abilities and limitations were studied in [1]. Its theoretical
asset is the ability to reconstruct linearly some very small scene configurations, which can be
reconstructed by other methods only nonlinearly (see Theorem 3 in [1]), cannot be reconstructed
at all (see Theorem 2 in [1]), or cannot exploit all known data (see Theorem 1 in [1]). Moreover,
it gives good results in practical situations as presented here.

The proposed method was intended to deal with several problems in 3D reconstruction.
These were the perspective projection, many images, and occlusion. However, one problem was
not taken into account explicitly and that is the problem of outliers in correspondences. Although
the method was not intended to deal with outliers, it was proved that it can deal with them if
they are few compared to the number of inliers (see commentary to Experiment 3). To deal well
with a bigger amount of outliers, a RANSAC based algorithm could be used. This extension is
left for further research.

Acknowledgement: Marc Pollefeys from K.U.Leuven provided the data used in Experiment 3.
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Abstract

The method seeking correspondences in Epipolar Plane Images (EPI) is presented. The
principal idea is to employ dense sequence to get more information which could guide the
correspondence algorithm. Theoretically a simple technique finding homogeneous straight
lines in EPI suffices to establish correspondences.

This paper verifies the method in real experiments. The paper builds on results of [6].
Real data uncovered several optical and mechanical phenomena which introduce additional
problems. They are revealed in the paper one by one and undone.

Keywords: epipolar plane image, correspondence, Lambertian surface

1 Introduction

We report about our attempts to improve correspondence between images, i.e. seeking coor-
dinates of pixels which match the single point in the 3D scene. The underlined idea is to use
a dense epipolarly aligned sequence of images to get more information than the wide baseline
stereo has at hand. However, we do not follow the optical flow paradigm which uses local
differential operators and cannot avoid error accumulation.

We have suggested the method seeking for correspondences and tested it on synthetic im-
ages [6]. This paper shows experimental results on real data, describes several pitfalls we
trapped in, and comments on methods allowing us to extricate from traps. We believe that our
relatively thorough study uncovered phenomena which are not so obvious.

∗This research was supported by the Czech Ministry of Education under Research Programme MSM
212300013 and by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under Project GACR 102/00/1679.
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2 Related Work

The first group of papers relates to computational binocular stereo. The state-of-the-art meth-
ods in stereo are of interest for us because we like to compare our results with them. The dy-
namic programming-based methods are commonly used [4]. We use the better correspondence
matcher suggested by R.Šára [10].

The second group deals with contributions that use more than two images to establish cor-
respondences. The paper [9] verifies correspondences by comparing intensity values in more
than two images. The other possibility is to combine wide base and a larger data set. The mov-
ing wide base stereo rig provides two dense sequences [5] in which features are tracked. Short
sections of tracked trajectories are obtained and ease finding correspondences.

The third group of papers uses the completely stacked sequence (spatio-temporal block) and
aims at deriving scene structure from it. For instance, signal processing techniques (filtering)
can be used to detect occlusions [3, 7].

3 Epipolar Plane Image

Let us assume the sequence of imagesf(x, y, t) wherex, y are coordinates of the pixel and
t is an index in the sequence. Consider a particular case—a sequence of images captured by
cameras with collinear locations of projection centers. Epipolar lines belonging to a selected
epipolar plane (one epipolar line per image) can be stacked along the parametert and forms an
epipolar plane image(EPI).

Let us simplify the situation further and consider even more special case of an epipolarly
rectified sequence which was sampled equidistantly int. The situation is illustrated in Figure1a.

Such simplified EPI has several properties that are useful.
• The space in which correspondence is sought is 1D only. It is assumed that epipolar lines

do not depend on each other. This property allows to decompose the correspondence
problem to simpler subproblems (which can be processed in parallel).

• The point in 3D scene maps to thestraight linein EPI.

4 Simplifying Assumptions

Our aim is to analyze the simplest case. Therefore the following assumptions were considered.
• Surfaces in the scene are opaque and have Lambertian reflectance.
• The scene is occlusion-free, i.e., ordering and uniqueness constraint are not violated.
• The scene is covered by a ‘sufficiently good’ texture. The unambiguous solution of the

correspondence problem can be obtained only if there are no extended regions with zero
or undefined gradient in a light-field [2]. Let us note that EPI is a special case of a light-
-field.
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Figure 1: (a) EPI formation scheme. (b) (top) Selected EPI with one line shown and (bottom) search
space in which correspondences are sought.

5 Seeking Correspondences

An elementary entity is the correspondence between a point in the first and in the last image.
This correspondence of column coordinates in the first and the last image (denoted as a pair
(i, j)) is realization of a single point in 3D scene. Theline in EPI is another representation of
the correspondence, see Figure1b. Theoretically, the line corresponding to a single point in 3D
scene should be of the same value. Practically, such line has only similar values due to various
artifacts and noise. Analysis of related phenomena is actually the contribution of this paper, still
to come.

The costc(i, j) quantifies our believe that the correspondence candidate agrees with the
observed 3D point. The cost is calculated according to values (intensities) along the line found
in EPI. Varianceof the intensities was chosen similarly to [9]. The domain of the costc(i, j)
is R2 because positions with subpixel accuracy can be obtained by interpolation neighbouring
coordinates. Here we take advantage of the fact that there are many images at hand in the
sequence.

Having defined cost functionc(i, j) it is possible to examine all possible correspondence
pairs. The whole set of correspondences considered asmappingm betweeni andj is sought Fig-
ure 1b. The mapping is estimated by minimization of the global criterionJ (m) which sums
partial increments ofc(i, j) along them.

The mappingm is a strictly increasing function because of ordering and uniqueness con-
straints. The estimate of the optimal mappingm∗ can be computed by minimizing the criterion
by dynamic programming which is computationally efficient. The dynamic programming is a
discrete optimization method. In our case the raster is sampled in subpixel accuracy.
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6 Experimental Evaluation on Real Data
(Lessons Learned)

We have described the method so far. We can proceed now to actual experiments, problems that
occurred, and our thoughts how to avoid them.

6.1 Experimental setup

The studied scene consisted of a single 15×15 cm bathroom tile. We captured reverse side of the
tile. Our expectation was that unglazed surface of ceramics has almost Lambertian reflectance
properties. The reverse side of the tile was sprayed by a random texture.

Images were captured by a stationary camera while the homogeneously illuminated scene
(reverse side of the tile) was moved along the straight line. This configuration was chosen to
minimize camera vibrations. The tile was moved on the translation table OPTENby 15 cm. The
images were captured in 1.5 mm steps, i.e, a hundred of images was taken.

A PULNIX TM-1001 digital CCD camera (1k×1k resolution, 9mm chip size) was used
equipped with TAMRON 89698 25 mm lens mount (F-stop 12 was set). The camera was placed
at the distance 90 cm from the scene.

The bathroom tile was chosen deliberately because the form of its reverse side suits our
purpose. Even no ground truth about the 3D shape is available we can expect that the observed
surface is bound by two parallel planes with known distance. The reverse side of the tile is
covered by regular stripe-like hollows with depth approximately 0.2 mm. The approximate
value of disparity between border images in the sequence was 427. This leads to expected
difference of a disparity around 0.1 pixel.

Calibration markers (chessboard) were placed on the captured tile (Figure6b) to ease epi-
polar rectification. The sequencef(x, y, t) was separated to individual EPIs. Only one selected
EPI was used in experiments.

6.2 Checking lines in EPI

This experiment attempts to verify the assumption that the intensities along the line in EPI
corresponding to a single point in 3D scene are homogeneous and bear enough information
about correspondences. First a single line in EPI was analysed. The intensity profile along
the line mapping a correct correspondence should be constant in the ideal case. The observed
profile is different, see top curve in Figure2a. This would not matter if the ‘correct’ profile was
significantly more homogeneous than ‘erroneous’ profile. This was tested by looking at profiles
that are not correct, see two bottom curves in Figure2a. We observed significant deformation
of the profile.

Next test tries to identify what caused the problem. Fifty intensity profiles corresponding
to ‘correct’ lines and covering the whole EPI were displayed in one figure. Each profile was
normalized so that its maximal value is 1 and aligned according to the position of the pixel,
see Figure2b.
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Figure 2: Intensity values related to the correct line in EPI. (a) Three intensity profiles. Horizontal axis
givest and vertical axis gives intensities. The top one corresponds to correct line(i, j). The other two
profiles correspond to the modified lines(i, j +1) and(i, j− 1). (b) Intensities along a several manually
placed correct lines, normalized to maxima, and aligned according to position in image. Horizontal axis
gives pixels and vertical axis gives intensities.

We noticed that the dominant shape of the profile depends only on the position in the image
and does not depend on the position in the scene. We also observed that the intensity profiles are
not symmetric. We concluded that the most significant phenomenon behind is photometric defi-
ciency of the camera, namely field-darkening. Our decision was to perform proper photometric
and radial camera calibration.

6.3 Photometric and Radial Calibration of the Camera

Field-darkening causes decrease of intensities for off-axis pixels. There are three main reasons
for the phenomenon: (a)cos4α effect, whereα gives the angle between the ray and the opti-
cal axis, (b) vignetting effects which observed for open iris because not all iris is illuminated
(likely absent in our case, F-stop = 12), and (c) pupil aberration (non-uniform light distribu-
tion across the aperture). The [1] concluded from experiments that the fall-off surface can be
non-symmetric.

We obtained the fall-off surface by measuring the image irradiance depending on the po-
sition in the image for constant scene radiance. In [1] the homogeneous light source placed
parallel to the camera was used. We could not use such a light source. We proposed alternative
method. The small surface patch with almost Lambertian reflectance and almost homogenously
illuminated was used as a light source. The camera was panned and tilted. Even if the light
source is not exactly homogeneous the amount of light entering camera does not change be-
cause the camera center is at the same position. The measured surface is in Figure3.

Having in mind that the method seeking correspondences reaches subpixel accuracy we also
corrected the radial lens distortion. We used the RADIAL D toolbox [8].
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Figure 3: Measured fall-off phenomenon shown as the (a) 3D surface, and the (b) contour plot. The
values (small circles) were measured in10 × 10 regular grid and approximated by the second-order
polynomial. Coordinates are given in pixels.

6.4 Do cameras lie on the straight line?

Theoretical model assumes many cameras lying on the straight line. Only one still camera is is
used and the object moves in our case. This experiment validates the precision of the ‘straight
line’ assumption.

Our experimental object, i.e. reverse side of the bathroom tile, contains calibration pattern
(chessboard) which allows precise localization. We observed trajectories of selected location
during movement, see Figure4a. They-differences of all targets from linear trajectory are
depicted in Figure4b. We conclude from uniformity ofy-differences that our translation table
is not precise enough and the ‘straight line’ assumption is significantly violated.

We attempted to suppress this effect. The mean value ofy-differences for particular image
in the sequence was used for shift the image. Figure5 shows trajectories of the same selected
calibration targets after shift correction. However, effects violating ‘straight line’ assumption
cannot be undone in their entirety because the center of the camera changes position and the
translation table moves in other directions too.
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Figure 4: Plot of location of calibration targets during translation table movement. Coordinates are in
pixels. (a) Trajectory of a few selected targets. (b)y-differences from linear trajectory for all targets.
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Figure 5: Plot of locations of a few selected calibration targets after shift correction. Coordinates are in
pixels.

7 Final Results and Conclusions

All phenomena described above were understood, modelled, and suppressed. EPI made from
corrected images was an input to the correspondence algorithm. The disparity plot is shown in
Figure6. The underlying depth variations can be detected but it is not so easy to distinguish
them from noise.
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Figure 6: Computed disparity values. Both axes are in pixels. (a) Disparity only. (b) Disparity (scaled
and shifted) overlayed on the original captured image. White line shows selectedy-coordinate.

For comparison we calculated disparity usingŠára’s stereo matcher [10]. First and last
images from the sequence were used. The method calculates correspondences with precision
up to pixel correctly. Next thěSára’s sub-pixel disparity correction (not published yet) was
applied. In the resulting disparity map the 3D structure of the reverse side of the bathroom tile
was not revealed at all.

Our method reveals depth variation whereŠára’s method does not but oscillates. It means
that the solution is sometimes worse thanŠára’s stereo matcher at whole pixels.
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To conclude, we admit that the phenomena involved are complicated. Even the idea aiming
at finding distinct homogeneous lines in EPI is simple and appealing, it is difficult to meet our
assumption in practical cases.

We like thing the problem over again and to do some more experiments in near future.
We acknowledge fruitful discussions with T. Werner, T. Pajdla, R.Šára, O. Drbohlav that

oriented our work. V. Smutńy helped us in setting experiments.
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Abstract

In this paper we explore how to embed symbolic relational graphs with unweighted
edges in a pattern-space. We adopt a graph-spectral approach. We use the leading eigen-
vectors of the graph adjacency matrix to define clusters of nodes. For each cluster, we
compute vectors of spectral properties. We embed these vectors in a pattern-space using
two contrasting approaches. The first of these involves performing principal components
analysis on the covariance matrix for the spectral pattern vectors. The second approach in-
volves performing multidimensional scaling on the L2 norm for pairs of pattern vectors. We
demonstrate the both methods result in well-structured view spaces for graph-data extracted
from 2D views of 3D objects.

1 Introduction

Relational graphs have proved alluring as structural representations for both 2D and 3D shape in
computational vision. Barrow and Burstall [1], and, Fischler and Enschlager [9] were among the
first to demonstrate the potential of relational graphs as abstractions for pictorial information.
Since then graph-based representations have been exploited widely for the purposes of shape
representation, segmentation, matching and recognition. However, one of the problems that
hinders the manipulation of large sets of graphs is that of measuring their similarity. This
problem arises in a number of situations where graphs must be matched or clustered together.
The large-scale matching problem arises in tasks involving recognition from image databases
The graph-clustering task arises when the unsupervised learning of the class-structure of sets
of graphs is attempted. Concrete examples here include the organisation of large structural
data-bases [18] or the discovery of the view-structure of objects [8].

There are a number of ways in which the similarity of graphs may be measured. One of
the classical methods is to use the concept of graph edit distance. This is an extension of the
classical string edit distance, or Levenshtein distance to graphs. The idea of using graph edit
distance was first explored by Fu and his co-workers [16]. Here edit distances are computed
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using separate costs for the relabelling, the insertion and the removal of both nodes and edges.
Recently, Bunke [4] has shown that the graph edit distance and the size of the maximum com-
mon subgraph are related under certain restrictions on the edge and node edit costs. Torsello
and Hancock [20] have exploited this observation to efficiently compute tree-edit distance. By
using the Motzkin-Strauss theorem they show how to compute an approximation to the edit dis-
tance using relaxation labelling. Another approach to computing graph similarity is to adopt a
probabilistic framework. Here there are two contributions worth mentioning. First, Christmas,
Kittler and Petrou [5] have developed an evidence combining framework for graph-matching
which uses probability distribution functions to model the pairwise attribute relations defined
on graph-edges. Second, Wilson and Hancock [22] show how to measure graph-similarity us-
ing a probability distribution which models the number of relabelling and graph-edit operations
when structural errors are present [22]. Finally, set theoretic methods may be used. Here Huet
and Hancock have used a robust variant of the Hausdorff distance to measure the similarity
between attributed relational graphs [11].

There are a number of observations that can be drawn from this brief review of the literature.
First, the computation of graph edit distance is potentially an NP-hard problem since it relies
either explicitly or implicitly on the availability of correspondences between nodes and edges.
Second, it is considerably easier to characterise the similarity of attributed or weighted graphs
than purely symbolic ones. The reason for this is that when attribute information is to hand then
the search-space for correspondences may be significantly reduced using similarity heuristics.
For purely symbolic graphs the only information available for reducing the search-space is that
provided by the topology of the edge connectivity pattern (for instance, the degree of different
nodes) and this may result in highly ambiguous correspondences.

In this paper we aim to investigate whether graphs can be represented in a stable way using
vectors of spectral attributes. With this representation to hand graph similarity can be measured
by computing a distance norm between vectors. Learning class-structure or imposing organ-
isation on the graphs can be achieved by clustering the vectors. Moreover, the pattern-space
spanned by the graph-vectors can be simplified using techniques such as principal or indepen-
dent components analysis. Unfortunately, the process of embedding graphs in a vector-space is
not a straightforward one. The reasons for this are twofold. First, correspondences are required
so that nodes and edges can be mapped to the relevant component of the pattern-vector. Second,
there needs to be a means of accommodating graphs which contain different numbers of nodes
and edges.

In this paper, to overcome these two problems, we provide a graph-spectral approach to the
embedding problem. Spectral graph theory is a branch is mathematics which aims to charac-
terise the properties of unweighted graphs using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the adja-
cency matrix or the closely related Laplacian matrix [6]. There are a number of well-known
results. For instance, the degree of bijectivity of a graph is measured by the eigenvalue gap, the
distribution of cycle length can be computed using a moments expansion of the eigenvalues, and
the steady-state random walk on a graph is given by the leading eigenvector of the adjacency
matrix. Although conceptually alluring, the main problem with spectral properties is that they
are notoriously sensitive to small changes in the structure of the adjacency matrix.

Despite the fact that the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix are highly susceptible to
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changes in graph-structure, the eigenvalue order is more stable. This property has been repeat-
edly and successfully exploited in the computer vision literature to develop pairwise clustering
algorithms. For instance, Shi and Malik use the leading eigenvector to perform image segmen-
tation using the iterative normalised cut technique [19]. Sarkar and Boyer have used property
matrix spectra for line segment grouping [17]. Inoue and Urahama [14] have used the leading
eigenvector to develop a batch-iterative pairwise clustering algorithm.

Our aim in this paper is to use the pairwise clustering property of the eigenvectros of the
adjacency matrix for the purposes of constructing pattern-vectors for graphs. The idea is as
follows. Each of the leading eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix is taken to represent a pairwise
cluster of nodes. The significance of the cluster is determined by the magnitude of the associated
eigenvalue. The degree of cluster membership of graph-nodes to clusters is gauged by their
co-efficients in the cluster eigenvector. We perform our vectorial embedding of the graphs
using graph-theoretic attributes for the clusters. Each component of the vector represents a
different spectral cluster. The order of the components of the vector is the magnitude order
of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix. For each cluster, we use the components of the
cluster eigenvectors to compute weighted spectral attributes. In this way we solve the problem
of finding correspondences between nodes and vector-components. We compute both unary
and binary cluster attributes. The unary attributes include the subgraph volume, the cluster
perimeter length and the subgraph Cheeger number. The binary attributes represent the pairwise
arrangement of the clusters. Here we investigate the shared cluster perimeter length and the
number of graph-edges between cluster centres.

Once the cluster feature-vectors are to hand, then we investigate two alternative routes to
embedding them in a pattern-space. The first of these involves principal components analysis.
Here we construct the covariance matrix for the spectral pattern vectors of the graphs. We
project the pattern-vectors onto the leading eigenvectors of the covariance matrix to give a graph
pattern-space. The second approach is based on multidimensional scaling. Here we compute a
matrix of pairwise similarities between pairs of graphs using the L2 distance norm.

2 Spectral Pattern Vectors
In this paper we are concerned with the set of graphs

� ��� � ��������� �	� ��������� ��
 . The � th graph is
denoted by

���������� ��� ��� . where
���

is the set of nodes and � �������	�����
is the edge-set. Our

approach in this paper is a graph-spectral one. For each graph
���

we compute the adjacency
matrix � � . This is a � ��� � � � ��� � matrix whose element with row index  and column index ! is

� �"�  � ! �#%$�& if
�  � ! �(' � �)

otherwise
(1)

From the adjacency matrices � � � �  & �����+* at hand, we can calculate the eigenvalues , � by
solving the equation � � ��- , �/. �  )

and the associated eigenvectors 021� by solving the system of
equations � � 0 1 �  , 1 � 0 1 � . We order the eigenvectors according to the decreasing magnitude of
the eigenvalues, i.e. �3, �� �54��6, �� �74 ����� �6,98 :�;�8� � The eigenvectors are stacked in order to construct
the modal matrix < ���� 0 �� �30 �� � ����� �60 8 :=;=8� �

.
We use only the first > eigenmodes of the modal matrix to define spectral clusters for each

graph. The components of the eigenvectors are used to compute the probabilities that nodes
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belong to clusters. The probability that the node indexed  ' � �
in graph � belongs to the

cluster with eigenvalue order � is

� ���� 1  �3< � �  � � � ����
1
	�� � �6< �"�  � �� � � (2)

Our aim is to use spectral features for the modal clusters of the graphs under study to con-
struct feature-vectors. To overcome the correspondence problem, we use the order of the eigen-
values to establish the order of the components of the feature-vectors. We study a number of
features suggested by spectral graph theory.

Our first vector of spectral features is constructed from the ordered eigenvalues of the adja-
cency matrix. For the graph indexed � , the vector is

� ���� , �� � , �� ��������� , � � ��� (3)

The first pairwise cluster attribute studied is the shared perimeter of each pair of clusters.
For the pair subgraphs � and � the perimeter is the set of nodes belong to the set � � � � � ��� ��� ��� � � � ' ��� � ' ��� . Hence, our cluster-based measure of shared perimeter for the clusters
is � � ��� ��� �  � � �!� "$#&%(' ; �

��!� ) � �"*� + � � �  � ! �� � � 	 � " 	 #&%(' ; �
�� 	 � ) �

�" 	 � + (4)

Each graph is represented by a shared perimeter matrix

� �
. We convert these matrices into

long vectors. This is obtained by stacking the columns of the matrix

� �
in eigenvalue order.

The resulting vector is
� �  � � � � & � & � �

� �"� & �-, � �����������
� � � & � > � �� � � ,7� & � �����������

� � � ,7� > � � �������
� � � > � > � � � Each entry in the long-vector corresponds to a different

pair of spectral clusters.
The second pairwise attribute is the between cluster distance. This is defined as the path

length, i.e. the minimum number of edges, between the most significant nodes in a pair of
clusters. The most significant node in a cluster is the one having the largest co-efficient in the
eigenvector associated with the cluster. For the cluster indexed

�
in the graph indexed � , the

most significant node is  �) /.10$2�34.
5� � ��6) (5)

To compute the distance, we note that if we multiply the adjacency matrix � � by itself 7 times,
then the matrix

� � ���98 represents the distribution of paths of length 7 in the graph
���

. In partic-
ular, the element

� � � �98 �  � ! � is the number of paths of length 7 edges between the nodes  and ! .
Hence the minimum distance between the most significant nodes of the clusters

�
and � is

: );� + <.=0$2>34?�@8 � � ��� 8 �  �) �  �+ � (6)

If we only use the first > leading eigenvectors to describe the graphs, the between cluster
distances for each graph can be written as a > by > matrix which can be converted to a > � >
long-vector

� ���� : � � �=� : � � �/��������� : � � � � : � � �=��������� : � � � � � .
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3 Embedding the Spectral Vectors in a Eigenspace Space
In this section we describe two methods for embedding graphs in eigenspaces. The first of these
involves performing principal components analysis on the covariance matrices for the spectral
pattern-vectors. The second method involves performing multidimensional scaling on a set of
pairwise distance between vectors.

3.1 Eigendecomposition of the image representation matrices
Our first method makes use principal components analysis and follows the parametric eigenspace
idea of Murase and Nayar [15]. The relational data for each image is vectorised in the way out-
lined in Section 3. The * different image vectors are arranged in view order as the columns of
the matrix � �� � � � � � � ����� � � � � ����� � � 
��

.
Next, we compute the covariance matrix for the elements in the different rows of the matrix� . This is found by taking the matrix product �  �>� � We extract the principal components

directions for the relational data by performing an eigendecomposition on the covariance matrix� . The eigenvalues , � are found by solving the eigenvalue equation ��� - , . �  )
and the

corresponding eigenvalues �� � are found by solving the eigenvector equation ���� �  , � �� � .
We use the first 3 leading eigenvectors to represent the graphs extracted from the im-

ages. The co-ordinate system of the eigenspace is spanned by the three orthogonal vectors
by � %� �� ��� �� ��� ��
	 � . The individual graphs represented by the long vectors

� � � �  & �-,7��������� *
can be projected onto this eigenspace using the formula �� �  �� � � � Hence each graph

� �
is

represented by a 3-component vector �� � in the eigenspace.

3.2 Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimensional scaling(MDS)is a procedure which allows data specified in terms of a matrix
of pairwise distances to be embedded in a Euclidean space. The classical multidimensional
scaling method was proposed by Torgenson[23].Shepard and Kruskal developed a different
scaling technique called ordinal scaling[12]. Here we intend to use the method to embed the
graphs extracted from different viewpoints in a low-dimensional space.

To commence we require pairwise distances between graphs. We do this by computing the
L2 norms between the spectral pattern vectors for the graphs. For the graphs indexed  & and  , ,
the distance is

: � � � � �  �
� � �

� � � � ��� � - � � � ��� ��� �

(7)

The pairwise similarities
: � � � � � are used as the elements of an * � * dissimilarity matrix � ,

whose elements are defined as follows

� � � � � �  $ : � � � � � if  ���  ,)
if  &   , (8)

In this paper, we use the classical multidimensional scaling method to embed our the view-
graphs in a Euclidean space using the matrix of pairwise dissimilarities � . The first step of
MDS is to calculate a matrix � whose element with row � and column � is given by ����� - �

�
� : ���� -��: �� � -��: � � �"! �: � ��� � where

�: � �  �
 � 

� � � : ��� is the average dissimilarity value over the � th
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row,
�: � � is the similarly defined average value over the � th column and

�: ���  �
�� � 

� � � �



� � � : � � �is the average similarity value over all rows and columns of the similarity matrix � .

We subject the matrix � to an eigenvector analysis to obtain a matrix of embedding co-
ordinates

�
. If the rank of � is � � ��� * , then we will have � non-zero eigenvalues. We

arrange these � non-zero eigenvalues in descending order, i.e. , ��� , ��� ������� , � 4 )
. The

corresponding ordered eigenvectors are denoted by �� � where , � is the  th eigenvalue. The em-
bedding co-ordinate system for the graphs obtained from different views is

�  � �	 ��� �	 ����������� �	 � �
where �	 � �
 , � �� � are the scaled eigenvectors. For the graph indexed  , the embedded vector of
co-ordinates is �� � �� � ��� �=� � �!� ��� � ��� 	 � � .
4 View-based Object Recognition
To provide an experimental vehicle for our new eigen-space representation of graphs, we focus
on the problem of view based object recognition. This topic has been studied in the computer
vision literature for over three decades [21]. Stated simply, the idea is to compile a series of
images of an object as the set of possible viewing directions is spanned. The images are then
subjected to some form of dimensionality reduction [15] or information abstraction [10]. This is
a process of learning that may involve either feature extraction, principal components analysis
or the abstraction of the main structures using a relational description Once a condensed image
representation is to hand, then the aim is to embed the different images in a low-dimensional
representation which can be traversed with viewing direction. Recognition and pose recovery
may be effected by finding the closest representative view. In other words, the aim is to embed
high-dimensional view based image data in a low dimensional structure which is suitable for
view indexing.

Broadly speaking there are two different approaches to this problem. The first of these is to
construct an eigenspace [15]. This approach was first introduced by Murase and Nayar [15], and
has since been refined in a number of different ways. The idea is to perform principal compo-
nents analysis on the images collected as the viewing direction and illumination direction [2] are
varied. This is achieved by first storing each image as a long-vector. Next the covariance matrix
for the long-vectors is found. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix define the directions
of principal components in the space spanned by the long-vectors. Dimensionality reduction is
achieved by projecting the original images onto the principal component directions and select-
ing the components corresponding to the leading eigenvectors. The method has mainly been
applied to pixel based image representations.

The second approach to the problem is older and involves constructing a relational abstrac-
tion of the features present in the raw images [21, 13]. The aim here is to extract surfaces or
boundary groupings from 2.5D range data or 2D image data. From this data the view occur-
rence of the different image structures is noted. Hence a group of images which all yield the
same feature configuration are deemed to belong to a common view [7]. View indexing can be
achieved by matching a relational arrangement of image structures to the set of corresponding
representative view graphs. This approach to the problem has its origins in the work of Freeman
on characteristic views. It has also stimulated the study of aspect graphs [21]. The topic draws
heavily on work from psychology [3] and differential topology [13].
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5 Experiments
In this section we report experiments on 2D image sequences of 3D objects under slowly vary-
ing changes in viewer angle. Here we study both relatively simple polyhedral objects. From
each object in the view sequence, we extract corner features. From the extracted corner points
we construct Delaunay graphs. We experiment with two different sequences. In Figures 1 we
show the raw images and extracted graphs for the INRIA MOVI toy house sequence. Figures 2
shows a house sequence for a model of a Swiss chalet which we collected in-house. There are a
number of “events” in the sequences. For instance in the MOVI sequence, the right-hand gable
wall disappears after the 12th frame, and the left-hand gable wall appears after the 17th frame.
Several of the background objects also disappear and reappear. In the Swiss chalet sequence,
the front face of the house disappears after the 15th frame.

Figures 3 to 5 show the results obtained with vectors of different spectral attributes. In each
case the top row shows the results obtained for the MOVI house, while the bottom row is for
the chalet sequence. In the left-hand column of each figure, we show the eigenspace extracted
by applying PCA to the covariance matrix for the spectral feature vectors. The middle column
shows the matrix of pairwise vector distances used as input to MDS. Finally, the right-hand
column shows the result of applying MDS to the matrix of distances. Figure 3 shows the results
obtained with the vector of adjacency matrix eigenvalues (i.e. the graph-spectra), Figure 4 is
the result obtained with the long-vector of shared perimeter length, and, finally,. Figure 5 is the
result obtained with inter-cluster edge distance.

There are a number of features in the plots that deserve comment. First, we consider the
structure of the view-spaces obtained using PCA and MDS. These are rather different. In the
case of PCA, a cluster structure emerges. By contrast, in MDS the different views execute
smooth trajectories. Hence, the output of PCA would appear to be best for locating clusters
of similar views, while MDS provides information which might be more useful in constructing
parametric eigenspaces. For PCA, the best trajectories are obtained with the vectors of adja-
cency matrix eigenvalues and shared perimeter length. For MDS, the best clusters are obtained
using the inter-cluster edge distance. This feature also emerges from the plots of pairwise dis-
tance, where a clear block structure is seen in Figure 5. These blocks reflect the event structure
noted above.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated how vectors of graph-spectral attributes can be used for the
purposes of embedding graphs in eigenspaces. The best view trajectories result when we apply
MDS to the vectors of leading eigenvalues or the shared perimeter attribute. The best clusters
result when we use the inter-cluster edge distance.

Hence, we have shown how to cluster purely symbolic graphs using simple spectral at-
tributes. The graphs studied in our analysis are of different size, and we do not need to locate
correspondences. Our future plans involve studying in more detail the structure of the pattern-
spaces resulting from our spectral features. Here we intend to investigate the use of ICA as an
alternative to PCA as a means of embedding the graphs in a pattern-space. We also intend to
study how support vector machines and the EM algorithm can be used to learn the structure of
the pattern spaces. Finally, we intend to investigate whether the spectral attributes studied here
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Figure 1: MOVI sequence and graphs
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Figure 2: The chalet sequence

can be used for the purposes of organising large image data-bases.
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Figure 5: Cluster distances
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Abstract

Wepresenttwo new methodsto determinecontractionkernelsfor theconstructionof graph
pyramids.Thefirst methodis restrictedto undirectedgraphsandyieldsareductionfactorof
atleast����� . Thismeansthatwith ourmethodthenumberof verticesin thesubgraphinduced
by any setof contractibleedgesis reducedto half or lessby a singleparallelcontraction.
Our secondmethodalsoworks for directedgraphs. In caseof stochasticpyramids,the
secondmethodyieldsevenhigherreductionfactorsthanthefirst onein all our tests.

1 Introduction

In a regular imagepyramid (for an overview see[9]) the numberof pixelsat any level � , is 	
timeshigherthanthenumberof pixelsat thenext reducedlevel ��
� . Thereductionfactor 	 is
greaterthanoneandit is thesamefor all levels � . If � denotesthenumberof pixelsin animage�
, thenumberof new levelson top of

�
amountsto ������������� . Thus,the regular imagepyramid

maybeanefficient structureto accessimageobjectsin a top-down process.
However, regular imagepyramidsareconfinedto globally definedsamplinggridsandlack

shift invariance[1]. In [10] it wasshown how thesedrawbackscanbe avoidedby irregular
(stochastic)imagepyramids. Eachlevel representsa partition of the pixel set into cells, i.e.
subsetsof � -connectedpixels. The constructionof an irregular imagepyramid is iteratively
local [10] [6]:

� Thecellshaveno informationabouttheirglobalposition.

� Thecellsareconnectedonly to (direct)neighbors.
�
This paperhasbeensupportedby theAustrianScienceFundundergrantsP14445-MAT andP14662-INF
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(a) (b)

Figure1: (a) Partition of pixel setinto cells. (b) Representationof thecellsandtheir neighbor-
hoodrelationsby a dualpair � ����� � of planegraphs. � hassquareverticesanddashededges.
� hascircularverticesandsolidedges.

� Thecellscannotdistinguishthespatialpositionsof theneighbors.

On thebaselevel (level ! ) of an irregular imagepyramid thecells representsinglepixelsand
theneighborhoodof thecellsis definedby the � -connectivity of thepixels.A cell on level ��
"�
is aunionof neighboringcellson level � . Two cells #%$ and #'& areneighborsif thereexist pixels( $ in #)$ and ( & in #*& suchthat ( $ and ( & are � -neighbors(Figure1a,b). We assumethat any
two successivelevelsaredifferent,i.e. thatat leasttwo neighboringcellsin thelower level have
beenunited. In particular, thereexistsa highestlevel + . Furthermore,we restrictourselvesto
irregularpyramidswith anapex, i.e. level + containsonly onecell.

In this paperwe will representthe levelsasdualpairs � �-,.�/�0,1� of planegraphs�0, and �-, .
Theverticesof �-, representthecellson level � andtheedgesof �-, representtheneighborhood
relationsof thecellson level � (Figure1b). Theedgesof �-, representthebordersof thecellson
level � , possiblyincludingsocalledpseudoedgesneededto representneighborhoodrelations
to cellsenclosedby othercells. Finally, theverticesof �-, representmeetingpointsof at least
threeedgesfrom �-, . Thesequence� �0,��/�0,2� , !435�635+ is calledgraphpyramid. Theplanof
thepaperis asfollows. In Section2 we will give themainideaof thestochasticpyramidalgo-
rithm andin Section2.1wewill seethatgraphpyramidsfrom maximalindependentvertex sets
mayhave a very poor reductionfactor(arbitrarily closeto 1.0). Moreover, experimentsshow
that poor reductionfactorsarelikely, especiallywhenthe imagesarelarge. We proposetwo
modifications.Theonein Section3 guaranteesa reductionfactorof 798:! , but is applicableonly
if theedgesmaybecontractedin bothdirections.Themodificationproposedin Section4 also
works in caseof constraintson the directions. This modificationyields the highestreduction
factorsin thecaseof stochasticgraphpyramids,in all our tests.

2 Maximal Independent Vertex Set

In the following the iteratedlocal constructionof the (stochastic)irregular imagepyramid
in [10] is describedin the languageof graphpyramids. The main idea is to first calculatea
so calledmaximal independent vertex set [3]. Let the vertex setandedgesetof of �0, be de-
notedby ;<, and =>, , respectively. Theincidencerelationof ;?, , denotedby @�,A�CBD� mapseachedge
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Figure2: (a) Theblackverticesform a maximalindependentvertex set.Theframesindicatea
correspondingcollectionof contractionkernels.(b) A graphpyramid from maximalindepen-
dentvertex sets.

from =6, to its setof endvertices.TheneighborhoodEF,�� GH� of avertex GJI ;?, is definedby

EF,�� GH�LKNM G<OQPRM STI ;<,VUXW Y I =6, suchthat G<� SZI @�,[� Y��'O\8
A subset]^, of ;?, is calledmaximalindependentvertex setif:

1. S_$0`IaEF,�� Sb&'� for all S_$'� Sb&>I ]^, ,
2. for all GcI ;?, thereexists SZI ]a, suchthat GdIaEF,[� Se� .

An exampleof a maximalindependentvertex setis shown in Figure2a. Maximal independent
vertex set(MIS) [10] [11] maybegeneratedasfollows.

MIS Algorithm:

1. Mark everyelementof ;<, ascandidate.

2. Iteratethefollowing two stepsaslongastherearecandidates.

(a) Assignrandomnumbersto thecandidatesof ;<, .
(b) Determinethecandidateswhoserandomnumbersaregreaterthantherandomnum-

bersof all neighboringcandidatesandmarkthemasmember (of themaximalinde-
pendentset)andasnon-candidate. Also markeveryneighborof everynew member
asnon-candidate.

3. In eachneighborhoodof a vertex that is not a membertherewill now bea member. Let
eachnon-memberchooseits neighboringmember, saytheonewith themaximalrandom
number(weassumethatno two randomnumbersareequal).

The assignmentof the non-membersto their membersdeterminea collectionof contraction
kernels: eachnon-memberis contractedtowardsits memberandall contractionscanbedonein
a singleparallelstep. In Figure2athecontractionsareindicatedby arrows. A graphpyramid
from maximalindependentvertex setscanbeseenin Figure2b. Note thatwe remove parallel
edgesandself-loopsthatemergefrom thecontractions,if they arenot neededto encodeinclu-
sionof regionsby otherregions(in theexampleof Figure2b wedo not needloopsnor parallel
edges).Thiscanbedoneby dualgraphcontraction[7].
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Figure3: MIS Algorithm: Numberof vertices( f -axis)for thegraphof size(a) �%!g!�hi�%!�! , and
(b) 7�!g!�ha7�!�! . j -axis: levelsof thegraphpyramid.Theslopeof thelinesdepictsthereduction
factor. Solid linesfor testresultsanddashedline for reductionfactor 7H8:! .

2.1 Experiments with Maximal Independent Vertex Sets

Uniformly distributedrandom(u.d)valuesareassignedto theverticesin thebaselevel graphs.
We generated1000graphs,on top of which we built stochasticgraphpyramids. In our ex-
periments,Section2.1, Section3.1 andSection4.1, we usedgraphsof size �%!g!g!g! and �k!g!g!�!
vertices,whichcorrespondto imagesizesof �%!g!lhm�%!�! and 7�!g!Qhn7�!g! pixels,respectively. Solid
linesin Figure3, 6 and9 depictthefirst 100of 1000tests.Datain Table1 werederivedusing
graphsof size 7X!g!�ha7�!g! verticeswith 1000experiments.

The numbersof levels neededto reducethe graphat the baselevel (level 0) to a graph
consistingof a singlevertex (top of thepyramid)aregivenin Figure3 (a),(b). FromFigure3
we seethat theheightof thepyramidcannotbeguaranteedto belogarithmic,exceptfor some
goodcases.In theworst casethepyramid had22 levels for �%!g!dho�%!g! verticesand41 levels
for the graphwith 7�!g!phq7�!g! vertices,respectively. Poorreductionfactorsare likely, ascan
be seenin Figure 3, especiallywhen the imagesare large. This is due to the evolution of
largerandlargervariationsbetweenthevertex degreesin thecontractedgraphs(Table1). The
absolutemaximumin-degreewas 148. The r ( 	Xs[��	�s probability of a vertex being the local
maximumis dependentof its neighborhood.The larger the neighborhoodthe smalleris the
r ( 	�sA��	Xs probability thata vertex will survive. Thenumberof iterationsnecessaryto complete
themaximumindependentsetperlevel (iterationsfor correction[10]) arethesameasreported
by [10].

To summarize,a constantreductionfactorhigher then �g8t! cannotbe guaranteedandbad
caseshaveahighprobability, ascanbeseenin Figure3.
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(a) (b)

Figure4: (a)A maximalmatching.(b) A matchingwith moreedgesthanin (a).

3 How to guarantee a Reduction Factor of 2.0

In thefollowing weaim at acollection u of contractionkernelsin aplanegraph� suchthat

� eachvertex of � is containedin exactlyonekernelof u , and

� eachkernel u containsat leasttwo vertices.

We assumethat � is connected.Clearly, the contractionof all kernelsin u will reducethe
numberof verticesto half or less. In contrastto [10] we startwith independentedge setsor
matchings, i.e. edgesetsin which no pair of edgeshasa commonendvertex. Theselectionof
u is donein threesteps.

MIES Algorithm:

1. A maximalmatchingv of edgesfrom � is determined.

2. v is enlargedto a set vxw thatinducesaspanningsubgraphof � .

3. v w is reducedto u .

In the first step,a maximalmatchingmay be determinedby a iteratively local processas
specifiedin the Section2. Note that a maximal matchingof � is equivalent to a maximal
independentvertex seton the edgegraphof � [4]. Since v is only requiredto be maximal,
theedgeset v cannotbeenlargedby anotheredgefrom � without loosingindependence.As
canbeseenin Figure4(a),a maximalmatchingv is not necessarilymaximum:theremaybe
amatchingvzy thatcontainsmoreedgesthan v .

Thecollectionof contractionkernelsdefinedbyamaximalmatchingv mayincludekernels
with a singlevertex. Let G denotesuchanisolatedvertex (isolatedfrom v ) andchoosea non-
self-loop Y thathasG asanendvertex. Since v is maximal,theendvertex S|{KxG of Y belongs
to anedgethat is containedin thematching.Let vxw denotethesetof edgesthatarein v or
thatarechosento connectisolatedverticesto v (thesecondstepof MIES). Thesubgraphof
� that is inducedby v w spans� andits connectedcomponentsaretreesof depthoneor two
(Figure5(a)).A treeof depthtwo canbeseparatedinto two treesof depthoneeachby removing
theuniqueedge,bothendverticesif which belongto otheredgesof thetree(Figure5(b)) (the
third stepof MIES). Still, eachvertex of � belongsto a tree(of depthone). The arrows in
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(a) (b)

Figure5: (a) Thematchingfrom Figure4aenlargedby connectingformerly isolatedvertices
to themaximalmatching.(b) After breakingup treesof depthtwo into treesof depthone.The
arrows indicatepossibledirectionsof thecontractions.

Figure5b indicatepossibledirectionsof contractions.Note that in caseof kernelswith more
thanoneedgethedirectionswithin thekernelcannotbechosenindependentlyof oneanother.
This is why theproposedmethodcannotbeextendedto applicationsin which thereareapriori
constraintson the directionsof the contractions. However, the proposedmethodworks for
thestochasticcase(no preconditionson edgesto becontracted)andfor connectedcomponent
analysis,wheretheattributesof theendverticesarerequiredto beidentical.

3.1 Experiments with Maximal Independent Edge Sets

The numbersof levelsneededto reducethegraphat the baselevel to a graphconsistingof a
singlevertex areshown in Figure6 (a),(b). The experimentsshow that the reductionfactor,
evenin theworstcase,is alwaysbiggerthanthe theoreticallower bound 798t! , indicatedby the
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Figure6: MIES Algorithm: Numberof vertices( f -axis) for the graphof size(a) �%!g!}ho�)!g! ,
and(b) 7X!g!nh~7�!g! . j -axis: numberof levels.Theslopeof thelinesdepictsthereductionfactor.
Solid linesfor testresultsanddashedline for reductionfactor 798t! .
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dashedline in Figure6. This methodis morestablethanMIS. As canbeseenin Figure6, the
varianceof theslopeis smallerthenin caseof MIS (Figure3). Themeannumberof iteration
for correctionperlevel washigherfor MIES (Table1).

4 Constraints on the Directions of the Contractions

In many graphpyramidapplicationssuchasline imageanalysis[2, 8] andthedescriptionof im-
agestructure[5] adirectededgeY with source� andtarget G�{Kx� mustbecontracted(from � to
G ), only if theattributesof Y , � , and G fulfill a certaincondition.In particular, theconditionde-
pendson � beingthesourceand G beingthetarget.Theedgesthatfulfill theconditionarecalled
preselected edges.Fromnow ontheplanegraphsin thepyramidhavedirectededges.Typically,
theedgesin thebaselevel of thepyramidform pairsof reverseedges,i.e. for eachedgeY with
source� andtarget G thereexists an edge Y�y with sourceG andtarget � . However, the setof
preselectededgesmaycontain Y without containingY�y . Thegoalis to build contractionkernels
with a “high” reductionfactorfrom thesetof preselectededges.Thereductionwill alwaysbe
determinedaccordingto thedirectedgraphinducedby thepreselectededges.For example,if
thenumberof verticesin the inducedsubgraphis reducedto half, the reductionfactorwill be
798t! . Fromtheexamplein Figure7a it is clearthat, in general,no reductionfactorlarger than
�g8t! canbeguaranteed.We requirethat thecontractionkernelsarevertex disjoint rootedtrees
of depthoneor zero(singlevertices),eachedgeof which is directedtowardstheroot. A set �
of directededgesformssucha collectionof contractionkernelsif andonly if � containsnone
of theedgepairsdepictedin Figure7b. Seenfrom a directededgeY with source� andtarget
G�{Kz� thatonewantsto contract(from � to G ), noedgeY y {KxY with endvertex (sourceor target)
equalto � or sourceequalto G may be contracted.An edge Y togetherwith thoseedgesthat
onemaynotcontractif Y is contractedform aneighborhood�i��Y�� of Y . Figure8adepicts�i��Y��
in caseof � and G both having � neighbors.To find a maximal (independent)setof directed
edges(MIDES) forming vertex disjoint rootedtreesof depthzeroor one,we proceedanalo-
gouslyto thegenerationof maximalindependentvertex sets,asexplainedin theSection2. Let
=6, denotethesetof directededgesin thegraph�0, of thegraphpyramid.Weproceedasfollows.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: (a) The reductionfactor of a star with � edgespointing away from the centeris
���m
�����`�� . (b) Forbiddenpairsof directededges.(c) A legalconfigurationof directededges
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Figure8: (a)Theneighborhood�i��Y�� . (b) Maximal independentedgesetwith respectto �i��Y�� .
Process �����}rgj�� �L���}rkj�� ���[��s���Y)	Xrg�CsA���F��� �L����s���Y)	Xrk�Cs[�������

MIS 70.69 23.88 2.95 0.81

MIES 11.74 0.71 4.06 1.17

MIDES 13.29 1.06 2.82 1.07

Table1: Mean � andstandarddeviation � of maximumvertex degreesof thepyramids;Mean
� andstandarddeviation � of numberof iterationsto completemaximumindependentsetper
level of thepyramid.

MIDES Algorithm:

1. Mark everydirectededgeof =6, ascandidate.

2. Iteratethefollowing two stepsaslongastherearecandidates.

(a) Assignrandomnumbersto thecandidates.

(b) DeterminethecandidatesY whoserandomnumbersarehigher(larger)thantheran-
dom numbersin �i� Y��L��M Y�O andmark themasmember (of a contractionkernel).
Also markevery Y)y�Ia��� Y�� of everynew memberY asnon-candidate.

4.1 Experiments with Maximal Independent Directed Edge Sets

Picturesin Figure9 show thenumberof levels requiredto geton top of thepyramid. We see
that the reductionfactor is betterthan 798t! (dashedline) even in the worst case. Also the in-
degreesof theverticesis muchsmaller( �)��8�7X� ) thanfor MIS ( ��!�8t�g� ). For thecaseof thegraph
with size 7�!g!Jh�7X!g! vertices,MIDES needed13 levelsin comparisonto 15 levelsin theworst
caseof MIES. Thenumberof iterationsneededto completethemaximumindependentsetwas
comparablewith the oneof MIS (Table1). The MIDES algorithmshows a betterreduction
factorthanMIES, ascanbeseenin Figure9.
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Figure9: MIDES Algorithm: Numberof vertices( f -axis)for thegraphof size(a) �%!g!Jh��)!g! ,
and(b) 7X!g!nh~7�!g! . j -axis: numberof levels.Theslopeof thelinesdepictsthereductionfactor.
Solid linesfor testresultsanddashedline for reductionfactor 798t!

5 Conclusion

Experimentswith stochasticdecimationusingmaximalindependentvertex sets(MIS) showed
a problematicbehavior on large images.After an initial phaseof strongreduction,the reduc-
tion decreasesdramatically. This is dueto theevolutionof largerandlargervariationsbetween
thevertex degreesin thecontractedgraphs.To overcomethis problemwe proposeda method,
MIES, basedon matchingswhich guaranteesa reductionfactorof 798:! . As in thecaseof inde-
pendentvertex sets,themethodbasedon matchingsdoesnot allow to controlthedirectionsof
thecontractions.Thesecondmethod,MIDES, thatweproposedandtestedis basedondirected
edgesandallows to control thedirectionsof thecontractions.Theexperimentsshoweda non-
decreasingreductionthat waseven strongerthanthe oneobtainedfrom the methodbasedon
matchings.Futurework will focuson understandingandproving thegoodperformanceof the
methodbasedondirectededges.
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Abstract

This paper introduces the main principles of a novel approach for feature extraction (mainly
symbolic) within a hierarchical graph based framework. This is just a preliminary work and
emphasize is made on the formalism, the properties we would like to achieve and somead-
hoc illustrations.

1 Introduction

As computer power increases, researchers use more complex tools for Pattern Recognition and
Image Analysis. Graph theory is such a framework. Along the overall processes from a stimu-
lus to its interpretation, graphs are used for several distinct tasks: hierarchical graphs for image
segmentation and for control of perceptual strategies, graph matching for recognition and im-
age understanding, graph manipulation for clustering, conceptual graphs for representation of
relational and structural knowledge, involving time explicitly represented in the graphs.

For instance, many works have already been done over the past few years showing that
graphs are very well suited for image segmentation and more generally for image analysis.
Graphs are efficient as a processing and representational scheme in pattern recognition and
image processing when complex and irregularly sampled data need to be synthesized

It takes its basis in the challenge of the TC15 technical committee of IAPR and more par-
ticularly in the ”Increasing the intelligence of a pixel-based graph” challenge. The underlying
goal is to provide the graph based techniques with some learning and adaptation properties like
the neural networks.

Our goal in this study is to propose a novel framework This is a very preliminary work. We
do not attempt to present a complete framework.

Thus the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we recall the main principles of feature
extraction in images using hierarchical graphs. Section 3 gives more details of the kind of
symbols we intend to work with. Section 4 introduces the main steps of hierarchical scheme.
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Section 5 will then focus on the adaptation scheme within this framework. Section 6 draws
some trends toward hierarchical symbolic features by means of a simple illustration.

2 Hierarchical graphs: a short recall

A hierarchical graph is a set of graphs built from the base up to the apex using a decimation
process.

LetG = (N,E) be a graph whereN stands for the set of nodes andE for the set of edges.

Let δij
def
= (i, j) ∈ E. Let V (i) be the neighborhood of the nodei defined as{j ∈ N : δij}.

Note that we assume that a given nodei is a not member of its neighborhood. Each node,i, is
associated with a valuexi and a set of local information. In the following, we will consider the
edges of this graph as not valuated.

A decimation process transforms the graphG(k) in G(k+1) such that|N (k+1)| < |N (k)|.
P. Meer proposed in [10] to constraint this process with two rules.

Rule 1 : The decimation must be maximal,i.e. ∀(i, j) ∈ E(k), i andj cannot both belong to
N (k+1).
Rule 2 : Any node ofN (k) must be linked to a node inN (k+1), i.e. ∀i ∈ N (k), (i ∈ Nk+1 ∨
V (i)

⋂
N (k+1) 6= ∅).

It can be shown that findingG(k+1) with these two rules is equivalent to find the stable of
G(k). Several powerful algorithms have been proposed to solve this search.

This tool has already been widely used in image analysis for feature extraction [8, 6, 10].
Different contraction kernels or decimation functions yield different hierarchies of graphs.

Our goal is to interact within a given hierarchy, locally adapting the decimation function to
somea priori long term goal.

3 Some symbolic features

We are here concerned with symbolic features. Given an image made of numerical values, we
first need to extract symbolic tokens as relevant as possible. For instance if the initial stimulus
is a curve, one can use the n-cell description language [9].

The 3 × 3 masks introduced by Canninget al. [3] are also such tokens. Figure1 shows
an example on the so-called ”cul de sac” image. The mask related to a part of this image (an
house) is shown. A given pixel can be associated to several (between one and eight) masks
depending on the local distribution of gray levels. Any mask is a symbolic token valuated by
the local contrast. In order to be used in a hierarchical scheme, one need a description language
which mix these elements in order to exhibit more and more complex symbolic features. The
3 × 3 masks can be merged in order to define other symbolic features of more complex nature
like edge segments, sharp corners, large corners, concavities and enclosures as shown in [7] as
well as texture patterns as shown in [4]. A more complex structure is derived from low-level
structures. Our goal is to set up this strategy in a hierarchical process.
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4 Hierarchical graph of symbolic features

The construction of a hierarchy is controlled by two processes: the selection of the surviving
nodes which will constitute the next level, and the reduction which set how the nodes of the
current level decide to link with the surviving nodes. These two processes are clearly some kind
of degrees of freedom for any algorithm working on the hierarchy. The selection is most of the
time simply a local maxima search and a widely used reduction rule is the nearest neighbor rule.

For a given application, these rules are set and not adaptable to the result of the feature
extraction. This is the point we are working on.

Let us first reformulate the construction of the hierarchy in a more general and especially
more symbolic framework.
Let n by a node ofG(k). We assume thatn is associated some symbolic descriptions (for
instance parts of a curve)S0(n), S1(n) . . . Sl(n)(n) and a set of rulesR0, R1 . . . Rα

1.
Step 1: Hypotheses generation

n asks its neighbors to get their description. Then based on these information and its set of
rules, it builds some new symbols involving some of its neighbor’s symbols. Any new symbol
is associated some characteristics and at least a confidence value. So any new symbol will be
considered as a valuated hypothesis,µ(H0(n)), µ(H1(n)) . . . µ(Hh(n)(n)) whereµ stands for
the confidence measure function,Hi for the new symbol,i.e. up to now being an hypothesis,
andh(n) for the number of hypotheses. The confidence is related to the initial confidence of
the symbols and to the hypothesis generation itself.

Even though dual-graph contractions preserve topology, our approach is not necessarily
based on dual-graph contractions. Hence, the neighborhood relationship of higher level graphs
does not always have the same meaning as the spatial neighborhood of the receptive fields.
More, the receptive field associated to any node, i.e. the set of pixels in the initial image which
belong to this node, is not guaranteed to consist of one connected component. Each symbol
must thus carry some information related to its spatial location which is most of the time of
importance for the generation of the new hypotheses.
Step 2: Selection

As the selection of the surviving node is based on the local maxima of the valuexn, we must
choose among several strategies:

• Best first : Any node only keeps its best hypothesis.xn = Max{µ(Hi(n)) : i =
1, . . . , h(n)}.

• Diversity first : the more hypotheses a node has, the better it is.xn =
∑i=h(n)

i=1 µ(Hi(n))
or xn = h(n).

• Goal-directed first : the system has a goal,G, and the node keeps only the best hypothesis
related to this goal.xn = Max{µ(Hi(n)) × ρ(Hi(n),G) : i = 1, . . . , h(n)} whereρ()
stands for the plausibility of an hypothesis for a given goal. For instance, we can look
for crosses or linear features. . . Note that if we assume a probabilistic framework for

1Note that these rules may be some kind of common knowledge for the nodes and may be not dependent on the
node.
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the confidenceµ and the plausibilityρ, then we can setµ(Hi(n))× ρ(Hi(n) asP (Hi)×
P (G|Hi) = P (Hi,G) (we estimate the plausibility by somea posteriorilikelihood)

Step 3: Reduction
The reduction scheme is derived from the retained hypotheses associated to the surviving

nodes, e.g. local maxima ofxn satisfying the two Meer’s rules.
A non surviving node inG(k) is considered as a child of a node ofG(k+1) if and only if one

of the symbols of this node was involved in the determination of a symbol of the surviving node.
Note that as in the adaptive pyramid, a non surviving node is not forced to join at least one of the
surviving node in its neighborhood if it considers that no hypothesis relates to it. Based on its
local confidence, this node will disappear or be artificially kept up to the apex, being considered
as a final step of a feature extraction.

One of the question we have to answer is to define the set of symbols that is associated to
this node among the following alternatives:

• the symbols associated to this particular node at the previous level;

• a compromise of the symbols associated to the non surviving nodes.

Another question is related to the symbol we want to extract. Indeed, we cannot assume
that the spatial distribution of these symbols is dense. This results in two disadvantages. First,
the iterative process proposed by P. Meer in order to extract the surviving nodes is convergent if
and only if we can extract new surviving nodes during each new iteration. If the spatial density
of symbols is sparse, one can obtain a subgraph without any hypothesis (a subgraph such that
any node is associated a null value). In order to overcome this problem, a global control is
required in order to detect such case. If so, we propose to assign a random value to the node of
the subgraph. The selection process can thus go on and the two rules will be satisfied. However,
this particular class of surviving nodes can of course participate to the next selection step but
must not perturb it. That is why they will be assigned a ”dummy symbol”.

Second, a non surviving node may not find a surviving node in its neighborhood with a non
null intersection between its list of hypotheses and the retain list. In this case, we will assign
this node to the surviving node but with a ”dummy link”. The second rule is thus validated and
the node will not interact with the retained hypotheses.

It is indeed of importance to keep these two classes of nodes in the hierarchy (an alternative
would have been to remove them) because this bottom-up process is just a first step. As we
assume some adaptiveness, the fact that a node will be classified as a ”dummy” node may
change during the overall process.

The decimation process then continues up to the apex of the hierarchy. It stops when no
more hypothesis can be set from the remaining nodes in the graph.

5 Adaptation in hierarchical graphs

Up to now, the hierarchy has been presented in a bottom-up fashion. Let us now focus on the
top-down part of this framework which has not been yet fully studied in the literature (except
some trends in [6] for shape description).
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When the bottom-up process stops, we end up with a set of hypotheses (e.g. valuated sym-
bolic features). We assume an extern control which can classify the hypotheses regarding a goal
in three classes:

• not related to the goal ;

• to be improved ;

• validating the goal.

The symbolic features related to the third classes are just kept as they are. The symbolic
features of the first and second classes must be improved in order to better achieve the goal. This
information is mapped down in the hierarchy. In order to take advantage of this information,
the hierarchical structure must be able to adapt itself. Which parts can be adapted ?

First, the plausibility of any local hypothesis which survives during the first bottom-up ex-
traction can be decreased if they are related to a final hypothesis of the first class. On the
contrary, hypothesis which are related to a final hypothesis of the second and third classes can
be increased in order to better pop out. This kind of process is similar to the relinking pyramid
introduced by Honget al. in [5]. Note that Spann used a stochastic relinking procedure which
could be adapted to take into account a particular configuration or behavior [11]. One can also
see some similarity to the neural network approach. An equivalence between a hierarchy of
graphs and a neural network has already been shown in [1] for the particular case of image
pyramid. These studies showed that a Hopfield network can be used for constructing a non
regular pyramid. They also showed that the curve pyramid can be implemented using a neural
network. However, the inside of a neural network is mostly like a black box and only a set of
weights can be adapted. In our case, we want to adapt the rules.

Second, the common set of rules can be valuated. Indeed, the sub-hierarchical graphs asso-
ciated to the final symbolic feature of class two and three can be used to derive a valuation of
the rules,i.e. a rule will be emphasized if it has been successfully used to produce a symbolic
feature in accordance with the underlying goal. Note that this valuation can be level dependent.

Synchronousversusasynchronous top-down. Another important question we have to deal
with is the exact nature of the top-down process. We could go down the hierarchy till the
base and then start a new bottom-up process. However the knowledge accumulated during the
previous steps would be lost. An alternative is to go down the hierarchy until one node can
benefit from the upward information. Then the bottom-up process starts again.

Which tools ? The adaptation process can be viewed as an optimization problem thus some
of the classic tools will be studied in order to define the more appropriate one among the MDL
technique, the genetic algorithm, the classic feed-forward from neural nets. . .

6 Illustration

We will here limit ourselves to two basic primitives :

• Lines : a line is represented by the symbolL(x1, x2), wherex1 andx2 stand for the two
end-points of the line,
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• Intersection : when two lines intersect, we represent the intersection byX(x1, x2, x3, x4),
where(x1, x2) and(x3, x4) stand for the end-points of the two intersecting lines.

An end-point is either a pixel location (coordinates) or a link to another end-point (in
that case, we assume this link to be symmetric). We will use Greek letters, for example
{L1(x1, α), L2(α, x2)}, when two end-points are linked. So here, the second end-point ofL1

and the first end-point ofL2 are linked.

6.1 A reduction hypothesis

In this simple illustration, we will assume only one reduction hypothesis, in order to limit the
complexity of the reduction process. In the following,xi = xj is equivalent toxi andxj have
the same coordinates. The hypotheses generation is as follows:

• Make the union of the primitives from the symbols over the neighborhood,

• Merge lines : for every two linesL(x1, x2) andL(x3, x4) in the list :

– If both end-points are identical, e.g.x2 = x3 andx4 = x1, remove the two lines,
and insert the closed lineL(α, α) instead,

– If lines share an end-point, e.g.x2 = x3, remove the two lines, and insert the merged
lineL(x1, x4) instead.

• Merge intersections and lines : for every intersectionX(x1, x2, x3, x4) and lineL(x5, x6)

– If the two end-points of the line belong to the intersection, e.g.x1 = x5 andx2 = x6,
remove the line, and link the two end-points of the intersection : the intersection
becomesX(α, α, x3, x4),

– If the intersection and the line share an end-point, for instancex1 = x5, remove the
line, and replacex1 by x5 in the intersection which becomesX(x5, x2, x3, x5).

• At last, merge intersections : for every two intersection primitivesX(x1, x2, x3, x4) and
X(x5, x6, x7, x8) : for each end-points the two intersections share, link those two end-
points (for instance, ifx2 = x7, the two intersections will becomeX(x1, α, x3, x4) and
X(x5, x6, α, x8)).

The confident value associated with the resulting symbol will be the number of intersection
primitives contained in that symbol. Note that we assume strict equivalence between end-points.
One can also use some fuzzy equivalence resulting in fuzzy symbols.

6.2 An example of pyramid construction

Figure2 represents the input image we will reduce in this part.
First, each pixel is associated a symbol consisting of just one primitive : for most pixels, it

will be lines, but for the four pixels where the lines cross, it will be intersections (this informa-
tion can be found locally). So, we will get something equivalent to figure4. In the first steps,
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we will only merge lines, which means that the global structure will not change, until the nodes
containing intersections become neighbors (when all lines between them have been absorbed).
The structure of the pyramid when this happens can be seen on figure5.

When the nodes containing intersections become neighbors, some of them won’t be able to
survive (due to reduction constraints). However, the surviving nodes will keep the useful infor-
mation contained by the non-surviving nodes : the symbols associated to the surviving nodes
will no more be simple one-primitive symbols, but more complex multi-primitives symbols, as
shown at figure6 (where the black dots represent linked end-points).

At the next level, only one complex node survives, keeping the information from all the
complex nodes of the previous level (figure7). Note that the links between the four intersections
have been correctly retrieved, and the last links will be made once the node merges with the
last lines. At last, the apex of the hierarchy consists of one node, which representation is the
expected representation for the figure (see figure3).

6.3 Discussion

The previous example aimed at showing how symbolic pyramids can be used to extractcomplex
relevant information, which cannot be done by using numeric pyramids.

In our example, the complexity was the number of primitives stored in each node : at lower
levels, nodes have only a one-primitive symbol, whereas at higher levels, nodes might have
multi-primitive symbols, where the primitives are usually linked by some of their end-points,
so that they represent complex patterns in the picture. A numeric pyramid would have lost a lot
of information when the nodes representing intersections would have been merged.

Note that in this simple illustration, the symbols themselves do not change when we go up
into the pyramid : they are sets of primitives at every level of the pyramid (the sets become
more and more complex though). In more complex models, we can have distinct symbols at
the lower and higher levels (for example, with a geometric representation, we could have angles
and lines in lower levels, and curves, polylines, polygons and circles in higher levels). In such
case, we would also have the same evolution in the reduction rules used in the different levels.

At last, one important point is the way we can control which reduction rule is applied. In our
example, we only used one reduction rule. But we could for instance add one rule to extract any
closed pattern into one closed line (a line which both end-points are linked to each other). Using
that rule, leveln+ 2 we would become like figure8 (where the circle and the four lines next to
it are in the same node), and the final symbol would be figure9. One of our goals consists in
learning properly how to use the information we get from a reduction to modify the importance
of the rules (i.e. implement a top down process), in order to adapt the reduction regarding to the
data and the problem we want to solve.

Our main approach is not related to the Brooks theory,i.e. intelligence without representa-
tion [2] but mostly in the Marr paradigm. Indeed, we would like to learn a set of intermediate
representations and the adaptation processes needed to transform one representation into an-
other.

The proposal introduced in this paper just set some trends toward a new method and asked
more questions than it gave answers. Our goal is, in the context of this workshop, to gain from
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our community some advice on this long term project.
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Figure 1: The ”cul de sac” aerial grey level image and a detail of the detected masks for one of
the house. A given pixel is associated with several masks. The links relate the masks which are
mutually consistent.
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Figure 2: A test figure Figure 3: Its representation

Figure 4: Level1 Figure 5: Leveln Figure 6: Leveln+ 1 Figure 7: Leveln+ 2

Figure 8: Leveln+ 2, using closing rule Figure 9: Final representation with closing rule
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Abstract

Many computer vision algorithms include a robust estimation step where model pa-
rameters are computed from a data set containing a significant proportion of outliers. The
RANSAC algorithm is possibly the most widely used robust estimator in the field of com-
puter vision. In the paper we show that under a broad range of conditions, RANSAC effi-
ciency is significantly improved if hypothesis evaluation is randomized.

A new randomized (hypothesis evaluation) version of RANSAC, R-RANSAC, is intro-
duced. Computational savings are achieved by typically evaluating only a fraction of data
points for models contaminated with outliers. The idea is implemented in a two-step eval-
uation procedure. A mathematically tractable class of statistical preverification tests for
test samples is introduced. For this class we derive an approximate relation for optimal
setting of its single parameter. The proposed pre-test is verified on both synthetic data and
real-world problems and a significant increase in speed is shown.

1 Introduction

Many computer vision algorithms include a robust estimation step where model parameters
are computed from a data set containing a significant proportion of outliers. The RANSAC1

algorithm introduced by Fishler and Bolles in 1981 [2] is possibly the most widely used
robust estimator in the field of computer vision. RANSAC has been applied in the context of
short baseline stereo [11, 13], wide baseline stereo matching [8, 14, 10], motion segmenta-
tion [11], mosaicing [6], detection of geometric primitives [1], robust eigenimage matching
[4] and elsewhere.

The structure of the RANSAC algorithm is simple but powerful. Repeatedly, subsets
are randomly selected from the input data and model parameters fitting the sample are

�The authors were supported by the European Union under project IST-2001-32184, the Czech Ministry of
Education under project MSM 212300013 and by The Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under project GACR
102/02/1539.

1RANdom SAmple Consensus
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computed. The size of the random samples is the smallest sufficient for determining model
parameters. In a second step, the quality of the model parameters is evaluated on the full
data set. Different cost functions may be used [12] for the evaluation, the standard being
the number of inliers, i.e. the number of data points consistent with the model. The process
is terminated when the likelihood of finding a better model becomes low. The strength
of the method stems from the fact that it is sufficient to select a single random sample
not contaminated by outliers to find a good solution. Depending on the complexity of the
model (the size of random samples) RANSAC can handle contamination levels well above
50%, which is commonly assumed to be a practical limit in robust statistics [9].

The speed of RANSAC depends on two factors. Firstly, the level of contamination deter-
mines the number of random samples that have to be taken to guarantee a certain confidence
in the optimality of the solution. Secondly, the time spent evaluating the quality of each of
the hypothesized model parameters is proportional to the size � of the data set. Typically,
a very large number of erroneous model parameters obtained from contaminated samples
are evaluated. Such models are consistent with only a small fraction of the data. This
observation can be exploited to significantly increase the speed of the RANSAC algorithm.

As the main contribution of this paper, we show that under a broad range of conditions,
RANSAC efficiency is significantly improved if hypothesis evaluation is randomized. The
core idea of the Randomized (hypothesis evaluation) RANSAC is that most model parameter
hypotheses evaluated are influenced by outliers. For such erroneous models, it is sufficient
to test only a small number of data points � from the total of � points (� � � ) to con-
clude, with high confidence, that they do not correspond to the sought solution. The idea
is implemented in a two-step evaluation procedure. First, a statistical test is performed on
� randomly selected data points. The final evaluation on all � data points is carried out
only if the pre-test is passed. The increase in speed of the modified RANSAC depends on
the likelihoods of the two types of errors made in the pre-test: 1. rejection of an uncon-
taminated model and 2. acceptance of a contaminated model. Since RANSAC is already a
randomized algorithm, the randomization of model evaluation does not change the nature
of the solution – it is only correct with a certain probability. However, the same confidence
in the solution is obtained in, on average, a shorter time.

Finding an optimal pre-test with the fastest average behaviour is naturally desirable,
but very complex. Instead we introduce in Section 3 a mathematically tractable class of
pre-tests based on small test samples. For this class we derive an approximate relation
for optimal setting of its single parameter. The proposed pre-tests are assessed on both
synthetic data and real-world problems and performance improvements are demonstrated.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, in Section 2, the concept of evaluation
with pre-tests is introduced and formulae describing the total complexity of the algorithm
are derived. Both the number of samples drawn and the amount of time spent on evaluation
of a hypothesized model are discussed in detail. In Section 3, the d-out-of-d class of pre-test
is introduced and analyzed. In Section 4 both simulated and real experiments are presented
and their results discussed. The paper is concluded in Section 5 and plans for future work
are discussed.
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2 Randomized RANSAC

In this section, the time complexity of the RANSAC algorithm is expressed as a function
of quantities that characterise the input data. We start the presentation by introducing the
most important symbols used. The set of all data points is denoted � , the number of data
points � � �� �, and � represents the fraction of inliers contained in the data points. The
symbol � is the size of the sample, i.e. the number of data points necessary to compute
model parameters.

Let us first express the total time spent in the R-RANSAC procedure. The time needed
to verify the consistency of one data point with the hypothesized parameters was chosen as
a unit of time. The average time spent in R-RANSAC in number of verified data points is

� � ����� �� �, (1)

where � is the number of samples drawn, �� is the average number of verified data points
within one model evaluation, and �� is the time necessary to compute the parameter of the
model from the selected sample. Note that �� from (1) is a constant independent of both
� and �.

From (1) we can see, that the average time spent in R-RANSAC depends on both the
number of samples drawn � and the average time required to process each sample. The
analysis of these two components follows.

The number of tested hypothesis, which is equal to the number of samples, de-
pends on the termination condition. Two different termination criteria may be adopted
in RANSAC. The hypothesize-verify loop is either stopped after evaluation of more samples
than expected on average before a good (uncontaminated) sample is selected or, alterna-
tively, the number of samples is chosen to ensure that the probability that a better-than-
currently-best sample is missed is lower than a predefined confidence level. We show that
the stopping times for the two cases, average-driven and confidence-driven, differ only by
a multiplicative factor and hence the optimal value in the proposed test is reached with the
same parameters.

Since the sample is selected without repetition, the probability of taking a good sample
is

	� �

�



�

�
�

�

�

� �

� �� ����

�
 ���� � �
�

����
���


 � �

� � �
,

where 
 � �� stands for the number of inliers. For � � � a simple and accurate
approximation is obtained

	� � ��, (2)

which is exactly correct for sampling with repetition. The average number of samples taken
before the first uncontaminated is given by (from properties of the geometric distribution)

�� �
�

���
. (3)

Note that for the randomised version of RANSAC the number of samples is higher than or
equal to the standard version, because a valid solution may be rejected in a preliminary test
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In: � � ���� set of data points, �� � � �

� � � � � computes model parameters from a data point sample
���� �� the cost function for a single data point

Out: �� parameters of the model maximizing the cost function

	 �� �

Repeat until P�better solution exists� 
 �

(a function of �� and no. of steps 	)

	 �� 	 � �

I. Hypothesis

(1) select randomly set �� � � , ���� � 
(2) compute parameters �� � �����

II. Preliminary test

(3) perform test based on �� � data points
(4) continue verification only if the test is passed

III. Evaluation

(5) compute cost �� �
�

��� ����� ��
(6) if �� 
 �� then �� �� ��, �� �� ��

Table 1: Summary of RANSAC and R-RANSAC algorithms. The step II is added to RANSAC to
randomize its evaluation.

with probability � � �. In the confidence-driven sampling, at least � samples have to be
taken to reduce the probability of missing a good sample below a predefined confidence
level . Thus we get, as in [11]),

 � ��� �� ���, (4)

and solving for � leads to

� �
�	
 

�	
 ��� �� ��
. (5)

Since ����� is the first order Taylor expansion of ��� at zero, and ����� � ���, we have

 � ��� �� ��� � ��	
�
�

�� � ��� � �

� �� 

�� �
� �

We see, that � � ���� �� �, where � �� is a predefined constant, so all formulae obtained
for the -confidence driven case can be trivially modified to cover the average case.
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The Number of data points points tested. So far we have seen that introduction of
a preliminary test has increased the number of samples drawn. For the pre-test to make
sense, this effect must be more than offset by the reduction in the average number of data
points tested per hypothesis. There are two cases to be considered. First, with probability
	� an uncontaminated (’good’) sample is drawn. Then the preverification test is passed
with probability � and all � data points are verified. Else, with probability � � �, this
good sample is rejected and only ��
 data points are on average tested. In the second case,
a contaminated (’bad’) sample is drawn, and this happens with probability � � 	� . Again
either the pre-verification step is passed, but this time with a different probability �, and the
full test with all � data points is carried out, or with probability �� �, only��� data points
are tested in the preverification test.

Here � stands for the probability, that a bad sample passes the preverification test. Note
that it is important that � � �, i.e. a bad (contaminated) sample is consistent with a smaller
number of data points than a good sample. Forming a weighted average of the four cases,
the formula for the average number of tests per sample is obtained:

������	������� � ����
� � ��� 	��������� ������. (6)

Values of �, �, ��
, and ��� depend on the type of preverification test.

3 The ���� Test

In this section we introduce a simple and thus mathematically tractable class of preverifica-
tion tests. Despite its simplicity, we show in the simulations and experiments of Section 4
its potential. The test we will analyze is defined as follows: Pass the test if all � data
points out of � randomly selected are consistent with the hypothesized model. In the rest
of this section we derive the optimal value for �. But first of all we have to derive constants
introduced in the previous section

� � �� and � � Æ�,

where Æ is the probability that a data point is consistent with a ”random” model. Since we
do not need to test all �, just to find first failure, the average time spent in the preverification
test is

��
�
��

���

� ����� ���� and ����
��

���

� ���Æ� Æ���

Since
��

���

���� ������ �
��
���

��� � ������ �
�

�� �
, (7)

we have
��
 �

�

�� �
and ��� �

�

�� Æ
.

The relationship we get after substituting these into (6)
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is too complicated, so we incorporate the following approximations

��� ���
�� Æ�

�� Æ
� �,

��� ���Æ�� � Æ�� , and

��� �
�� ��

�� �
.

After applying these approximations, we have

����� � � Æ� � � � ����� (8)

The average time spent in R-RANSAC in number of verified data points is then approxi-
mately

������ �
�

�� ��

�
� Æ� � ����� � � � ��

�
(9)

We are looking for the minimum of ������ and hence we can solve ��������
��

� � for � and
we get optimal length of the ��� test as follows

�� �
��
�

�� 	������
� ��� Æ��� 	�

�
�� Æ

. (10)

The value of ���� must be an integer greater or equal to zero, so it could be obtained as

���� � ����� ��
 ��
����������	


�������. (11)

Since the cost function ������ has only one extreme and for � � 	 
 we have
�������
, we can say that R-RANSAC is faster than the standard RANSAC if

������ � ������.

From this equation we get

� � ��� � ��
�� �

�� Æ
. (12)

4 Experiments

In this section are experiments that show the usefulness of the new randomised RANSAC

algorithm with a preverification tests. The speed-up is demonstrated on the problem of
epipolar geometry estimation. Three experiments are conducted on data from a synthetic,
a short (standard) and wide-baseline stereo matching problem. Results of these experi-
ments are summarized in tables 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The structure of the tables is
the following. The first column shows the length � of the ��� test, where � � � means
standard RANSAC. The number of samples, each consisting of 7 point-to-point correspon-
dences, that were used for model parameter estimation is given in the second column. Since
the seven-point algorithm [3] for computation of the fundamental matrix may lead to one
or three solutions, the next column, labeled ‘models’, shows the number of hypothesized
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d samples models tests inliers time
0 1866 4569 6821218 600 25.0
1 4717 11536 16311 600 6.0
2 11849 28962 33841 600 15.1

Table 2: Synthetic experiment on 1500 correspondences, 40% of inliers, 30 repetitions.

d samples models tests inliers time
0 480 1146 766875 343 2.6
1 960 2301 83953 342 1.4

Table 3: Short baseline experiment on 676 tentative correspondences.

fundamental matrices. The ‘tests’ column displays the number of point-to-point correspon-
dences evaluated during the procedure. In the penultimate column, the average number
of inliers detected is given. The last column is rather informative and shows the time in
seconds taken by the algorithm. This is strongly dependent on the implementation.

Synthetic experiment. 1500 correspondences were generated, 900 outliers and 600
inliers. Since the run-time of both RANSAC and R-RANSAC is a random variable, the pro-
grams were executed 30 times and averages were taken. Result are shown in the Table 2.
Since the number of correspondences is large, the standard RANSAC algorithm spends a
long time verifying all correspondence as can be seen in column ‘tests’.

Short baseline experiment was conducted on the images from a standard dataset of the
Leuven castle [7]. There were 676 tentative correspondences formed by the Harris interest
points followed by cross-correlation of its neigbourhood. The tentative correspondences
contained approximately 60% of inliers. Looking at Table 3 we see that approximately
twice as many fundamental matrices were hypothesized in R-RANSAC, but more than nine
times less correspondences were evaluated.

Wide baseline experiment on the BOOKSHELF dataset. The tentative correspondences
were formed as follows. Discriminative regions (MSERs, SECs) [5] were detected. Robust
similarity functions on the affine invariant description were used to establish the mutually
nearest pair of regions. Point correspondences were obtained as centers of gravity of those
regions. There were less then 40% of inliers among the correspondences.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new R-RANSAC algorithm, which increased the speed of model
parameter estimation under a broad range of conditions, due to the hypothesis evaluation

d samples models tests inliers time
0 3094 7582 3078184 161 12.9
1 6366 15583 178217 164 8.7

Table 4: Wide baseline experiment on 413 tentative correspondences.
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Figure 1: Short baseline image set
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Figure 2: Wide baseline image set
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being randomized. For samples contaminated by outliers, it was shown that it was sufficient
to test only a small number of data points � � � to conclude with high confidence that
they do not correspond to the sought solution. The idea was implemented in a two-step
evaluation procedure (Table 1). We also introduced in Section 3 a mathematically tractable
class of pre-tests based on small test samples. For this class we derived an approximate
relation for optimal setting of its single parameter. The proposed pre-test was verified
on both synthetic data and real-world problems and a significant increase in speed was
observed. The task for the future is to design the optimal preverification test.
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Abstract

This paper examines how a parameterised model can be fitted to a sparse unstructured 3D
data set. A model constructed from two layers is employed in the fitting process. The
underlying layer acts as a Control Layer whose vertices are the parameters involved in the
fitting process. Defined by the Control Layer is a High Resolution Layer which is the
surface to be fitted to the 3D data set. A non-linear least-squares minimisation technique
finds the best fit for the model given the data by altering the parameters. Using a priori
knowledge of the data, sparse data sets can be reconstructed as unknown data regions are
recovered through careful selection of the model. This method has been applied to the
reconstruction of simple primitives with a view to using it on more complex structures such
as the human face.

��� ����� � sparse data, layered parametric model, a priori knowledge.

1 Introduction

Capturing and reconstructing objects from images with little texture information is a difficult
problem. This problem can be avoided by using a laser scanner or information such as the
silhouette of the object. However building a model from silhouettes usually requires the ob-
ject to be placed on a turntable providing accurate information about angle of rotation. The
background also needs to be extractable. Laser scanners are a popular commercial tool but are
expensive and the data can be noisy.

An alternative is to reconstruct an object from a set of images. The problem then arises
of acquiring enough information from the images to build the object. This paper deals with
reconstructing an object from the 3D information obtained from a set of images. The problem
has now become one of reconstructing an object from a sparse amount of 3D information. To
aid the reconstruction the assumption will be made that the general form of the target object is
known i.e. some initial structure of the object can be supplied.

Recovering an object from a sparse 3D data set is the principal aim here following on from
a previous piece of work where sparse data was recovered from a Model Driven Bundle Adjust-
ment method based on [5].
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What is sought after is a method to fit a single model to a set of sparse data points. Also
included is some explanation of how once an initial fit has been obtained improvements can be
made to the parameterisation through analysis of local fitting errors. As a priori knowledge is
assumed some restrictions on the variation of the initial model can be made, and although this
slows down the fitting process it helps prevent unlikely fits occuring.

An extension to this method of using apriori knowledge would be to incorporate statistical
knowledge gained from many similar objects as has been shown in [1], where a database of
object variation has been obtained.

1.1 Impetus behind the method

The approach uses a reduced parametric model as described in Section 2. The reasons for
adopting this approach are two fold. Firstly only a small number of parameters are used to
describe the shape of the model [10]. Secondly as it is assumed that the general structure of the
data is known a priori but the amount of data is limited the shape of the model can be used to
’interpolate’ across the unmeasured data regions. However even though the main aim is to fit to
sparse data sets the method can also be applied to dense 3D data. As the structure of the model
is known a priori this will provide some advantages as for example the recovered object could
then be animated based on the predefined parameter set applied to the initial model.

1.2 Knowledge a priori

Many methods of reconstruction from 3D data sets produce good surface reconstructions [6]
[11] [9] but require dense point measurements. They also provide little information about the
structure of the reconstructed object. Some form of parameterisation [10] can provide an ini-
tialisation of the objects shape [4] [8]. An overview of surface reconstruction methods can be
found in [12]. Acknowledging the general structure of the object allows the initial choice of
parameter positions to be carefully chosen beforehand. This not only allows fitting to the ob-
ject to occur rapidly due to the model already being close to the data, but owing to structural
similarities between the model and the object that the data represents, the density of the data set
need not be high.

2 Structure of Model

The basis of the method is a Control Layer containing few vertices, which are used as the
parameters within the fitting process. These Control vertices are joined in a triangulated mesh
to form a simple surface. The vertices control a surface with a higher density of vertices. Once
the relationship between the Control Layer and this High Resolution Layer is defined then the
High Resolution surface can be altered through the movement of the vertices of the Control
Layer. Above the High Resolution surface sits the data which is in the form of 3D unstructured
data. Figure 1 shows a simplified representation of the relationships between the layers of the
model and the data.
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Control Layer

Sparse 3D Data

High Resolution Layer

Figure 1: chart showing connection between the Layered Model and Data
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Figure 2: Vertex normal calculated from surrounding mesh-face normals

At this stage it needs to be pointed out that the High Resolution mesh and the Control mesh
are initially created as follows. A dense 3D surface is created which bears some relation to the
data set. This dense surface will be the High Resolution Layer, vertices on this dense mesh are
then chosen and form the Control Layer. In the following section it will be shown how the High
Resolution mesh is controlled by the Control Layer.

2.1 Volumetric Model

The relationship between the Control Layer and the High Resolution Layer is defined through
a simple volumetric method [13]. The steps in the creation of the volume will be defined below
but it is important to understand the overall objective which is to link the High Resolution
surface to the simple Control Layer through some simple parameters. These parameters being
the vertices of the Control Layer.

2.1.1 From Vertex Normal to Volume

The first step is to calculate the normals of the vertices in the Control Layer. This is carried
out by calculating the normals of the faces of the mesh surrounding this vertex, weighting their
values based on the angle each face makes with the vertex under consideration, i.e. the angle
the face makes at that vertex, and finding the average, as shown in figure 2.

The vertex normals are then used to create a volume for each mesh face as shown in figure 3
(a). The length of the vertex normals can be controlled to ensure only relevant data is included
in the volumes, this means outliers are removed because points outside the volume defined by
the vertex normals are considered, this is important in the fitting process explained in Section
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Figure 3: point to surface mapping
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Figure 4: calculating coefficients

3. Also shown in diagram 3 is a point from the High Resolution surface falling inside the
volume. This point can now be defined by the Control Layer using the vertices ��� ��� ����,
their normals ��� � �� � ��� and the distance � along their normals which is the Euclidean distance
of the vertex � from the Control surface along the normal �� from a point �� on the Control
Layer.

2.1.2 Defining a High Resolution Layer Vertex with respect to the Control Layer

A vertex on the High Resolution Layer can be defined by a point on the surface of the Control
Layer and its normal through the use of barycentric coordinates, equation 1.

�� � ��� � ��� � ���

�� � ��� � ��� � ��� (1)

� � �� � 	��

� � ���� � 	��� � ���� � 	��� � ���� � 	��� (2)

Mapping a High Resolution vertex � onto the Control Layer is defined in equation 2, where
� is the Euclidean distance of point � along the normal �� from the point �� on the Control Layer.
The next problem is to solve for the unknown coefficients ��� �� �� where � � �� � � � ��
which is shown in section 2.1.3.

First � is solved for and once this is known points ��� � �� � �� � (see figure 4) can be calcu-
lated and then it is just a matter of finding the barycentric coordinates of triangle ��� � �� � �� �
for point � .
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2.1.3 Solving for �

To calculate � the plane equation (4), is required. The plane equation is solved by considering
the points ��� � �� � �� ��� � � which all lie on the same plane and where � is a known High
Resolution point, �� � ��� � ����� �� � ��� � ����� �� � ��� � ����. The normal � can be
calculated from the cross product of two vectors on the plane such as (��� � ��� ).

Equation 3 can be simplified to a cubic equation in terms of � which can then be solved
either analytically or numerically. Each vertex on the High Resolution Layer will have its own
value of � and barycentric coordinates ��� �� ��. These barycentric coordinates are the same for
the projection of the High Resolution vertex onto the Control Layer, that is point � � in figure 4.
Once the coefficients are known for every point on the High Resolution surface this surface can
be altered through the manipulation of the Control Layer.

� � � � ��� � ��

� � ��� � ���

� � ���� � 	���� ��� � 	����� ���� � 	���� ��� � 	����

� � ���� � 	���� ��� � 	����� ���� � 	���� ��� � 	�������� � 	���� �� (3)

� � ��� � �� � � (4)

So far a simplified definition of a High Resolution surface by a Control Layer has been
achieved. The next phase is to apply this within the process of fitting a High Resolution model
to a 3D point data set.

3 The Fitting Process
Levenberg-Marquart Least Squares Minimisation

The previous section described the parameterisation of the High Resolution Layer with respect
to the Control Layer. This section will explain how this parameterisation can be employed in
fitting the High Resolution surface to a 3D point set of scattered data.

Figure 5 demonstrates the setup of the two layers for the fitting process.
The fitting process uses energy minimisation to fit the High Resolution surface to the 3D

data set. As in the Control Layer to High Resolution Layer the connection between the High
Resolution Layer and the 3D data points employs a parameterisation, in this case based on the
vertices of the High Resolution surface. This is shown in figure 5 (b) where � is the data point,
and �
�� 
�� 
�� is the High Resolution Layer with the normals �
��� 
��� 
��� creating the
volume. The distance along the normal from the High Resolution Layer to the data point (shown
in figure 5 (b) as � ) is the distance to be minimised. This distance is from the 3D data point
� to its projection onto the High Resolution Layer ��� . The minimum of the energy equation
5 is searched for, where � is the variance of the data and  represents the parameters which are
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the vertices of the Control Layer. The aim is to find the set of parameters that give the highest
probability for the data set to have occured i.e. the minimum energy.

The Levenberg-Marquart algorithm requires the gradient to be calculated from equation 6,
and the approximate Hessian matrix from equation 7 which supplies how far to descend along
the gradient. The second derivative terms are ignored here, as is stated in [14], due to these terms
being destabilizing. Given an estimate of � (the initial Control Vertices positions), equation 8
calculates an increment Æ�. The values of �, 	 and � are held in matrix form. A varying factor
� is applied to the diagonal terms in the approximate Hessian matrix and either increases or
decreases for a subsequent iteration depending on an increase or decrease in the error between
data and the model for that iteration.

��� �
��
���

�
�� �������

��
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� �
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���
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���

�
���� �

����

���� �

���	

�
(7)

�� � ���Æ� � �� (8)

The problem is set out in a least-squares form. Extreme outliers are eliminated as the volume
defined by the normals of the vertices for each face in the mesh can be scaled according to the
data. The Levenberg-Marquart method being a standard non-linear least squares technique is
employed due to the fact that the equation to be minimised depends nonlinearly on the Control
Layer parameters. The minimisation proceeds iteratively with trial values for the parameters.
The Levenberg-Marquart method is used to move quickly to a solution by switching smoothly
between the steepest descent method, which is used far from the minimum, to the inverse-
Hessian method when the minimum is approached.

Spring Model

As there is a priori knowledge for the structure of the data set the initial model used can be
biased towards that structure. To preserve the structure of the model and prevent points moving
towards ’unlikely’ positions a spring energy is built into the Control Layer [6]. The role of the
spring energy is to retain the general shape of the model while still allowing the fitting process
to alter the inital model towards the data set. This alters the energy minimisation equation by
including a spring energy term shown in equation 9, where 
 represents the spring constant
and Æ the change in length of the spring.

� � �
������ � � ���������� Æ� (9)
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4 Illustration of Model and Fitting

A simple example of the fitting process is shown in figure 8. Which shows the data set as
red points and the High Resolution Layer starting as a sphere and being deformed through the
parameterisation of the Control Layer shown in figure 7. Three more simple examples are given
in Figures 9, 10, 11. These figures show the High Resolution model on the left with the desired
fit in the middle and the actual fit on the right.

5 Future Work

The fitting process is only concerned with obtaining a good geometric fit but this says nothing
about how the structure of the model (defined in the High Resolution Layer) is fitting to the data.
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Figure 7: Control Layer for Sphere to Cube fitting

Figure 8: Fitting a Sphere to a Cube

Figure 9: High Resolution Model - Desired Fit - Actual Fit

Figure 10: High Resolution Model - Desired Fit - Actual Fit
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Figure 11: High Resolution Model - Desired Fit - Actual Fit

To test this the change in curvature of the model [3] [7] [2] as it fits to the data can be calculated
at the vertices and compared to the curvature of the data set at specific points of interest which
depend on the data under consideration.

Local Minima and Local Errors in Fitting

A problem with the current setup of the method is the tendency to fall into local minima. To
overcome this a validation scheme has been created whereby a sample of the data set is removed
from the data and used solely to calculate the error in the fitting process. This will provide a
good evaluation of how well the model is fitting to the data.

A point will be reached where the best fit for those given parameters is obtained. However
the fit may be very bad visually and have a low probability that this data set could occur with
these parameters. Therefore an improvement in the parameterisation is required. Within each
volume of the Control Layer the fitting error will vary. For Volumes where the fitting error is
high that Control Layer mesh triangle can be subdivided, the corresponding High Resolution
mesh triangles can also be subdivided if required. The desired outcome through this increased
parameterisation would be a reduced local error for this Control Volume and therefore a closer
fit to the data.

6 Conclusions

Presented is a novel aproach to parametric fitting. The volumetric, layered model, reduces the
number of parameters involved in the fitting. The ability to preserve discontinuities, inherent
in the volumetric model allows areas of objects where large changes in curvature occur to be
modelled. Most surface fitting methods require dense data but here sparse data is used with a
priori knowledge for unknown regions. The a priori knowledge allows parameter positions to
be specified in a reasonable fashion and in regions of the object where more detail will occur
the High Resolution Layer can be given a correspondingly more densely defined mesh.
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Abstract

We derive a closed form expressions for two-dimensional Cartesian moment ��� of
order ��� �� of a superellipse and the three-dimensional Cartesian moment ���� of order
��� � � �� of a superellipsoid in their respective canonical coordinate systems.

Moments of order � in coordinate system that is rigidly transformed from canonical
coordinate system can be computed as a linear combination of moments in canonical co-
ordinate system of order lower or equal to � . Additionally, moments of objects that are
compositions of superellipsoids can be computed as simple sums of moments of individual
parts.

To demonstrate practical application of derived results we register pairs of range im-
ages based on moments of recovered compositions of recovered superellipsoids. We use
standard techniques to find center of gravity and principal axes while third-order moments
are used to resolve four-way ambiguity. Experimental results show expected improvement
of recovered rigid transformation as compared to the registration based on moments of raw
range image data. Beside object pose estimation the presented method can be used for
object recognition with moments and/or moment invariants as object features.

keywords: 3D moments, superellipsoid, transformations of moments, pose estimation

1 Introduction and Motivation

Moment-based techniques have a well established tradition in object recognition and pose es-
timation [10]. Initial two-dimensional moment invariants techniques were extended to three-
dimensions [11, 8, 9] and three-dimensional moments were used for object-recognition [5].

Although algorithms and methods for segmentation and recovery of superellipsoids exist
(see survey in [6]) moment-based methods have not been applied to such representations. Nu-
merical integration was proposed to compute volume and moments of inertia for superellipsoids
[15]. However, numerical integration must be performed for each pair of values of shape param-
eters �� and �� as well as for each order of moment. Closed form expressions for computation of
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moments would thus allow computationally efficient application of moment-based techniques
to objects represented as compositions of superellipsoids.

Recovery of superellipsoids from a single view range image is underconstrained and even
additional constraint of minimal volume [12], does not guarantee a precise model for a single
superellipsoid like object [14]. In order to obtain a precise model several range images taken
from different viewpoints have to be combined into a single data set. Many registration and
range data fusion algorithms are based on some form of local minimizaton and require a good
initial estimate of the transformatation [2, 13, 3, 4]. The moment based method presented in
this paper could provide such an estimate.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we derive moments of superellipses and
based on that moments of superellipsoids in their respective canonical coordinate systems. Sec-
tion 3 derives expressions used in computation of moments in a coordinate system which is
produced by a rigid transformation of the canonical coordinate system. Sections 4 and 5 present
the registration algorithm used and the experimental results, respectively.

2 Moments of Superellipses and Superellipsoids

A superellipse is defined as a closed curve in ��� (see Figure 1 (a)), with parameters �, �, and �

���� �
�
����
����

�
�

�
��������

����	���

�
�� � � � � 	 (1)

while a superellipsoid is defined as a closed surface in ��� (see Figure 1 (b)), with parameters
�, �, 
, ��, and �� [1]

���	 �� �
�
� ���	 �����	 ��
���	 ��

�
� �

�
� ����� ��

����������

����� �������	����


���	 ����

�
� ��
 � � � �


�� � � � �� (2)

(a) x

y

z

dz

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Superellipses for different values of parameter �. (b) Geometrical interpretation
of a superellipsoid as a stack of superellipses with infinitesimal thickness ��, their size being
modulated by another superellipse.
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2.1 Two-dimensional Cartesian Moment of Order ��� ��

The two-dimensional Cartesian moment of order � � ��� �� is defined as

��� �
� ��

��

� ��

��

�������	 ������ � (3)

Since we are interested in moments of a superellipse we set ���	 �� �  inside the superellipse
and ���	 �� � � outside. Due to the symmetry of a superellipse with respect to � and � axis and
origin of the coordinate system it is easy to note that:

� �� ��� � � �� ��� �� ��� � � 	 (4)

while for the case of � and � both being even the moment can be computed using a new coordi-
nate system with coordinates � and � instead of � and �. The transformation between the two
systems is parameterized by � and � and given by

� � ��������� 	

� � �����	��� 	 (5)

with determinant of Jacobian matrix for the transformation

��� � �������	�������������� � (6)

Since the � and � are both even, we can reduce the computation of the integral to the first
quadrant
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� 	 (7)

where beta function ���	 �� is defined as

���	 �� � 


� ���

�

���	���	���������
���� �
��������

��� � ��
� (8)
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Table 1: Area and moments of inertia for superellipses of various shapes computed from (7)
and using limit (29) for cases with � � �.

� � � � �  � � 

(rectangle) (ellipse) (rhomb)

Area (���) ��� ��� 
��

Moment of inertia about the � axis (���) �
�
��� �

�
��� �

�
���

Moment of inertia about the � axis (���) �
�
��� �

�
��� �

�
���

2.2 Three-dimensional Cartesian Moment of Order ��� � � ��

Three-dimensional Cartesian moment of order � � ��� � � �� is defined as

���� �
� ��
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� ��
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� ��
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���������	 �	 �������� � (9)

Again we set ���	 �	 �� �  inside the superellipsoid and ���	 �	 �� � � outside the superel-
lipsoid. The moment can be expressed with the two-dimensional moments ��� in the plane
parallel to the �� plane as (see Figure 1 (b)):
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���������� � (10)

Intersection of a plane parallel to �� with the superellipsoid is a superellipse with parameters
����, ����, and ��. From (4) and the symmetry of superellipsoid with respect to the �� plane it
follows that

� �� ��� � � �� ��� � � �� ��� �� ���� � �	 (11)

and for the case when all of �, �, and � are even:
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� (16)

Table 1 and Table 2 show the values of derived expressions for two and three-dimensional
moments for some common geometric shapes. The computed expressions correspond exactly
to the well-known expressions derived by direct integration for those specific shapes [9].
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Table 2: Volume and moments of inertia for superellipsoids of various shapes computed from
(16) and using limits (29), (30) for cases where �� � � or �� � �.

�� � � �� � � �� � 
�� � � �� �  �� � 
(plate) (elliptical cylinder) (ellipsoid)

Volume (����� ���
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3 Transformation of Moments

Compositions of superellipsoids are expressed with transformations that relate a canonical co-
ordinate system of each superellipsoid (�) to a common global coordinate system (��), usually
the coordinate system of the range scanner. Moments of such non-penetrating compositions of
superellipsoids can be computed as simple sums of moments of each superellipsoid. Without
loss of generality, a rigid transformation can be decoupled into rotation followed by translation
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For the case of pure translation, and using binomial theorem it follows
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Note that for translation moment of order � in translated coordinate system is a combination of
moments of order less or equal to � in the original coordinate system.

For the case of pure rotation, we can use the multinomial theorem to expand the power terms
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Note that for rotation moment of order � in rotated coordinate system is a combination of
moments of the same order � in the original coordinate system.
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Table 3: Moments of a superellipsoid in global coordinate system expressed with parameters of
the rigid transformation and moments of the superellipsoid in canonical coordinate system
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Symmetry of superellipsoids simplifies the computation of expressions (18) and (19) since
most moments are equal to 0 in the canonical coordinate system. Table 3 contains expressions
for moments of superellipsoids up to the third order.

4 Range image registration

The basic idea of range image registration based on moments is to construct a coordinate frame,
which is rigidly attached to the object in each image [10, 5, 8]. After constructing the two
frames, we know their relationship to the global coordinate system and thus we also know
the rigid transformation between the two frames, which is also the rigid transformation of the
object. We will name the constructed frames the canonical frames.

A canonical frame has its origin in the center of gravity of the object. In such a frame the
first order moments are equal to 0. The axes of the coordinate system are aligned along the axes
of minimal and maximal moment of inertia. Both, the center of gravity as well as the axes of
minimal and maximal moment of inertia are invariant to rigid transformation of the coordinate
system and are intrinsically related to the space occupancy distribution of the object.

Since we are dealing only with right hand Cartesian coordinate frames we uniquely deter-
mine the remaining third axis by fixing two axes of the coordinate system. For our work we
freely selected the � and the � axes to correspond to the minimal and to the maximal moment
of inertia, respectively. Note however that the moments of inertia are invariant to rotation of
the coordinate frame for ��Æ about any of the coordinate axes. This leads to four possible
orientations of the canonical coordinate frame: the constructed one, and one for each rotation
of ��Æ about the �, �, and � axis respectively, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Four different right hand Cartesian coordinate frames with their axes aligned along
given lines. Each one of them generates the remaining three by rotations of ��Æ about all the
axes.

4.1 Resolving 4-way ambiguity

A search for the most distant point on the object from the origin of the coordinate system along
the principal axes was proposed in [5], and the use of third order moments in [8], to resolve the
4-way ambiguity. The presented approach is similar to [8], but with much simpler derivation.

It is instructive to determine how solid moments of the same object computed in the four
coordinate frames are related. Rotation of coordinate system ��	 �	 �� about the � axis produces
new coordinate system ���	 ��	 ��� where �� � �, �� � ��, and �� � ��, the determinant of
the Jacobian matrix for the transformation equals  so moments computed in the coordinate
systems rotated about the �, �, and � axis are related to moments in original coordinate systems
as follows:
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Given a pair of vectors with third-order moments as components, we can transform the first
vector to the three vectors corresponding to rotations about all the axes and then select the vector
that is closest to the second vector to determine the rotation. Note that if due to object shape
third-order moments vanish or the vector is equidistant to several vectors, higher order moments
may be used in the same way. It follows directly from the selection of coordinate systems that
moments of order lower than three cannot be used to resolve this ambiguity.

5 Experimental Results

In the first experiment we recovered rigid transformation between two range image views of a
pile of stones. Algorithm described in [7, 6] was used to recover superellipsoid models from
range images. To visualize the quality of recovered estimate of rigid transformation we overlaid
the recovered models from view2 over the range image view1 Figure 3 (e) and recovered models
from view1 over the range image view2 (f).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: Registration of two real range images based on recovered superellipsoids (a) intensity
image view1, (b) intensity image view2, (c) range image view1 with recovered superellipsoids
(d) range image2 with recovered superellipsoids (e) models recovered from view2 overlaid
over range image view1 using the recovered transformation (f) models recovered from view1
overlaid over range image2 using the recovered transformation

In the second experiment we generated a set of synthetic range images with known trans-
formations among different views. The results presented in Figures 4–7 compare precision
of estimates computed from moments of recovered models to estimates based on moments of
range image data points. In the later case we approximated the integrals present in calculations
of moments with sums of coordinates of range data points. The residual rigid transformation
that transforms an estimated transformation to the true transformation was used as a quantitative
measure of precision of recovered transformation.
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6 Conclusions

We derived a closed form expressions for two-dimensional Cartesian moment ��� of order
��� �� of a superellipse and the three-dimensional Cartesian moment���� of order ��� �� ��
of a superellipsoid. These results can be directly used to compute zeroth, first, and second
order moments with well known physical meaning as area or volume, center of gravity and
moments of inertia as well as to compute higher order moments used in applications of various
moment invariants. To demonstrate the correctness of derived expressions we computed area
and moments of inertia for standard two-dimensional shapes (rectangle, ellipse, rhomb) and
volume and moments of inertia for standard three-dimensional shapes (plate, elliptical cylinder,
ellipsoid).

Moments of order � in a coordinate system that is rigidly transformed from canonical co-
ordinate system can be computed as a linear combination of moments in canonical coordinate
system of order lower or equal to � . Additionally, moments of objects that are compositions of
superellipsoids can be computed as simple sums of moments of individual parts. Since many
moments of superellipsoids in their canonical coordinate system are equal to 0 transformation
equations can be significantly reduced in the number of terms.

Feasibility of the proposed method was demonstrated with a registration of two real range
views with unknown rigid transformation. Experiments with synthetic range images and know
ground truth transformation showed significant better performance of range image registration
based on moments of recovered superellipsoid models as compared to registration based on
moments of range image data points. This is due to reduced effects of self-occlusion of parts
and independence of density of range image data points.

The presented method can be directly used for object recognition with moments and/or
moment invariants as object features.

A Beta and Gamma Functions

Beta function is defined as
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(23)

For completeness we provide well know equalities for the gamma function used in further
derivations
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From (24) and (26) follows that half integer arguments (� � 	 
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Figure 4: Registration of view1 to view2: (a) recovered model1 from view1, (b) recovered
model2 from view2, (c) registration of model1 to view2 based on raw image data, (d) registra-
tion of model1 to view2 based on recovered models.
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Figure 5: Registration of view1 to view5: (a) recovered model1 from view1, (b) recovered
model5 from view5, (c) registration of model1 to view5 based on raw image data, (d) registra-
tion of model1 to view5 based on recovered models.
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Figure 6: Registration of view2 to view6: (a) recovered model2 from view2, (b) recovered
model6 from view6, (c) registration of model2 to view6 based on raw image data, (d) registra-
tion of model2 to view6 based on recovered models.
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Figure 7: Registration of view5 to view7: (a) recovered model5 from view5, (b) recovered
model7 from view7, (c) registration of model5 to view7 based on raw image data, (d) registra-
tion of model5 to view7 based on recovered models.
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Bellow we derive the intermediate result frequently used in computing moments of superellipses
and superellipsoids:
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Since ���� approaches �	 for � 
 �� and �	 for � 
 �� we have to compute the limits
for the beta function terms for the case of rectangular shapes.
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and
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Abstract

We propose a transformation from the multi-class SVM classification problem to the single-
class SVM problem which is more convenient for optimization. The proposed transforma-
tion is based on simplifying the original problem and employing the Kesler construction
which can be carried out by the use of properly defined kernel only. The experiments
conducted indicate that the proposed method is comparable with the one-against-all de-
composition solved by the state-of-the-art SMO algorithm.

1 Introduction

The standard Support Vector Machines (SVM) [8] are designed for dichotomic classification
problem (two classes only, called also binary classification). The multi-class classification prob-
lem is commonly solved by a decomposition to several binary problems for which the standard
SVM can be used. For instance, one-against-all (1-a-a) decomposition is often applied. In this
case the classification problem to � classes is decomposed to � dichotomic decisions �����,
� � � � ��� � � � � ��, where the rule ����� separates training data of the �-th class from the
other training patterns. The classification of a pattern � is performed according to maximal
value of functions �����, � � �, i.e., the label of � is computed as �����	��� �����.

For the SVM, however, the multi-class problem can be solved directly [8, 9]. Let us consider
that we are given labelled training patterns ����� ��� 
 	 � 
�, where a pattern �� is from an �-
dimensional space � and its label attains a value from a set �. The 
 � ��� � � � � �� denotes a

�Our research was by the European Union under project IST-2001- 32184, by the Czech Ministry of Education
under projects MSM 212300013, MSMT Kontakt ME412, and by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under
project GACR 102/00/1679.
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set of indices. The linear classification rules ����� � ��� ��� ��, � � � (the dot product is
denoted by ��� ��) can be found directly by solving the multi-class SVM problem

��
�����

�

�

�
���

�����
� � � 	

�
���

�
�����	��

���� �

 �

s.t. �	�� ���� �	� 
 ���� ���� ��� � �
 ��� �
��� � � � 	 � 
 �� � � � ���� �

(1)

Similarly to the dichotomic SVM, the minimization of the sum of norms �
� leads to maxi-

mization of the margin between classes. For a non-separable case, the sum of ���� �

 weighted by

a regularization constant � means that the cost function penalizes misclassification of training
data. The linear �� � �� or quadratic �� � �� cost functions are often used.

To employ kernel functions [8] into non-linear classification rules �����, one has to formu-
late a dual form of the multi-class SVM decision (1) which is defined as [8, 9]
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� if �� � �� �
� if �� �� �� �

	 � 
 �� � � �

(2)

The dual problem (2) has � 	 � variables and � of them are always zero. The number of variables
is too large in practical problems and consequently it is very difficult to solve the dual quadratic
problem directly. There is a solution which employs a decomposition method and solves series
of smaller quadratic problems. However, the constraints of the problem (2) are too compli-
cated to allow direct use of efficient decomposition methods developed for dichotomic decision
problems, e.g., the Sequential Minimal Optimizer (SMO) algorithm [6].

We propose (i) to modify slightly the original problem (1) by adding the term �����
�

��� ���
to the objective function, and (ii) to transform the modified problem to the single-class SVM
problem which is considerably simpler than the previous formulation. Efficient algorithms can
be used to solve the new problem. Moreover, the proposed transformation can be performed
by the properly defined kernel function only. The addition of the ����� � term in the objective
function was suggested by Mangasarian [5] for the dichotomic problem. Solutions of the mod-
ified problem mostly coincides with the solutions of the original problem [5]. According to the
Mangasarian: “For �� ��� randomly generated problems (dimension � � � and �� patterns in
the training set) with same �, only �� cases had solution vector  that differed by more than
����� in their �-norm”.

The following section describes proposed approach in details.
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2 From multi-class SVM to single-class SVM

We consider modified multi-class SVM where the ����� �� is added to the objective function of
the (1) which leads to
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s.t.
�	�� ���� �	� 
 ���� ���� ��� � �
 ��� �
��� � � � 	 � 
 �� � � � ���� �

(3)

We name the problem (3) defined above as the multi-class BSVM problem (B stands for the
added bias). Next we introduce a transformation which translates the multi-class BSVM prob-
lem (3) to the single-class SVM problem. The single-class SVM problem is defined as
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s.t. �� ��� � �
 �� � 	 � 
 �

(4)

This problem (4) can be already solved by algorithms which are considerably simpler than the
original problems (1) or (3). The dual form of the problem (4) with the linear cost function
� � � is
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 �

(5)

where ����� ��� was substituted for the dot products ���� ���. The case with the quadratic cost
function � � � can be solved as the separable case using the kernel function � ����� ��� �
����� ��� � Æ��� 	

�

��
. The dual form of the separable case is the same as the problem (5) up to

the constraints which simplify to � � ��. We will describe two simple algorithms for solving
the single-class SVM problem in Section 3.

The transformation from the multi-class BSVM problem to the single-class SVM problem
is based on the Kesler’s construction [1]. This construction maps the input �-dimensional space
� to a new ����� 	�-dimensional space � where the multi-class problem appears as the single-
class problem. Each training pattern �� is mapped to new �� 
 �� patterns ��� , � � � � ����
defined as follows. Let us assume that coordinates of ��� are divided into � slots. If each slot
��� ���, � � � has � � � coordinates then

��� ��� �

��
�

���� �� � for � � �� �

���� �� � for � � � �

� � otherwise.
(6)

We seek a vector  composed of vectors �� � � � � � and thresholds ��� � � � � �� in the new space
� as

 � ���� ���� ��� ���� � � � � ��� ���� � (7)
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For instance, when � � � and �� � � then the vectors ��� , � � �� �� � are constructed as

��� � � 
���� �� � ���� �� � �
��� � � � 
���� �� ���� �� � �
��� � � � � ���� �� 
���� �� �

Performing the transformation (6) we obtain a set ���� 
 	 � 
 � � ������� containing ��
��	�
vectors. Each constraint of the multi-class BSVM problem can be expressed as �� ��� � �
� 
 ��� using the transformed vectors. It is obvious that by substituting  to the objective
function of the single-class SVM problem the objective function (4) becomes equivalent to the
objective function (3) of the multi-class BSVM. Consequently, the multi-class BSVM problem
can be equivalently expressed as the single-class SVM problem,
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���� �

 �

s.t. �� ��� � � �
 ��� �
	 � 
 �� � � � ���� �

(8)

At a first look the introduced transformation seems to be intractable because of increased di-
mension. However, in the dual form in which the data appears in terms of dot products only the
transformation can be performed by introducing a properly defined kernel function.

Let ��� and �� be two vectors from � created by the transformation (6). Note that the vector
��� has the ��-th coordinate slot equal to ���� ��, the �-th slot equal to 
���� ��, and remaining
coordinates equal to zero. The vector �� is created likewise. Consequently, the dot product
���� � �


� � is equal to the sum of dot products between ���� �� and ��� � �� which occupy the same

coordinate slot. The sign of these dot products is positive if �� � �� or � � � and negative if
�� � � or �� � �. If all the numbers ��, ��, �, and � differ then the dot product is equal to zero.
The construction of the dot product ���� � �


� � can be easily expressed using the Kronecker delta,

i.e., Æ�	� �� � � for 	 � �, and Æ�	� �� � � for 	 �� �. The dot product between ��� and �� is

���� � �

� � � ����� ���� �� 	 �Æ���� ��� � Æ�����
 Æ���� ��
 Æ���� ��� �

The dot products ���� ��� are replaced by the kernel function ����� ��� in the non-linear case.
The kernel function ������ � �


� � involving transformations (6) and non-linear case is constructed

as
������ � �


� � � ������ ��� � �� 	 �Æ���� ��� � Æ�����
 Æ���� ��
 Æ���� ��� � (9)

It implies that solving the dual form (5) of the single-class SVM problem with the kernel (9) is
equivalent to solving the dual form of the multi-class BSVM problem (3). As the result of the
dual single-class problem we obtain a set of ��

� , 	 � �� � � �, � � �� � � � � �, � �� �� multipliers
corresponding to the transformed vectors ��� . These multipliers ��

� determine the vectors �

and thresholds �� which can be obtained by reverting the transform (7).
The normal vector  in the transformed space � is equal to  �

�
���

�
�����	��

��� �
�
� .

The vector � � � occupies the �-th coordinate slot and is determined by the weighted sum of
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vectors ��� which have the non-zero �-th coordinate slot, so that
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holds. To classify the pattern � in the non-linear case there is need to evaluate �� � ��� ������
�� which is equal to

����� �
�
���

����� ��
�

�����	��

��
� �Æ��� ���
 Æ������ � �� �

3 Algorithms to the single-class SVM problem

The introduced kernel allows us to solve the multi-class BSVM problem by the use of al-
gorithms solving the single-class SVM problem. Many efficient optimization algorithms for
the two-class problem can be readily modified to solve the one-class problem. We have con-
ducted several experiments (see Section 4) using the modified Sequential Minimal Optimizer
(SMO) [6] and the kernel Schlesinger-Kozinec algorithm [3].

The SMO for the single-class SVM problem can modify only one Lagrangian at a time
since the dual form does not contain the equality constrains. The framework of the modified
algorithm is preserved from the original one.

The kernel Schlesinger-Kozinec algorithm solves the two-class SVM problem with quadratic
cost function. This problem is transformed to the equivalent problem where the nearest points
from the convex hulls are sought. This transformed probllem can be solved by a simple iterative
procedure. The nearest point from the origin to one convex hull is sought in the modification to
the single-class SVM problem. We used the modified kernel Schlesinger-Kozinec’s algorithm
to train the multi-class BSVM problem with quadratic cost function and the modified SMO
algorithm for the linear cost function.

The implementation of both algorithms in Matlab is available [2].

4 Experiments

We tested the proposed method on the benchmark data sets selected from the UCI data reposi-
tory [7] and Statlog data collection. We scaled all the data to range �
�� ��. Table 1 summarizes
the data sets used.

As a comparative approach we used the one-against-all decomposition and the SMO [6] al-
gorithm for learning the decomposed dichotomic SVM problems which we denote 1-a-a SMO.
To solve the single-class problem obtained employing the proposed kernel we used (i) the sim-
plified SMO algorithm denoted as M-1-SMO and (ii) the kernel Schlesinger-Kozinec algorithm
denoted as M-1-KSK both mentioned in Section 3.

We trained the classifiers using the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel ����� ��� � ��
������� ��

�

���

with the � � ����� ���� � � � � ��� and the regularization constant � � ���� ��� � � � � ���. Each
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Table 1: Benchmark datasets used for testing.

number of number of number of
patterns classes attributes

iris 150 3 4
wine 178 3 13
glass 214 6 13
thyroid 215 3 3

Table 2: Results of comparison on the benchmark datasets. Measured: testing classification
error CE ���, training time ��� and number of support vectors SVs.

1-a-a SMO M-1-SMO M-1-KSK

CE ��� �� 2.7 ���� ��� 2.0���� ��� 2.0 ���� ���

iris time 0.12 0.22 0.44
SVs 17 30 19
CE ��� �� 1.1 ���� ��� 2.3 ���� ��� 1.7 ���� ���

wine time 0.2 0.67 0.40
SVs 54 37 54
CE��� �� 37.0 ���� ���� 28.7 ���� ���� 31.1 ���� ����

glass time 14.10 4.06 1.37
SVs 150 167 177
CE��� �� 2.3 ���� ��� 2.7 ���� ���� 1.8���� ����

thyroid time 0.41 0.13 0.31
SVs 35 43 66

from the �� � pairs of ��� �� was evaluated using ��-fold cross validation method. The param-
eters which yielded the best average testing error rate are enlisted in Table 2. We also measured
average values of (i) the number of support vectors and (ii) the training time on training time on
Pentium PIII/750Mhz and (ii) number of support vectors.

5 Conclusions and future work

We propose a transformation from the multi-class SVM classification problem (1) to the single-
class SVM problem (4) for which efficient optimization algorithms exist. First the original
problem is slightly modified by adding the term �����

�
��� ��� (similarly to Mangasarian [5]

in the dichotomic problem). Then the modified problem is transformed to the single-class SVM
problem which is carried out by the use of a properly defined kernel function only.

The experiments conducted indicate that the proposed method is comparable with the one-
against-all decomposition solved by the state-of-the-art SMO algorithm. It is worthwhile to
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investigate the proposed kernel with other efficient algorithms which can solve the single-class
problem, e.g. the Nearest Point Algorithm [4] or the Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) algo-
rithm [5].
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Abstract

In therecentliterature,gradient-based(filtered)eigenspaceshave beenusedasa meansto
achieve illumination insensitivity. In this paper, we show thatfilteredeigenspacesarealso
inherentlyrobustw.r.t. (non-Gaussian)noiseandocclusions.Wearguethatthis robustness
stemsessentiallyfrom thesparseness of representation andinsensitivity w.r.t. shifts in the
meanvalue. This is alsodemonstratedexperimentallyusing examplesfrom the field of
objectrecognitionandposeestimation.

1 Intr oduction

Sinceits inceptionin theearly1990s,theeigenspaceapproachtoobjectrecognitionhasreceived
muchinterestin thevision andobjectrecognitioncommunityandis still a veryactive research
topic. It hassuccessfullybeenemployed in variousapplicationssuchasfacerecognition[7],
illuminationplanning[4], visualinspectionandevenvisualservoing [5].

Thekey ideais to representeachobjectascollectionof labelled �	��
��� -images,whichshow
theobjectunderenvisagedviewing conditions.In theeigenspaceapproach,PCA is performed
on asetof � mean-normalizedtrainingimages�� � � �� ����������� ���� � (1)� � � ������ ������� � ��� �!�� �"

This work wassupportedby theFWFundergrantno. P13981-INF.
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(whereby �� is theestimatedmeanand � # �$�� % IR &('$)+*-, ) to find a low-dimensionalrepresenta-
tion of theobject.If theeigenvectorsof theestimatedcovariancematrix

��/. � �� ��10
aregivenby

�32 �4���5��� � 2 � � (wherebywe assumethat the 2 # aresortedin decreasingorderaccordingto their
eigenvalues),eachmean-normalizedinput image

�� is approximatedaslinear combinationof
thefirst 68797:� eigenvectors(eigenimages):

��<; �� � =>
#@? �/A

# 2 # � (2)

Thecoefficients B � � A �4�5����� � A = � of the linearexpansionof
�� in termsof �	2 �C��������� 2 = � arethe

eigenspacerepresentationof
�� .

Thepurposeof this featureextractionstepis twofold: First, it reducestheamountof data
neededto representa singleobservation (i.e., image)by a factor =� . Second,PCA identifies
thedirectionsthatexplainbestthevariability betweendifferentobjectviews (in thecorrelation
sense)andthuscarrytheinformationmostrelevantto asubsequentclassificationstage;indeed,
it canbeshown thatamongall orthonormaltransformations,PCA is optimal in thesensethat
it minimizes,in themeansquaresense,theexpectedreconstructionerrorbetweentheoriginal
signal

�� andthesignal �� reconstructedfrom its low-dimensionalrepresentationB .
Traditionally, thecoefficients A

# in Eq. 2 areobtainedastheprojectionsof
�� onto thefirst

6 eigenimages.Although this approachis conceptuallysimple and elegant, it can not deal
with noiseand occlusions. Similarly, it can not handlechangesin the object’s appearance
dueto varying illumination, unlesstheseilluminationseffectsareexplicitly incorporatedinto
theeigenspacemodel(however, this would requirethateachobjectposeis acquiredunderall
possibleillumination conditions,which is not feasiblein mostcases).

In thispaper, wewill discussaneigenspaceapproachbasedongradientfilters,which is not
only insensitive to varying illumination, but alsoinherentlyrobustw.r.t. noiseandocclusions.
In section2, we will briefly review therelevanttheory, while in section3, we will demonstrate
theperformanceof our approachexperimentally. Conclusionsaregivenin Section4.

2 Gradient-BasedEigenspaces

Thefactthatedgesarerelatively insensitiveto theeffectsof varyingilluminationhasmotivated
several different implementationsof gradient-basedeigenspaces(e.g., [8, 2]). Our approach,
whichwasintroducedin [1], is basedontheobservationthatafilteredeigenspacerepresentation
canbeobtainedby filtering the original eigenimagesratherthanperformingPCA on filtered
versionsof thetrainingimages:Let D bealinearfilter andlet � denotetheconvolutionoperator.
Sinceconvolution is adistributive(linear)operation,wehave(cf. Eq.2)

�ED � �� � ; =>
#@? � A

# �FD � 2 # � � (3)

Note thatEq. 3 implies that thecoefficient vector B in Eq. 2 canberetrievedfrom thefiltered
input imageandthefilteredeigenimages.However, sincethefiltering processwill, in general,
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not preserve the orthogonalityof the eigenimages,the coefficientscanno longerbe obtained
asprojectionsof the input imageonto theeigenimages.Instead,we computethemby solving
(in the leastsquaressense)the overdeterminedsystemof �3�G
H��� linear equationsEq. 3. In
our experiments,we useda setof six steerablegradientfilters [6]. Since,in our approach,the
coefficientsarenot affectedby thechoiceof thefilter, we cancombinetheresultingsix setsof
equationsintoonelargesystemconsistingof �I
J�K
JL equationsandsolvethemsimultaneously.

In [1], it wasshown thatfilteredPCA,combinedwith therobustapproachdiscussedin [3],
is insensitive to illumination effectsandcantoleratesignificantlevelsof noiseandocclusion.
In this paper, we focuson thepropertiesof filteredPCA itself andshow thata gradient-based
eigenspacerepresentation,in additionto beingillumination insensitive, is also inherently ro-
bust w.r.t. noiseandocclusions.

Figure1: The5 objectsusedin theexperiments.

3 Experiments

We have extensively evaluatedour algorithmon a databaseof 5 objects(Fig. 1), wherebyeach
objectis representedby MON views; theseviewswereacquiredin P degree-incrementsby placing
the object on a turntable. Only QRL views were usedto build the eigenspace;unlessstated
otherwise,theeigenspacedimension(numberof eigenvectors)was QOS . As performancecriteria,
we usedthe coefficient error (L2-distancebetweentrue and recoveredcoefficients) and the
recognitionrate.

Salt and Pepper Noise To havea systematicperformanceevaluationwe took thetotal setof
QRLRS imagesandaddedsaltandpeppernoiserangingfrom S to TRS percent.Thisexperimentwas
repeatedU-S times.

An exampleof a reconstructionof a noisy imageusing the coefficients obtainedby the
standardandthefilteredeigenspacemethodcanbeseenin Figure2. Fig.3(a)showstheaverage
coefficienterrorandits standarddeviationfor thefilteredandthestandardapproach.In Fig.3(b)
theobtainedrecognitionratesaredepicted.

Occlusions In this experiment,we usedagainall QRLRS imagesanddistortedthemwith homo-
geneousocclusionswith grayvaluesrangingfrom S to U (maximumbrightness).Thesizeof the
occlusionswasincreasedfrom S to TRS percentof theobject’ssize.
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In Figure4 thereconstructionof a VWS % occludedimageusingthestandardandthefiltered
methodcanbe seen. Fig. 5 shows the coefficient errorsobtainedwith the filtered andstan-
dardmethod,while the correspondingrecognitionratescanbe seenin Fig. 6. Note the high
sensitivity of thestandardapproachw.r.t. thegrayvalueof theocclusion.

(a) Imagewith saltand (b) Reconstructionof (a) (c) Reconstructionof (a)
peppernoise usingthestandardmethod usingthefilteredmethod

Figure2: Demonstrationof theinfluenceof 50%saltandpeppernoiseon thestandardandthe
filteredeigenspace.
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(a)Occludedinput image (b) Reconstructionof (a) (c) Reconstructionof (a)
usingthestandardmethod usingthefilteredmethod

Figure 4: Demonstrationof the effects of a 40% occlusionon the standardand the filtered
eigenspace.
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Figure6: Comparisonof recognitionratesfor occludedimages.

4 Discussion

In the previoussection,we have shown experimentallythatour versionof filtered PCA com-
paresfavorably to the standardeigenspaceapproach. The experimentsindicatethat filtered
PCA is not only illumination-insensitive (asdiscussedin [1]), but alsoinherentlyrobustw.r.t.
non-Gaussiannoiseandocclusions.This robustnessstemsessentiallyfrom the following two
propertiesof filteredPCA:

Sparsenessof Representation Thegradient-filteredeigenimagesandthegradient-filteredin-
put imagesencodehigh-frequency information.However, unlesstheappearanceof thetraining
objectsis dominatedby high-frequency textureor structureelements,thenumberof suchedge
pixelswill besmallcomparedto thesizeof theeigenimages.Consequently, distortionsin the
input imagedueto occlusionsor noiseare likely to result in spuriousgradientsthat will not
coincidewith thetrueedgesencodedin theeigenspacemodel.Dueto thesparsenatureof gra-
dientmaps,suchspuriousgradientswill beorthogonal(or almostorthogonal)to theeigenspace
andthuswill haveno (or only small) influenceon thesolutionvector B .
Insensitivity w.r.t. the Mean It hasbeenstandardpracticein the eigenspaceapproachto
rescalethe input image � to unit lengthbeforesubtractingthe mean-image.This makesthe
approachinsensitive to changesin theoverall brightnesslevel andensuresthat the pre-stored
mean-image �� and the actualinput imageare of comparablemagnitude. However, uneven
illumination, saturationeffects or large occlusionswill pull away the computedscalefactorX � �Y[ZOY from its truevalue,which canmake thesubtractionof �� practicallymeaningless(for
too large X ) or, worse,maketherelativemagnitudeof theinput imagesosmallthat

�� � X5� �\��
is dominatedby �� , andnot by theactualobservation.
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FilteredPCAis far lesssusceptibleto suchmean-effects thanothereigenspacesapproaches.
This is dueto the fact that gradientfilters basicallycomputethe differenceof gray-valuesin
a small local neighborhood;themean,however, will berelatively homogeneousin suchsmall
neighborhoodsandthereforewill becanceledby thesubtraction.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the development of a new approach to Deformable Template
technique for accurate shape extraction. By implementing a compact and efficient
minimization of the template energy, important improvements are obtained
concerning with outlier elimination, optical distortion compensation and easy and
precise initialization. An exhaustive projective model for planar feature is
described, highlighting its employment in a visual servoing application.

1 Introduction
Accurate feature extraction is a mandatory requirement for some Computer Vision
applications such as visual servoing. Deformable Template (DT, see [5, 11]) has proven to be
a reliable technique for this kind of problems. This approach is rooted in Active Contour
Models (ACM or “snakes”, see [6]), consisting of a sampled curve that deforms and adjusts
its shape to match the contour of an object in the scene. Bending is driven by the
minimization of an energy that depends on the image and the type of target features (edges,
lines, uniform region border, etc.). In order to make ACM less sensitive to noise and
occlusions, the a priori knowledge of the shape to be extracted has been introduced in the DT
approach. Different solutions have been proposed for the model representation, energy
minimization, and considered image features.
DT is becoming more and more widespread as an approach to extraction and tracking of
complex shapes.
The use of DT for the feature extraction determines a set of advantages resumed here below.
•  Introducing the a priori knowledge about the feature shape enhances the algorithm

robustness, avoiding the template to fit to local minima in the energy minimization
process.

•  At the end of the extraction phase, a point in the 2D template can be associated to a point
in the 3D feature. This is really useful for applications for 3D-measurement where image
segmentation is only a step of the measurement process (e.g. the target pose estimation).
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Meaningful parts of the feature can be identified too: for instance, we can extract the
points belonging to a circular border of the target without any intervening elaboration.

•  The state configuration of a DT can be described by a limited number of parameters
instead of an undetermined number of control nodes without reducing the fitting accuracy
to the actual feature (on the contrary for an ACM the smaller is the node number, the
smaller is the fitting accuracy)

DT has to be implemented for the extraction of well-known features. This type of target is
typical of an industrial environment where manifolds have rigid and well-defined shapes. A
lot of these 3D features lay on a single plane so that their perspective projection can be
modeled by a homographic transformation.
This paper describes a Deformable Template algorithm developed as part of a monocular
vision system for the pose estimation of planar objects. This system will be employed in the
semi-automatic control of a mechanical arm [3] used for the maintenance of the graphite first
wall of the nuclear fusion experiment RFX [4]. The experiment is run by a Consortium
including ENEA, CNR and Padua University in the framework of the European research
programme on the thermonuclear fusion. Graphite tiles cover the inner surface of the vacuum
vessel and have to be removed and substituted in case of plasma damage. The end-effector of
the arm is to be exactly driven to the clamping key in the center of the tile (see Figure 1) with
a frontal attitude. The template to be extracted consists of the internal circle and the two
rectangular holes. A following elaboration step determines the pose of the target. Figure 2
shows a second type of target, consisting of a bush in a vessel stiffening ring where a new tile
is to be inserted.

Figure 1 Planar feature of the graphite tile key

For such an application the feature extraction has to be very precise and natural accuracy
ensured by DT classical technique could not be enough: few pixel error in the extraction could
affect pose result. Furthermore the available image could exhibit some noise elements, e.g.
not very sharp edges, reflecting and rough surfaces. The proposed DT approach introduces
important improvements aiming at enhancing the accuracy of the method, in order to concern
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with outlier discarding, optical distortion, easy and precise manual initialization, efficient
energy minimization.
Section 2 describes the type of implemented model. The energy minimization technique, the
approach to outlier discarding and the initialization procedure are described in section 3.
Section 4 deals with the compensation of the lens distortion. Section 5 reports some test result
and section 6 gathers the conclusions.

Figure 2 Planar feature of the bush inserted in the vessel stiffening ring

2 The projective model

Let [ ]TZYX 1=X  be a point in the absolute reference system, [ ]Tvu=u its pixel co-

ordinates, 33xR the rotation and 13xt the translation from the co-ordinates in the absolute

reference system to the co-ordinates in the camera reference system, fu and fv  the focal

lengths, 0r and 0c the co-ordinates of the principal point. By using the pin hole model of a

camera we have
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A planar shape can be described by a list of points [ ]Tiii YX 1=X belonging to its border

so that, setting 0=Z in Equation (1) we get1:
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Equation (4) proves the image of a planar feature is fully described by a homography; we call
this homography the projective model. Points iX are the model of our template, nodes iu are a

particular template configuration; determining this configuration is equivalent to finding out
the corresponding matrix A .

3 An improved minimization technique
The ACM minimization approach starts from dynamics: the active contour “lives” on a
potential surface and iteratively falls down towards a potential valley.
As far as DT is concerned, the minimization is achieved in a parameter space (see [9, 10]).
Different modifications of this technique have been successively introduced. Supposing
searching edge features, the forces acting on the nodes can be obtained finding the Point with
the Max value of the Module of the intensity Gradient (MMGP) along the normal direction to
the template at each node of the template itself in order to attract it towards the MMGPs. This
approach is motivated by the aperture problem: the component of motion along an edge can’t
be locally identified (see [8, 2]). This approach determines a first difference from a complete
physical model; in the same direction, the energy to minimize can be changed: it can depend
no more on the gradient module but on the direction of the gradient itself and the template

                                                
1 ijR and ijt are the element ( )ji,  of matrices 33xR and 13xt respectively
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normal vector (see [7]). This choice reduces the dependence of the extraction on the strength
of the image feature edges.
Following this evolution, our template introduces some improvements to classical
minimization approach. The model parameters are updated realizing a least square
minimization of the distances between each node iu and the corresponding MMGP

[ ]Tiii vu maxmaxmax =u .

By resolving Equation (4) with respect to parameters ija of matrix A , we have
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By substituting imaxu to iu in (5) we have
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(6)
These relations are collected in a global linear system that is solved to compute matrix A . A
is then applied to each model point iX  to calculate the new nodes of the template iu . These
steps are repeated iteratively. The final configuration of the template is the configuration
corresponding to the minimum value of the following energy

∑ •−=
i

GiT i
E nn

(7)

iTn is the unitary vector normal to the template and 
iGn is the unitary vector normal to the

intensity gradient.
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Figure 3 Example of initialization for a tile key template

Figure 4 Example of initialization for a bush template

This technique allows discarding outlier MMGPs, so that feature extraction can be more
accurate. For outlier discarding, our approach progressively reduces the max-allowed distance
between a node and the corresponding MMGP. In this way the DT reaches far edges in the
initial iterations but outliers do not draw it away when it is near to the target. The max-
allowed distance is quadratically reduced to use more iterations for the final configuration
improvement. It is worth noting that using the classical dynamic minimization outliers can not
be discarded because in that case the template node distribution has to be symmetrically
balanced.
The algorithm can be accurately initialized by putting the co-ordinates of four reference points
selected by an operator into Equation (5).
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show two examples of initialization for the considered templates.
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4 Taking optical distortion into account
Usually, classical implementations of the DT overlook lens distortion. The proposed approach
allows taking it into account by modifying the minimization procedure. Next section
describes the extension of the pinhole camera model so as to deal with distortion
compensation.

4.1 Camera model with optical distortion compensation

The optical distortion correction can be considered by modifying the pin hole model of
Equation (1) as follows:
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0g , 1g , 2g , 3g  and k are the parameters describing the lens distortion. It is worth noting

that any other model of lens distortion can substitute the used model without affecting our
approach.

A pixelu can be transformed to the corresponding point [ ]Twr=′m in the distorted

normalized co-ordinate space2; compensating the optical distortion we get [ ]Tyx=m  in the
normalized co-ordinate space.

4.2 Deformable Template with optical distortion compensation

In order to compensate the optical distortion, the DT minimization approach can be modified
as described in this section.

                                                
2 The normalized co-ordinates are the co-ordinates in the image plane of a virtual camera with unitary focal
length.
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The projective Equations (4) and (5), that neglect the lens distortion, can be used with no
approximation to link point iX  of the planar object (again we set 0=Z ) to its normalized co-

ordinates im by using a new matrix A′ :
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Figure 5 Example of final extraction for the tile key template

The algorithm steps can be described as follows:
•  In the initialization step the reference points are transformed to the corresponding

normalized points and used to estimate matrix A′ .
•  For each iX  the corresponding im  is then computed by applying matrix A′ .
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•  From im the corresponding iu point is computed. iu  is used to find out its MMGP and the

energy E
•  The MMGPs are projected to the normalized co-ordinate space and used to compute new

matrix A′ .
In the following iterations only last four steps are repeated until convergence is achieved.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show final extraction results for the target templates.

Figure 6 Example of final extraction for the bush template

5 Test results
Some tests have been performed in order to find the algorithm accuracy.

Test case Mean Error [pixel]
Tile key 30° 1.01
Tile key 60° 1.14
Bush 30° 1.32
Bush 60° 1.19

Table 1 Test results

The poses of two targets at 30° and 60° with respect to the camera frame have been
beforehand precisely measured. According to the a priori poses, the planar target points have
been projected on the image plane by applying the model of Equation (8) to compare them to
the image projection of the same points according to the estimated pose. An average error on
the node set has been computed. Table 1 collects the errors found out in the four considered
cases; for each case the mean error value on ten consecutive trials with different initializations
is reported.
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6 Conclusions
This paper has dealt with an improved Deformable Template technique for feature extraction.
Main improvements of the proposed approach are the outlier rejection and the optical
distortion compensation through a compact and efficient minimization technique. The
algorithm has been actually developed for the extraction of a planar image with a template
described by a projective model but it can be straightforwardly applied to different template
types. An extension to tridimensional feature extraction is very interesting because both image
target tracking and feature pose estimation could be achieved in a single elaboration step by
using the pose of the target with respect to the camera reference frame as template model
descriptor. Multiple camera data fusion could be also implemented in order to improve the
precision and reliability of such a 3D technique.
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Abstract

This paper presents an octree based method of three-dimensional reconstruction of objects
using a combination of two different methods, Shape from Silhouette and Shape from Struc-
tured Light, focusing on reconstruction of archaeological vessels. Shape from Silhouette is
a method suitable for reconstruction of objects with handles, whereas it is unable to recon-
struct concavities on an object’s surface, such as inside of a bowl. Shape from Structured
Light can reconstruct such concavities, but it often creates incomplete models because of
camera and light occlusions. The purpose of combining these two methods is to overcome
the weaknesses of one method through the strengths of the other, making it possible to con-
struct complete models of arbitrarily shaped objects. The construction is based on multiple
views of an object using a turntable in front of stationary cameras. Results of the algorithm
developed are presented for both synthetic and real objects.

1 Introduction

Shape from Silhouette is a method of automatic construction of a 3D model of an object based
on a sequence of images of the object taken from multiple views, in which the object’s silhouette
represents the only interesting feature of the image [21, 18]. The object’s silhouette in each
input image corresponds to a conic volume in the object real-world space. A 3D model of the
object can be built by intersecting the conic volumes from all views, which is also calledSpace
Carving[12].

Shape from Silhouette can be applied on objects with variety of shapes, including objects
with handles, like many archaeological vessels and sherds. However, concavities on an object’s

∗This work was partly supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF) under grant P13385-INF, the
European Union under grant IST-1999-20273 and the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
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surface remain invisible for this method, making it unusable for reconstruction of the inside of
a bowl or a cup or the inner side of a sherd. Therefore, another method, Shape from Structured
Light, is used to discover the concavities.

Shape from Structured Light is a method which constructs a surface model of an object
based on projecting a sequence of well defined light patterns onto the object. The patterns can
be in the form of coded light stripes [11] or a ray or plane of laser light [13]. The 3D coordinates
of the points on the object’s surface are recovered using active triangulation [3, 9].

There have been many works on construction of 3D models of objects from multiple views.
Baker [1] used silhouettes of an object rotating on a turntable to construct a wire-frame model
of the object. Martin and Aggarwal [14] constructed volume segment models from orthographic
projection of silhouettes. Chien and Aggarwal [7] constructed an object’s octree model from
its three orthographic projections. Veenstra and Ahuja [23] extended this approach to thirteen
standard orthographic views. Potmesil [18] created octree models using arbitrary views and
perspective projection. For each of the views he constructs an octree representing the corre-
sponding conic volume and then intersects all octrees. In contrast to this, Szeliski [21] first
creates a low resolution octree model quickly and then refines this model interactively, by inter-
secting each new silhouette with the already existing model. The last two approaches project an
octree node into the image plane to perform the intersection between the octree node and the ob-
ject’s silhouette. Srivastava and Ahuja [20] in contrast, perform the intersections in 3D-space.
Niem [15] uses pillar-like volume elements (pillars) rather than octree for model representa-
tion. De Bonet and Viola [4] extended the idea of voxel reconstruction to transparent objects
by introducing the Roxel algorithm — a responsibility weighted 3D volume reconstruction.
Wong and Cipolla [26] use uncalibrated silhouette images and recover the camera positions and
orientations from circular motions.

Most laser light based Shape from Structured Light methods use a camera, a calibrated laser
ray or plane and a motion platform — usually a linear slide or a turntable. Borgese et al. [5] use
a pair of standard video cameras, a laser pointer, and a special hardware that lets the laser spot
be detected with high reliability and accuracy. By obtaining a single surface point at each step,
this method implies a slow, sparse sampling of the surface. Liska [13] uses two lasers aligned to
project the same plane, a camera and a turntable. Using two lasers eliminates some of the light
occlusions but not the camera occlusions, resulting in incomplete models for many objects. Park
et al. [17] built a DSLS (Dual Beam Structured Light) scanner, which uses a camera mounted
on a linear slide and two non-overlapping laser planes, resulting in denser range images. Davis
and Chen [8] use two calibrated fixed cameras viewing a static scene and an uncalibrated laser
plane which is freely swept over the object.

The work of Szeliski [21] was used as a basis for the Shape from Silhouette and the work of
Liska [13] as a basis for the Shape from Structured Light approach presented in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section2 describes the equipment used for acquisition.
Section3 describes the octree model representation and Section4 presents the combination
strategy proposed. Experimental results with both synthetic and real data are given in Section5
and at the end of the paper conclusions are drawn and future work is outlined.
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2 Acquisition System

The acquisition system consists of the following devices:
• a turntable (Figure1a) with a diameter of 50cm, whose desired position can be specified

with an accuracy of0.05◦ (however, the minimal relative rotation angle is1.00◦).

• two monochrome CCD-cameras with a focal length of 16mm and a resolution of 768x576
pixels. One camera (Camera-1in Figure1) is used for acquiring the images of the ob-
ject’s silhouettes and the other (Camera-2in Figure1) for the acquisition of the images
of the laser light projected onto the object.

• a red laser (Figure1d) used to project a light plane onto the object. The laser is equipped
with a prism in order to span a plane out of the laser beam.

• a lamp (Figure1e) used to back-light the scene for the acquisition of the silhouette of the
object [10]. The object should be clearly distinguishable from the background indepen-
dent from the object’s shape or the type of its surface.

(c) Camera−2

(a) Turntable(b) Camera−1

(d) Laser (e) Lamp

Figure 1: Acquisition System

Both cameras are placed about 50cm away from the rotational axis of the turntable. Ideally
the optical axis of the camera for acquiring object’s silhouettes lies nearly in the rotational plane
of the turntable, orthogonal to the rotational axis. The camera for acquiring the projection of
the laser plane onto the object views the turntable from an angle of about45◦. The laser is
directed in such that the light plane it projects contains the rotational axis of the turntable. The
second camera views the light plane also from an angle of about45◦. The relative position of
the two cameras to one another is not important, since the acquisition of the silhouettes and the
acquisition of the laser light projection are independent from one another.

Prior to any acquisition, the system is calibrated in order to determine the inner and outer
orientation of the camera and the rotational axis of the turntable. We used the calibration tech-
nique proposed by Roger Y. Tsai [22], for several reasons: it is efficient and accurate, lens
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distortion can be taken into account but also ignored if desired, and there is a publicly available
implementation on Internet [25]. In our experiments, the average calibration error was 0.5 pixel
or less (measured in the image plane), which is sufficient for our approach, because the smallest
unit processed in an image is 1 pixel.

3 Octree Model Representation

There are many different model representations in computer vision and computer graphics used.
Here we will mention only the most important ones. Surface-based representations describe the
surface of an object as a set of simple approximating patches, like planar or quadratic patches
[2]. Generalized cylinder representation [19] defines a volume by a curved axis and a cross-
section function at each point of the axis. Overlapping sphere representation [16] describes a
volume as a set of arbitrarily located and sized spheres. Approaches such as these are efficient
in representing a specific set of shapes but they are not flexible enough to describe arbitrary
solid objects. Two of the most commonly used representations for solid volumes are boundary
representation (B-Rep) [24] and constructive solid geometry (CSG) [24, 19].

An octree [6] is a tree-formed data structure used to represent 3-dimensional objects. Each
node of an octree represents a cube subset of a 3-dimensional volume. A node of an octree
which represents a 3D object is said to be:

• black, if the corresponding cube lies completely within the object

• white, if the corresponding cube lies completely within the background, i.e., has no inter-
section with the object

• gray, if the corresponding cube is a boundary cube, i.e., belongs partly to the object and
partly to the background. In this case the node is divided into 8 child nodes (octants)
representing 8 equally sized sub-cubes of the original cube

An octree as described above contains binary information in the leaf nodes and therefore it
is called a binary octree, and it is suitable for representation of 3D objects where the shape of
the object is the only object property that needs to be modeled by the octree. Non-binary octrees
can contain other information in the leaf nodes, e.g., the cube color in RGB-space. For the 3D
modeling approach presented in this work, a binary octree model is sufficient to represent 3D
objects.

The octree representation has several advantages [6]: for a typical solid object it is an ef-
ficient representation, because of a large degree of coherence between neighboring volume
elements (voxels), which means that a large piece of an object can be represented by a sin-
gle octree node. Another advantage is the ease of performing geometrical transformations on
a node, because they only need to be performed on the node’s vertices. The disadvantage of
octree models is that they digitize the space by representing it through cubes whose resolution
depend on the maximal octree depth and therefore cannot have smooth surfaces. However, this
is a problem with any kind of voxel-based volumetric representation.
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4 Fusion of the Algorithms

As noted in Section1, Shape from Silhouette defines avolumetricmodel of an object, whereas
Shape from Structured Light defines asurfacemodel of an object. The main problem that
needs to be addressed in an attempt to combine these two methods is how to adapt the two
representations to one another, i.e. how to build a common 3D model representation. This can
be done in several ways:

• Build theShape from Silhouette’s volumetric model and theShape from Structured Light’s
surface model independently from one another. Then, either convert the volumetric model
to a surface model and use a combination of the two surface models to create the final rep-
resentation or convert the surface model to a volumetric model and use a combination of
the two volumetric models to create the final representation. Depending on the properties
of the two models (e.g., whether they represent a subset or a superset of the object), their
combination can mean their union or their intersection or some more complex operation.

• Use a common 3D model representation from the ground up, avoiding any model conver-
sions. That means either design a volume based Shape from Structured Light algorithm
or a surface based Shape from Silhouette algorithm.

Generally, the conversion of a surface model to a volumetric model is a complex task, because
if the surface is not completely closed, it is hard to say whether a certain voxel lies inside or
outside the object. With closed surfaces one could follow a line in 3D space starting from the
voxel observed and going in any direction and count how many times the line intersects the
surface. For an odd number of intersections one can say that the voxel belongs to the object.
But even in this case there would be many special cases to handle, e.g. when the chosen line is
tangential to the object’s surface.

This reasoning lead us to the following conclusions:

• Building a separate Shape from Structured Light surface model and a Shape from Silhou-
ette volumetric model followed by converting one model to the other and then combining
them is mathematically complex and computationally costly.

• If we want to estimate the volume of an object using our model, any intermediate surface
models should be avoided because of the problems of conversion to a volumetric model.

Therefore, our approach proposes building a single volumetric model from the ground up, using
both underlying methods in each step (illustrated in Figure2):

1. Binarize the acquired images for both Shape from Silhouette and Shape from Structured
Light in such a way that the white image pixelspossiblybelong to the object and the black
pixels for surebelong to the background (see Figure2a). A silhouette binary image is
created by extraction of the object’s silhouette through simple thresholding of the image.
The creation of a structured light binary image is more complex. Based on the known
position of the laser, an input image (representing the intersection of the laser plane with
the object’s surface) is converted to an image approximating intersection of the laser plane
with the whole object.

2. Build the initial octree, containing one single root node marked ”black”. (Figure2b).
This node is said to be at the level 0.
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3. All black nodes of thecurrent level are assumed to be in a linked list. If there are
no nodes in thecurrent level , the final model has been build so jump to Step8.
Otherwise, continue with Step4.

4. Project thecurrent node of the current level into all Shape from Silhouette
binary images and intersect it with the image silhouettes of the object. As the result of the
intersection the node can remain ”black” (if it lies within the object) or be set to ”white”
(it lies outside the object) or ”gray” (it lies partly within and partly outside the object),
see image on the left in Figure2c. Note that the meaning of ”black” in the octree and in
the binary images is inverted — a node is black if it’s projection lies lies entirely in the
white area of an image.

5. If the current node after Step4 is not white, it is projected into the Shape from Struc-
tured Light binary image representing the nearest laser plane to the node (ideally the plane
intersecting the node center) and intersected with the area representing the intersection of
the object and the laser plane (image on the right in Figure2c). Other structured light
images, representing planes which do not intersect thecurrent node , are irrelevant
for determination of its color.

6. If the node is set to Gray it is divided into 8 child nodes of thecurrent level + 1,
all of which are marked ”black”

7. Processing of thecurrent node is finished. If there are more nodes in thecurrent
level set thecurrent node to the next node and go back to Step4. If all nodes of
thecurrent level have been processed, increment thecurrent level and go to
Step3.

8. The final octree model has been built (Figure2d).

5 Results

Experiments were performed with both synthetic and real objects. For synthetic objects we built
a model of a virtual camera and laser and created input images in such a way that the images
fit perfectly into the camera model. Doing so the accuracy of the models constructed can be
analyzed, without impact of camera calibration errors. For both synthetic and real objects we
compare the volume and the size of the bounding cuboid of the model with the volume and size
of the bounding cuboid of the object.

As synthetic objects we created a virtual sphere with the radius200 mm, and a virtual
cuboid with dimensions100× 70× 60 mm. The images of the sphere were constructed in such
a way, that both Shape from Silhouette and Shape from Structured Light alone can reconstruct
the object completely, whereas for the cuboid a more realistic case was simulated, where the
structured light images contain occlusions. The models of these objects were constructed with
different parameter values, such as the number of views used and the maximal octree resolution.
Figure3 shows the models built using 360 silhouette and 360 structured light views, with the
constant angle of1◦ between two views, and the octree resolution2563. The tests with the
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Shape from Silhouette

Shape from Structured Light

(a) Binarization of input images

(c) Intersection testing

(b) Initial octree

(d) Final model

Figure 2: Algorithm overview

Silhouette Structured Light Combined

Figure 3: 3D models of synthetic sphere and cuboid

sphere showed that Shape from Silhouette and Shape from Structured Light perform similarly
when they have perfect input images — starting from resolution1283, both methods were able
to create models with the approximation error of 2% or less. Regarding the number of views,
20 views was sufficient for both methods in order to create models with the volume less than
1% different from the models built using 360 views. With the synthetic cuboid, neither of the
methods was able to reconstruct the cuboid completely, but the combined method constructed
its perfect model starting from the resolution1283. However, even using 180 views instead
of 360, the volume error of the cuboid was greater than 1% (1.45%), which indicates that flat
surfaces are more difficult to model with our method. Table1 summarizes the results of the
models built.

For tests with real objects we used 8 objects: a metal cuboid, a wooden cone, a globe, a
coffee cup, two archaeological vessels and two archaeological sherds. The real volume of the
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first 3 objects can be computed analytically. For the remaining 5 objects it can be measured by
putting the objects in the water, but it has not been done yet at the time of writing this paper,
so for these objects we can only compare the bounding cuboid of the model and the object.
Figure4 shows the objects and their models built using 360 views for each of the underlying
methods and the octree resolution2563. In addition, Figure5 compares the models of the cup
and one of the sherds built using one of the methods only and the combined method, illustrating
the necessity of using both methods in order to construct complete models of objects.

Vessel #1Cuboid

Sherd #2Cup

Sherd #1Globe

Vessel #2Cone

Figure 4: Real objects and their models

Silhouette Structured Light Combined

Figure 5: Silhouette and structured light based models

The error of the computed volume for real objects was between 3% and 13%, by an order
of magnitude larger than the errors with synthetic objects. The main reason turned out to be
the threshold based binarization of silhouette images, which interpreted parts of the object as
the background, especially close to the turntable surface. That explains why the error was the
largest for the cone and the smallest for the globe (see Table1). The cone has a large base
leaning on the turntable, while the globe only touches the turntable in an almost tangential way.

The dimensions and the volume of the objects presented in this section and their 3D models
are summarized in Table1.
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object octree #views dimensions (mm) volume (mm3) volume error

synth. sphere

— analytic 400.0× 400.0× 400.0 33 510 322 —
643 360+360 400.0× 400.0× 400.0 35 241 984 +5.17%
1283 360+360 400.0× 400.0× 400.0 33 786 880 +0.83%
2563 360+360 396.0× 396.0× 400.0 33 034 528 -1.42%
2563 180+180 396.0× 396.0× 400.0 33 067 552 -1.32%
2563 20+20 400.0× 400.0× 400.0 33 230 464 -0.83%

synth. cuboid

— analytic 100.0× 70.0× 60.0 420 000 —
643 360+360 100.0× 70.0× 60.0 432 000 +2.86%
1283 360+360 100.0× 70.0× 60.0 420 000 0.00%
2563 360+360 100.0× 70.0× 60.0 420 000 0.00%
2563 180+180 100.0× 72.0× 60.0 426 071 +1.45%
2563 20+20 104.0× 73.0× 60.0 435 402 +3.67%

real cuboid
— analytic 100.0× 70.0× 60.0 420 000 —

2563 360+360 101.0× 71.0× 60.0 384 678 -8.41%

cone
— analytic 156.0× 156.0× 78.0 496 950 —

2563 360+360 150.1× 149.4× 77.5 435 180 -12.43%

globe
— analytic 149.7× 149.7× 149.7 1 756 564 —

2563 360+360 149.1× 148.2× 144.6 1 717 624 -2.22%

cup
— analytic 113.3× 80.0× 98.9 N/A —

2563 360+360 111.6× 79.0× 98.3 276 440 N/A

vessel #1
— analytic 141.2× 84.8× 93.7 N/A —

2563 360+360 139.2× 83.2× 91.4 336 131 N/A

vessel #2
— analytic 114.2× 114.6× 87.4 N/A —

2563 360+360 113.0× 111.9× 86.4 263 696 N/A

sherd #1
— analytic 51.8× 67.0× 82.2 N/A —

2563 360+360 51.0× 66.0× 79.4 35 911 N/A

sherd #2
— analytic 76.0× 107.3× 88.5 N/A —

2563 360+360 74.9× 103.9× 86.2 38 586 N/A

Table 1: Dimensions and volume of objects and their models

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a 3D modeling method based on combination of Shape from Silhouette
and laser based Shape from Structured Light, using a turntable to obtain multiple views of an
object. The purpose of combining Shape from Silhouette and Shape from Structured Light
was to create a method which will use the advantages and overcome the weaknesses of both
underlying methods and create complete models of arbitrarily shaped objects.

The experiments with synthetic objects showed that construction of nearly perfect models
is possible, limited only by image and model resolution. In the experiments with real objects
the results were less accurate, but the algorithm was able to produce complete and visually
faithful models for all objects, including sherds and vessels with concave surfaces and a handle.
Only the inside of deep objects could not be completely recovered, due to camera and light
occlusions.

Overall, our combined modeling approach proved to be useful for automatic creation of
models of arbitrarily shaped objects. With respect to its archaeological application it can pro-
vide models of any kind of archaeological pottery. The models can also be intersected with
arbitrary planes, resulting in profile sections of a sherd or a vessel. Furthermore, the volume
of an object can be estimated, including the inside volume of objects such as bowls or cups.
However, for high precision measurements of the volume our method did not produce highly
accurate results, but it gave a good rough estimate, which is sufficient for most archaeological
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applications. Higher accuracy could be achieved by improving the binarization of input images,
which showed to be the main reason for relatively large errors for real objects. A possible en-
hancement to our method would be to take additional color images of an object and perform
texture mapping onto the model, which would improve the visual impression of the models
built.
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Abstract

Methods for mobile robot localization that use eigenspaces of panoramic snapshots of the
environment are in general sensitive to changes in the illumination of the environment.
Therefore, we propose in this paper an approach which achieves a reliable localization
under severe illumination conditions by illumination insensitive eigenspaces. The method
in question uses gradient filtering of the eigenspaces. The method was tested on images
obtained by a mobile robot and, as we show, it outperforms by far the other known methods.

1 Introduction

To enable localization of a mobile robot in an outdoor or indoor environment, a number of meth-
ods have been proposed that construct an appearance model of the environment by capturing
panoramic views of locations, obtained with an omnidirectional sensor [1, 4, 10]. The model of
appearance is predominantly constructed by compressing the set of visual snapshots captured at
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different locations using PCA, resulting in the eigenspace representation, which has been suc-
cessfully used in many areas of computer vision [7, 9]. With this approach, images captured
during the process of learning get represented as points in a low—dimensional eigenspace,
which is spanned by the principal components of the data - eigenimages. Localization can then
be performed by a projection of the momentary panoramic view on the eigenspace, followed
by a search for the nearest coefficient of the training images. Panoramic images have the ad-
vantage of capturing a wide field of view. Equally oriented images taken at nearby positions
are strongly correlated, which allows to build compact models that approximate well the overall
appearance of the environment. Furthermore, a dense representation can be obtained even from
sparsely acquired images by means of interpolation. The eigenspace method was mainly used
in a straightforward way of classifying target appearances by projection without accounting for
the possible discrepancies between the learned data and the subsequent images that have to be
recognized during the localization phase. This can lead to potential problems when we want
the robot to be able to estimate its position in a dynamic environment, with changing configura-
tions of moving objects and persons, and with changing illumination conditions. To cope with
occlusions from objects, a robust algorithm for the calculation of the eigenimage coefficients
was proposed [5, 4].

While this method can also tolerate some artifacts that appear due to the illumination (e.g.
specularities or dark shadows), it results in erroneous localization when dealing with global
or smooth illumination changes. Some approaches attempt to alleviate the problem of global
illumination by a normalization [6]. In the case of occlusions such an approach can not be
applied, since normalization is inherently nonrobust. In panoramic images this problem gets
even harder, since they depict 360 degrees of the surrounding, which integrates several local
lighting conditions. Such a variety clearly cannot be handled by simple normalization.

In this paper we describe a method for mobile robot localization under varying illumination
that achieves illumination invariance of the recognition process by convolving the eigenimages
with a bank of linear filters. As a starting point we use the method that was presented and tested
on object recognition by Bischof et al. [2], and modify it in order to be applicable for the task of
mobile robot localization. As we will demonstrate, we achieve excellent results even in severe
illumination conditions.

In section 2 we first briefly review the eigenspace method. Then we show how it is possible
to calculate the coefficients of the eigenimage expansion from the filtered eigenimages. This
approach is the core of illumination insensitive localization, which is also described in this
section. In section 3 we evaluate the method on sets of images obtained by the mobile robot
while moving in an indoor environment with changing illumination. We demonstrate, that by
applying a filter bank of gradient filters on an eigenspace of panoramic images, we achieve
accurate and illumination insensitive localization, compared to the other known approaches. In
section 4 we conclude with a discussion.
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Figure 1: Four images from the training set.

2 Illumination insensitive eigenspace

A straightforward approach to the problem of illumination in appearance-based learning and
recognition is to learn the appearance under all of the possible light conditions [6]. However,
an object in the environment can produce so many different images that it is not clear how to
sample all of them.

It is therefore better to use a recognition method that exploits image features that are in-
variant to illumination. As we will show, it is possible to greatly alleviate the sensitivity to
illumination by convolving the eigenimages with linear filters in order to remove the illumina-
tion artifacts.

In this section we first review the standard eigenspace approach and point out the key prob-
lems that arise due to its nonrobustness. Then we review the method that achieves illumination
insensitive recognition, as it is described in [2].

Eigenspace based recognition To build the eigenspace, we first represent the images from
the training set (Fig. 1) as image vectors, from which the mean image is subtracted, � � � � 	
 � � � � � �

, which form an image matrix � 	 � � � � � � � � � �  � ! # � $ & ' ( * � � where+ is the number of pixels in the image and
�

is the number of images. These training images
serve as input for the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) algorithm, which results in a set
of , eigenimages - � # � 	 � # � � � # , , that span a low-dimensional eigenspace. Eigenimages are
selected on the basis of the variance that they represent in the training set. Every original image
� � can be transformed and represented with a set of coefficients 0 � 3 	 � 7 � - 3 # : 	 � # � � � # , ,
which represent a point in the eigenspace. That way, every image is approximated as ;� � 	= ? � A � 0 � 3 - � .

The standard approach to localization is to find the coefficient vector C of the momentary
input image D by projecting it onto the eigenspace using the dot product 0 � 	 G D # - � J , so that

C 	 M 0 � # � � � # 0 ? O 7 is the point in the eigenspace.
If we want the image D to be recognized as its most similar counterpart in the training

set (or in a representation constructed by means of interpolation, see [7]), the corresponding
coefficients have to lie close together in the eigenspace. However, in the case when the input
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image is distorted, either due to occlusion, noise or variation in lighting, the coefficient we get
by projecting onto the eigenspace can be arbitrarily erroneous.

It was however shown, that one can also calculate the coefficient vector � by solving a
system of � linear equations on � � � points � 	 �  � � � � �  � �

� � � 	 ��
� � � � � ! � � � # % & % � (1)

using a robust equation solver and multiple hypotheses [5].
In [4] it was shown how this method can be used to allow robust localization in presence of

occlusions. However it does not solve the problem of illumination.

Illumination insensitivity The method presented in [2], takes the computations of parameters
one step further. Since Eq. (1) is linear, it also holds that

� ' ) + � �  � 	
0�

1 � � � � � ' ) ! 1 � �  � � (2)

where ' denotes a filter kernel.
This means that if we convolve both sides with a kernel, the equality still holds. Therefore,

we can calculate the coefficients � 1 also from the filtered eigenimages, if we filter the input
image.

By using a set of linear filters 8 we can construct a system of equations

� ' 9 ) + � �  � 	
0�

1 � � � 1 � ' 9 ) ! 1 � �  � @ 	 # � � � � � C �
(3)

It is now possible to calculate the coefficients � either by using � points, or using C filter
responses at that single point, or a combination of this two.

It is well known from the literature that gradient-based filters are insensitive to illumination
variations. By taking a filter bank of gradient filters in several orientations, we can therefore
augment the descriptive power of the representation and achieve illumination invariance in the
recognition phase.

Illumination invariant localization of a mobile robot can therefore be performed as follows:
once the eigenspace is built, we filter the eigenimages by a bank of filters (Fig. 2). Then, for
localization, the momentary input image D from the panoramic camera has to be filtered with
the same filters; only after that we retrieve its coefficient vector � using the robust equation
solver. The calculated coefficients are used to infer the momentary location of the robot.

Note that this approach is not the same as constructing the eigenspace from filtered images,
as it allows far more flexibility. In fact, once the model is built, we can select the filters and
their number according to the momentary illumination conditions, or even run the algorithm
on non–filtered images. Moreover, the eigenspace built from filtered images is a suboptimal
representation due to the small correlation ratio between the transformed images [11].
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Figure 2: First row shows the first four eigenimages. The consecutive rows show two filter
responses for each eigenimage.

3 Robot localization — Experimental Results

We have extensively evaluated the proposed method on sequences of images acquired by a
mobile robot using a panoramic camera setup with a hyperbolic mirror. The set of training
images was generated by moving the robot on a straight 4 meter long path through the labora-
tory. Pictures were taken at positions 10cm apart from each other, yielding a total number of
40 images. All images were acquired under constant lighting conditions. These training images
were represented in an eigenspace of dimension 10, which serves as our appearance model of
the environment. Seven sets of test images each consisting of 40 images were produced by
moving the robot on the same path as in the training case. This time the illumination conditions
were changed for every set. In addition, in 4 sets, occlusions in the images were caused by
people walking through the room. In Figure 3 we depict examples of the training images and
test images.
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Figure 3: Upper row, from left to right: Training set images and test sets 1 to 3 with changing
illumination. Lower row: Test sets 4 to 7 with occlusions.

Choosing the filters To achieve insensitivity against the changes in the illumination we con-
volve the eigenimages and test images with a bank of linear gradient-based filters. In particular,
we have chosen a set of six steerable filters [8]. It is important to note that it is always possible
to change the set of linear filters, even when the model is completely built. Fig. 2 depicts the
first four eigenimages filtered with the two of the six derivative filters.

Evaluation of the retrieved coefficients To have a systematic performance evaluation we
compared the performance of the filtered eigenspace with two other approaches: the standard
approach, in which images are projected on the non-filtered eigenspace, and the normalized
standard PCA approach, in which the eigenspace is built from training images normalized to
unit vector length in order to account for global illumination changes. In the latter approach,
the test images also have to be normalized before the projection.

To compensate for the changes in global illumination which represent the additive factor of
illumination variability, we applied a distance measure based on the angle between coefficient
vectors for the search of the nearest coefficients in the eigenspace. In other words, once we
have determined the eigenspace coefficients of an image, we find its corresponding point in the
eigenspace by choosing the coefficient vector of the training image with the smallest angle.

In Fig. 4 we compare the angular coefficient error for the test sets with severe illumination
changes (set 2 and 3) and the corresponding occluded test sets. The results for all 7 test sets
are shown in Table 1. These experiments demonstrate that our approach consistently performs
better for all illumination conditions, for the test set without occlusions and for the test sets with
occluded images.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the coefficient errors for severe illumination conditions.
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Figure 5: Place recognition for non-occluded and occluded images under identical illumination.
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Table 1: Average angular coefficient error.

Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Standard 0.62 0.96 1.26 0.38 0.77 1.05 1.33
Normalized 0.37 0.66 0.84 0.35 0.50 0.73 0.89
Filtered 0.19 0.45 0.63 0.26 0.33 0.47 0.72

Table 2: Average localization error (cm).

Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Standard 7 48.7 74.8 2.5 13.5 57.8 108.0
Normalized 1.5 3.3 65.0 0.8 3.3 19.0 68.3
Filtered 0 1.3 4.0 0.5 1.8 2.3 14.0

Evaluation of the location recognition The graphs in Fig. 5 illustrate the performance of
localization of the mobile robot. Every deviation from the diagonal means an error in the
recognition of the momentary position. We omitted the results of the standard approach, since
its performance was consistently worse than the performance of the depicted methods. For a
full comparison of all tested methods on all test sets, see Table 2. It is evident that our method
clearly outperforms both the standard and the standard approach with normalization.

Learning and recognition using a coarse representation In view based localization using
the eigenspace approach the coefficients of intermediate (untrained) views are usually interpo-
lated from the coefficients representing the trained views, resulting in a parametric manifold
representation. To test our illumination invariant localization method on an interpolated repre-
sentation, we built the eigenspace using every fourth image of the training set. The resulting

� �

coefficient vectors were then interpolated to a 10cm grid. We performed tests on localization
for the seven sets of forty images in different configurations of illumination and occlusion using
a five dimensional eigenspace. Again, our approach was compared with the standard approach
with normalization.

In Fig. 6 the angular coefficient error for the test sets with severe illumination changes (set
2 and 3) and the corresponding occluded test sets (set 6 and 7) is depicted. The results for all 7
test sets can be found in Table 3. The graphs in Fig. 7 illustrate the localization performance of
the mobile robot. The results of the localization evaluation for all test sets are shown in Table 4.
These experiments demonstrate that our approach performs better than the standard approach
with normalization even when a parametric manifold representation interpolated from a coarse
training set is used.
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Figure 6: Comparison of coefficient errors for the parametric manifold.
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Figure 7: Comparison of view recognition rates for the parametric manifold.
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Table 3: Average angular coefficient error - Interpolated Views.

Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Normalized 0.31 0.64 0.86 0.34 0.44 0.73 0.89
Filtered 0.24 0.44 0.65 0.24 0.28 0.48 0.74

Table 4: Average localization error (cm) - Interpolated Views.

Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Normalized 4.8 9.3 83.8 6 6.8 34 89.8
Filtered 3.3 4.8 14.8 2.8 2.8 7.8 23.8

4 Conclusion

In this contribution we described an eigenspace–based method for mobile robot localization
under varying illumination, which performs illumination invariant recognition based on filter-
ing of the eigenimages. As our experiments show, the method outperforms the other known
methods. Furthermore, it does not require a special model for the purpose, since the invariance
achieved is inherent in the recognition method itself. This allows for extreme flexibility; note
that we can easily combine the method with the robust approach to the retrieval of parameters
that copes with occlusion [2]. Further, since the model is constructed from original images, the
correlation properties of panoramic images are being preserved. We can therefore build and use
an efficient interpolated representation.
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Abstract

In order to characterize surfaces and 3D objects, we usually use topological invariants. In
this paper, we show how to retrieve topological informations such as the Euler characteristic
or the Betti numbers by using a representation of the segmented image by 3-maps and
inter-voxel boundaries. A 3-map is a three dimensional topological map that encodes the
topology of a subdivision of an 3D orientable quasi-manifold without boundary. We then
use these topological informations to direct a minimization algorithm for the 3-map.

1 Intr oduction

In the field of image analysis, geometrical informations such as the volume of a region, the
curvature of a surface, etc. are widely used. In some case, these informations are insufficient.
As stressed by C.N. Lee and A. Rosenfeld [13], topological informations are also very impor-
tant. These informations being invariant through continuous deformations, they can be used for
example to recognize a 3D objet that is flexible and can change of shape (such as the heart in
medical imagery). They can also be used in analysis: to characterize a pathology (like a number
of holes through the surface between the ventricles of the heart different from the usual) or to
determine the number of cavities in seismic images for example.

We have already introduced a model for the representation of 3D discrete images [6, 4]
which is an extension to the 3D case of a 2D model developped by J.P. Braquelaire, L. Brun
and J.P. Domenger [8, 3, 7]. This 3D model associates a geometrical level based on inter-voxel
boundaries and a topological model based on 3-maps. A similar approach has been proposed
by Bertrand et al [2] which proposes to build 3-maps from several levels on border maps [1] by
using the precode method introduced by Fiorio [10].

Here, we show how to use our model of representation to retrieve topological informations
from a 3D segmented discrete image. We recall first some definitions that we use in this paper,
then we briefly explain the construction of our model. Finally we use the Euler characteristic
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to simplify the 3-map and we show how to compute the Betti numbers for the surfaces of 3D
objects.

2 Definitions

We consider in the following 3D image which are parallelepipedic sets of voxels, each voxel
being defined by a triplet of integer coordinates and a value. The set of coordinates of image
voxels is called the domain of the image. The values of voxels are gray levels. The result of
the segmentation is a labelled image that can also be seen as a grey level image by associating a
gray level to each label. The support of the image is the discrete space ��� . A region (or volume)
of the 3D image is a maximal isovalued 6-connected set of voxels of an image. If we represent
a voxel by a unit cube, the boundary of a region can be defined as the set of cube faces shared
by a pair of voxels which one belongs to the region and the other one does not. Such boundaries
have been for instance described by Rosenfeld [15] and by Françon [11].

This representation leads to a cellular decomposition of the discrete space into cells of di-
mension 0, 1, 2 and 3. A 3-cell of coordinates ���	��
����
����� is the unit cube centered at the integer
point � , a 2-cell is the intersection of two 3-cells ����� and ����� such that ��� and ��� are 6-neighbors,
a 1-cell is the intersection of two 3-cells ��� � and ���!� such that �"� and ��� are 18-neighbors but
not 6-neighbors, and a 0-cell is the intersection of two 3-cells �#��� and ����� such that ��� and ���
are 26-neighbors but not 18-neighbors (see Fig. 1). The discrete space is then decomposed into
0-cells, open 1-cells, open 2-cells, and open 3-cells.

p1 p2
p2

p2

p1 p1

3-cell 2-cell 1-cell 0-cell

p

Figure 1: Elements of the cellular decomposition of the 3D discrete space.

According to this terminology a voxel is thus a valued 3-cell, and the boundary of the image
is the set of 2-cells separating two voxels with different values (i.e. belonging to two different
regions) or separating a voxel belonging to the domain of the image and a voxel not belonging to
the domain of the image. A 2-cell belonging to the boundary of an object is called a s-cell. The
set of s-cells is called the s-boundary. Finally the s-boundary is cut into paths homeomorphic
to a disc and called s-patches [6, 4].

The result of the cutting is a set of 1-cells paths drawn on the s-boundary and corresponding
either to the borders of part of surface shared by two different objects (inter-objects cutting) or
to the cutting of these parts into topological discs (intra-object cutting). The 1-cells defining
the cutting are called the l-cells. Finally the set of l-cells induces a graph which the vertices
are some 0-cells called p-cells and the edges are the sequences of l-cells joining two p-cells
and called l-chains. The p-cells, s-cells, and l-cells are encoded by using an array of same size
than the 3D image with seven binary flags by entry (three for encoding the s-cells, three for
the l-cells and one for the p-cells) [6]. Up to seven additional flags may be needed to perform
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markings involved in geometrical updating. This data structure is called the boundary image.
Any traversal of the geometrical structure is done by using this boundary image.

The topological representation of 3D segmented images lays on the association of 3-maps
with the elements of the geometrical boundary of the segmented image. Each s-patch is associ-
ated with a face of 3-map and is described by a sequence of edges corresponding to the l-chains.
The faces of the map are sewed along the edges in order to define the volumes.

3 Representationof the segmentedimage

Let us first recall the following definitions: a 3-map is a tuple �%$&
�'(
)�
+*�� where $ is a set
of elements called darts and ' , ) and * permutations defined on $ such that ' and ) are
involutions without fixed point and * is such that ',* is an involution without fixed point. The
permutation ' links two opposite darts and each pair of darts �%-�
�'.�%-��+� corresponds to an edge
of a face border. For each vertex the permutation ) links the two half-edges belonging to a same
face. Finally the permutation * links darts of adjacent faces along their common edges (see for
instance [7]).

The correspondence between the geometry and the topology encodings lays on the decom-
position of the s-boundary into elements of dimension 0 (the p-cells), 1 (the l-chains), and
2 (the s-patches). It allows to define the geometrical equivalent of a dart of the 3-map. We

denote by /.021
35476

1
398;:

� the s-cell containing the p-cell� and being parallel to the half-plane 1
3 4 
 1

3 8
(with < 1

354 
 1
398>=@? < 1 1

3 �A
 1 1
3 �B
 1 1

3 �>
 1
3 �A
 1

3 �B
 1
3 � =

). Let C 1
3 -� be the l-cell included in / 021

3D4B6
1
398;:

� with

1
3 -FEG< 1

3H4 
 1
3I8>=

). Then the geometrical equivalent of a dart is the oriented s-cell defined by the

tuple JK�"
 1
3 -B
MLON . Such a tuple is called a head.

The construction of the 3-map associated with a cut s-boundary (i.e. a boundary image)
is done by following all the l-chains generated by the cutting algorithm. By following s-cells
along l-chains it is possible to find any pair of associated heads. For each head P#Q a dart -�Q
is created, such that if P�Q and P�R are the two heads associated by a l-chain then 'S�T-�QU�WVX-YR
(the involution ' is encoded by 'S�T-��AV 1 - and thus we have -�RZV 1 -�Q ). For a dart - the
permutation * is updated by turning counterclockwise around the l-cell of the head associated
with - . Finally, the construction of ) is done by associating for each node the darts associated
with the heads belonging to the same s-cell.

The elements of the topological decomposition are implicitly encoded by the 3-map and
can be explicited by extracting some 2-maps from the 3-map (a 2-map is a 2D graph defined
by a pair of permutation which one is an involution without fix point). The relevant 2-maps
are the following ones: �%$&
)#
+*�� encodes the vertices of the decomposition, �%$&
�'(
+*�� encodes
its edges, �%$&
�'[
+),� encodes its faces, and �T$&
+*]\ � '[
+*^\ � ),� encodes its volumes. Each volume
is associated with a label

8
by a labelling function _ defined on the set of darts. In other

terms _`�T-��aVb_a�%-�cd� iff - and -�c belong to the same connected component of the volume map�%$&
+*^\ � '(
+*^\ � ),�
If there are cavities in the image the 3-map has several connected components. For this

reason an inclusion relation is used to associate the infinite volume of each 3-map with the
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finite volume in which it is geometrically included (an infinite volume is the external volume of
a cavity). The inclusion relation between a finite volume and its infinite volumes is described
by two functions. If

8�e
is the label of a finite volume and

8 Q is the label of an infinite volume
included in

8fe
then the volume

8�e
is called the parent of

8 Q and
8 Q is a called a child of

8fe
.

4 Minimization of the graph using the Euler characteristic

The intra-object cutting, i.e. the cutting which decomposes the s-boundary into topological
discs in order to be identified with the faces of the 3-map, is not minimal. The Figure 2a
represents a torus with its cutting, which is extracted on the Figure 2b. The Figure 2c represents
the minimal graph that can be associated with a torus.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Cutting and minimal graph of a torus

One can see that the cutting defines a graph with 4 faces, 12 edges and 8 vertices, whereas
the minimal graph contains only 1 face, 2 edges and 1 vertex. The number of faces, edges and
vertex can easily be determined by considering the 3-map. We will denote them #F, #E and #V
respectively.

Let us recall a theorem taken from [14]:

Theorem 1 Let the surface S be given as a plane model and let #F, #E and #V denote the
number of faces, edges and vertices in the plane model. Then the sum #V 1 #E g #F is a
constant independent of the manner in which S is divided up to form the plane model. This
constant is called the Euler characteristic of the surface and is denoted h[�i/j� .
We can verify this theorem for the exemple of the torus above.
For the cutting, we have h[�i/j�kVml7� 1 lBnogpl7qrVts 1

u v gZw>Vyx and for the minimal graphh[�i/j�kVml7� 1 lBnzg{lBqrV u
1

v g u Vyx .
The minimization of the graph will then be done by suppressing faces, edges and vertices

while verifying that the Euler characteristic remains constant.
We can now minimize the graph of the Figure 2b. On the Figure 3a, the edge |f} can be

suppressed because it will merge two faces, i.e. lBqrVylBq 1
u

and lBn~VylBn 1
u
. The Euler

characteristic is preserved.
The same argument is utilised on Figure 3b. The vertices

8 � and
8 � can be suppressed because
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Figure 3: First set of simplification
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Figure 4: Second set of simplification

it will merge respectivily |�� and | � , and |�� and |�� ( lBn�V�lBn 1
v

and l7�bV�l7� 1
v
). The

result is displayed on Figure 3c.
A second set of simplification can then be done.

By applying the same method as above the graph of the Figure 4a is simplified to the graph of
the Figure 4a. The edge | � can be suppressed because it merges two faces and finally the vertice8
� can be suppressed because it merges two edges. The result is displayed on the Figure 4c. The

processus of simplification ends on that graph because no element can be suppressed without
modifying the Euler characteristic of the surface. This graph will be called minimized graph.
Remark that this graph is different from the minimal graph of the Figure 2c.

All the operations of merge and suppression of elements are done directly on the 3-maps
accordingly to the coherence of the model (see [5]).

5 Retrieving the Betti numbers

5.1 Betti numbers for the surface of a 3D region

We have shown in the previous section how to calculate the Euler characteristic for the s-
boundary of a 3D region. The Euler-Poincaré formula tells us that the Euler characteristic
can be expressed as : h[�i/j�kVt��} 1 ���^g���� (1)

where ��} , �"� and ��� are called the Betti numbers for the surface.
These numbers can be calculated through group-theoric techniques [12], but we will rather

be interested in their topological significance.
The zeroth Betti number ( ��} ) is the number of connected components of the surface. The first
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Betti number ( �"� ), also called 1-connectivity (or connectivity number), can be defined as the
maximum number of simultaneous cuts that can be made on a surface without disconnecting it.
Finally, the second Betti number ( ��� ) characterizes the orientability of the surface (i.e. it equals
0 if the surface is non-orientable and 1 if it is orientable).

Remark that we only have closed surfaces in our model. In this case, the gender of the
surface is half its first betti number.

Let us illustrate these definitions with some examples. For the two examples of Figure 5,

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Betti numbers on surfaces: cube and torus

we have ��}�V�x (there is only one connected component) and �#��V u
since the surfaces are

orientable. The surface of the cube displayed on Figure 5a cannot be cut without being discon-
nected whereas the surface of the torus of the Figure 5b can be cut twice. Therefore ���@V�x
for the cube and �"��V v

for the torus. The gender of the surface of the cube is 0 and 1 for the
surface of the torus.

We only deal in our model with orientable surfaces, i.e. we will always have ���SV u
for our

surfaces. We will now explain how to calculate �^� for a single 3D region.
In this case there is only one connected component of surface, i.e. ��}oV u

. We have
explained in the previous section that our decomposition does not represent a minimal cutting
of the surface into topological discs. Therefore we cannot have directly �]� .
But we can easily calculate the Euler characteristic for the surface and then obtain the first Betti
number from the Euler-Poincarré formula (equation 1) :

���kVt��}�g���� 1 h.�%/j� (2)

The intra-object cutting of the surface of a cube and a torus (simplified using the method
described in the previous section) is displayed on the figure 6.

For the cube, we have 2 faces, 1 edge and 1 node. Thus, we have h[�i/j�>V v
1

u g u V v
.

Therefore, using the equation 2, we have �,�.Vm��}kg���� 1 h[�i/j� with ��}�V u
and ����V u

. Then���.V u g u
1

v V~x . This verifies the result obtained higher and that the gender of the surface
of a cube is }� Vyx .

For the torus displayed on Figure 6b, the decomposition is composed of 2 faces, 4 edges
and 2 nodes. The Euler characteristic for this surface is then h.�%/j�(V v

1 w�g v Vyx . Therefore���SV~��}�g{��� 1 h.�%/j�SV u g u
1 x�V v

. We verify that the surface of a torus can be cut twice
without disconnecting it and that the gender of this surface is 1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Betti numbers on surfaces : Cuttings of cube and torus s-bound

5.2 Betti numbers for aggregates

The model of 3-maps that we use allows us to describe the topology of aggregates, i.e. of face-
adjacent 6-connected 3D regions. An exemple of aggregate is given on the Figure 7.
In this section, we will compute the Betti numbers for the outer surface of an aggregate and for
each objet of this aggregate.

Each region of the aggregate has an orientable surface, therefore the second number of Betti
for each region and for the aggregate is equal to 1.
We will have as many connected componant of surface as regions composing the aggregate,
therefore the zeroth Betti number for the aggregate will be equal to the number of regions in
this aggregate (and equals 1 for each single region).
In [9], G. Damiand indicates that in the case of such aggregates, the gender of the aggregate
is the sum of the genders of the regions. The gender being half the first Betti number, the first
Betti number for the aggregate will be the sum of the first Betti numbers of the objects.

Figure 7: An aggregate composed of three cubes

The Figure 7 represents an aggregate composed of three cubes and displays the minimized
graph of the cutting. On this graph we have for the surface of the aggregate lBq�V�� , lBn�V��
et l7��V v

. The Euler characteristic for this surface is then h[�i/j��V v
1 ��gz��V�w . We have

also directly ��}.Vt� and ���.V u
. Therefore, we can compute �^� using the equation ( 2):����V���}(gG��� 1 h.�%/j��Vb��g u
1 w�Vbx . We verify that the outer surface of this aggregate is

homeomorphic to a sphere.
Let us now consider the central cube. We have for its surface lBqFV�� , lBn�V�� et l���V v

,
therefore h.�%/j�(V v

1 ��g��BV v
. We also have ��}SV u

and ���SV u
. Therefore �"�jV u g u

1
v Vyx .
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If we consider finally the other two cubes, we have for each one lBqrV v
, lBn~V u

et l7�~V u
,

therefore h[�i/j�jV u
1

u g v V v
. Furthermore ��}�V u

and ���.V u
, then �"�jV u g u

1
v Vyx .

This verifies that the first Betti number for the aggregate is the sum of the first Betti numbers
for each region.

�k�k��k�k��k�k��k�k��k�k��k�k��k�k��k��k��k��k��k��k��k� k  k ¡k¡¡k¡¢k¢£k£¤k¤¥¦k¦¦k¦§
§

¨k¨¨k¨©k©©k©ªkªªkª«k««k«¬k¬¬k¬kk®k®®k®¯k¯¯k¯°k°°k°±k±±k±²k²²k²³k³³k³´k´´k´µkµµkµ¶·¸¹º»¼½¾¿ (b)(a)

(c)

Figure 8: An aggregate composed of a torus and a cube

Let us finally consider the example of the Figure 8. We have on the graph for the aggregatelBqrVy� (see Figure 8c), lBn�V u�v
and l7��VÀs . Then, h[�%/(�jVÀs 1

u v g{�OV u
.

As ��}SV v
(two objets in the aggregate) and ���SV u

(the volume of the aggregate is orientable),���kV v g u
1

u V v
. The surface of the aggregate is homeomorphic to a torus.

For the torus, lBqrVÀw , l7n~V u�v
, l7�rVys and ��}.V u

, ���SV u
. Therefore �"�kV u g u

1 xOV v
.

For the cube, l7qrV v
, lBn~Vtw , l7�~VÀw and ��}SV u

, ���SV u
. Therefore �"�kV u g u

1
v Vtx .

Here again, the first Betti number for the aggregate is the sum of the first Betti numbers for each
region.

6 Conclusion

This work proves the interest of having a representation model with a geometrical level and a
topological one. The direct decomposition of the surface by the cutting algorithm allows us
to build the 3-maps and to have directly the number of faces, of edges and of vertices of the
underlying graph. Thus, computing the Euler characteristic of the surface of a region or of an
aggregate is very easy and fast.

We have also shown how to compute the Betti numbers for the surfaces. These numbers are
essential to the analysis of 3D objets as we mentionned in the introduction.
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Our approach is based on the decomposition of the surfaces of the 3D regions but the next
step may be to compute the Betti numbers for the volumes. For 3D regions [16], the Euler
characteristic is defined by

h[�%�@�jVml7� 1 lBntgÁlBq 1 lBÂ
where R is the number of 3D regions.
The Euler-Poincaré formula is then:

h[�i�@�jVz��} 1 ���"g���� 1 � �
with ��} being the number of 3D connected components, �,� being the maximum number of
surfaces that can traverse the volume without disconnecting it, ��� being the number of cavities
of the 3D region and � � its orientability. Note that we directly have ��} and � � and that ��� is
computable from the inclusion list that we have defined section 3.
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Abstract

In this paper, we demonstrate how disparity maps could be improved by applying adap-
tive windows (varying in their shape). In our approach, windows adapt to high-correlation
structures in disparity space, which we calldisparity components. The method is straight-
forward and it is applicable to any stereo algorithm. This helps us in solving standard stereo
problems such as: (1) to enforce the inter-line continuity constraint, (2) to improve disparity
map accuracy.

To show the proposed method properties, we measure the improvement of stereo match-
ing failure due to adaptive windows in a rigorous ground-truth evaluation experiment. We
demonstrate that adaptive windows account for15× improvement in false positive rate
and5× improvement in mismatch rate. All other measured types of error improve only
marginally. Our results on standard stereo pairs are also presented.

1 Introduction

The stereo matching problem has been studied from the early sixties of the last century. How-
ever, there are still many open problems remaining. In this paper, we demonstrate that selection
of correct windows for computing the similarity values is crucial for the accuracy of dispar-
ity maps. We propose applying adaptive windows. The windows adapt to high-correlation
structures in disparity space. They are traced out as connected disparity components of match
candidates with similar disparity. This approach allows us to solve the following problems:

• P1: to better enforce the inter-line continuity constraint, and thus improve the mismatch
error rate.

• P2: to obtain accurate disparity maps: to detect small objects and occluding boundaries
correctly, to identify half-occluded regions, and to capture fine variations in disparity.

We demonstrate that these problems could be solved by a straightforward method resulting in
a significant improvement of disparity map. Also, due to the generality of our method, it is
applicable to all area-based standard stereo matching approaches.
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In [1], a method based on disparity components has also been proposed. Their algorithm
finds correspondences based on the size of sets of points with the same disparity called disparity
components.

Kanade and Okutomi [4] have already used the term ‘adaptive window’. They used rect-
angular windows, which adapted only by increasing their size. This process was performed
iteratively in all four directions, until uncertainty (computed over the window) converged.

In [2], the final pixel disparities are computed by tracing the highest correlation matches.
Firstly, the local maximum correlation pairs are selected as the seeds. Then, the disparities for
each pixel are found by tracing high correlation pairs neighbouring with the seeds.

In our approach, the windows are generated by components in disparity space. The algo-
rithm allows small variations of disparity within one component (to capture the scene shape
better) and the match selection is based on recomputed similarity values, not on disparity com-
ponent size alone. This allows us to match correctly problem-causing objects, which are, for
example: small, curved, or very slanted ones. Due to the generality of the algorithm, it can be
applied to an arbitrary stereo algorithm, while the improvement of the resulting disparity map
should be significant.

We demonstrate the improvement of the disparity map on a comparison of two simple meth-
ods. Both are based on the same stable matching algorithm. One includes the adaptive window
approach, while the other does not. The results are shown on a ground-truth experiment, as well
as on real scenes.

The next section describes the disparity component matching. The experimental results are
shown in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we discuss properties of the proposed method and outline future
work. Conclusions are given in Sec. 5.

2 Disparity Components

The disparity components algorithm consists of four steps:

1. preliminary selection of matching candidates (called aggregation in [9]),
2. tracing disparity components,
3. re-weighting the correlation values,
4. computing final disparity map.

In the first step, a pre-selection algorithm selectsmatch candidates. The pre-selection ap-
proach can be based on global energy minimizations [3, 6, 5] or local correlation methods [4,
10]. The only condition is that multi-value results are expected. In our approach, we have ap-
plied the correlation method with a full disparity range matching table. The correlations can
be evaluated on small rectangular fixed-size image windows in order to improve their discrim-
inability.

In the second step, the disparity components are created from match candidates resulting
from the first step. Continuity within a disparity component is defined in disparity space by
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8-neighbourhood: Constant Disparity Components
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20-neighbourhood: Varying Disparity Components
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Figure 1: Neighbourhoods of point on rowr on position(i, j) in matching table (empty circle):
left column is matching table for rowr − 1, center for rowr and right for rowr + 1.

a neighbourhood relation. If we allow just points of the same disparity in one disparity com-
ponent, the components would be 8-connected structures. The 8-neighbourhood is shown in
Fig. 1(a) - (c). Each input image row has its own matching table, the matching table for the
row r is shown in the middle sub-figure. In the matching table, the columns from the left image
are labeled byi, from the right image byj. The definition of 8-connected components corre-
sponds to Boykov’s approach [1]. On the one hand, it is simple, but on the other hand, it is
limited to scenes with objects of constant disparity (which is a strong restriction).

In our approach, small variations in disparity within a component are allowed: the points
in the same component have ‘similar disparities’, i.e. the difference of neighbouring pixel
disparities must be smaller or equal to one. This definition results in 20-neighbourhood, which is
shown in Fig. 1(d) - (f). For each pre-selected match candidate, the unique disparity component
is identified. The component defines unambiguously two non-rectangular windows for this
match in both the left and right images.

In the third step, these windows are used to computea new correlation valuefor each pre-
selected match. These windows make it possible to deal with varying disparity. This is where
we substantially differ from the work of others.

Each time only a small fixed-size subset of the component is taken into account in order
to obtain correlations comparable by statistical procedures. If two correlation values are to
be compared, we need to make sure their statistical properties are similar. This is the reason
why sample window size must be equal for all pixels. High correlation computed over a large
window and high correlation computed over a small window are incomparable because they are
likely to have very different confidence intervals. On the one hand, the enlarging the window
increases correlation discriminability, on the other hand, from our experience, it follows that
there is no need for large correlation windows in area-based matching. The match correlation
is re-computed only if the corresponding disparity component is large enough, otherwise it is
removed (to suppress the mismatches caused by noise or low texture areas).
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In the fourth step, the final disparity map is computed. Any stereo matching algorithm can
be used. The method is applied to the set of re-weighted match candidates and it results in a
single-valued disparity map.

3 Experimental Results

In this section we demonstrate the improvement of disparity map as a result of the application
of adaptive windows. We compare results from a simple stereo algorithm and results given
by the same stereo algorithm with applying the disparity components approach. Firstly, we
describe this algorithm. Then, we show differences on graphs where various matching errors
are monitored. This is how the behaviour of algorithms can be studied in greater detail. Finally,
we compare results on real scene images.

3.1 FX-Stable Matching

As the reference stereo matching algorithm, we have chosenFX-stable matching [10]. Stable
matching has been selected for its key features: completeness (it explains all points in disparity
space either matched or occluded), low false positive rate and mismatch rate [10], and the ability
to compute multi-value disparity maps.

The matching candidates, the first step, are found by the stable matching algorithm [10]
with finite inhibition zone depth. We usedFX-zone and the inhibition zone depth was set to 10
pixels.

3.2 Quantitative Comparison Based on Ground Truth

The methodology is based on ground-truth (shown in Fig. 3 left) and focuses on specific failure
mechanisms (discussed below). This approach enables us to study various algorithms in detail
in order to discover their specific weaknesses. The algorithms are tested under varying signal-
to-noise ratio.

Types of Error In our experiment we distinguished the following eight types of errors:
Failure Rate (FR)measures the overall quality.False Positive Rate (FPR)measures the half-
occluded artifacts.Occlusion Boundary Accuracy (OBA)measures the occlusion boundary de-
tection quality.Mismatch Rate (MR)measures the accuracy of matching.False Negatives Rate
(FNR)measures the disparity map sparsity.Occlusion Boundary False Positive Rate (OBFPR)
measures the shift of a misdetected occlusion boundary into the half-occluded region.Occlusion
Boundary False Negative Rate (OBFNR)measures the shift of a misdetected occlusion bound-
ary into the object.Unbiasedness (B)measures bias towards large objects. Precise definitions
are given in [10].

Evaluation Results of both algorithms are shown in plots in Fig. 2. Texture contrast (on the
horizontal axis in all plots) is directly related to signal-to-noise ratio. Respective error rates are
shown on the vertical axes. Note that both axes have logarithmic scale.
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Ground-truth FX-Stable Matching Components Matching

Figure 3: Disparity maps from the tested algorithms. The bar on the left shows disparity map
color coding: low disparities are blue, high disparities are red. The left disparity maps in
each column give results for the intermediate image contrast of 10.5 and the right ones for the
maximum contrast of 74.0.

The improvement of results can be seen in all graphs. The dramatic improvement (about
15×) is in false positive rate (Fig. 2(b)), which means, the components algorithm is able to
detect half-occluded regions more correctly. The second significant improvement (about5×) is
in mismatch rate (Fig. 2(d)).

The overall quality of the occlusion boundary detection (Fig. 2(e)) is comparable for both
methods. However, they differ upon detailed examination: false positives (Fig. 2(f)) have de-
creased by the components approach (also at boundaries the detection of half-occluded regions
is improved), but false negatives (Fig. 2(g)) have increased. The false negatives are an artifact of
our implementation of the third step. Correlations are re-computed using centered windows, i.e.
the re-computed match is in the centre of the window (note that windows are non-rectangular).
Therefore, the re-computing subsets of corresponding components cannot have the required size
for matches at objects boundaries. Thus, such matches are suppressed.

Disparity maps computed by both algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 in order to study their
improvement due to the application of the components approach in detail. For each method, the
left disparity maps give results for the intermediate image contrast of 10.5 and the right ones
for the maximum contrast of 74.0.

3.3 Qualitative Comparison on Real Scenes
We also show results on real scenes images to obtain a (visual) comparison with other stereo
approaches, see Fig 4. The images were selected to describe the algorithms behaviour and its
properties. Last but not least they can demonstrate how the defined criteria have been met.

In all disparity maps, the significant improvement in mismatch rate can be observed. This
is a result of incorporating the inter-line continuity constraint into the standard approach (the
first problem P1). The half-occluded regions contains (almost) no matches, consequently, their
identification together with occluding boundaries detection has improved as well (the second
problem P2).

The Lab scene has been created at the University of Tsukuba [8] and has become one of the
images most often used in the stereo research community. Results are shown in Figs. 4(a), 4(b).
The considerable suppression of mismatches can be seen under the table (right bottom part) and
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in the right top part of the image. Both these regions are of low-texture in the original image,
which is why no correspondences should be found there. On the lamp, the mismatches caused
by specularities have also been eliminated. In the right top part, there is a repetitive structure in
the original image. The mismatch rate has been improved, but a few mismatches have remained.
The detection of the thin segments at the lamp’s handle is comparable in both approaches. This
is due to the application of centered windows for re-computing correlations in the components
algorithm, as discussed above. Applying the non-centered windows could improve the results.

The Pentagon scene also belongs to well-known stereo image pairs. As the image consists
of repetitive structures, it is difficult to an obtain accurate disparity map. Our results are shown
in Figs. 4(c), 4(d). The mismatches inside the Pentagon (visible in both left and right parts as
dark blue coloured points) have been suppressed. On the right part, there are none of them left,
but on the left part, a few of them remained (due to shadows in the original image). Trees,
which are outside of the Pentagon, are detected better. The mismatches in the car park, in the
left bottom part of the image, have also been eliminated.

The last real scene is the Birch scene (Figs. 4(e), 4(f)). In this image the ordering constraint
is not fulfilled, which enables us to demonstrate the ability of components matching algorithm
to cope with such data. Even though the disparity map is sparser, it has few errors and includes
all important objects and structures. The thin trees have been detected correctly. The false
positives almost disappeared, which can be seen in particular on the trees.

4 Discussion
The components matching algorithm, we have introduced in this paper, is based on centered
(non-rectangular) adaptive windows. The centering is responsible for suppression of matches
near occlusion boundaries. This results in widening the half-occluded regions. In our future
work non-centered windows are to be applied to cover the components at boundaries.

The pre-selection of match candidates is crucial for the overall success of our approach. In
our future research we will focus on the selection of a method which optimizes this step. The
promising possibility seems to be applying the Graph Cuts approach [5].

In the last step of our method, a matching able to detect small objects is required. The best
results (in this sense) are produced by theFX-dominant matching [10] but the disparity map is
very sparse. This is why theFX-stable matching was selected. In the future, we plan to use
Confidently Stable matching algorithm [7] instead ofFX-stable approach because its error rate
is extremely low, while the density of the disparity map remains high.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown the improved results of binocular matching failure rates by ap-
plying adaptive windows. The designed method is very straightforward. Our work differs from
others in: (1) the way windows are adapted to high-correlation structures in disparity space,
(2) the way disparity components are used to re-compute match correlation, (3) the rigorous
evaluation of results compared to an approach without adaptive windows.

In a quantitative evaluation with ground truth, we have demonstrated the improvement of
disparity maps due to adaptive windows. The highest (about15×) improvement was in the false
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Lab scene

(a) (b)
Pentagon

(c) (d)
Birch

(e) (f)

Figure 4: Resulting disparity maps for different real scenes. Left column is performed byFX-
stable matching algorithm, right column by Components matching. Colour coding has been
described in Fig. 3.
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positive rate, which showed that the identification of half-occluded regions and detection of
occlusion boundaries have been greatly improved. The second largest (about5×) improvement
was in the mismatch rate, which demonstrated that including the inter-line continuity constraint
significantly decreased the mismatches. All other error types have been improved as well,
but only marginally. We have also performed qualitative experiments on real scenes, which
confirmed the results from the quantitative evaluation.
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Abstract

We propose to match two hierarchies of segmentations by many-to-many mappings be-
tween the regions of the two hierarchies. The mappings preserve the order of the regions
(w.r.t. set inclusion) in both hierarchies. The matching involves weights for the signifi-
cance of individual regions within a hierarchy and similarity measures for the comparison
of regions from different hierarchies. Irregular pyramids, in which each level consists of an
attributed plane graph and an attributed dual graph are well suited to represent the hierar-
chies and to provide the information for computing the weights and the similarity measures.
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1 Introduction

Hierarchies of segmentations can be obtained from an image by a sequence of criteria for merg-
ing neighboring regions. When criterion� cannot be applied anymore, the�-th segmentation
is attained. Consider two hierarchies����� and����� of segmentations with respect to the
images�� and��, respectively. We assume that the hierarchies have been constructed according
to the same sequence of criteria. In this paper thestructural similarity of �� and�� is grasped
by a hierarchy-preserving many-to-many mapping between the regions of����� and�����.

If we assume that the highest level of����� (� � �� �) contains only one region, i.e. the
whole image, the partial order of the regions in each hierarchy may be described by a rooted
tree, the vertices of which represent the regions (the root represents the whole image), and
the edges of which represent set inclusion. Thus, we may focus on many-to-many mappings
between two rooted trees that preserve the orders imposed by the rooted trees.

We use a tree matching algorithm that is based on a maximum clique formulation in a
derived association graph [7]. Alterations of the region properties are taken into account by a
similarity measure between regions and structural alterations are balanced by means of weights
that indicate the relevance of the regions for the hierarchy.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we present a graph-based concept for calculating
and representing nested morphological segmentation. The tree matching algorithm is explained
in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 is devoted to the weights and the similarity measures for matching nested
morphological segmentations. Experimental results are presented in Sec. 5.

2 Nested Morphological Segmentation

Morphological segmentation methods rely on the intuitive idea of flooding a topographic surface
in order to find the watersheds and to determine the catchment basins [5]. The idea of flooding
is also used to derive hierarchies of catchment basins [6]. We will first sketch how to derive the
watersheds and the catchment basins by dual graph contraction [4]. Then we will construct the
hierarchy of the catchment basins.

Let the topographic surface be defined by the modulus of the gradient image as in [6].
We represent the topographic surface by a dual pair���� ��� of graphs,�� being plane. The
vertices and edges of�� represent the pixels and the 4-neighborhood of the pixels, respectively.
For each vertex� of �� let��	��� denote the altitude (modulus of the gradient) at�. The vertices
and the edges of the graphs�� � �
�� ��� and�� � �
�� ��� are equipped with attribute values
�		��� as follows [3] (Figure 1):
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[a] [b]

Figure 1: (a) Representation of a topographic surface by means of pixels whose gray values
indicate the altitude. (b) Initial pair���� ��� of attributed dual graphs restricted to the square
in (a). The circular and square vertices belong to�� and��, respectively.

� �		��� �� ��	��� �� � 
�,

� �		��� �� ����		��� � � is end vertex of�	 �� � ��,

� �		��� �� �		��� for all pairs of dual edges��� �� � �� 
 ��,

� �		���� �� ����		��� � � has�� as an end vertex	 ��� � 
�.

A sequence of monotonic dual graph contractions [3] transforms the dual pair���� ��� into
the dual pair����� ����. The dual pair����� ���� obtained from Figure 1a is depicted in Fig-
ure 2a. The vertices and the edges of��� represent the catchment basins and the neighborhood
relations of the catchment basins, respectively. In accordance with [3] the contraction of� is
done in a way which ensures that��� may be embedded on��.

Coarser segmentations are derived from the catchment basins by unifying the basins. The
unification of neighboring basins�� and �� is achieved by contracting the edge in��� that
connects the vertices represented by�� and��. As pointed out in [6], a variety of criteria can
be used for the choice of the basins to be unified first. The criteria are usually formulated by
means of the basin sizes, their depths or the minimal altitude on the common border of the
basins. In [3] it is proven that the altitude of the deepest point in basin� is given by the attribute
of the vertex representing� in ���. It is also shown that the attribute of each edge� with end
vertices representing�� and�� indicates the minimal altitude along that part of the border line
between�� and�� which is represented by� (� and� being a dual pair of edges).

Contracting the edges of��� according to increasing values of�		����� (��� edge of���)
yields a hierarchy of regions as the one depicted in Figure 2b, where unification of�� and�� is
denoted by�� ���.

The graph��� is contracted in subsequent parallel steps, until there exists but one vertex.
The hierarchy of the regions obtained forms a so calledirregular pyramid [4]

����� ����� ������� ������� � � � � �������� �������� (1)
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[a] [b]

Figure 2: (a) The dual pair����� ����. The circular vertices belong to��� and the square
vertices belong to���. (b) The hierarchy of the regions from the pyramid on top of����� ����.

The vertices of������ represent the regions of the nested morphological segmentation. The
order of these regions with respect to set inclusion defines the hierarchy of the regions.

3 Many-to-many Matching of Attributed Trees

To match hierarchies of segmentations we used a framework recently introduced in [8], which
expands on previous work developed in [7]. The basic idea behind this approach is to cast
the tree matching problem as an equivalent maximum weight clique problem. This is in turn
mapped onto an equivalent quadratic program which is then (approximately) solved by simple
dynamics arising in evolutionary game theory and related fields.

Formally, anattributed tree is a triple� � �
��� ��, where�
��� is the “underlying”
rooted tree and� � 
 � � is a function which assigns an attribute vector���� to each node
� � 
 . Two nodes�� � � 
 are said to beadjacent (denoted�  �) if they are connected by
an edge. We shall also consider a functionÆ � � � IR� which assigns to each set of attributes
(and therefore to each node in the tree) a real positive number. This will be interpreted as
the negligibility of the corresponding node in the tree. Specifically, a node will be declared
“negligible” if the value of the functionÆ corresponding to its attributes is smaller than a fixed
threshold�. Clusters of nodes that contain only one non-negligible node (w.r.t.�) are called�-
clusters. For a formal definition see [7]. We associate an�-cluster of negligible nodes in the first
subtree to an�-cluster of negligible nodes in the second tree, thereby defining a many-to-many
mapping from the first to the second tree.

A relation� � 
� 
 
� is called asubtree �-morphism if it preserves the hierarchies of the
�-clusters in each of the trees. A formal definition is given in [8].

Clearly, in realistic applications, it would be desirable to find a subtree�-morphism which
pairs nodes having “similar” attributes. To this end, let� be any similarity measure on the
attribute space, i.e. any (symmetric) function which assigns a positive number to any pair of
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attribute vectors.
If � is a subtree�-morphism between two attributed trees�� � �
�� ��� ��� and�� �

�
�� ��� ���, the overall similarity between the matched structures can be defined as follows:

���� �
�

�������

�������� ������

The�-morphism� is called amaximal similarity subtree �-morphism if we cannot add further
matchings to� , while retaining the morphism property. It is called amaximum similarity
subtree �-morphism if ���� is the largest among all�-morphisms between�� and��.

The weighted�-tree association graph (�-TAG) of two attributed trees�� � �
�� ��� ���
and�� � �
�� ��� ��� is the graph�	 � �
��� �� where
 � 
� 
 
� such that for any two
nodes��� �� and��� �� in 
 the level of� in the hierarchy of�� equals the level of� in the
hierarchy of�� and the same applies to the vertices� and�. Again, the levels are the levels
of the corresponding clusters [7]. The following result establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between the attributed tree morphism problem and the maximum weight clique problem.

Proposition 3.1 Any maximal (maximum) similarity subtree �-morphism between two attributed
trees induces a maximal (maximum) weight clique in the corresponding weighted �-TAG, and
vice versa.

Once the tree morphism problem has been formulated as a maximum weight clique problem,
any clique finding algorithm can be employed to solve it (see [1] for a recent review). In
the work reported in this paper, we used an approach recently introduced in [7, 2], which is
summarized below.

3.1 Matching via game dynamics

Let � � �
��� �� be an arbitrary weighted graph of order�, and let�� denote the standard
simplex of IR�:

�� � � � � IR� � ��� � � and�� � �� � � � � � � � 	

where� is the vector whose components equal 1, and a prime denotes transposition. Given a
subset of vertices� of �, we will denote by�
 its characteristic vector which is the point in
�� defined as

�
� �

�
������	���� if �� � �
�� otherwise

where	��� �
�

����
����� is the total weight on�.

Now, consider the following quadratic function

����� � �
�� ��� � !��� (2)
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where!� � ����� is the�
 � symmetric matrix defined as follows:

��� �

��
�

�
�����

if � � � �

� if � �� � and��  �� �
�

�����
� �

�����
otherwise

(3)

and � 
�� ���. The following result allows us to formulate the maximum weight clique
problem as a quadratic program, thereby switching from the discrete to the continuous domain
(see [2] for proof).

Proposition 3.2 Let � be a subset of vertices of a weighted graph � � �
��� ��, and let !�

be defined as in (3). Then, � is a maximum (maximal) weight clique of � if and only if �����
is a global (local) maximizer of �� in ��. Moreover, all local (and hence global) maximizers of
�� on �� are strict.

We now turn our attention to a class of simple dynamical systems that we use for solving our
quadratic optimization problem. Let" be a non-negative real-valued�
� matrix, and consider
the following dynamical system:

���	� � ���	� ��"��	��� � ��	��"��	�� � � � � � � � � (4)

where a dot signifies derivative w.r.t. time	, and its discrete-time counterpart

���	 � �� � ���	�
�"��	���
��	��"��	�

� � � � � � � � � (5)

It is readily seen that the simplex�� is invariant under these dynamics, which means that every
trajectory starting in�� will remain in �� for all future times. Both (4) and (5) are called
replicator equations in evolutionary game theory, since they are used to model evolution over
time of relative frequencies of interacting, self-replicating agents [9].

If " � " � then the function��	��"��	� is strictly increasing with increasing	 along any
non-stationary trajectory��	� under both continuous-time (4) and discrete-time (5) replicator
dynamics. Furthermore, any such trajectory converges to a stationary point. Finally, a vector
� � �� is asymptotically stable under (4) and (5) if and only if� is a strict local maximizer of
�
�"� on��.

The previous result is known in mathematical biology as the fundamental theorem of natural
selection [9] and, in its original form, traces back to R. A. Fisher. Motivated by this result,
we use (as in [7, 8]) replicator equations as a simple heuristic for solving our attributed tree
matching problem. Let�� � �
�� ��� ��� and�� � �
�� ��� ��� be two attributed trees, and let
� � �
��� �� be the corresponding association graph. By letting

" �  ��� � !� (6)

we know that the replicator dynamical systems (4) and (5), starting from an arbitrary initial
state, which is usually taken to be the simplex barycenter, will iteratively maximize the function
�
�"� over the simplex and will eventually converge to a strict local optimizer which will then

correspond to the characteristic vector of a maximal weight clique in the association graph. This
will in turn induce a maximal similarity subtree�-morphism between�� and��.
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4 Weights and Similarity Measures

Matching nested morphological segmentations in a robust way we have to take into account
that there are catchment basins which are sensitive to changes of the topography and others that
are more stable. The same distinction makes sense for regions obtained by unifying catchment
basins. In the following we will defineweights for regions that reflect the reliability of the
regions for the matching. Due to the one-to-one correspondence between the regions of the
hierarchical segmentation and the vertices in all������, we may identify the regions with the
vertices. The minimal attribute!		����#� of all edges incident to region�vertex#, i.e.

!		����#� �� ����		��� � # � $���	 (7)

indicates the next higher level of the flood that unifies# with a neighboring region. The max-
imal attribute!		��� of all edges� � # (� and# both are subsets of IR�), i.e.!		����#� ��
����		��� � � � #	 indicates the lowest level of the flood at which all sons of# were merged.
Let %����#� denote the size of region#, i.e. the number of pixels in#. We define theweight of a
region# to be

���&'	�#� � �!		����#�� !		����#�� � %����#�� (8)

The similarity measure will depend on the application. It can be derived from topological
measurements (genus of the regions), geometric measurements of the regions (area, shape) or
of the boundaries (perimeter, curvature), or the colors (gray values) of the regions.

5 Experimental Results

To check the algorithms we generated the test images depicted in Fig. 3a-c. The images are
composed such that there are different pairs of neighboring regions with the same contrast.
Thus, the unification of neighboring basins as defined in Sec. 2 is not unique. In these cases
the choice is made by using a random generator. However, each ambiguous unification yields a
region of zero weight (Sec. 4) and after contracting the negligible edges (with respect to� � �)
the hierarchies of the images in Fig. 3a-c should be pairwise isomorphic (trees) again. Indeed,
we obtained perfect matches between the contracted hierarchies.

We also performed tests on real images. The hierarchies computed from the subimages
l-eye, r-eye, mouth, andnose in Fig. 3d had 27, 31, 37, and 41 vertices, respectively. Since
there is no preferred value for�, we covered a wide range by choosing� such that the number
of clusters in the hierarchy ofl-eye amounted to 24 (all regions with weight greater than 0),
20, 15, and 10, respectively. The corresponding values for� are between� and���. We did
not want unreliable regions to contribute to the weights of the cliques in the�-TAG. Hence,
we set the weight of a vertex��� �� in the �-TAG to zero whenever the weight of� or � was
smaller or equal to�. In general, the number of clusters for the same� is different in hierarchies
from different images. Thus, we have to compensate for the different numbers of clusters if
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: (a-c) Perfectly matched images. (d) The four imagesl-eye, r-eye, mouth, nose.

quantifying the quality of the matches. We calculated the normalized distance1

(�%		���� ��� �� ��
"	�����

� ����	����� �	�����
� where (9)

� �� and�� are the attributed trees of the subimages,

� "	����� is the weight of the maximal weight clique��� in the�-TAG of �� and��,

� �	���� denotes the number of�-clusters in��, and

� � denotes the upper bound of the similarity function�.

The similarity function is a linear function on the mean gray levels (normalized to��� ��). Tab. 5
shows the results for� � �. As for all other�-values tested, the two eyes are most similar,
followed by the pairl-eye andmouth.

Analogous experiments were performed with the images in Fig. 4. For�-values between
3000 and 5000 (see Tab. 5) the two imagespot-0 andpot-180 have been the most similar ones.
Note that the light intensities of the two images are distributed differently and that our method
does not make use of shapes.

1without proof that the metric axioms are fulfilled.
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Table 1: Normalized distances of graphs from subimages of Fig. 3d for� � �.

� � � l-eye r-eye mouth nose
l-eye 0.00 0.27 0.42 0.58
r-eye 0.27 0.00 0.45 0.52
mouth 0.42 0.45 0.00 0.51
nose 0.58 0.52 0.51 0.00

(a) pot-0 (b) pot-90 (c) pot-180 (d) pot-270

Figure 4: Images of a pot from the COIL-database.

Table 2: Normalized distances of graphs from pots in Fig. 4 for� � ����.

� � ���� pot-0 pot-90 pot-180 pot-270
pot-0 0.00 0.32 0.21 0.57
pot-90 0.32 0.00 0.44 0.53
pot-180 0.21 0.44 0.00 0.61
pot-270 0.57 0.53 0.61 0.00
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6 Conclusions and Outlook

We proposed a combination of hierarchical segmentation followed by a many-to-many matching
of the regions. This combination is well suited to detect structural similarities between images.
Robustness is achieved through a weight function and a similarity function for the regions.
Our method is invariant to geometrical transformations of homogeneous regions as long as
the topological relations between the regions are unchanged. First experiments on real images
showed that the matching results correspond to human intuition. In the future we will extend
the concept such that the calculation of the hierarchy, as well as the weight and the similarity
function may depend on the shape of the regions.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on a new vector approach for the noisy color images. The proposed
method is derived from very interesting class of directional distance filters that combine
both the sum of vector distances and the sum of vector angles between input multichannel
(vector-valued) samples. Thus, these filters are characterized by the simultaneous noise
attenuation and the color chromaticity preservation.
The novelty of the proposed method lies in the considering the sample importance of the
input set determined by a filter window, where the largest influence to an estimate
provides the central sample. For that reason, the odd integer weight associated with the
central sample is included to an account of the sum of vector distances and vector angles.
Besides the practical purposes related to significantly improved performance of
directional distance filters, another attractive property of the proposed method consists in
their theoretical analysis. Clearly, by the simple varying the weight of the central sample,
it is possible to achieve special cases of the proposed method such as identity filter,
directional distance filter, vector median filter, basic vector directional filter.
In this paper, there will be shown that in term of objective criteria, the proposed improved
directional distance filters can provide excellent results related to the color chromaticity
preservation near to a threshold of human eyes senselessness.

1 Introduction
In the multichannel image processing [2], [5], [8], [13], [16], [18], the vector approaches
represent an attractive and interesting kind of the processing, since there is respected a natural
inherent correlation between the color channels. Thus, each image sample is processed as a
three-dimensional vector (a number of color channels is equal to three). According to an
ordering criterion, where a sum of vector distances or a sum of vector angles to all samples in
a filter window can be considered, we differentiate the vector median-based filters or vector
directional filters. The vectors' direction signifies the chromaticity of vector samples, while
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their magnitude is a measure of their brightness. To combine both kinds of distances, the
directional distance filters [3] were developed and thus, these filters are characterized by the
simultaneous noise attenuation and color chromaticity preservation. In this case, a filter output
represents the sample associated with a minimal sum of vector distances and a minimal sum
of vector angles, both to all samples in a filter window.
The aim of this paper is to show that the performance of directional distance filters can be
improved significantly by simple introducing the central weight. Thus, the proposed method
represents the generalization of many filtering classes, since vector median filter, basic
directional filter, distance directional filter and many more are included in the proposed
definition as special cases.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the mathematical preliminaries and the
definitions of directional distance filters are presented. Section 3 focuses on a new method,
namely improved directional distance filters with the weight of central sample are defined and
described in detail. In Section 4, the vector definition of the impulse noise for color images is
described. Three objective criteria are defined, including well-known mean absolute error,
mean square error and criterion for the color chromaticity preservation. The properties of the
improved directional distance filters are concluded in Section 5.

2 Directional Distance Filters
Let ( ) : l my x Z Z→  represent a multichannel image, where l  is a image dimension and m
characterises a number of channels. If 2m ≥ , it is the case of m -channel image processing. In
the case of standard color images 2l =  and 3m = . Let {  ;  1,2..., }l

iW Z i N= ∈ =x  represent
a filter window of a finite size N , where 1 2, ,..., Nx x x  is a set of noised samples. Note, that
the position of filter window is determined by the central sample ( 1) / 2N +x .
Each input vector ix  can be associated with the vector distance iL  and vector angle iα , both
respect all samples in a filter window. Mathematically, the vector distance iL  is defined by [1]

1

N

i i j
j

L
γ

=
= −∑ x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (1)

where γ  represents an appropriate norm, 1 2( , ,..., )i i i imx x x=x  and 1 2( , ,..., )j j j jmx x x=x  are m -
dimensional vectors.
Likewise, the angle distance iα  [12] is expressed as

1
( , )

N

i i j
j

α
=

= Α∑ x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (2)

where

1 .
( , ) cos

| | . | |

T
i j

i j
i j

−  
Α =    

x x
x x

x x
(3)

represents the angle between m -dimensional vectors ix  and jx .
Now, let each input sample ix  be associated with iΩ , i.e. product of iL  and iα , defined by [3]

.i i iL αΩ =    for 1,2,...,i N=

1 1
. ( , )

N N

i i j i j
j j

γ

= =

   
Ω = − Α   

   
∑ ∑x x x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (4)
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Thus, the vector distances and vector angles are included in (4). In order to control the
influence of iL  and iα  on iΩ , the power parameter p  can be introduced. Then [3]

1 .p p
i i iL α−Ω =    for 1,2,...,i N=

1

1 1
. ( , )

p p
N N

i i j i j
j j

γ
−

= =

   
Ω = − Α   

   
∑ ∑x x x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (5)

The ordering of noisy samples 1 2, ,..., Nx x x  represents the base of the order-statistic theory [7],
[9], usually used in the case of the impulse noise corruption. In the case of color images, i.e.
vector-valued image signals, the direct extension of the robust order-statistic theory is
impossible [11], [14] and observed samples are ordered according to the distance function,
where both magnitude [1], [4], [8] and direction [5], [6], [12], [16] of multichannel samples
can be considered. In general, vectors’ magnitude takes a measure of their brightness, whereas
the direction of vector samples wreaks their chromaticity [15].
If the vector distances 1 2, ,..., NL L L  between the input samples in the vector space serve as
ordering criterion, it is the case of magnitude processing whose typical representatives are
vector median-based filters [1], [4]. In this case, the ordering of 1 2, ,..., NL L L  expressed as

(1) (2) ( )... NL L L≤ ≤ ≤ (6)
and it means that the same ordering is implied to the input set 1 2, ,..., Nx x x  which results in
ordered input sequence

(1) (2) ( ) ( )... ...r N≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤x x x x (7)
The output of vector median filter (VMF) is a sample (1)x , i.e. a sample with minimal vector
distance (1)L  to all samples in a filter window.
If the vectors’ direction in the vector space between the input samples serves as ordering
criteria then it is the case of directional processing and vector directional filters. Then an
ordered input sequence (7) is achieved according to ordered vector angles expressed as [12]

(1) (2) ( ) ( )... ...r Nα α α α≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ (8)
and a sample (1)x  associated with minimal angle distance (1)α , i.e. a sample that minimises the
sum of angles with other vectors, represents an output of the basic vector directional filter
(BVDF) [12], [15], [16]. Since, the vector directional filters (VDF) pass to a filter output a
sample from the set ordered according to a sum of vector angles, these filters preserve the
color chromaticity rather than suppress the noise.
If the ordering criterion is based on both vector distances and vector angles, then it is the case
of distance directional filters (DDF’s) [3] that improve the smoothing property of vector
directional filters and the color chromaticity preservation of vector median-based filters,
simultaneously. In addition, above mentioned filters are included as special cases of (DDF’s).
Mathematically, DDF’s are outputting the sample (1)x , given by (7), associated with a
minimal value from 1 2, ,..., NΩ Ω Ω  expressed as

(1) (2) ( )... NΩ ≤ Ω ≤ ≤ Ω (9)
Although the minimisation of products .i iL α , for 1,2,...,i N=  does not necessarily imply
a minimum for either of iL  and iα , it results in very small values for both of them [3]. For
that reason, the product minimisation will select as the output vector-valued sample the one
that results in a very small sum of vector distances (1) and a very small sum of vector angles
(3), simultaneously.
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3 Proposed Improvement
Let 1 2, ,..., Nx x x  be an input set determined by a filter window and N  represent a window size.
Let us assume that 1 2, ,..., Nw w w  defined by [4], [7],

2 2 for  ( 1) / 2
1 otherwise  j

N k j N
w

− + = +
= 


(10)

represent a set of nonnegative integer weights so that each weight jw , for 1,2,...,j N= , is
associated with the input sample jx . Clearly, only the central weight ( 1) / 2Nw +  associated with
the central sample ( 1) / 2N +x  can be alternated, whereas other weights associated with the
neighbouring samples are retained to be equal to one. Note that 1,2,...,( 1) / 2k N= +  is a
smoothing parameter. Then, it is possible to express the weighted vector distance iJ , [4], [8]

1

N

i j i j
j

J w
γ

=
= −∑ x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (11)

and the weighted angle distance iβ , [5], [6],

1
( , )

N

i j i j
j

wβ
=

= Α∑ x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (12)

either of them associated with the input sample ix .
The combined weighted distance is expressed as

.i i iJ βΨ =    for 1,2,...,i N=

1 1
. ( , )

N N

i j i j j i j
j j

w w
γ

= =

   
Ψ = − Α   

   
∑ ∑x x x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (13)

Similarly to equation (5), there is possible to introduce the power parameter p  and thus,
1 .p p

i i iJ β−Ψ =    for 1,2,...,i N=
1

1 1
. ( , )

p p
N N

i j i j j i j
j j

w w
γ

−

= =

   
Ψ = − Α   

   
∑ ∑x x x x    for 1,2,...,i N= (14)

The output of the proposed method can be expressed as
(1)

k =y x (15)
where (1)x  (7) is the ordered vector-valued sample associated with minimal weighted
combined distance (1)Ψ  according to

(1) (2) ( )... NΨ ≤ Ψ ≤ ≤ Ψ (16)
The importance and the estimation accuracy of the proposed method lies in the incorporating
of the temporal-order information or a sample importance (expressed by the central weight

( 1) / 2 2 2Nw N k+ = − +  associated with the central sample ( 1) / 2N +x ) of the input set.
It is clear that the proposed method represents a generalisation of the VMF, BVDF, DDF and
many more. Consider definition (13) or definition (14) for 0.5.p =  If the smoothing
parameter k  is equal to its minimal value, i.e. 1k = , then the proposed method is equivalent
to an identity filter and no smoothing will be provided. In the case of maximal value of
parameter k , i.e. ( 1) / 2k N= + , the maximal amount of the smoothing will be performed,
however, a filter can provide too much smoothing that will result in a blurring. Clearly, the
amount of smoothing increases with the increased parameter .k  It means that the filter
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preserves the signal details for small value of k  and well suppress the noise for its larger
value. Varying the filter parameter between its minimal and maximal values, it is possible to
achieve the best balance between the noise suppression and signal details preservation.
Of course, another filter classes such as VMF, center-weighted VMF [8], BVDF and center-
weighted VDF [6] can be expressed through the setting of the smoothing parameter k  and
power parameter p . All included filter generalisations are presented in Table 1.

Table 1  Generalisation of the filter classes

Filter class k p
Identity filter 1 <0,1>

VMF (N+1)/2 0
Center-weighted VMF {1,3,...,(N+1)/2} 0

BVDF (N+1)/2 1
Center-weighted BVDF {1,3,...,(N+1)/2} 1

DDF (N+1)/2 0.5
Center-Weighted DDF {1,3,...,(N+1)/2} 0.5

In Table 1 is shown that the proposed method is equivalent to an identity filter for arbitrary
possible value of p  (parameter p  should be from interval 0,1 ) and smoothing parameter

1.k =  If smoothing parameter has the maximal possible value. i.e. ( 1) / 2k N= + , it is possible
to express VMF (for 0p = ), BVDF ( 1p = ) and DDF ( 0.5p = ). For the case

1,3,...,( 1) / 2k N= + , the output of the proposed method is equivalent to center-weighted VMF
(for 0p = ), center-weighted VDF ( 1p = ) and the proposed center-weighted DDF ( 0.5p = ).
The last theorem is correct, since above center weighted filters include VMF, BVDF and DDF
as the special cases, separately.

4 Experimental Results
As the test image was used well-known color image Lena (Figure 1a). The noise corruption
(Figure 1b) was simulated by the impulse noise (Fig.1b) that is defined by [6], [8]

,
,

with probability  
with probability  1i j

i j

p
p


=  −

υ

υ

υ
x

o
(17)

where ,i j characterize sample position, ,i jo  is the sample from the original image, ,i jx
represents the sample from the noisy image, pυ  is a corruption probability and ( , , )R G Bυ υ υ=υ
is a noise vector of intensity random values. Since, single components of υ  are generated
independently, the gray impulse, i.e. an equivalence of all components of υ  ( R G Bυ υ υ= = ),
can occur in the special case, only.
As a measure of the noise corruption and the filter performance, too, three objective criteria
[10], [13], [17], namely mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE) and color
difference (CD), are used. In general, MAE is a mirror of the signal-details preservation, MSE
evaluates the noise suppression well and CD is a measure of the color chromaticity
preservation. Thus, the quality of the processed image sequences is quantified with a high
accuracy related to the signal dimensionality.
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Figure 1  Achieved Results
(a) Original image   (b) Impulse noise ( 0.1p =υ )   (c) Output of VMF

(d) Output of marginal median   (e) Output of BVDF   (f) Output of DDF

Mathematically, the definitions of MAE and MSE for monochromatic images are given by

, ,
1 1

1 K L

i j i j
i j

MAE o x
KL = =

= −∑∑ (18)

( )2

, ,
1 1

1 K L

i j i j
i j

MSE o x
KL = =

= −∑∑ (19)

where ,{ }i jo  is the original image, ,{ }i jx  is the filtered (noisy) image, ,i j  are indices of
sample position and ,K L  characterize an image size. Note that in the case of color images,
MAE and MSE criteria are understood as a mean over color channels.
Finally, the measure of color distortion or color chromaticity preservation is evaluated by CD
that requires transformation from RGB to Luv color space [13]. For a color image, the CD is
expressed as

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2

LuvE L u v∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆ (20)
where ,L u∆ ∆  and v∆  represent the difference between original and noisy images in ,L u  and
v  color channels. The overall value of CD is a mean value over all frames. Unlike MAE and
MSE, in the case of CD was established the threshold value around 2.9 that characterizes the
senselessness of human eyes to color distortion.

(a)    (b)        (c)

(d)    (e)        (f)
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Figure 2  Achieved Results
(a) Output of center-weighted VMF ( 3k = )   (b) Output of center-weighted VMF ( 4k = )
(c) Output of center-weighted VDF ( 3k = )   (d) Output of center-weighted VDF ( 4k = )
(e) Output of center-weighted DDF ( 3k = )   (f) Output of center-weighted DDF ( 4k = )

Table 2  Performance of the methods

Filter class MAE MSE CD
Identity filter 7.312 832.0 32.717

Marginal median 3.703   56.8 17.777
Center-weighted VMF (k = 2) 3.667 369.4 16.425
Center-weighted VMF (k = 3) 1.438   55.6   5.957
Center-weighted VMF (k = 4) 1.995   32.4   8.226

VMF (Center-weighted VMF for k = 5) 3.687   56.5 15.396
Center-weighted VDF (k = 2) 3.228 304.7 12.430
Center-weighted VDF (k = 3) 1.632   62.5   5.617
Center-weighted VDF (k = 4) 2.393   42.9   8.817

BVDF (Center-weighted VDF for k = 5) 4.099   67.6 15.343
Center-weighted DDF (k = 2) 3.509 351.9 14.965
Center-weighted DDF (k = 3) 1.130   48.1   5.285
Center-weighted DDF (k = 4) 1.987   31.3   8.135

DDF (Center-weighted DDF for k = 5) 3.733   57.3 15.135

(a)    (b)        (c)

(d)    (e)        (f)
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Figure 3  Performance of the proposed method: Dependence of normalized error
criteria on power parameter p .   a) 2k = ,   b) 3k =

In order to determine the efficiency of the proposed method, see Table 2, Figure 1 and Figure
2. From Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed method achieves the significant
improvement in comparison with marginal median, VMF, BVDF, DDF and the center
weighted structures of above mentioned filters. It is clear, that a noise attenuation capability
of the proposed method increases with the increased smoothing parameter k . The small
amount of the smoothing results in the impulse presence (Figure 2e), whereas the robust
smoothing capability is provided for larger values of parameter k  (Figure 2f). In this paper,
the best results were achieved by the proposed method with parameter values 3k =  and

4k = . Additional results are provided in Figure 3 and Figure 4, where is presented the
performance (expressed through normalized error criteria) of the proposed method in
dependence on a power parameter p  and smoothing parameter k .
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Figure 4  Performance of the proposed method: Dependence of normalized error
criteria on power parameter p .   a) 4k = ,   b) 5k =

5 Conclusions
The new class of center-weighted directional distance filters (CWDDF), especially for the
impulse noise suppression in color images, has been provided. The proposed method
represents the generalisation of identity filter, vector median filter, center-weighted vector
median filter, basic vector directional filter and center-weighted vector directional filter. The
experimental results showed the excellent performance of the proposed method, where the
evaluation of color chromaticity preservation was nearly to the threshold of human eyes
senselessness. According to the possibility of adaptive controlled power parameter, the future
research tasks are related to the searching of the adaptive structures of CWDDFs.
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Abstract

This paper describes a general method for segmenting articulated structures composed of
several anatomical structures. The method is based on statistical parametrical models,
obtained by principal component analysis (PCA). The models, which describe shape,
appearance, and topology of anatomical structures, are incorporated in a two-level
hierarchical scheme. Shape and appearance models, describing plausible variations of
shapes and appearances of individual anatomical structures, form the lower level, while
the topological model, describing plausible topological variations of the articulated
structure, forms the upper level. This novel scheme is actually a hierarchical PCA as the
topological model is generated by the PCA of the parameters obtained at the lower level.
In the segmentation process, we seek the configuration of the model instances that best
matches the given image. For this purpose we introduce coarse and fine matching
strategies for minimizing an energy function, which is a sum of a match measure and
deformation energies of topology, shape, and appearance. The proposed method was
evaluated on 36 X-ray images of cervical vertebrae by a leave-one-out test. The results
show that the method well describes the anatomical variations of the cervical vertebrae,
which confirms the feasibility of the proposed modeling and segmentation strategies.

1 Introduction
Ascertaining the detailed shape and organization of anatomical structures is important not
only within diagnostic settings but also for tracking the process of disease, surgical planning,
simulation, and intraoperative navigation. Accurate and efficient automated segmentation of
articulated structures, composed of several anatomical structures, is difficult because of their
complexity and inter-patient variability. Furthermore, the position of the patient during image
acquisition, the imaging device itself, and the imaging protocol induce additional variations in
shape and appearance. To deal with the variations, a segmentation method should use as much
available prior information on shape, location, and appearance of the analyzed structures as
possible. When segmenting articulated structures, like the spine, knee, or hand, prior
knowledge on topology, i.e. organization of anatomical structures, should also be considered.
In recent years, a great variety of shape and appearance models have been proposed as a
source of prior knowledge and applied to various tasks in medical image analysis [1].
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Efficient models should be general to deal with inter-patient variability and yet specific to
maintain certain anatomical properties [1, 2]. Models, which are trained on a set of labeled
training images meet these requirements and have therefore received much attention. For
example, point distribution models, active shape models, and active appearance models, all
proposed by Cootes et al. [3, 4], were successfully applied to bony structures, e.g., vertebrae
[5], spine [6], knee joint [4], hand [7], rib cage [8] or hip and pelvis [9], most often for
segmentation purposes.
Articulated structures exhibit two kinds of shape variations, i.e. variations in shapes of
individual anatomical structures and variations in spatial relationships between them. Such
combined variations cannot be optimally described by a single linear model unless variations
of spatial relationships are sufficiently small and a sufficiently large training set is used [6].
Therefore, alternative approaches are required to describe the non-linear shape variations.
This can be assessed by a piecewise linear models [10] or by separately modeling the
variations of spatial relationships and variations of shapes of individual anatomical structures
[7]. The problem with piecewise linearization is that it can only approximate the non-linear
shape variations without using prior knowledge on organization of articulated structures,
while in [7] the prior knowledge is used only for model initialization and not throughout the
matching process.

In this paper we propose a general statistical hierarchical modeling of shape, appearance, and
topology of articulated structures, which efficiently deals with non-linear shape variations and
incorporates prior knowledge on organization of articulated structures. The hierarchical
scheme is comprised of two levels. Shape and appearance models, which describe individual
anatomical structures form the lower level, while the topological model, which describes the
organization of anatomical structures, forms the upper level and supervises spatial relations
between individual models at the lower level. The proposed method is applied to the
segmentation of cervical spine vertebrae.

2 Hierarchical Scheme
To build up a general scheme that can describe the shape and appearance variations of
anatomical structures, such as vertebrae, and the topological variations of the articulated
structures, e.g. the cervical spine, we use the principal component analysis (PCA), which is a
well-known statistical tool [11]. By PCA the principal variations of average shape,
appearance, and topology can be derived from a set of representative training images.

2.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is based on the statistical representation of a random
variable [11]. Suppose we have a random vector population x and the mean of that population
is denoted by x ; x =E(x). The covariance matrix of the same data set is C:

( )TE ))(( xxxxC −−= . (1)
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From a symmetric matrix such as C we can define an orthogonal basis by finding its
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. By ordering the eigenvectors φ i in the order of descending

eigenvalues λ i ≥ λ i+1, one can create an ordered orthogonal basis with the first eigenvector
having the direction of largest variance of the data. Data may be reconstructed by a linear
combination of orthogonal basis vectors. Instead of using all the eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix, we may represent the data in terms of only a few basis vectors of the
orthogonal basis. Let t largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors be retained to form
the matrix Φ ; Φ=(φ 1|φ 2|…|φ t). Knowing x and matrix Φ , we can reconstruct the input data
vector x:

Φyxx +≈ , (2)

from the parameters y of the statistical model. If the data is concentrated in a linear subspace,
this provides a way to compress data without losing much information and simplifies the
representation. Alternatively, the input data vector x can be transformed into vector y:

)( xxΦy −= T . (3)

By the above statistical model we can describe shape, appearance, and topology of an
articulated structure as shown below.

2.2 Pose

Pose is for each anatomical structure defined separately in the global coordinate system
common to all anatomical structures. The pose parameter vector yp=[x, y, γ, m]T is composed
of translation in x and y direction, rotation γ and scale m.

2.3 Shape

Each anatomical structure is described by a statistical shape model as proposed by Cootes et
al. [3]. The model is derived from a set of training shapes. Each training shape is composed of
anatomical points defined in training images. Prior to defining the mean shape of a structure,
the training shapes are rigidly aligned [3]. Shape variations are found by the PCA of training
sets of anatomical points and represented by the most significant eigenshapes. Shape
reconstruction is performed by setting shape parameter vector ys.

2.4 Appearance

The appearance, i.e., the texture of each anatomical structure is modeled on shape-free
training images, obtained by elastic registration of training shapes and mean shape. Thin-plate
splines interpolation between corresponding anatomical points is used for this purpose [12].
By applying PCA to the set of shape-free training images, defined on a region of interest
covering a structure, the mean image and the most significant eigenimages are extracted.
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2.5 Topology

To describe topological variations of an articulated structure we need to correlate variations in
pose and shape of all anatomical structures. We propose to apply the PCA on pose and shape
parameters of all anatomical structures. Let merge pose yi

p and shape parameter vectors yi
s of

structure i into a vector xi
t=( (yi

p)
T | (yi

s)
T )T. Next, merge vectors xi

t into a vector xt=( (x1
t)

T |
(x2

t)
T | … | (xi

t)
T | …)T, which holds pose and shape parameters of all anatomical structures in

the image. The pose parameters yi
p of i-th anatomical structure in the image are obtained by

rigid alignment of its average shape to the corresponding shape in the image. Shape
parameters yi

s are then estimated by its statistical shape model. A model of topology is built
from a population of vector xt, obtained from the set of training images. In this way, the most
significant eigentopologies describe the anatomically plausible topological variations.
To make model of topology invariant on global pose variations of the articulated structure in
training images we preliminary rigidly align all of the training images by aligning all
anatomical points regardless to which anatomical structure they belong.
This novel strategy can be viewed upon as a hierarchical PCA. The topological PCA (upper
level of hierarchy), describing plausible topological variations of an articulated structure, is
constructed from sets of parameters generated by shape PCAs and corresponding pose
parameters (lower level of hierarchy) that describe plausible variations of shapes and poses of
individual anatomical structures. In this way, the topological PCA enables the supervision of
the spatial relations between shapes of anatomical structures, which form the articulated
structure.

3 Segmentation
The above hierarchical scheme consists of parametrical models that describe shape,
appearance, and topology of an articulated structure. Once extensively trained, it incorporates
a valuable prior knowledge that can be used efficiently for describing the image of the
articulated structure. We consider model-based image segmentation by searching the
configuration L of the model instances that best match the given image I. The best
configuration L* may be found by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation:

)|(maxarg* IP LL
L

= . (4)

Bayes rule then implies:

)|()(maxarg* LLL
L

IPP= . (5)

The prior P(L) is given by the probability distributions of shapes, appearances, and topology.
The likelihood function P(I|L), measures the probability of observing image I given a
particular configuration L. The standard approach to finding the MAP estimation is to
minimize the energy function F(I,L) obtained by taking the negative logarithm of a posteriori
probability:
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),(minarg* LL
L

IF= . (6)

The prior P(L) and likelihood function P(I|L) are turned into internal energy, i.e. deformation,
and external energy, i.e. match measure, composing the energy function F(I,L). The required
matching strategy and the energy function are given in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Matching Strategy

Consider the configuration L describing an articulated structure composed of N anatomical
structures where each anatomical structure is described by ts shape, ta appearance, and tp pose
parameters. The number of all parameters is N⋅(ts+ ta + tp), possibly causing a demanding
optimization problem. To overcome this problem, we can elegantly omit the appearance
parameters as they may be estimated from the image patch defined by the shape model. This
reduces the number of parameters to N⋅(ts + tp). We name this optimization strategy a fine
matching strategy. We consider also a coarse matching strategy by which the number of
parameters can be further significantly reduced to tP + tT by tuning only tP global pose and tT

topological parameters of the articulated structure at the upper level in the hierarchy. Global
pose and topological parameters then drive pose and shape parameters of individual
anatomical structures at the lower level of hierarchy. The coarse and fine matching strategies
are considered in the following.

Coarse Matching
In the coarse matching step, illustrated in Figure 1a, we tune only global pose and topological
parameters of the articulated structure that in turn drive pose and shape parameters of the
anatomical structures. According to these parameters, each shape model, describing a
corresponding anatomical structure, generates a shape that defines a patch on the underlying
image. The patch is then elastically transformed to the shape-free form, which is fed into the
appearance model that yields appearance parameters and approximates the given shape-free
image patch. Finally, the match measure between the shape-free image patch and its
approximation is calculated. The obtained match measure is part of the energy function that is
used for selecting the global pose and topological parameters for the next iteration in the
optimization process. The energy function, which considers also topology, shape, and
appearance deformation energies, is described latter.

Fine Matching
In a fine matching strategy, illustrated in Figure 1b, the pose and shape parameters of all
anatomical structures are optimized simultaneously, whereas the model of topology only
supervises the spatial relations between shapes of anatomical structures via the topology
deformation energy in the energy function.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. Coarse matching strategy (a): global pose and topological parameters are
optimized and fine matching strategy (b): pose and shape parameters of all anatomical
structures are optimized simultaneously

3.2 Energy Function

To suppress anatomically implausible configurations we define the energy function F(I,L) as
a weighted sum of match measure M(I,L) and topology FT(L), shape FS(L), and appearance
FA(L) deformation energies:

)()()(),(),( LLLLL AST FFFIMIF +++⋅= α , (7)

where α is a regularization parameter weighting the match measure against deformation
energies.
The mean square of intensity differences between shape-free image patches and their
corresponding approximations was chosen as the match measure:
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where ri,j is the intensity difference of j-th pixel in an image patch i defined on a region of
interest Ω i and Vi is the variance of the sum of the squares of intensity differences [13].
The deformation energies are calculated as a weighted sum of corresponding PCA parameters.
The weights correspond to the probability density functions of PCA parameters. In this way, a
configuration L that is not anatomically plausible is penalized.

4 Results
The proposed method was evaluated on 36 X-ray images of cervical vertebrae by a leave-one-
out test. The annotated images were taken from the NHANES II X-ray database [14].
Vertebrae 3, 4, 5, and 6 were modeled by placing seven landmarks on each of them (Figure
2a). The number of shape parameters ts was set to 4 (capturing ~72% of all shape variations),
the number of appearance parameters was set to 3 (capturing ~85% of all appearance
variations), and the number of topological parameters tT was set to 2 (capturing ~40% of all
topological variations). The regularization parameter α was set to 100. The weighting
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function of PCA parameters was defined as W(yk)=sign(|yk|-b)⋅(|yk|-b), so that the parameters
yk had no influence on the corresponding deformation energy if lying inside the interval [-b,
b]. The values of b were 1, 0, and 1 for shape, appearance and topological parameters,
respectively. The simulated annealing global optimization method was used for energy
minimization [14].

0

2

4

6

8

10

C3 C4 C5 C6

Figure 2a. Seven
landmarks on vertebrae 3,
4, 5, and 6

Figure 2b. Initialization
points in the centre of
vertebrae 3 and 6

Figure 3. Mean RMS errors and
corresponding standard deviations
(in pixels) for initial landmark
positions (white) and after coarse
(light gray) and fine (dark gray)
matching steps
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Figure 4. Four cervical spine X-ray images, initial model position in first row, results of
coarse and fine matching steps in second and third row

In the leave-one-out test the method was trained on 35 images and then tested on the
remaining image. The initialization of the method, which provided global pose parameters of
the cervical spine model, was performed by selecting two points, one on vertebra 3 and one
on vertebra 6 (Figure 2b). Points were selected in centers of the vertebrae and then perturbed
by a constant distance, which was quarter of the vertebra size, in 11 different directions. After
applying the method, the resulting landmark positions were compared to the manually defined
gold-standard positions by calculating root mean square (RMS) error separately for each of
the vertebrae. The RMS errors were calculated for the initial landmark positions and after the
coarse and fine matching steps. In 78% of the cases the initial RMS error was reduced. The
initial RMS errors and RMS errors after coarse and fine matching steps are shown in Figure 3.
The resulting RMS errors were on the average 2.3 pixels, while the initial RMS error ranged
on the average from 5.5-7.5 pixels. Figure 4 shows four segmented cervical spine X-ray
images. In the first row the model initialisation is presented. Results of coarse and fine
matching steps are shown in second and third row, respectively.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a general method for segmenting articulated structures exhibiting
variations in shape, appearance and topology. The method is based on statistical parametrical
models that are incorporated in a two-level hierarchical scheme. The lower level describes the
shape and appearance of individual anatomical structures, while the upper level controls the
topology of the articulated structure. When segmenting a given image, the anatomically
plausible configuration of the models is searched for in coarse and fine matching steps. The
segmentation results on 36 X-ray images confirmed the applicability of the proposed
modeling and segmentation strategies. We will focus our future efforts on extensive
evaluation of the method on a larger number of spine X-ray images. The proposed
hierarchical statistical modeling of shape, appearance, and topology is an important
breakthrough for describing non-linear shape variations of articulated structures. Further
development and refinement of this methodology should remain an important area of research
in the near future.
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Abstract

A novel color image spectral inhomogeneities correction method, which incorporates
nonparametric image segmentation, is presented. Proposed unsupervised segmentation
method in 3D RGB color space is based on max shift algorithm. It examines cluster
membership suitability of feature space points. In this non-parametric way, problems of
parametric methods with complicated cluster shapes are avoided. Adverse multipectral
inhomogeneity (shading) effects are suppressed by iterative estimation of shading model
including segmented corrected color image of the latter iteration. A number of
experiments have been performed to test the accuracy, robustness, and speed of the
proposed methods. The results indicate that the proposed methods are worth of
integrating them into machine vision systems, which are to analyze color scenes.

1 Introduction
Segmentation is a process of partitioning an image into non-intersecting regions in such a way
that each region is homogeneous and the union of no two adjacent regions is homogeneous
[1,2]. Because color images generally provide more information than gray level images, color
image segmentation attracts more and more attention. There are two issues that characterize
color image segmentation: (a) the color features used to code the color information and (b) the
segmentation method. In color images acquired by electronic imaging devices the color is
most often quantitatively specified by RGB color features. Normalization of RGB features by
corresponding intensity leads to rgb features, which do not comprise intensity information.
Experimentally defined features CIE XYZ and I1I2I3 [7] are derived from RGB through linear
transformation. Human color perception is mathematically modeled by IHS, Lab, or Luv
features [1], each determined by a nonlinear transformation of the RGB color system.
Generally, segmentation methods can be categorized into the following classes: edge
detection approaches, region-based approaches, methods based on physical reflectance
models, and statistical methods performed in some color feature space [1,2]. Edge detection
cannot segment an image without subsequent higher-level processing or a combination with
some other segmentation method [3]. By region growing, splitting, and merging, regions of
unique color are extracted recursively [4]. Segmentation can be improved by using physical
reflectance models [5] and human perception based interpretation models [6]. Statistical
approaches are based on thresholding of color feature histograms [7] or on clustering in some
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color feature space [8]. A segmentation algorithm may also combine different methods [9,10].
Some of the above approaches were developed under fuzzy set theory [11]. The statistical
segmentation approach is very effective, although the feature space, which can be regarded as
a sample drawn from an unknown probability distribution, may have quite a complex
structure. This is partially a consequence of the adverse effect of color shading or
multispectral inhomogeneities, which manifest as smooth color variations, not present in the
original scene. In feature space this is reflected in more dispersed and overlapping clusters.
Cluster shapes also depend on the color space. In RGB space, the clusters may be quite
complex and representing the probability distribution with parametric models, e.g., by a
Gaussian mixture [12], may introduce severe segmentation artifacts because parametric
models are unable to describe complex clusters. More compact clusters may sometimes be
obtained by transforming the RGB space to HSI, Lab or Luv color spaces, where the intensity
(I, L) and color (HS, ab, or uv) information are separated. By using only the color features the
problem of intensity inhomogeneities may be reduced, but at the cost of unstable color
features at small intensity values [13]. Moreover, transformation of the RGB space takes time
and lack of time is one of the major constraints on automatic visual inspection. Complex
cluster shapes, common in RGB space, call for a nonparametric clustering-based segmentation
approach like kernel estimation [14, 15]. One of the reasons that color image segmentation is
a nontrivial task is color shading, which is the adverse affect of illumination spectral
inhomogeneities, reflecting itself as smooth color variations, not present in original scene.
In this paper we present a novel segmentation-based iterative method for correcting spectral
inhomogeneities, which, when applied, might lead to better segmentation results. Two
processes, segmentation, based on fast non-parametric analysis of the color feature space and
spectral inhomogeneities correction are iteratively applied, which in the last step gives a
spectral inhomogeneities free image and a well segmented image.

2 A novel segmentation algorithm

2.1 Max shift algorithm

Let a color image be represented by vectors v(x)=[v1,v2,v3], where x=[x1,x2] is the vector in
image domain X, containing N=Nx1×Nx2 pixels. Nx1 and Nx2 are the width and height of the
image. It is assumed that image v(x) is digitized with Mv1=Mv2=Mv3 levels for each color
component. Image pixels with feature vectors v(x) are accumulated by function a(y) in feature
space Y and a 3D histogram is constructed according to iterative assignment:

( ) ( ) ( ) XaaX ∈∀+=⇒=∈ xyyyxv 1 (1)

The probability density distribution of colors p(y) (Fig. 1a) is obtained by equation:
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where the histogram is filtered by a 3D filter Ω with dimensions Dv1=Dv2=Dv3 and normalized
according to the number of image pixels N= Nx1×Nx2 :
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Figure 1: Probability density distribution of color features a), local maximum searching
by max shift algorithm b), segmented color feature space with labeled clusters c).

Max shift algorithm [15] is used for searching the modes of function p(y) by cube kernel Sy

with dimensions along color features nv1×nv2×nv3:
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Position of the kernel center is iteratively moving to the local maximum point of the
probability density function p(y). Figure 1b shows, how according to this principle the kernel
in position y(1) converges to the local maximum c1 of p(y), while the convergence point of the
kernel from position y(2) is in c2.
Lets define a labeling function L(y)=i; i=1,...,m inside the feature space, where each index
represents one of the typical image colors. The initial value of this function is:

( ) 0 YL ∈∀= yy (4)

During the clustering process L(y) is set to i according to the convergence of the max shift
kernel from point y to convergence point ci. Iterative convergent shifting process, which starts
in point y and stops in the point of local maximum ci is noted:

)(i yc MaxShift= (5)

Each location ci is labeled with L(ci)=i (Fig. 1c). The same label is assigned to all points y,
from which the kernel converges to point ci:

( ) i)(if;i cyyy =∈∀= MaxShiftYL (6)

The max shift procedure is fundamental for color image segmentation, which is described in
the next subchapter.

2.2 Unsupervised color image segmentation

Segmentation process is performed without human intervention. The result is the
classification of all image pixels into one of the significant color classes, which represent
image. In the image domain the vector function w(x) representing the segmented image is
initiated. After segmentation process, at each point x this function contains one of the typical
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image colors, defined by feature vector bi. The number of typical image colors is m and
initially the m is set to 0. For each feature space point y with p(y)>0 the max shift process is
performed. Clustering speed is further improved by saving the shifting path of the kernel to a
stack and considering already labeled feature points on the shifting path.
In each iteration, the kernel is shifting to the local maximum point, at the same time points ys

on the path are pushed on the stack. When the first local maximum c1 is reached, the labeling
function gets value L(c1)=1. Then the stack is sequentially emptied, all saved points ys are
labeled with L(y)=1, and m is increased by 1. Running the max shift process on the rest of the
feature points, the shifting may stop in a local maximum y=ci, which has labeling function
value L(y)=0 or in an already labeled point y with label L(y)>0. In the first case the
convergence point ci belongs to a new typical color. Consequently m is increased by 1 and
index i is set to m (ci = cm). Labels of this point and saved points ys from stack are set to
L(cm)=m; L(ys)=m, while the stack is sequentially emptied. In the second case the stop point
belongs to one of the already obtained m typical colors with label L(y)=i. Saved points ys from
stack are set to L(ys)=i, while the stack is sequentially emptied. When the clustering process is
finished, the center bi of each cluster with label i ; i=1,...m is obtained by equation:
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Final segmented image w(x) is obtained by mapping image pixel features v(x) through labeled
feature space Y and corresponding cluster centers bi (Fig. 2):

( ) ( )( )xvbxw L= (8)

v1

v2

v3

b1

b2

b3

v x( ) w x( )L( )y

Figure 2: Original image w(x) and image segmented image v(x).

Each image pixel x belongs to one of the m significant colors bi ; i=1,...m. The proposed
segmentation method gives optimal boundaries between clusters and optimal repartition of
segmented image w(x) to regions according to the criterion of color classification error. The
color of each region is the mean color value bi of the corresponding color cluster (Fig. 2).

3 Correction of spectral inhomogeneities
During image acquisition homogenous illumination cannot generally be guaranteed.
Grayscale images comprise intensity inhomogeneites, owing to spatial changes of
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illumination intensity. In color images, not only the illumination intensity but also the
spectrum may vary inside a color scene. Consequently, individual color components comprise
different inhomogeneities and it is reasonable to talk about spectral inhomogeneities, which
are more distinctive at color scenes with bigger areas. They are induced in color feature space
as more dispersed non-compact clusters (Fig. 3). Due to overlaying clusters the determination
of the boundary between clusters becomes a problem, and the consequence is bad
segmentation (Fig. 3).

v1

v2

v3

L( )y

v x( ) w x( )

Figure 3: Spectral inhomogeneous image v(x) labeling function L(y), and segmented
image w(x).

In past several methods have been proposed for correction of intensity inhomogeneities. They
may be classified as:

• methods, based on subtraction or division of the image with a previously acquired
background image,

• retrospective methods, based just on information content of the acquired image.

The first ones are fast but they cannot correct inhomogeneities which are object dependent.
Retrospective methods may reduce shading by homomorfic filtering of an inhomogeneous
image or by optimizing a parametric shading model according to a predefined criterion
function. This function can be the mean square error between the obtained parametric model
[16] and real image background or the entropy. It has been shown that the entropy of a
shading free image is smaller than the entropy of an image corrupted by shading [17].
Our approach to spectral inhomogeneity correction is based on the fact that a corrected color
image can be better segmented than a shaded color image. Therefore we have incorporated the
segmentation process into shading correction.

3.1 Spectral inhomogeneities model

Spectral inhomogeneites are mainly caused by inhomogeneous illumination spectrum and
inhomogeneous spectral sensitivity of the camera. Intensity inhomogeneities in grayscale
images are usually modeled by a linear image formation model:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxx AM SSuv += (9)

which is composed of an additive SA(x) and multiplicative SM(x) component. Function u(x)
represents the intensity homogeneous image, while function v(x) represents the intensity
inhomogeneous image.
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Color images are composed of three independent components and therefore we can use the
linear image formation model (Eq. 9) individually for each color component k:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxx AkMkkk SSuv += (10)

where uk(x) is the k-th component of spectral homogeneous image, vk (x) the k-th component
of spectral inhomogeneous image, SAk(x) k-th component of additive spectral inhomogeneity,
and SMk(x) k-th component of multiplicative spectral inhomogeneity. We define functions
SAk(x) and SMk(x) as two dimensional second-order polynomials composed of smoothly
varying basis functions defined by parameters ajk and mjk:
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The correction model is constrained in such a way that it does not change the mean intensity
of the input image color components and does not transform the input image to a uniform one.
Spectrally homogeneous image u(x) is obtained from shaded image v(x) by inverting the
shading model for each color component k according to the following equation:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxxx 11 −− −= MkAkMkkk SSSvu (13)

3.2 Retrospective correction of spectral inhomogeneities

A spectral inhomogeneous image v(x) is segmented into image ( )xw~ , which represents an
approximation of the final segmentation w(x) of the spectral homogeneous image u(x). The
estimation of the correction model is based on the assumption that k-th component of
homogeneous image u(x) in Eq. 10 can be replaced with k-th component of segmented
inhomogeneous image ( )xw~ :

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxx AkMkkk S
~

S
~

w~v += (14)

The model { ( )xSM

~
, ( )xS A

~
}, which is the approximation of the real inhomogeneity correction

model, is obtained for each color component k by linear regression method from image
components vk(x) and ( )xkw~ . For this purpose the right side of Eq. 14 is rewrote:

( ) ( ) kkkv pxcx = (15)

where vector pk represents polynomial parameters:

[ ]T
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while the basis functions are separated and embeded into a correction vector ck(x):
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For N image pixels the Eq. 15 is extended to:

kkk pCv = (18)

where the vk is the vector of N intensities for k-th image component and Ck is a matrix of N
row vectors ck(x). Parameters pk are determined by linear regression procedure, where mean
square error between the model and real data is minimized:
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Approximative model is employed to obtain the approximation ( )xku~ of a spectral

homogeneous image ( )xku :

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxxx 11 ~~~~ −− −= MkAkMkkk SSSvu (20)

After the first iteration image ( )xu~ , which is used as an input to the next iteration, is more

homogeneous than image v(x) (Fig. 4). Consequently the next segmentation result ( )xw~ is
better. The iterative process leads to an optimally segmented image wo(x), which is obtained
from the optimally corrected input image uo(x). In such a way the optimal approximation of
the spectral inhomogeneities model {SAo(x),SMo(x)} is extracted.
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~ ( )xSM
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Segmentation

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xSxSxwxv AM

~~~ += ( ) ε<∆ xw~

Image formation model Retrospective correction

Model optimization

S xA( )

Figure 4: Image formation model (left) and spectral inhomogenities correction (right).

Optimization stops when the difference ( )xw~∆ between consecutive segmented images, say i

and (i-1), is less than ε:
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4 Experiments
The proposed method was tested on real spectral inhomogeneous images Calendar, Tablets
and Brain captured by a 3CCD color camera. To obtain multispectral inhomogeneities, the
Calendar scene was illuminated with a red color lamp from the right side (Fig. 5a). The
probability density color distribution of image Calendar in RGB color space shows that color
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clusters are overlapping (Fig 5c). Segmentation does not correspond to real the image content
(Fig. 5b).

a) b) c)

Figure 5: Original spectral inhomogeneous image Calendar a), its segmentation b), and
distribution of color features in RGB color space c).

Suppression of inhomogeneities gives a well separated and compact color clusters (Fig. 6c)
and consequently, a good segmentation result (Fig. 6b). Multiplicative components (Fig. 7)
and additive components (Fig. 8) are different due to the multispectral nature of illumination
inhomogeneities. Spectral inhomogeneities were also successfully reduced in Tablets image
(Fig. 9). The corrected color image (Fig. 9b) was successively segmented (Fig. 9c). The image
Brain from [18] in Fig. 10a, which presents a slice of the human brain with spectral
inhomogeneities, does not allow an efficient segmentation of brain tissues. Spectral
inhomogeneities were suppressed by the proposed algorithm (Fig. 10b) and good
segmentation result may be observed in Fig. 10c.

a) b) c)

Figure 6: Corrected spectral homogeneous image Calendar a), its segmentation b), and
distribution of color features in RGB color space c).

a) b) c)

Figure 7: Multiplicative spectral inhomogeneities components of image Calendar.
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a) b) c)

Figure 8: Additive spectral inhomogeneities components of image Calendar.

a) b) c)

Figure 9: Original Tablets image a), corrected image b), and its segmentation c).

a) b) c)

Figure 10: Original Brain image a), corrected image b), and its segmentation c).

5 Conclusions
The experimental results show that the proposed automated method efficiently corrects
spectral inhomogeneities. Segmentation results of corrected color images are much better than
of uncorrected images, enabling correct interpretation of real color scenes. Integration of non-
parametric segmentation method into the optimization process proved useful. Multispectral
inhomogeneities cannot be suppressed just by transforming the RGB features to some other
color system, which is a common approach when only intensity inhomogeneities are present.
Non-parametric segmentation allows processing in RGB color space and there is no need of
time consuming transformation between color spaces.
The difference between two consecutive segmented images is reduced during the iterations.
After each step the segmented image is closer to the optimal segmentation and gives more
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information useful for estimation of the spectral inhomogeneities model at next iteration.
Optimization stops when two consecutive segmentations differ by less than a preselected
small value. The correction method is robust, repeatable, and fast enough to be used for
automated visual inspection in industry. Future work will be focused on the implementation
of the method for segmenting multiprotocol 3D MRI medical images.
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Abstract

The space of the reliable reconstruction from multiple catadioptric images is qualified. This
space is shaped by noise in image data and by errors in the camera assembly. The analysis
of this shape motivates a simple method for fusing information from multiple views. This
fusion widens the space of reliable reconstruction. We demonstrate the usability of the
proposed algorithm by experiments with real data.

1 Introduction

The problem of scene reconstruction from two or more perspective projections has been inten-
sively studied in computer vision in last two decades. The results are summarized in the books
[4, 5]. The reconstruction from catadioptric images is a relatively new topic. The research that
was motivated by mobile robotic application usually relies on the planar motion of the robot.
The distance of the detected object (obstacle) is computed only from mutual azimuths, no full
3D reconstruction is estimated. A typical example is [14]. Recently, a very similar approach
appeared in [8]. The works where the camera can freely move and where no additional in-
formation about the scene is provided is yet relatively rare. An attempt to solve the general
reconstruction task is presented in [2]. An experimental study about the sensitivity of the recon-
struction with respect to the camera motion is presented. However, a reconstruction method is
not proposed. Sturm [9] proposes a method for scene reconstruction from just one catadioptric
image by providing coplanarity, perpendicularity and parallelism constraints. The most similar
work to ours is [1]. The authors reconstruct points from images taken from arbitrary viewpoints

�The most of the work was done when the first author was with the Center for Machine Perception, CTU
Prague.
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and fuse information from multiple image pairs. Still, the triangulation method is completely
different from ours and no explicit study of the method limitations is presented.

We propose a method forpoint reconstruction from multiple catadioptric images. We im-
pose no constraints on the camera position and the scene structure. The space of reliable recon-
struction is qualified. Moreover, it is shown how an inaccurate camera assembly influences the
reconstruction results. We suggest a simple method for fusing information from more than two
views to overcome the spatial limitation of the reconstruction.

2 Reconstruction

We use central panoramic catadioptric cameras composed of a perspective camera and a hyper-
bolic mirror or an orthographic camera and a parabolic mirror. For short, we call the cameras
hyperbolic or parabolic camera, respectively. A space point� is reflected by the mirror at point
� and projected to a pixel point�, see Fig. 1(a). If the transformation between world and cam-
era coordinate system is known, the projection is defined by the mirror parameters�� � and the
camera calibration matrix�, see [7]. In the following derivation we assume that rotation,�,
and translation,� �� �, between the cameras are known and the coordinates of the correspond-
ing points are given1. The reconstruction is trivial under an unrealistic no-noise assumption. In
fact, the rays�� and�� do not intersect because of noise. Some approximate solution has to be
found.

Two methods for reconstruction from a pair of catadioptric images were described in [3].
Firstly, a standard method that finds the reconstructed point as the central point of the shortest
transversal, calledmid-point method [5], and secondly, a modification of the optimalpolynomial
method [6] which has been proposed for perspective cameras. This modified method is called
method of epipolar circles and it is based on minimizing the distance in the image plane. The
mid-point method proved to be more stable than the method of epipolar circles and it was used
in all described experiments exclusively. We do metric reconstruction, hence, it makes sense to
directly measure the 3D error what the mid-point method does.

3 The Space of the Reliable Reconstruction

The space of the reliable reconstruction is constrained by noise in the image data, the quality
of the perspective camera calibration, and its assembly with the mirror. Considering the image
noise, clearly, it makes no sense to perform the reconstruction if the error in the coordinates of
a point pair is bigger than the disparity imposed by the camera motion. Concerning the effect
of a bad assembly, point projection does not agree with the mathematical model if the camera
is not properly assembled.

1The camera displacement can be computed from point correspondences by using the method presented in [12].
Correspondences might be found by using the method [10].
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Figure 1: (a) A pair of catadioptric cameras. A space point� reflects in mirror points����

which project into image points����. Points���� denote the foci of the mirrors and���� are
optical centers of the perspective cameras. (b) The space of the reliable reconstruction for a
hyperbolic camera. The motion of the camera is along the�-axis. Camera positions are shown
in the lower left part of the image. The distance between cameras is set to 10 mm.

3.1 Errors in Camera Assembly and Calibration

The parabolic camera brings less problems than the hyperbolic one. There is no need to put the
camera in some predefined distance from the mirror. With a good telecentric lens and a proper
mirror holder we can expect that the imaging model very probably agrees with the reality. The
assembly of a hyperbolic mirror with a perspective camera is more difficult. Assuming a good
mirror holder we can expect that the coincidence of the mirror and the camera axis will be
satisfied. The main issue is then to put the perspective camera in the correct distance from the
mirror. To be more precise, the camera center has to lie in the opposite focal point of the mirror2.
If the camera is not positioned exactly rays���� reflected from the mirror do not intersect in
one point and their directions are different than computed by using the mathematical model.
See the result of simulated experiments.

3.2 Image Noise, Influence of Space Point Position

We suppose an unbiased Gaussian noise model for image point coordinates�. However, the
reconstruction is computed from mirror points�, and noise in� is not exactly Gaussian, more-

2Remind that the hyperbolic mirror is one part of the hyperboloid of two sheets.
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over, it is biased. Note that image points are projected on a curved surface; the noise character
and the mean value, therefore, shift. However, our calculation showed that for small noise, say
less than 10 pixels, the bias and non-Gaussian effect can be neglected.

We assume in the rest of this section that we have two images from two different camera
positions and no rotation in-between (� � 	�). This is to simplify the simulation, it is not a
constraint. The length and the direction of the motion are the crucial parameters that influence
the size of the space for reasonable reconstruction. Assuming a certain level of noise, some
points cannot be reconstructed because of insufficient disparity. Essentially, it is impossible to
reconstruct points on the line���� because of their zero disparity. The triangulation is in fact
the problem of finding the third apex of a triangle given the baseline and two angles. A small
angle rays means that a distance between the baseline and the apex is large compared to the
baseline length. Further, it means that a small error in the ray angle results in a big error in the
apex position.

Going back from the angles to the disparity we can say that a space point can be successfully
reconstructed only if the disparity of its correspondences is considerably higher than the image
noise level. To qualify the space of the reasonable reconstruction we place the cameras in two
positions���� � ���

�
� �� ��� and calculate the disparity
��� of the points

���� � ���� �� ���� � where�� � � � ��� � � � �� �

The value of the minimal disparity,�, depends on a noise level estimate and our requirements for
the reconstruction precision. The space of reliable reconstruction is composed of points����

for which 
��� � �. No discretization noise is considered. A graphical representation of this
space is shown in Fig. 1(b). The simulated hyperbolic camera has parameters� � ���	mm,
� � �
��	mm,���� � 
�mm (mirror radius), resolution	���� 	��� and

� �

�
�

	����
�
 � �		��
� 	����
�
 �		��
� � 	

�
� �

We show only the results for a hyperbolic camera since the results for a parabolic camera were
the same except for a difference caused by a slightly different field of view. The bottom of the
space is given by the field of view which is determined by the mirror parameters. The space
is most elongated along the� axis which is perpendicular to the baseline lying on the� axis.
Moreover, a cone with axis� and apex at zero is carved from the space. Space points lying close
to the line��� �� induce very small disparity. The small space cones occluded by the bodies
of the cameras are not modeled here. Finally, we can notice that the lower� coordinate the
wider the space is. It is caused by the mirror curvature. Camera displacement induces bigger
disparity for points that are projected closer to the mirror periphery. An approximate space size
for different threshold values is shown in Table 1. The baseline length is 10 mm. Borders of the
space in axes directions and approximate space volumes were measured.

3.3 Triangulation from More then Two Images

The shape of the reliable reconstruction space motivated us to use more than two images for
the reconstruction. We propose a method to widen the space of reliable reconstruction into an
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Table 1: Approximate size of the space of reliable reconstruction.
� [pixel] � [m] � [m] � [m] � �m��

1.00 -2.20 2.20 -4.40 4.40 -1.20 1.60 31.46
2.00 -1.08 1.08 -1.98 1.98 -0.54 0.72 3.92
3.00 -0.64 0.64 -1.28 1.28 -0.32 0.48 1.16
4.00 -0.42 0.42 -0.98 0.98 -0.28 0.28 0.46
6.00 -0.30 0.30 -0.70 0.70 -0.20 0.20 0.15
8.00 -0.24 0.24 -0.48 0.48 -0.12 0.18 0.06
10.00 -0.22 0.22 -0.44 0.44 -0.12 0.16 0.03

union of particular reliable spaces for each image pair.
Suppose we have more then two corresponding projections��, � is the camera index, of

a space point� in multiple images. All normalized mirror points�� can be expressed in a
common coordinate system, since the transformations between viewpoints are known. The
point pair��

� ��
�
� with the angular difference closest to the right angle is preferred

���
� ��

�
�� � �����

�����

����
�
� ����� ��� � ���

��� � (1)

4 Experiments

First, we conducted experiments with synthetic data. We wanted to compare the influence of
factors that limit the reconstruction. Parameters of the simulated camera are listed in Section
3.2.

An unbiased Gaussian noise was added to 30 correspondences���� at each of 1000 repeti-
tions. The precision of the reconstruction was described by two different error measures. The
3D error is the distance between the original and the reconstructed space point. The 2D error
is the sum of distances between exact images of the original space point and images of the
reconstructed space point. Experiments were conducted with both the parabolic and the hyper-
bolic camera. We show the results for the hyperbolic camera exclusively, since no significant
differences between the parabolic and the hyperbolic camera were observed.

4.1 Reconstruction of Surrounding Scene, Baseline Length

The strength of a catadioptric camera lies in the reconstruction of an encompassing scene. A
whole room can be, theoretically, reconstructed from just two catadioptric images.

The size of our test room is���� � ���� � 
��� mm. We place test points randomly on
three walls, ten on each, and set the image noise level to 1 pixel. The hyperbolic camera moves
from the center of one wall to the center of the opposite wall and captures images at positions
0, 200, 500, 2000 mm from the starting point. Three scene reconstructions are made – the first
image and one of the remaining images are used for every reconstruction. The projection of the
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reconstructed scene into the�� plane (Fig. 2) is significant. The shape of the reliable recon-
struction, shown in Fig. 2, was generated for the minimal disparity� � �� pixels and for points
with � � � while the reconstructed points have� � 	����� ����
. Such a high value of the
disparity threshold was used to make the shape of the space of the reliable reconstruction well
visible.
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Figure 2: Room reconstruction for different baseline lengths. Big points are the reconstructed
points, lines denote the respective baselines and small dots show the space of reliable recon-
struction.

We can see that the precision is significantly improving when the length of the baseline
increases. The influence of the mutual position of a reconstructed point and the baseline is
obvious, too.

4.2 Error in Camera Assembly

An error in the distance between the hyperbolic mirror center and the camera center is the most
probable and the most significant error in the camera calibration and assembly. In the following
experiment, we simulate this type of error in the range of�� to �mm and we suppose that the
axes of the mirror and the camera coincide. The correct distance���

�

� is 73.15 mm. The scene
is the same as in the previous experiment, the baseline length is 1000 mm. One pixel image
noise is added to get closer to real conditions.

The 3D error caused by the assembly error is shown in Fig. 3(a). The value of the 3D error
at zero tells us that a part of a measured error caused by the image noise is small compared to a
part caused by a bad camera assembly. Fig. 3(b) reminds us again of the reliable reconstruction
space – points lying in the baseline direction are more influenced by a bad camera assembly.

4.3 Real Data

Seven images of the CMP Lab were captured at different positions, see Fig. 5. The size of
the room is the same as in the simulated experiments –����� ����� 
��� mm. The camera
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Figure 3: Error caused by a bad camera assembly.

parameters are different,� � ���	�mm, � � ���mm, ���� � ��mm, image resolution��� �
�	� and

� �

�
�

	�����	�� � 
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� 		������ ���
� � 	

�
� �

We selected several objects which are recognizable in at least two images and determined man-
ually correspondences of their corner points. The Rec3D software [13] was used for making
correspondences and creating VRML models of the reconstructed scene. The scene recon-
structed from all seven images is sufficient for a basic orientation in the real scene. The objects
A,B,C,F,G were reconstructed quite successfully. In contrary, objects which were recognizable
only in two or three neighboring images and which lied close to the baseline direction (D,E)
were reconstructed unsatisfactorily.

We tried a reconstruction from a smaller number of images. No decrease of a quality was
observed when only four but carefully chosen images (1,3,4,7) were used. Serious misplace-
ments and deformations of objects appeared for reconstructions from three or two images, see
Fig. 6. The real camera used for experiments has a lower resolution,��� � �	� compared
to 	��� � 	��� for the simulated camera, which means that the radius of the mirror in pixels
is halved. It has a higher��� ratio, ���	������ compared to���	���
��	 used in simulating,
which results in a wider field of view but also in a lower spatial resolution.

5 Conclusion

We qualified the shape and the size of the reliable reconstruction space regardless of the used
reconstruction method. We showed how the wrong assembly of the catadioptric camera deteri-
orates the reconstruction. The analysis of the reliable reconstruction motivated us to suggest a
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Figure 4: Left: The hyperbolic camera. Right: Hyperbolic image from the first camera position.
The image resolution is around���� ��� pixels.

method for fusing information from multiple image pairs.
The experiments with the real camera proved the applicability of the proposed algorithm for

scene reconstruction.
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Abstract

IrregularPyramidsaredefinedasastackof successively reducedgraphs.Eachvertex of
a reducedgraphis associatedto asetof verticesin thebaselevel graph namedits receptive
field. If the initial graph is deducedfrom a planar sampling grid its reduced versions are
planar andeachreceptive field is a region of the initi al grid. Combinatorial Pyramidsare
definedasa stackof successively reducedcombinatorial maps. Combinatorial mapsare
basedon half edgesnameddarts andthe receptive field of a dart is a sequenceof dartsin
thebaselevel combinatorial map.Wepresent in thispaper preliminaryresults showing how
to defineregionsfrom thereceptive fieldsof thedarts.

1 Intr oduction

A Region is definedas a connectedset of pixels. The regions definedby segmentation al-
gorithmsfulfill somehomogeneitycriterion andusuallyencodeeither the projectionsof the
differentobjectsof a sceneor the main partsof someof theseobjects. Regionsarelot more
informative thanpixelsandawidevarietyof internalpropertiessuchthattheshape,thetexture
or thesetof colorsmaybeextractedfrom them. Externalpropertiessuchastheadjacency or
theinclusionrelationshipsbetweenregionsalsoprovidemeaningfulinformationaboutascene.

Imagepartitions into region may be definedin parallelusinghierarchicaldatastructures.
Thesedatastructuresencodeadditionally the levelsof detailsof a partition. For example,us-
ing suchdatastructures,thehierarchicalrelationbetweenoneregion encodinga faceandthe�

This Work wassupportedby theAustrianScienceFoundationunderP14445-MAT.
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regionsencodingthedifferentpartsof thisface(e.g.theeyesandthehears)maybeencodedex-
plicitly. TheRegular image pyramids is a hierarchicaldatastructureintroducedin 1981/82[4]
asa stackof imageswith exponentially reducedresolution. Using theneighborhood relation-
shipsdefinedoneachimagetheReductionwindowrelateseachpixel of thepyramidwith a set
of pixelsdefinedin thelevel below. Thepixelsbelonging to onereductionwindow arethechil-
drenof thepixel whichdefinesit. This father-child relationshipmaybeextendedby transitivity
down to the baselevel image. The setof childrenof onepixel in the baselevel is namedits
receptivefield (RF) anddefinestheembeddingof thispixel on theoriginal image.

Usingregularpyramid the receptive fieldsarenot necessarilyconnected[1] andmaythus
contradictthe usualdefinition of regions. This drawbackmay be overcomeby usingirregu-
lar pyramidsdefinedasa stackof successively reducedgraphs. The Simplegraph andDual
graphPyramidsrespectively introducedby Meer[6] andKropatsch[5] defineeachlevel of the
pyramidby selectinga setof verticesnamedsurviving verticesandmappingall nonsurviving
verticesto surviving ones. The father-child relationshipinducedby this mapping definesthe
reductionwindow of eachsurviving vertex. Thetransitiveclosureof this relationdefines,asin
regularpyramids,the receptive field of a surviving vertex. Usingsucha reductionscheme,if
theinitial graphis definedfrom a planarsampling grid all thereducedversionsof thegrid are
planar. Moreover, eachinitial vertex maybeassociatedto onepixel andthereceptivefield of a
survivingvertex is definedasaconnectedsetof pixels.

Combinatorialpyramidsaredefinedasa stackof combinatorial mapssuccessively reduced
by contractionandremoval operations.CombinatorialPyramidsareequivalent to dual graph
pyramidswith theexceptionthatthey representtheorientationexplicitly. Theexpectedadvan-
tagesof suchhierarchieswithin the imageanalysisframework arepresentedin [3]. Combi-
natorialmapsarebasedon darts. Hencethe the reductionwindow andthe receptive fields of
CombinatorialPyramidsareexpressedin termsof darts.However, usingeithersimplegraphor
dualgraphpyramidsthebasicentity is thevertex/pixel. Therefore,thereceptive fieldsmaybe
interpretedasregionsof aninitial image.We presentin this paperpreliminaryresultsshowing
how to defineregionswithin thecombinatorial pyramidframework.

2 Combinatorial maps

A combinatorialmapmaybeseenasaplanargraphencodingexplicitly theorientation of edges
arounda givenvertex. Figure1(a)demonstratesthederivation of a combinatorial mapfrom a
planegraph. First edgesaresplit into two half edgescalleddarts, eachdart having its origin
at the vertex it is attachedto. The fact that two half-edges(darts)stemfrom the sameedge
is recordedin the reversepermutation� . A secondpermutation� encodesthe set of darts
encounteredwhenturningcounterclockwisearoundavertex.

A combinatorial mapis thusdefinedasa triplet 	�
������������� , where � is thesetof darts
and � , � aretwo permutationsdefinedon � suchthat � is aninvolution:����� � ����� � ��
 �

(1)

Note that, if thedartsareencodedby positive andnegative integers,the involution � may
beimplicitly encodedby thesign(Figure1(a)).
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Thesymbols� �!� � � and �"�!� � � stand,respectively, for the � and � orbitsof thedart
�
. More

generally, if
�

is adartand # apermutationwewill denotethe # -orbit of
�

by #���� � � .
Given a combinatorialmap 	 
 �$�%���&���'� , its dual is definedby 	 
 ������()����� with(%
��+*,� . Theorbitsof thepermutation( encodethesetof dartsencounteredwhenturning

arounda face. Note that, usinga counter-clockwiseorientation for permutation� , eachdart
of a ( -orbit hasits associatedfaceon its right (seee.g. the ( -orbit (-���/.��,
0�/.1��23�54763�5498:� in
Figure1(a)).
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Figure1: A 6KJL6 grid encodedby acombinatorialmap

Figure1 illustratesthe encodingof a 6MJN6KO -connecteddiscretegrid by a combinatorial
map.Eachvertex of theinitial combinatorialmap(Figure1(a))encodesapixel of thegrid. The� -orbit of onevertex encodesits adjacency relationshipswith neighboring vertices(seee.g.the� -orbit �/4723�54763�5.:.:�POQ� encodingthe centralvertex). The � successorsof the darts .!6 to RSO
arenot representedin Figure1(a) in orderto notoverloadit. Thesedartsencodetheadjacency
relationshipsbetweentheexternalpixelsof thegrid anditsbackground.The � orbit of theback-
groundvertex is equalto thesequenceof dartsform 4T.!6 to 4,RSO : �/4T.!63�54T.5OU�WV5V5VX�54,RY63�549RYOQ� .
The dual combinatorial map is representedin Figure1(b). We alsodid not representthe � -
successorof thepositive dartson this Figureto not overload it. Eachvertex of this dualmap
maybe associatedto a cornerof a pixel. Moreover, eachof its dartmaybe understoodasan
orientedcrack,i.e. asasideof apixel with anorientation.For example,thedart . in Figure1(b)
encodesthe left sideof theupper-left pixel orientedfrom bottomto top. Thedart 4Z. encodes
thesamecrackwith anorientation from top to bottom.Usingtheabove interpretationof darts,
the � -orbit of eachpixel definesthesequenceof crackswhich surroundsit. For example,the
upperleft pixel is encodedin Figure1(b)by the � -orbit �/.:�5.563��RYOU��8:� . In thesameway, thepixel
locatedon thefirst line, secondcolumn,is encodedby the � -orbit �[R\�5.WOU�54T.:��2]� . Thefact that
thesetwo pixelssharea samecrackwith a differentorientationis recordedby thedarts . and4T. whichbelongto asameedge.

Figures1(c) illustratesthe �L4%( representationof a combinatorialmap. Within this alter-
native representation,a combinatorial map 	^
_������������� is representedby anorientedplanar
graph `bac
d�fe���gb� . The set e of verticesof `ha is equalto the setof darts � andan ori-
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entededgei � g connectstwo vertices
�kj

and
� � if f either

� � 
���� �Uj � or
� � 
c(l� �3j � . Using

this representation,the � and ( orbits of the combinatorialmaparerepresentedby the faces
of the orientedgraph `ba . Note that eachvertex of `ba hastwo incoming arcs(its � and (
predecessors)andtwo outgoingones(its � and ( successors).

3 Combinatorial Pyramids

Theaim of combinatorial pyramidsis to combinethe advantagesof combinatorial mapswith
the reductionschemedefinedby Kropatsch[5] (Section1). A combinatorial pyramid is thus
definedby an initial combinatorialmapsuccessively reducedby a sequenceof contractionor
removal operations.

In orderto preserve thenumberof connectedcomponentsof theinitial combinatorialmap,
thecontractionof self-loopsmustbeavoided.This lastrequirementmaybesatisfiedif thesetof
edgesto becontractedformsaforestof theinitial combinatorial map.A forestis definedasaset
of nonconnectedtrees.Within thecombinatorialmapframework, a treemaybecharacterized
asa combinatorialmapwith only one ( -orbit (i.e. only oneface). A moreformal definition
maybefoundin [2][Def. 4]. A setof edgesto becontractedsatisfying theabove requirement
is calledacontractionkernel:

Definition 1 Contraction Kernel
Given a connectedcombinatorial map 	 
 �������&���'� the set m no� will be called a

contractionkerneliff m is a forestof 	 .
Theset p)q^
r�s4Nm is calledthesetof survivingdarts.

Givenacontractionkernel m , wedenoteby t�t)�umv� its setof connectedcomponents. Sincem is aforest,eachw � t�t��fmv� is a tree.Intuitively, a tree w � t&t)�fmv� collapsesin onevertex a
connectedsetof verticesof theinitial combinatorialmap.Sinceeachinitial vertex is associated
to onepixel, thecontractedvertex encodesa region.
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Figure2: Reductionof theinitial grid displayedin Figure1 by thecontractionkernel m j
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Figure3: Reductionof thecontractedcombinatorialmapdisplayedin Figure2 by theremoval
kernel m �

Figure2 illustratesacontractionof theinitial combinatorial maprepresentedin Figure1 by
acontractionkernel m j definedby thetrees���!��.:��R:�������W�uOU�5.!R\���]� and ���!��.!�]� . Sinceeachinitial
vertex is incidentto a contractededgethis forestspansthe initial combinatorial mapandwe
obtain 6 surviving verticesencoding6 regions.

Onecannoteon Figure2 thatmany edgesencoderedundantboundaries.For examplethe
edges���5�f2]� and ���!�u�]� encodea sameadjacency relationshipbetweenthe top vertex andthe
centerone. Suchedgescorrespondto an artificial split of a boundarybetweentwo regions
(seeFigure2(b)). Theseedges,nameddoubleedges,maybecharacterizedby therelationship( � � � �l
 �

where
�

is oneof thedartof thedoubleedge.We have for exampleon Figure2(b),(l�u�]� 
�472 and (l�/472]��
�� , thus ( � �f�:� 
�� and � � �u�]� is adoubleedge.Anothertypeof redun-
dantedgeis thedirectself-loop,characterized by therelationship ��� � �|
��l� � � where

�
is one

of thedartsof thedirectself-loop � � � � � . Wehavefor example,onFigure2, � �/.:.�� 
�4Z.:. . Such
edgesmaybe interpretedin thedualcombinatorialmapasinner-boundaries(seeedge�)�!�/.:.!�
in Figure2(b)). Suchredundantedgesareremoved by a removal kerneldefinedasa forestof
thedualcombinatorial map. This lastconstraintinsuresthatno self-loopwill becontractedin
the dual combinatorialmapandthusthat no bridgemay be removed in the initial one. Fig-
ure3 representsthesimplified combinatorial mapdeducedfrom theonerepresentedin Figure2
by the removal kernel m � 
��S���!��.��\�5.WOU�5.!63��RYOQ�X�����X�f�]�������5�/.:.:��6]�X�����W��.!�3�5.523�5.�8:���������[R1R\��R\.���� .
Note thatgivena sequenceof doubleedges,thechoiceof thesurviving edgeis arbitrary. For
example,achoiceof thetree � � �fR1�3�5.5�3�5.!2]� insteadof � � �/.!�3�W.!23�5.�81� wouldleadtoanequivalent
simplified combinatorialmapwith asurviving edgeequalto �l�!�/.�81� insteadof �'�5�[R1�]� .

Contractionandremoval kernelsspecifythe setof edgeswhich mustbe contractedor re-
moved. Thecreationof thereducedcombinatorialmapfrom acontractionor aremoval kernelis
performedin parallelby usingconnectingwalks[3]. Givenacombinatorial map 	�
c�$�%�P������� ,
akernel m andasurviving dart

�K� p-q_
��4�m , theconnectingwalk associatedto
�

is either
equalto: �Z�

� � � 
 � ��(l� � ���5V5V5V���(��S� j � � � with ��
��r [����¡ � IN �9¢ (&£¤� � � � p)q�� (2)
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Figure4: Connectingwalksdefinedby m j (a)and m � (b).

if m is acontractionkerneland�Z�
� � �'
 � ��� � � �X�5VWV5V��P� �Y� j � � � with ��
��� f����¡ � IN � ¢ � £ � � � � p-q+� (3)

If m is a removal kernel.
Figure4 representstheconnectingwalksdefinedby m j andm � superimposedto theoriented

graphs̀ba (Figure1(c)) and `ba j (Figure2(c)) respectively associatedto 	¦
§�$�%���&���'� and	 j 
�	Z¨1m j 
_��p-q j ��� j ���'� . Let usconsiderthesurviving dart 49� of 	 j (Figure4(a)). Sincem j is a contractionkernel

�Z�
��4,�1� is equalto thesequenceof non-surviving ( successorsof49� . Since (l��4,�1�7
©4T.!� � m j and (|�/4T.!�]�ª
c6 � p-q j , we have

�Z�
��4,�1�7
©49�\V¤4�.!� . In

thesameway, let usnow considerthecombinatorial map 	 � 
	 j�« m � 
§�$p)q � �P� � ���'� and
thesurviving dart � � p)q � (Figure4(b)). Since m � is a removal kernel,theconnectingwalk
of � is definedasthesequenceof non-surviving � -successorsof � . Since � j �[�:�)
�6 � m � and� j �f6:� 
�4,8 � p-q � (Figure2) wehave:

�¬�
�[�1� 
��\V6 .

Givena kernel m anda surviving dart
�®� p-q , suchthat

�Z�
� � ��
 � V �~j VWV5V � £ , thesucces-

sorof
�

within the reducedcombinatorialmap 	b¯�
0��p-q�����¯°���'� is retrieved from

�¬�
� � � by

thefollowing equations[3]:

(�¯$� � �±
 (l� � £ � if m is acontractionkernel��¯$� � � 
 ��� � £ � if m is a removal kernel
(4)

Using Figure4, we have for example ( j �/49�:�b
0(l�/4T.!�]�b
²6 (Figure4(a)) and � � �f�:�b
� j �f6:� 
�4,8 (Figure4(b) seealsoFigure3(c)).
Note that, if m is a contractionkernel, the connectingwalk

�Z�
� � � allows to compute(�¯$� � � . The � -successorof

�
within thecontractedcombinatorial mapsmayberetrieved from

�Z�
�u�l� � �³�+
d�l� � ��V � ¯ j �5V5V5V�� � ¯£ . Indeed,we obtainby usingequations1 and 4: ( ¯ �f�|� � �P��
��¯$�f�l�u�l� � �³�P�M
 �&¯�� � ��
 (|� � ¯£ � . We may alternatively considerthe sequence

� V
�¬�

�5�u�l� � �³�
where

�Z�
�!�u�l� � �³� denotesthe sequence

�¬�
�u�l� � �³� without its first dart �|� � � . In this case,
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usingequation4 the � successorof a surviving dart
�

is providedby thelastdartof

�¬�
� � � ifm is a removal kernelandby thelastdartof

� V
�¬�

�5�f�l� � �P� if m is acontractionkernel.
If m is a removal kernel(resp. a contractionkernel),

�Z�
� � � (resp.

�¬�
� �u�l� � �³� ) defines

the sequenceof non surviving dartswhich aremappedto the surviving dart
�

in the reduced
combinatorial map. Suchsequencesencodethusthe notion of reductionwindow within the
combinatorial pyramidframework. In thefollowing sectionweshow how suchsequencesmay
becombinedto definehigherlevel objectssuchasregions.

4 Regions

Thedefinitionof regionswithin thecombinatorial pyramidframework supposesfirst to express
the notion of a connectedset of pixels in termsof darts. Given a combinatorialmap 	 
�������&���'� , we definea connectedsequenceof dartsasa sequencé̂ 
 �\j V5VWV5VW� � � suchthatall
dartsof thesequencearedistinctandeachdart � �]µ � µ·¶!¸ �P¹»º»º»º ¹ ��¼ is eitherthe � or ( successorof

�]µ � j .
Intuitively, two dartsof suchasequencebelongeitherto thesamevertex or to adjacentvertices.
If
�3j

is the � or ( successorof
� � , sucha sequenceis calleda cycle. Note that a connected

sequenceof dartsdefineseithera pathof a cycle in theorientedgraph `ba (Section2). Given
theconnectedsequenceof darts,wecandefinethenotionof connectedsetof darts.Thisnotion
is strongerthantheusualnotionof connectedsetof verticessinceonecaneasilyshow thatthe
setof verticesdefinedby a connectedsetof dartsis connected.However, a region is usually
definedasa connectedsetof pixels ratherthana connectedsetof darts.Thereforea connected
setof dartsmustcontainall the dartsof its verticesin order to be calleda region. Given a
combinatorial map 	�
�����������'� anda connectedsetof darts ½cn�� , this lastcondition may
bewritten: � � �u½¾��
�½ . Theaboveconsiderationsareresumedin thefollowing definition:

Definition 2 Region
Givena combinatorial map 	¿
��$�%���&���'� , a setof darts ½�nÀ� is calleda regionof 	 iff:Á ½ is connected:Givenany two darts � � � � ¯Â� � ½ � it existsoneconnectedsequenceof

darts ´ includedin ½ which connectseither
�

to
� ¯ or

� ¯ to � .
Á ½ containsits vertices: � � �u½¾� 
�½

Letusconsideraninitial combinatorialmap	¿
��$�%���&���'� andacontractedone	 ¯ 
c��p-q���� ¯ ���'�
deducedfrom 	 by a contractionkernel m . Eachtreeof m contractsa connectedsetof ver-
ticesinto onesurviving vertex. Let usconsidersucha surviving vertex � ¯»��� �3j �|
_� �3j �WV5V5VW� � £ � .
Sinceeachdart

�:µ
of this �Ã¯ -orbit is connectedin 	 to

�¤µÅÄ&j 
©�&¯�� �:µ � by
�]µ V
�Z�

�!�f�|� �:µ �P� (see
Section3), thereductionwindow of thevertex �"¯Æ��� �3j � is encodedby:

½9Ç�ÈÆÉPÊÌË�ÍfÎ"
 �3j �Z� � �f�|� �3j �³�XV5V5VWVWV � £
�¬�

� �u�l� � £ �³� (5)

In thesameway, if 	 ¯ is deducedfrom 	 by a removal kernel,eachdart
�Qµ

of � ¯»� � �3j � is con-
nectedin 	 to

�]µÅÄ&j
by

�Z�
� �:µ � . Therefore,the reductionwindow associatedto this vertex is

equalto: ½ Ç�ÈÆÉPÊÏË�ÍfÎ 

�¬�

� �Uj �XV5V5VWVWV
�¬�

� � £ � (6)
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Sinceeachvertex of the initial combinatorial map 	 correspondsto onepixel, thevertex-
reductionwindows definedabove should correspondto theusualnotionof region. However, it
remainsto show thattheseregionsfulfill therequirementsof Definition2.

If m is a removal kernel,any connectingwalk is includedin a � orbit by definition(equa-
tion 3). Moreover, eachconnectingwalk

�¬�
� �¤µ � is connectedto

�¬�
� �QµÅÄ&j � by � (equations4

and 6). Thus ½,ÇXÈ»É�ÊÏË�ÍfÎ is a sequenceof � successorsincludedin ����� �3j � . Moreover, the � -
successorof the last dart of

�Z�
� � £ � , is equal to

�kj
(equation4). Therefore, ½ ÇXÈ»É�ÊÏË�ÍÐÎ is a� -orbit includedin ����� �3j � . By definitionof an orbit we have: ½ Ç�ÈÆÉ�ÊÌË�ÍfÎ 
Ñ�Ã��� �3j � . The region½9Ç�ÈÆÉPÊÌË�Í[Î"
��"��� �3j � is thustrivially connectedandcontainsall its vertices.

If m is a contractionkernel,eachsequence

�¬�
�!�f�|� �:µ �P� is connected(equation2). More-

over, eachdart
�:µ

is the � -successorof theseconddartof

�Z�
�f�l� �Qµ �³� (equation2 and1). The

sequence
�:µ �Z� �5�f�l� �:µ �³� is thusconnected.Finally, the ( successorof the last dart of each

sequence
�:µ �Z� �!�f�|� �:µ �P� is equalto

�QµÅÄ&j
(equation4). Eachsequence

�]µ �Z� �!�f�|� �:µ �P� in ½ Ç È»É ÊÏË�ÍfÎ
is thusconnectedto thefollowing oneand ½TÇ È»É ÊÏË�ÍfÎ is connected.

Note that usingthe circular orderdefinedon �"¯Æ��� �3j � , �3j is either the � or ( successorof
thelastdartof ½,Ç�ÈÆÉPÊÌË Í Î . Theregion ½9ÇXÈ»É�ÊÏË Í Î correspondsthusto aclosedconnectedsequenceof
dartswhichdefinesacycle in theorientedgraph `ba associatedto 	 .

Theproof that ½ Ç�ÈÆÉPÊÌË/Î containsits vertices,is basedon a studyof theconnectionsbetween
thetreesof a contractionkernelandtheconnectingwalks. We have in particularthefollowing
properties:

Proposition1 Givena contractionkernel m , an initial combinatorial map 	¿
�������������� and
thecontractedcombinatorial map 	 ¯ 
c�$p)q^
��s4NmÒ��� ¯ ����� , thetreesof m satisfy:� w � t�t��fmv��� ���3jÓ� � � �fwÔ�"Õ+p)q � ¯»� � �3j �±
 � � �uwÔ�"Õ�p-q (7)w 
 Ö £ ×PØ j

�Z�
� �f�|� � × �P� (8)

with ��¯Æ�!� �3j � 
c� �3j �5V5V5V�� � £ � .
Equation7 is demonstrated in [2]. Equation8 may be deducedfrom equation7 using the
fact that Ö £ ×PØ j

�Z�
�!�f�|� � × �P� is a connectedsetof non surviving dartsandis thusincludedin a

particulartree w of m .
Equation7 maybeunderstoodasfollows: Thesetof surviving dartsbelongingto theleafs

of a tree w definetheadjacency relationshipsbetweenw andtheotherverticesof 	 . Notethat
we have a circularorderon the � ¯ -orbit � ¯Æ� � �3j � . Therefore,thesetof surviving dartsencoding
the adjacency relationships of the tree is orderedaccordingto counter-clockwiseorientation
whenturningaroundthetree.

Eachsurviving dart
�Qµ

of �"�!�$Ù9�|ÕÚp)q 
o��¯Æ�!� � � is connectedin 	 to
�¤µÂÄ&j 
���¯�� �]µ � by�:µ V

�¬�
�!�u�l� �]µ �P� (Section3). Therefore,thetwo surviving darts

�¤µ
and

�]µÂÄ&j
areconnectedin 	

by a sequence

�¬�
� �u�l� �:µ �P� of non surviving darts. Equation8 shows that the union of such

sequencescover thewholetree.
Letusconsideronesurvivingvertex � ¯Æ� � �3j ��
�� �3j �5V5VWVW� � £ � andonetreew�
�Ö £×PØ j

�Z�
� �f�|� � × �P� .

Sincew is aconnectedcomponentof m , adart
�

belongingto � � �fwÔ��Õ�m mustbelongto w , oth-
erwise,w wouldbeconnectedto anothertreeof m . Wehave thus ���!�uwÔ�ÛÕ�mÜ
�w . Moreover,
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sincep-q
Ý�s4Nm , wehave ��
rp-q�ÖLm and:

� � �uwÔ�±
 � � �uwÔ�"Õ��o
�� � �fwÔ�"ÕÞ�$p)q�Ö�mv�
 �u� � �fwÔ�"Õ�p-q®�"ÖÞ��� � �fwh�"Õ�mv�
 ��¯Æ�!� �3j �"ÖLw (equation7)
 ��¯Æ�!� �3j �"ÖÒß £×³Ø j
�¬�

�!�u�l� � × �³� (equation8)

where�&¯Æ��� �3j ��
�� �3j �5V5V5V�� � £ � .
Thereforetheregion ½ ÇXÈ»É�ÊÏË�ÍfÎ associatedto thesurviving vertex �}¯Æ��� �3j � definesanorderon

the set � �Uj �5VWV5VW� � £ � ÖÞß £×PØ j
�Z�

� �f�|� � × �P�b
¦� � �uwh� (seeequation5). Sincethe operator� � is
idempotentwehave:

� � �f½9Ç ÈÆÉ ÊÌË/Îf��
r� � ��� � �fwÔ�³� 
�� � �uwÔ� 
�½9Ç ÈÆÉ ÊÌË/Î
The sequenceof darts ½9Ç È»É ÊÏË/Î is thusconnectedandcontainsits vertices. It is thusa region
whichdefinesaconnectedsetof vertices.

Figure5 illustratesthreealternativerepresentationsof theregionassociatedto thecontracted
vertex ��¯Æ�!��492]� (seecentralvertex in Figure2). Notethat,all dartsin ½ Ç È»É Ê �¤à Î areassociatedto
atrianglein Figure5(b). However, thenameof thedarts 47OU�W49�3�W4Z.:. and 4T.�R is notdisplayed
in thisfigurein orderto notoverloadit. Thevertex ��¯»���/472]� is definedby thesequenceof darts
-8, -3, 11,-11,-5,20,19,18,17and-9(Figure2). Usingequation5 theregion ½ Ç�ÈÆÉPÊ �¤à Î is defined
as:

½ Ç�ÈÆÉPÊ �¤à Î 
 -8 V -3 V 11.4.12.-6V -11 V -5 V 20.6 V 19 V 18.-12 V 17 V -9.-4 (9)

whereeachboxsurroundsasequence
� V
�Z�

� �f�l� � �P� with
�K� � ¯Æ� ��492]� (Figure4(a)).

Theregion ½ Ç�ÈÆÉPÊ �¤à Î is composedof O pixelswith O cracksdefininginnerboundariesand 2
cracksdefiningtheboundaryof theregion. Wecannoteonequation9 thatall theedgesdefining
inner boundariesareincludedin ½¥Ç�ÈÆÉPÊ �¤à Î . We have indeed, ���!�uOU�W.:.:���3�W.�R:�hn¦½9Ç�ÈÆÉPÊ �¤à Î . This
propertyis a direct consequenceof the fact that a region containsits vertices(Definition 2).
Indeed,if anedge����� � � definesaninnerboundaryof aregion ½ both ���5� � � and �"�5�f�l� � �P� must

-3< 4; -4<
-5< 6; -6<
-8>
11=
-11>

-9>
12=
-12>

20= 19=
17
;

18
;

(a) á'âXãä�åÅæ:çfè in ?

-8<
11

; <
-9<
12

; <-3= 4>=
-5= 6>=

17>
18>

20

;
19

;
(b) á'âXãä�åÅæ:çfè in ?

-8-3

11 4 12

-6-11-5

20 6 19 18

-12

17

-9-4@@@
@@@

AAA
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B
B
B
B

B
B

C
C

C
C

C
C

� �(� �

(c) á'âXãä�åÅæ:çfè in H)I
Figure5: Theregion ½ Ç ÉÍ Ê �¤à Î definedby m j (seeFigure2)
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be includedin ½ . Therefore,
�

and �l� � � mustbelongto ½ . Conversely, all dartsdefiningthe
boundaryof a region ½ cannothave their � -successorin ½ (seee.g. thedarts .�8 to R1� in equa-
tion 9 andFigure5). Wecanalsonote,onequation9 (seealsoFigure5(b)) thatthesequenceof
darts 4723�54763�549�\��R1�3�W.!�3�5.!2\�5.�8\�547� definingtheboundaryof ½¥Ç ÈÆÉ Ê �¤à Î with acounter-clockwise
orientationis includedin ½ Ç�ÈÆÉ�Ê �¤à Î . Moreover, theorderof thissequenceis respectedin ½ Ç�ÈÆÉPÊ �¤à Î .
This lastpropertyhasbeenverifiedin all ourexperimentsbut is notyet fully demonstrated.

5 Conclusion

We have definedin this paperthe notion of regionswithin the combinatorialpyramid frame-
work. This resultallows us to eitherdraw the imagepartition associatedto one level of the
pyramidor to extractparametersfrom regions. Moreover, thereductionwindow ½ of any high
level pixel hasbeenfound to form a directedHamiltoniancircuit in the sub-graphof `ba re-
strictedto ½ . However, the region definedin this paperarebasedon connectingwalkswhich
correspondto thenotionof reductionwindow within thepyramidframework. A generaldefi-
nition basedon thereceptivefieldsof dartsshould bestudied.Moreover, we alsoplanto study
finerpropertiesof regions.Suchresultsshouldallow usto retrievethesetof pixelsof oneregion
or its boundarywithout traversingall thedartsof theregion. Finally, combinatorialmapsbeing
formally definedin any dimensions, theseresultsshouldbe extendedto higherdimensions in
orderto definenD Combinatorial Pyramids.
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Abstract

In this paper we define removal and contraction operations in the generalized maps frame-
work. These two operations are often used in graph theory to define images pyramids that
allow multi-scale representation. However graphs don’t represent the whole topological
information of an image, even in the 2-dimensional case, contrary to generalized maps. We
define here operations for removing or contracting cells of any dimension, inn-dimensional
space. This work is the starting point for defining generalized map pyramids in any dimen-
sion. We prove in this paper the validity of these operations, and show that several different
operations can be applied at the same time when some preconditions are satisfied.

The removal and contraction operations are studied since several years in graph theory to
define image irregular pyramids [17, 18]. These operations allow to gradually simplify a graph,
while keeping some important properties (for example the connectivity). Pyramids are used
for image analysis and provide a multi-scale representation that allows multi-level analysis and
treatments.

However graphs don’t represent the whole topological information contained in an image.
For instance some graphs don’t represent the inclusion notion, or multi-adjacency, or differ-
ent images can correspond to a same graph. These problems are even more present in upper
dimension.

To solve these problems which are crucial in an analysis aim, several topological models
have been proposed these last few years, in particular models based on combinatorial maps.
The use of these models for image representation has been first studied in dimension 2 [6, 15],
then extended in dimension 3 [4, 1, 2, 3] and to dimensionn (some works remains to be done
here) [12].

For example, we can use combinatorial maps and some removal operations to define a model
that represents discrete objects. We start with a model where each voxel of the object is repre-
sented (figure 1.a), then remove each face incident to two voxels of the object (figure 1.b). Then
we remove also each degree two edge incident to two coplanar faces (figure 1.c), and at last we
remove each degree two vertex incident to two aligned edges (figure 1.d). The obtained model
represents the boundaries of the discrete object with only few elements.
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 1: Simplification of a discrete object.

To define 2-dimensional combinatorial map pyramids, Luc Brun and Walter Kropatsch re-
visit works made on graphs in the combinatorial maps framework [7, 8, 9, 10]. To initiate an
extension of their works for any dimension, we propose in this paper a general definition of the
removal and contraction operations. For any dimensionn, cells of any dimensioni (0 ≤ i ≤ n)
can be contracted or removed. In some cases, according to the respective values ofi andn, a
simple precondition have to be satisfied. In an aim of effectiveness, we have studied the possi-
bility of simultaneously performing a set of operations. We show in this paper that it is possible
when the contracted or removed cells are disjoined.

These operations are here defined forn-dimensional generalized maps (orn-G-maps) [20].
They are an extension of combinatorial maps, initially defined in dimension 2 for representing
planar graphs [13, 16, 11]. See [19] for a comparison between these structures and other topo-
logical models. Generalized maps and related notions are recalled in section 1. Contraction and
removal operations for 1D and 2D cases are presented in section 2 and 3, and the definition in
nD is given in section 4. These definitions are then generalized in section 5, in order to perform
simultaneously sets of any operations. We conclude section 6.

1 Generalized maps recall

A subdivision of ann-dimensional topological space is a partition of this space intoi-dimensio-
nal cells (ori-cells), for0 ≤ i ≤ n. Two cells areincidentif one belongs to the boundary of the
other. Twoadjacenti-cells are incident to a same cell.
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n-dimensional generalized maps, orn-G-maps, are a combinatorial model, defined in order
to represent the topology of space subdivisions. More precisely, ann-G-maps represents the
topology of ann-quasi-manifold, orientable or not, with or without boundaries [20].

Definition 1 (Generalized map) Letn ≥ −1. An-dimensional generalized map (orn-G-map)
is an algebraG = (B,α0, . . . , αn) where:

1. B is a finite set of darts;

2. ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, αi is an involution1 onB;

3. ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀j, i+ 2 ≤ j ≤ n, αiαj is an involution.

Let G be ann-G-map, and S be the corresponding subdivision. A dart of G corresponds to an
(n+1)-tuple of cells(c0, . . . , cn), whereci is ani-dimensional cell, andci andc(i+1) are incident
(cf. [5] and figure 2).αi associate darts corresponding with(c0, . . . , cn) and(c′0, . . . , c

′
n), with

cj = c′j for 0 ≤ j ≤ n andj 6= i, ci 6= c′i (αi swaps the twoi-cells that are incident to the same
(i− 1) and(i+ 1)-cells).

In the figures, two darts in relation byα0 are represented by two segments sharing a little
vertical segment. Two darts in relation byα1 share a same point; two darts in relation byα2 are
parallel and close to each other. When two dartsb1 andb2 are such thatb1αi = b2 (0 ≤ i ≤ n),
b1 is i-sewnwith b2. A dart invariant forαi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) is not sewn, it isi-free.

1s 2
s

1f 2
f

2
a

1a b3

b1 b
2

b
4

a. b.

Figure 2: A 2D subdivision and the corresponding 2-G-map.

Figure 2.a shows a 2-dimensional object, and figure 2.b the 2-G-map representing this
object. On figure 2.a, b1 corresponds to(s1, a1, f1), b2 = b1α0 corresponds to(s2, a1, f1).
b3 = b2α1 corresponds to(s2, a2, f1), andb4 = b3α2 corresponds to(s2, a2, f2).

G-maps represent cells in an implicit way:

Definition 2 (i-cell) LetG be ann-G-map,b be a dart andi ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Thei-cell incident
to b is the orbit2 < α0, . . . , α(i−1), α(i+1), . . . , αn > (b), noted<>N−{i}.

Intuitively, an i-cell is the set of all darts which can be reached starting fromb, by using
all involutions exceptαi. The set ofi-cells is a partition of the darts of the G-map, for each
i between 0 andn. Two cells are disjoined if their intersection is empty, i.e. when no dart is
shared by the cells.

1An involutionf onS is a bijection ofS onS such thatf = f−1.
2Let {Π0, . . . ,Πn} be a set of permutation on B.< Π0, . . . ,Πn > (b) = {Φ(b),Φ ∈< Π0, . . . ,Πn >}, where

< Π0, . . . ,Πn > denotes the group of permutations generated byΠ0, . . . ,Πn.
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’b

b2

b1

b

b2

b1

a. Initial 1-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 3: 0-removal in the general case.

2 Dimension 1

Intuitively and in a general way for an-dimensional space, the removal of ani-cell consists in
removing this cell and in merging (when it is necessary) its two incidents(i + 1)-cells. The
contraction of ani-cell is the dual operation. It consists in contracting this cell into an(i− 1)-
cell. For any dimensionn, removal is defined for 0 . . .(n − 1)-cells, and contraction for 1
. . .n-cells. For dimension 1, there exists only the 0-removal and the 1-contraction.

2.1 0-removal

The 0-removal consists in removing a vertexC =< α1 > (b). LetCα0 = {b′′ | ∃b′ ∈ C such
that b′α0 = b′′}, the “neighbor” darts ofC for α0, andBS = Cα0 − C, the “neighbor” darts
of C for α0 that don’t belong toC (see figure 3). The G-map resulting from the 0-removal of
C is obtained by redefiningα0 for the darts ofBS as follow: ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′0 = b′(α0α1)kα0,
wherek is the smallest integer such thatb′(α0α1)kα0 ∈ BS. Note thatα1 is not modified by the
0-removal.

Figure 3 shows an example of a 0-removal in the general case. Darts marked with crosses
belong toC, and those marked with circles belong toBS. Figure 4 shows all other possible
configurations (indeed, a 1-G-map defines either a cycle or a path of edges).

b1

’bb

b1
b1

b

b1

a. Initial 1-G-map. b. Result. c. Initial 1-G-map. d. Result.

Figure 4: Particular configurations : for both cases, the removal produces a 1-G-map, in which
b1 is 0-free.

2.2 1-contraction

1-contraction is the dual operation of 0-removal. It consists in contracting an edgeC = < α0 >
(b) into a vertex. LetBS = Cα1 − C. The G-map resulting from the 1-contraction is obtained
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by redefiningα1 for the darts ofBS as follow: ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′1 = b′(α1α0)kα1 wherek is the
smallest integer such thatb′(α1α0)kα1 ∈ BS. Note thatα0 is not modified by the 1-contraction.

b2
’b

b1

b

b2

b1

a. Initial 1-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 5: 1-contraction in the general case.

Figure 5 shows an example of 1-contraction in the general case, and figure 6 shows the two
possible particular cases. We can check that a correct 1-G-map is produced in any case, and
thatb1 becomes 1-free for the two particular configurations.

’b

b1
b b1 b1

b b1

a. Initial 1-G-map. b. Result. c. Initial 1-G-map. d. Result.

Figure 6: 1-contraction for particular configurations.

3 Dimension 2

We have now two different removal operations (0 and 1-removal) and two contraction operations
(1 and 2-contraction). Figures 7-11 show examples for the general case: in order to simply, only
darts concerned by the operation appear in these figures.

3.1 0-removal

0-removal consists in removing a0-cellC =< α1, α2 > (b). LetBS = Cα0−C. This operation
can be applied only if the following precondition is satisfied:∀b′ ∈ C, b′α1α2 = b′α2α1. This
constraint corresponds, in the general case, to the fact that the degree of the vertex is equal to
2 (2 edges are incident to the vertex). If this constraint is not satisfied, we can’t know how to
join the darts incident toC, and it is then impossible to define the removal in a simple way.
[14] proposes a generalization of this operation, but it is complex and cannot be used for an
automatic process (e.g. automatic image processing).

The G-map resulting from the 0-removal is obtained by redefiningα0 for the darts ofBS as
follow: ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′0 = b′(α0α1)kα0 wherek is the smallest integer such thatb′(α0α1)kα0 ∈
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BS. Note that this redefinition ofα0 is the same as for dimension 1: concerned darts are
different (here, it is a 0-cell in 2D).

b2
’bb1 b b1

b2

a. Initial 2-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 7: 0-removal in the general case.

Figure 7 shows an example of 0-removal in the general case. This figure represents a part
of a subdivision where the two central edges are shared by two faces. Intuitively, this opera-
tion consists in applying twice the 0-removal in dimension 1. This operation is also valid for
particular configurations (cf. section 4).

3.2 1-removal

1-removal consists in removing a 1-cellC =< α0, α2 > (b). This can be achieved without
any precondition. LetBS = Cα1 − C. The G-map resulting from the 1-removal is obtained
by redefiningα1 for the darts ofBS as follow: ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′1 = b′(α1α2)kα1, wherek is the
smallest integer such thatb′(α1α2)kα1 ∈ BS. Figure 8 shows an example of 1-removal in the
general case, and figure 9 for a particular case. For this last example,k = 2 since the removed
edge is incident twice to the same vertex.

b1

b2
’b

b b1

b2

a. Initial 2-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 8: 1-removal in the general case.

b1

b2
’b

b b1

b2

a. Initial 2-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 9: 1-removal of a loop.

3.3 1-contraction

1-contraction is the dual operation of 1-removal. The G-map resulting from the 1-contraction
of the 1-cellC =< α0, α2 > (b) is obtained by redefiningα1 for the darts ofBS = Cα1−C as
follow: ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′1 = b′(α1α0)kα1 wherek is the smallest integer such thatb′(α1α0)kα1 ∈
BS. There is no precondition for this operation. Figure 10 shows an example of 1-contraction in
the general case. This definition is the same than the 1-contraction in dimension 1, the difference
lies in the definition of the cell.
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b1
b2’bb

b2b1

a. Initial 2-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 10: 1-contraction in the general case.

3.4 2-contraction

2-contraction is the dual operation of 0-removal. It consists in contracting a 2-cellC =<
α0, α1 > (b) into a 1-cell. LetBS = Cα2 − C. This operation can be applied only if the
following precondition is satisfied:∀b′ ∈ C, b′α0α1 = b′α1α0. This constraint corresponds
to the fact that the degree of the face is equal to 2 (2 edges are incident to the face). The G-
map resulting from the 2-contraction is obtained by redefiningα2 for the darts ofBS as follow:
∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′2 = b′(α2α1)kα2, wherek is the smallest integer such thatb′(α2α1)kα2 ∈ BS.
Figure 11 presents an example of 2-contraction in the general case.

b1

b2

’b
b

b1

b2

a. Initial 2-G-map. b. Result.

Figure 11: 2-contraction in the general case.

4 Dimension n

The general definition ofi-cell removal in an-dimensional space is the following:

Definition 3 (i-cell removal) LetG = (B,α0, . . . , αn) be ann-G-map,i ∈ {0, . . . , n−1} and
C =<>N−{i} (b) an i-cell, such that:∀b′ ∈ C, b′α(i+1)α(i+2) = b′α(i+2) α(i+1). Intuitively,
this condition corresponds to the fact that the degree of thei-cell is 2. Note that ifi = n − 1
this condition doesn’t apply and we can always perform the(n − 1)-removal of any(n − 1)-
dimensional cell. LetBS = Cαi − C, the set of dartsαi-sewn toC that do not belong toC.
Then-G-map resulting from the removal of thisi-cell isG′ = (B′, α′0, . . . , α

′
n) defined by:

• B′ = B − C;

• ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , n} − {i}, α′j = αj|B′;

• ∀b′ ∈ B′ −BS, b′α′i = b′αi;

• ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′i = b′(αiα(i+1))
kαi,

wherek is the smallest integer such thatb′(αiα(i+1))
kαi ∈ BS.
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Note that this operation consists only in redefiningαi for the darts ofBS. Note also that,
for dartsb′ ∈ B′ − BS, b′α′i = b′(αiα(i+1))

kαi, wherek = 0 is the smallest integer such that
b′α′i ∈ B′ −BS.

The contraction operation is defined in a similar way: more precisely, thei-contraction is
the dual operation of the(n− i)-removal.

Definition 4 (i-cell contraction) LetG = (B,α0, . . . , αn) be ann-G-map,i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
C =<>N−{i} (b) an i-cell, such that:∀b′ ∈ C, b′α(i−1)α(i−2) = b′α(i−2) α(i−1). Note that if
i = 1 this condition doesn’t apply and we can always perform the1-contraction of any edge.
LetBS = Cαi − C , the set of dartsαi-sewn toC, that do not belong toC. Then-G-map
resulting from the contraction of thisi-cell isG′ = (B′, α′0, . . . , α

′
n) defined by:

• B′ = B − C;

• ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , n} − {i}, α′j = αj|B′;

• ∀b′ ∈ B′ −BS, b′α′i = b′αi;

• ∀b′ ∈ BS, b′α′i = b′(αiα(i−1))
kαi,

wherek is the smallest integer such thatb′(αiα(i−1))
kαi ∈ BS.

Theorem 1 Given ann-G-mapG and ai-cellC to remove that satisfies the precondition of the
operation,G′ is ann-G-map.

Proof 1 We differentiate three cases. First forj 6= i, involutionsαj aren’t redefined but only
restricted to the darts of the final G-map. Then, forj = i, we distinguish two cases, depending
on if darts belonging or not toBS.

1. for j 6= i : Let b1 ∈ B′. We have to show thatb2 = b1αj ∈ B′. Suppose thatb2 6∈ B′.
Then,b2 ∈ C sinceB′ = B − C. AsC =< α0, . . . , α(i−1), α(i+1), . . . , αn > (b), if
b2 ∈ C then b1 = b2αj ∈ C; b1 6∈ B′: contradiction. Sob1α

′
j = b1αj ∈ B′ and

b1α
′
jα
′
j = b1αjαj = b1: α′i is well defined and is an involution.

2. for j = i :

(a) for b1 ∈ B′−BS : We show thatb2 = b1αi ∈ B′−BS in a similar way as in the
previous case. Assumeb2 ∈ C. In this case,b1 = b2αi ∈ BS ∪ C by definition of
BS and this is in contradiction withb1 ∈ B′−BS. If b2 ∈ BS, thenb1 = b2αi ∈ C;
this is also in contradiction withb1 ∈ B′ − BS. Sob1α

′
i = b1αi ∈ B′ − BS. Thus

b1α
′
iα
′
i = b1αiαi = b1; α′i is well defined and is an involution.

(b) for b1 ∈ BS : We show thatb2 exists, such thatb2 ∈ BS andb2 = b1(αiα(i+1))
kαi.

There are two different cases, depending on if< αiα(i+1) > (b1) is a cycle or a path.

• If it is a cycle, no dart of this cycle isi-free or(i + 1)-free. Then,k exists such
that b1(αiα(i+1))

kαi = b1α(i+1) 6∈ C. Let k1 be the smallest value such that
b1(αiα(i+1))

k1αi 6∈ C: all darts b1αi, b1αiα(i+1), . . . , b1(αiα(i+1))
k1 belong to

C. b2 = b1(αiα(i+1))
k1αi ∈ BS, and sob1α

′
i = b2. α′i is well defined. Moreover,

α′i is an involution, sinceb1α
′
iα
′
i = b1(αiα(i+1))

k1αi (αiα(i+1))
k1αi = b1.
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• If it is a path, then there are three possibilities. Letk1 the smallest integer such
thatb3 = b1(αiα(i+1))

k1αi is i-free or(i+1)-free. Ifk2 exists, such thatk2 < k1

and b1(αiα(i+1))
k2αi ∈ BS, the proof is similar to the previous case. Ifb3 is

i-free, b1(αiα(i+1))
k1Idα(i+1)(αiα(i+1))

k1−1αi = b1 ∈ BS (k = 2k1). If b3 is
(i + 1)-free,b1(αiα(i+1))

k1αiId (αiα(i+1))
k1αi = b1 ∈ BS (k = 2k1 + 1). In

these two cases, we haveb1α
′
i = b1 and sob1α

′
iα
′
i = b1.

We have now to prove that∀j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n, ∀k, j + 2 ≤ k ≤ n, α′jα
′
k is an involution.

• for j 6= i andk 6= i : This is obvious sinceα′j = αj andα′k = αk. AsG is a G-map,
αjαk = α′jα

′
k is an involution.

• for j = i : We are going to show that∀b1 ∈ G′, we haveb1α
′
iα
′
k = b1α

′
kα
′
i.

1. for b1 ∈ B′ − BS : b1α
′
i = b1αi andα′k = αk. SinceG is a G-map,b1αiαk =

b1αkαi; sinceb1αk = b1α
′
k ∈ B −BS, b1αkαi = b1α

′
kα
′
i; thusb1α

′
iα
′
k = b1α

′
kα
′
i.

2. for b1 ∈ BS : ∀b ∈ B, bαiαk = bαkαi (def. of G-maps), and∀b ∈ C,
bαiα(i+1) = bα(i+1)αi (precondition of the operation). So,b1αk(αiα(i+1))

pαi =
b1(αiα(i+1))

pαiαk, sinceαk commutes withαi, andαk with α(i+1) for all darts be-
longing toC (each dart of the pathb1αk(αiα(i+1))

p belongs toC). So,b1α
′
iα
′
k =

b1(αiα(i+1))
pαiαk = b1αk(αiα(i+1))

pαi; since b1 ∈ BS, b1αk ∈ BS and b1αk
(αiα(i+1))

pαi = b1α
′
kα
′
i.

• for k = i : Similar to the previous case. 2

The proof for the contraction operation is equivalent by duality (exchangeα(i+1) andα(i−1)).

5 Generalisations

Previous definitions allow to perform the removal or contraction of an unique cell. It is interest-
ing to apply simultaneously several different operations, for efficiency reasons. Concretely, let
G be ann-G-map. Darts belonging to cells that have to be removed or contracted are marked
with the dimension and type of the corresponding operation. Operations can be simultaneously
applied if the cells are disjoined. The resulting G-map can be directly computed. This general-
ization is presented in several steps. First, we show that it is possible to simultaneously perform
removals (resp. contractions) of severali-cells for a giveni (0 ≤ i ≤ n).

Generalisation 1 The previous definition of removal (resp. contraction) stands for the removal
(resp. contraction) of a set of cells of same dimension. The (possible) precondition of the initial
operation has to be satisfied by each cell.

LetCi be a set ofi-cells to remove (resp. contract). LetBSI = Ciαi − Ci. Darts for which
αi is modified are those belonging toBSI . The definition ofα′i for these darts is:∀b ∈ BSI ,
bα′i = b(αiα(i+1))

kαi (resp. bα′i = b(αiα(i−1))
kαi) wherek is the smallest integer such that
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b(αiα(i+1))
kαi ∈ BSI (resp.b(αiα(i−1))

kαi ∈ BSI). The proof that we get a G-map (k exists,
it is unique,α′i is an involution,α′jα

′
k is an involution fork 6= j − 1, j + 1) is similar to the

previous initial operation.
Moreover, removing a set ofi-cells or applying simultaneously and in any order the ini-

tial operation for any contracted cell, produces the same result. Indeed, when we apply the
generalized operation on a set of cells, we have:∀b ∈ BSI , bα′i = b(αiα(i+1))

kαi. The
darts of this path can be partitioned, depending on removed cells they belong to, i.e.bα′i =
b(αiα(i+1))

k1(αiα(i+1))
k2 . . . (αiα(i+1))

kpαi (it is possible that darts corresponding to different
subpath belong to the same cell). Removing one of these cells implies the redefinition ofαi,
and the corresponding path in the new G-map is deduced from the initial one by removing the
subpathes corresponding to the removed cell. When all cells have been removed successively,
in any order, we getbα′i. This proof is exactly the same for the contraction operation.

Generalisation 2 The previous generalization can be extended for simultaneously removing
and contracting cells of same dimension. A cell is either removed or contracted, but not both
at the same time. The (possible) precondition of the initial operation has to be satisfied by each
cell.

More precisely, letCSi (resp. CCi) be a set ofi-cells to remove (resp. contract), such
thatCSi∩CCi = ∅ and such that the (possible) precondition ofi-removal (resp.i-contraction)
operation is satisfied for each cell ofCSi (resp.CCi). LetBSI = (CCi∪CSi)αi−(CCi∪CSi).
As before,αi is redefined for these darts:∀b ∈ BSI , bα′i = b′ = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkp)αi wherep
is the smallest integer such thatb′ ∈ BSI and∀1 ≤ j < p, if bc = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkj−1

)αi ∈
CSi thenkj = i+ 1 else ifbc ∈ CCi thenkj = i− 1.

Intuitively, for each dartb ∈ BSI , we cover the removed or contracted cells, starting from
bαi, by applying either(α(i+1)αi) if the current dart belongs to a removed cell, or(α(i−1)αi) if
it belongs to a contracted cell. The coverage is done when the current dart doesn’t belong to a
removed or contracted cell: this current dart isb′ = bα′i.

α′i is well defined, i.e. for each dartb of BSI , it exists an unique dartb′ = bα′i. If it is
not the case, then a cycle exists, starting fromb, leading to an infinite coverage of the darts
of removed and contracted cells. Since the set of darts is finite, it existsn andm such that
b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkn) = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkm) andm < n. Letn be the smallest integer satisfying
this relation.

• If kn = km, thenb(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkn−1) = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkm−1) sinceαi andαkn are
involutions. Son is not the smallest integer satisfying the relation.

• Thuskn 6= km, and dartsb(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkn−1)αi andb(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkm−1)αi belong
to a samei-cell, that has to be simultaneously removed and contracted, contrary to the
hypothesis.

α′i is an involution, sincebα′i = b′ = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkp)αi andb′α′i = b′(αiαkp) . . . (αiαk1)αi:
the two paths are opposite to each other, i.e. the same contracted or removed darts are reached,
but in reverse order.
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The last property of G-maps (i.e.αj andαk commutes whenj 6= k − 1, k + 1), is proved
as for the initial operation by the definition of G-maps and by the (possible) precondition of
the operation. At last, removing and contracting simultaneously a set of cells, or applying the
initial operation successively for all cells, in any order, produce the same G-map. The proof is
similar to that of generalization 1.

Generalisation 3 The previous definition can be extended for the removal and/or contraction
of a set of disjoined cells of any dimension. The (possible) precondition of the initial operation
has to be satisfied for each cell.

Definition 5 (Simultaneous removal and contraction of cells of any dimension)
LetG = (B,α0, . . . , αn) be ann-G-map,CS0 . . .CSn−1 be sets of 0-cells . . .(n − 1)-cells to
be removed andCC1 . . .CCn be sets of 1-cells . . .n-cells to be contracted. LetCC = ∪ni=1CC

i

andCS = ∪n−1
i=0 CS

i. Two preconditions have to be satisfied: cells are disjoined (i.e.∀C, C ′ ∈
CC ∪ CS, C ∩ C ′ = ∅), and “the degree of each cell is equal to 2”, i.e.:

- ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2, ∀b ∈ CSi, bα(i+1)α(i+2) = bα(i+2)α(i+1)

- ∀i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀b ∈ CCi, bα(i−1)α(i−2) = bα(i−2)α(i−1)

LetBSi = (CSi ∪ CCi)αi − (CSi ∪ CCi) ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The resultingn-G-map isG′ =
(B′, α′0, . . . , α

′
n) defined by:

• B′ = B − (CC ∪ CS);

• ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀b ∈ B′ −BSi, bα′i = bαi;

• ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀b ∈ BSi, bα′i = b′ = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkp)αi, wherep is the smallest
integer such thatb′ ∈ BSi, and∀1 ≤ j < p, if bc = b(αiαk1) . . . (αiαkj−1

)αi ∈ CSi then
kj = i+ 1 else (bc ∈ CCi) kj = i− 1.

This definition covers all the previous operations. This general operation can be applied
if each dart belongs either to a removed cell or a contracted cell, and when each cell satisfies
the possible precondition of the initial operation. As for the previous generalizations,αi is
redefined only for the darts ofBSi, but this redefinition is now done for anyi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

Theorem 2 The general removal and contraction operation produces ann-G-map.

Proof 2 Let C1 andC2 be two disjoined cells of respective dimensionsd1 and d2 such that
d1 6= d2. LetBSC1 = C1αd1 − C1: If b exists such thatb ∈ BSC1 ∩ C2, thenbαd1 ∈ C1 (def.
of BSC1) and bαd1 ∈ C2 (sinceb ∈ C2, andd1 6= d2): contradiction with the precondition
C1 ∩ C2 = ∅. Sob ∈ BSC1 ∩ C2 = ∅. So, any dart belonging toBSi can’t belong to a removed
or contracted cell.

For any i, αi is redefined only for the darts ofBSi, by covering removed or contractedi-
cells. Since involutions are not modified for darts of removed or contracted cells, for each dart
b of BSi, bα′i corresponds to an unique path in the original G-map, that can not be modified
by other redefinitions (i.e. all redefinitions are independent for each other). We can prove, as
before, that this operation produces a G-map. Moreover, for the same reason, this resulting G-
map can also be constructed by successive removals and contractions of the cells ofCC ∪CS,
applied in any order. 2
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An example of this last generalization is described in Figure 12. Figure 12.a shows a 2-G-
map. Darts belonging to a contracted 1-cell (resp. contracted 2-cell, removed 0-cell, removed 1-
cell) are marked with a circle (resp. a disk, an empty square, a filled square). Darts marked with
crosses belong to∪BSi. One or several involutions are redefined for these darts. This example
uses simultaneously all possible removal and contraction operations. Figure 12.b shows the

a. 2-G-map before operations. b. The resulting 2-G-map.

Figure 12: One example of simultaneously removal and contraction of several cells of different
dimensions.

resulting 2-G-map. We can check that we get the same result when all cells are successively
removed or contracted by the initial operation.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have defined the removal and contraction operations of any dimensional cells
in any dimensional space. Moreover, we have studied how to perform simultaneously a set of
different operations. These definitions are homogeneous for any dimension (for dimensioni, we
mainly useα(i+1) for removal andα(i−1) for contraction). Since combinatorial maps [4, 7] can
be easily deduced from orientable generalized maps [20], these operations can also be defined
on combinatorial maps.

We have a particular interest in applying this work for image representations handling. On
one hand, images satisfy particular topological properties that limit the possible configurations
for these operations. On the other hand, removing(n − 1)-cells (resp. contracting 1-cells) is
generally distinguished from other removal or contraction operations. During a simplification
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process,(n−1)-cells (resp. 1-cells) are chosen (many methods have been proposed, for instance
for split and merge algorithms); the removal or contraction of other cells “clean” the resulting
representation, in order to avoid the representation of redundant topological information. For
instance in figure 12.b, the two vertices of degree 2 can be removed without loss of topological
information.

We intend now to study how to define pyramids of any dimensional generalized maps with
removal and contraction operations. We are also studying the evolution of some topological
characteristics, in order to control the construction of coherent pyramids (for instance to control
the connectivity). Some results are presented in [12] in the particular framework of 2D and 3D
images representation; they have to be generalized in upper dimension and for the general case.

Another interesting perspective concerns the parallelization of the application of a set of
operations. We think that, in the general case, checking preconditions can be distributed on each
concerned cell: it is then possible to simultaneously compute setsCαi − C; the application of
the operations can be distributed on the surviving darts (but this has to be more deeply studied).
Parallelization has also to be studied for particular cases, for instance for controlling topological
evolutions, or when removed or contracted cells satisfy some particular properties (a well known
example consists in removing a tree of edges).
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Abstract

In order to define consistent models and algorithms for image analysis, many topologi-
cal representations of images have been proposed. Unfortunately the most generic ones are
often not explicitly related, and properties exhibited on one representation are unknown for
other representations. The aim of this paper is to show how two different topological repre-
sentations of images, namely theorder representation (developped by Bertrandet al.) and
thecomplex representation using strong weak lighting functions(studied by Dominguezet
al.) may be related in such a way that the results and algorithms proved on one may be
applied to the other and conversely.

1 Introduction

The study of the topological properties of discrete spaces is an active field of research. Different
approaches have been proposed to represent the support of the images and describe the links
between their elements (e.g. pixels in 2D, voxels in 3D). Most of their results and algorithms
seem to be model dependent. Nevertheless there are often bridges between these approaches
which once discovered could allow the transfer of theoretical results and practical algorithms
from one to another. This paper takes an interest in two of these approaches and aims to ex-
plicit their relationship. The first one is a work conducted by Bertrandet al. [6, 7] and use the
order representation. From this point of view the elements of the image are represented by the
“smallest” elements relative to the order whereas the other elements define the links between
them. The second one is based on the approach of Dominguezet al. [3, 4, 5] which consid-
ers the support of an image as afinite polyhedral complexequipped with a particular function
calledstrong weak lighting function. In this case the elements of the image are represented by
the cells of maximal dimension and the cells of lesser dimension connect them. Both models
propose formal ways to define several local connectedness relations between the elements of the
image, that is several methods to select only the links of interest (for a given purpose) between
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the elements of the image. These two approaches are compliant with classical connectedness
relations (for example those introduced by Rosenfeld) and also create new ones. Our contri-
bution is to show that, one can construct complexes from orders and orders from complexes in
such a way that the results found by Bertrandet al. and by Dominguezet al. hold for both
models. We first present the main characteristics of both orders and abstract cell complexes and
the ways to go from one to the other. We then explicit the relations between their topologies
and finally show the correspondence between the construction of connectedness on orders and
on complexes equipped with a strong weak lighting function. We will finally list briefly the
advantages each model may take of the other.

2 Order and Complexes

2.1 Definitions

This section presents some definitions related to orders and complexes and introduces mappings
for building complexes from orders and orders from complexes. For the orders we follow the
notations defined by Bertrandet al. in [6, 7].

An order is a pair|X| = (X,α), whereX is a set andα a reflexive, antisymetric, and
transitive binary relation. In the sequel we denoteβ the inverse ofα andθ the union ofα andβ.
Moreover we only consider a restricted family of orders, calledCF orders, that arecountable,
i.e.X is countable, andlocally finite, i.e. ∀x ∈ X, θ(x) is finite.

Some particular sets can be associated to each elementx of X. The simplest ones are its
α-adherence, α(x) = {y ∈ X; (x, y) ∈ α} and itsstrict α-adherence, α�(x) = α(x)\{x}. We
also callα-chainevery fullyα-ordered subset of|X|. If |X| is CF, everyα-chain is finite and
its length is equal to the number of its elements less one. If we only consider a subsetS of X
we denoteα|S the reflexive, antisymetric, and transitive binary relationα ∩ S × S.

An abstract cell complexC = (E,<, dim) is a setE of abstract elements associated with
an irreflexive, antisymetric, and transitive binary relation< ⊆ E × E calledborder (or face)
relationand a mappingdimensiondim : E → I ⊆ Z+ such that∀(e, e′) ∈ E × E, with e′ < e,
dim(e′) < dim(e).

In the sequel, thestar of a celle of C will be denotedst(e) and itscombinatorial closure
cl(e).

2.2 Associated orders and complexes

It may be easily seen that there exists a1− 1 mappingf that builds an order|XC | = (XC , αC)
from an abstract cell complexC = (E,<, dim) such that∀e ∈ E, ∃!f(e) ∈ XC and∀(e, e′) ∈
E × E with e < e′ or e = e′, (f(e), f(e′)) ∈ αC . This transformation loses, in general,
the notion of dimension. Proving the existence of a mapping that constructs an abstract cell
complex from an order and effectively building one is less trivial since orders have no notion
of dimension. We first restrain our study to CF-orders since non countable orders cannot be
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mapped onto a complex. The intuition is to partitionX in a finite number of subsets and to
attribute to each element a number according to the unique subset it belongs to.

As the order is locally finite, there exists a subsetX0 of X, whose elements have an empty
strictα-adherence. Moreover all other elements ofX are linked by at least oneα-chain to an
element ofX0 and theα-chains between an element ofX0 and another element ofX have a
finite length. There exists then an integer numberk such that the length of everyα-chain on
|X| is less than or equal tok. Moreover for eachx ∈ X there exists an integeri ≤ k such that
i is the maximal length of all theα-chains beginning atx and ending at an element ofX0. X
may then be partitionned inXi, i = 0..k such thatx ∈ Xi if the maximal length of theα-chains
fromX0 to x is i. This partition ofX is calledα-decompositionof |X| and is indeed the family
F = {X0, X1, ..., Xk} such that :
(i) X0 = {x ∈ X, α�(x) = ∅},
(ii) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, Xi = {x ∈ S, S = X\

⋃j=i−1
j=0 Xj, α

�
|S(x) = ∅},

(iii) Xk 6= ∅ andX =
⋃i=k
i=0 Xi.

For eachx ∈ X, there exists theni ∈ [0..k] such thatx ∈ Xi. Let xi andxj be respectively
elements ofXi andXj such thatxj ∈ α�(xi) then we deduce from the construction of the
partition thati > j. This means that an element of|X| “less” than another according toα is
associated to a lesser integer number. We call therefore this number the dimension ofx and
denote itdimα(x). The dimension of each element of|X|may be recursively computed.

Property 1 : Let x be an element of|X|,
dimα(x) = 0 iff α�(x) = ∅
dimα(x) = 1 + maxmi=1(dimα(yi)) with α�(x) = {yi, i ∈ [1..m]}

In order to make easier the understanding of the different notions defined on CF-orders and
their correspondence with the ones defined on complexes, we choose to represent CF-orders
as simple directed acyclic graphs and abstract cell complexes as a particular kind of polyedral
complexes. The elements of a CF-order (i.e. elements ofX) will be represented by the nodes
of the graph. An elementx′ of X belonging toα(x) will be represented by a node belonging
to the subgraph rooted at the node representingx. Moreover its depth in this subgraph will be
equal to the maximum depth of the subgraph lessdimα(x′). The figure1 shows an example of
theα-decomposition of an order.

Thanks to the definition ofdimα we are able to construct a function that builds an abstract
cellar complex from a CF-order (see figure2).

Theorem 1 (Order and abstract cell complex) : Theabstract cell complexC = (E,<, dim),
associated with the CF-order|X| = (X,α), is defined by the mapψ such that :
∀x ∈ X, ∃!ψ(x) ∈ E (ψ 1-1 mapping fromX toE),
∀(x, x′) ∈ X × X such thatx′ ∈ α�(x), ψ(x′) < ψ(x) (ψ isomorphism from(X,α�) into

(E,<)),
∀x ∈ X, dim(ψ(x)) = dimα(x)

In such a complex, the faces of a celle are precisely the images byψ of the elements of the
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Figure 1: Representation of an order and its decomposition

strictα-adherence ofψ−1(e). In the sequel we will be interested in another complex that may
be built from a CF-order. We call it thedual abstract cell complexof the order (see figure2).

Theorem 2 (Order and dual abstract cell complex) : Thedual abstract cell complexC∗ =
(E∗, <∗, dim∗), associated with the CF-order|X| = (X,α), is defined by the mapψ∗ such that
:
∀x ∈ X, ∃!ψ∗(x) ∈ E∗ (ψ∗ 1-1 mapping fromX toE∗),
∀(x, x′) ∈ X × X such thatx′ ∈ β�(x), ψ∗(x′) <∗ ψ∗(x) (ψ∗ isomorphism from(X, β�)

into (E∗, <∗)),
∀x ∈ X, dim(ψ∗(x)) = dim∗α(x) with dim∗α = maxx∈X{dimα(x)} − dimα.

The dual abstract cell complex of an order(X,α) is generallynot the sameas the abstract
cell complex of the dual order(X, β). The dimensiondim∗α is indeed different fromdimβ in
most cases. We prefer using the dual abstract cell complex of an order because it is, by con-
struction, apure1 complex. In such a complex, the faces of a celle are precisely the images by
ψ∗ of the elements of the strictβ-adherence ofψ∗

−1
(e).

Finally, with an informal notation, we remark that an-complexC such thatψ(ψ−1(C)) = C
(resp.ψ∗(ψ∗

−1
(C)) = C) must have the following property : everyi-cell of C (i ∈ [0..n]) has

at least ak-face for eachk ∈ [0, i− 1] (resp. is face of ak-cell, k ∈ [i+ 1, n]). The order built
with ψ−1 (resp.ψ∗

−1
) from such a complex keeps implicitly the information of dimension for

its elements : theψ−1-image (respψ∗
−1

-image) of eachi-cell is an element ofXi (respXn−i).

1a puren-complex is an-complex whosek-cells,k < n, are faces of at least onen-cell
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Figure 2: a) Graph-representation of an order|X|. b) Abstract complex associated to|X|. c)
Dual abstract complex associated to|X|.

2.3 Restriction to particular complexes/orders

In most cases the notion of abstract cell complex is too general to represent the support of
images. We deal with particular complexes (such as unrestricted simplicial and polyhedral
complexes). We would like then to know how to characterize orders so thatψ or ψ∗ builds
a suitable complex. There are ways to characterizesimplicial orders (i.e. orders such that its
abstract cell complex is simplicial). It is not clear whether we can definepolyhedral orders,
because the definition of polyhedral complexes involve geometric constraints. In the sequel, we
will be interested by a wider kind of complexes. We will call themstrongly normalcomplexes2.

Intuitively a complex is saidstrongly normalif the combinatorial frontier between two max-
imal cells of the complex is either empty or path connected. Formally, a complexC is said
strongly normalif for each celle ∈ C, the set of the maximum cells containinge in their
combinatorial closures, that is the set{ei ∈ st(e)\{e} / st(ei)\{ei} = ∅}, is finite and if the
intersection of the combinatorial closures of theei is either empty (iffst(e)\{e} = ∅) or the
combinatorial closure of a cell ofC.
We define similarly the notion ofstrongly normalorder, and will prove that the dual abstract
cell complex of such an order is a strongly normal one.
An order is saidstrongly normalif it is CF and if the intersection of theβ-adherences of the

2unrestricted simplicial complexes and unrestricted polyhedral complexes are special cases of strongly normal
complexes
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elements of every subset ofX0 is either empty or equal to theβ-adherence of an elementx ∈ X.
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Figure 3: Example of a CF-order and its dual abstract cell complex that are not strongly normal

Lemma 1 : A puren-complexC is strongly normal if for each celle ∈ C, dim(e) < n, theset
of n-cells, which belong tost(e), is finite and if the intersection of their combinatorial closures
is the combinatorial closure of a cell ofC.

Theorem 3 (strongly normal order and complex) : The dual abstract cell complex of a
strongly normal order is a strongly normal complex.

Proof : Let |X| be a strongly normal order. The dual abstract cell complex C∗|X| of |X| is
pure. The order is CF and then the star of each cell of C∗|X| is finite. Moreover, let e

be a cell of C∗|X|, ψ
∗−1

(e) ∈ X , |X| is strongly normal so ∃x′ ∈ X such that β(x′) =⋂
{β(x0), x0 ∈ α(ψ∗

−1
(e)) ∩ X0}. Considering C∗|X|, it means that ∃e′ = ψ∗(x′) such

that cl(ψ∗(x′)) =
⋂
{cl(en), en ∈ ψ∗(X0) with e < en}. From Lemma 1, we can

deduce that C∗|X| is strongly normal. �

2.4 Links between their topologies

The notions defined on orders and complexes are linked through the mappingψ.
We first describe those that allow to define a topology on an order and its associated complexes.
We consider an order|X| and its abstract cell complexC|X|. The image of theα-adherenceof
an elementx (resp. a subsetS) of X is thecombinatorial closureof ψ(x) (resp.ψ(S)). The
image of thestrict α-adherenceof an elementx (resp. a subsetS) of X is thecombinatorial
frontier of ψ(x) (resp.ψ(S)).

Theα-interior of a subsetS of |X| is the set :?α(S) = α(S) = {x ∈ S/β(x) ⊆ S}. The
image of theα-interior of a subsetS of |X| is the set of cellsψ(x) ∈ ψ(S) whose star inC|X|
belongs toψ(S). A subsetS of |X| is α-closedif S = α(S), andα-openif S = ?α(S).

The notions of open and closed subcomplex are the ones usually used (see [2]). With these
definitions, adiscrete topology in the sense of Alexandroff3 may be defined on both orders and

3A topology is said discrete in the sense of Alexandroff iff the intersection of every family of open sets (finite
or infinite) is an open set
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complexes. Equipped with this topology, orders and complexes becomeAlexandroff spaces4.
Moreover the image of anα-closed (resp.α-open) subset of|X| is a closed (resp. open) sub-
complex ofC|X|. The inverse is also true.ψ is hence anhomeomorphismbetween|X| and
C|X|.
We examine then an order|X| and its dual abstract cell complexC∗|X|. The image of theα-
adherenceof an elementx (resp. a subsetS) of X is thecombinatorial starof ψ∗(x) (resp.
ψ∗(S)). The image of thestrict α-adherenceof an elementx (resp. a subsetS) of X is the
strict combinatorial starof ψ∗(x) (resp.ψ∗(S)). The image of theα-interior of a subsetS of
|X| is the combinatorial closure ofψ∗(S). Moreover the image of aα-closed (resp.α-open)
subset of|X| is an open (resp. closed) subcomplex ofC∗|X|. ψ

∗ is not an homeomorphism be-
tween|X| andC∗|X|.

In the sequel we callθ-pathon |X| the image byψ−1 or ψ∗
−1

of a path (defined by the bor-
der relation) onC|X| orC∗|X|, i.e. a sequence of elements such that every couple of consecutive
elements is inα ∪ β.

3 Connectedness between image elements

We consider now the notions and properties that are linked with the connectedness of orders
and complexes. It may first be proved thatconnectednessandpath-connectedness5 are equiva-
lent on both orders and complexes. In the sequel we determine which elements of an order|X|
(resp. a complexC equipped with a strong weak lighting function) must be kept to grant a given
connectivity between theα-terminals of|X|(resp. itsn-cells ofC). We will call “inessential”
elements of either|X| or K, which are not needed to characterize the chosen connectedness
between the main elements. For each notion introduced in one of the models we give an inter-
pretation into the other. Finally we prove the equivalence between the definition of inessential
elements in the two models when the considered order and the associated puren-complex are
strongly normal.

3.1 Connectedness betweenα-terminals in an order

As said in introduction, the order approach considers the elements inX0, i.e. theα-terminals of
|X|, as the points of the image and the elements of theXi,for i > 0, as the connections between
them. The images of theα-terminals inC|X| are the cells without faces, i.e. by construction of
C|X|, the0-cells, and their images inC∗|X| are the cells with an empty strict star, i.e. by con-
struction ofC∗|X|, then-cells wheren is the maximal dimension ofC∗|X|. Determining whether
an element of|X| is inessential or not consists in a local observation.
We are then interested in theα-closenessof each elementx of |X|, α•(x). Formally,α•(x) =
{y ∈ X/y ∈ α�(x), α�(x) ∩ β�(y) = ∅}, i.e. it is the set of elements of|X| that are linked to

4An Alexandroff space is aT0-separable space with a discrete topology in the sense of Alexandroff
5Path-connectedness on orders meansθ-path-connectedness
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x by a singleα-chain of length1. In our graph representation, theα-closeness of an element is
precisely represented by its direct childs. And it may be proved that :

α�(x) =
⋃

xi∈α•(x)

α(xi).

The image ofα•(x) by ψ is the smallest subsetS of the combinatorial frontier ofψ(x)
whose combinatorial closure is equal to the combinatorial frontier ofψ(x). Otherwise said it
is the smallest set of cells that allows to uniquely determine the combinatorial frontier ofψ(x).
The image ofα•(x) by ψ∗ is the smallest subsetS∗ of the strict star ofψ∗(x) whose star is
equal to the star ofψ∗(x). Otherwise said it is the smallest set of cells that allows to uniquely
determine the strict star ofψ∗(x).

The elements whoseα-closeness contains one and only one element (see figure are called
α-unipolar (we note that anα-terminal cannot beα-unipolar). These points are the simplest
inessential points in the order, ifx is α-unipolar then∃x′ ∈ α�(x) (namely{x′} = α•(x))
such thatα�(x) = α(x′). The other inessential points of the orders are calledk-α-freeand are
α-unipolar for the order obtained after the recursive deletion of a sequence ofα-unipolar points
(or 0-α-free points) andi-α-free points (i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}). Their deletion do not disconnect
any couple ofα-terminals of their common adherences. To prove this we first show how the
strictα-adherence of anyk-α-free element (k ≥ 0) may be decomposed.

Lemma 1 : Let |X| be a CF-order, ifx ∈ |X| is α-free then there existsx′ ∈ α�(x) such that
α(x) ∩X0 = α(x′) ∩X0.

This lemma may be proved thanks to a suitable decomposition of the strictα-adherence of
theα-free element (see [1]).

The deletion of the images ofα-free elements inC|X| do not remove the shortestθ-paths
whose elements have the smaller dimension between any two0-cells of their neighborhood.
The suppression of their images inC∗|X| do not delete the shortestθ-paths whose elements have
the higher dimension between any twon-cells of their neighborhood.
Finally an element of|X| that is notα-free is calledα-link and the set consisting of all the
α-links of an order is called theα-kernelof this order.

3.2 Strong Weak Lighting Functions

The weak lighting functions introduced by Dominguezet al. are usually defined on a homoge-
neouslyn-dimensional locally finite polyhedral complexK, but the formal definition is valid
on a wider range of complexes. These functions allow to “light” the cells required to define a
chosen connexity on the complex.
In the sequel we denote byO a subset ofn-cells ofK, by stn(e, O) the set ofn-cells inO
belonging tost(e), with e ∈ K.

We denote bysupp(O) the support ofO that is the set of cellsewhose combinatorial closure
is equal to the intersection of the combinatorial closure of the elements ofstn(e,O). We define
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on a complexK aStrong Weak Lighting Function(s.w.l.f.) any map,
f : P(celln(K))×K → {0, 1} with ∀O ∈ P(celln(K)) ande ∈ K, such that :
1. if e ∈ O thenf(O, e) = 1;
2. if e /∈ supp(O) thenf(O, e) = 0;
3. f(O, e) ≤ f(celln(K), e);
4. f(O, e) = f(stn(e,O), e);

The first property of the s.w.l.f. specifies that all then-cells of an objet are lighted, the
second one expresses that cells that are not intersection of combinatorial closures of subsets
of O are not useful to connect it, the third one imposes that a cell lighted for an object is also
lighted for the whole image, and the fourth one induces that for a given object, the lighting of a
cell is a local property of the objet. Many s.w.l.f. may be constructed on a complex depending
on which connexity we want to associate to the complex. These functions are equal to0 on
inessential elements of the complex and to1 on the others.

3.3 Connectedness in strongly normal orders/complexes

We are going to prove that it is possible to build a fonction on a strongly normal order|X| that
will define a s.w.l.f. on its dual abstract cell complexC|X|. To do so, we first express some
useful lemma (their proofs are given in [1]).

The first one indicates that the strong normality property is hereditary for some subcomplex
of a strongly normal complex.

Lemma 2 : Let C be a pure strongly normal complex, every subcomplex ofC built without
removing any cell belonging to the support of at least one set ofn-cells, is also pure and strongly
normal.

The next lemma means that if two different cells are faces of exactly the samen-cells and if
one of them has a lower dimension then this latter cell is inessential.

Lemma 3 : Let |X| be a CF-order andC∗|X| its dual abstract cell complex, ifx andx′ are such
thatα(x) ∩X0 = α(x′) ∩X0 = S0 andx′ ∈ α�(x) thenψ∗(x) 6∈ supp(ψ∗(S0))

The following lemma is a corollary of Lemma3 , it shows that the images of theα-unipolar
elements of|X| in C∗|X| are inessential.

Lemma 4 : Let |X| be a CF-order andC∗|X| its dual abstract cell complex, ifx is α-unipolar
thenψ∗(x) 6∈ supp(ψ∗(α(x) ∩X0))

The next lemma concerns only the orders, it says that an element linked to only oneα-
terminal isα-free and hence inessential in the order.

Lemma 5 : Let |X| be a CF-order,∀x ∈ X, such thatx 6∈ X0 andα(x) ∩ X0 only contains
one element, thenx is α-free in|X|.
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The following lemma shows that every inessential cell linked to more than onen-cell is face
of an element of the support of this group ofn-cells.

Lemma 6 : Let |X| be a strongly normal order,∀S0 ⊆ X0, every cell ofC∗|X| that does not
belong tosupp(ψ∗(S0)) and whose star contains at least twon-cells ofψ∗(S0) is face of at least
onek-cell, k < n, of supp(ψ∗(S0)).

In the following we callclosest faceof a cell e, a cell e′ such thate′ < e and 6 ∃e′′ ∈
ψ∗(β(S0)) such thate′ < e′′ < e. It corresponds to the notion ofβ-closeness defined on orders.

The next lemma indicates that an inessential cell may be the closest face of at most one cell
of the support of an objectO.

Lemma 7 : Let |X| be a strongly normal order,∀S0 ⊆ X0, a cell e of C∗|X| such thate 6∈
supp(ψ∗(S0)) cannot be the closest face of more than one celle′ ∈ supp(S0).

The last lemma shows that the cells not belonging to the support of an object and whose
dimensions are maximal are some of the first inessential cells that can be removed.

Lemma 8 : Let |X| be a strongly normal order,∀S0 ⊆ X0, a cell e of C∗|X| such thate 6∈
supp(ψ∗(S0)) and whose dimension is maximal is a closest face of one cell ofsupp(ψ∗(S0)).
Moreover its image byψ∗

−1
is α|β(S0)-unipolar.

We now prove our main result that is theα-kernel of any suborder of a strongly normal order
|X| is transformed byψ∗ into the support of the correspondingn-cells inC∗|X|.

Theorem 1 (α-kernel and support) : Let |X| = (X,α) be a strongly normal order andC∗|X|
its dual abstract complex.∀S0 ⊆ X0 :

x α-free in the order|β(S0)| = (β(S0), α|S0)⇔ ψ∗(x) 6∈ supp(ψ∗(S0)).

Proof : We are going to prove the theorem in two stages :
⇒ If x is α|β(S0)-free in |β(S0)|, we prove that its image by ψ∗ does not belong to
supp(ψ∗(S0)), indeed :
• if x is α|β(S0)-unipolar, then, by Lemma 4, ψ∗(x) 6∈ supp(ψ∗(S0));
• if x is α|β(S0)-free, then, by Lemma 1, ∃x′ ∈ α�(x) such that α(x) ∩ S0 = α(x′) ∩ S0

and by Lemma 3 ψ∗(x) 6∈ supp(ψ∗(S0)).
⇐ Let e ∈ cl(ψ∗(S0)), with e 6∈ supp(ψ∗(S0)), and dim(e) < n, we show that ψ∗

−1
(e)

is α|β(S0)-free
(1). if e is face of only one n-cell, en then α(ψ∗

−1
(e)) ∩ S0 contains only one element :

ψ∗
−1

(en). ψ∗
−1

(e) is hence α|β(S0)-free, by Lemma 5.
(2). if e is face of at least two n-cells of ψ∗(S0), we know by Lemma 6 that ∃ep ∈
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supp(ψ∗(S0)) such that e < ep.
(2-a). If e has a maximal dimension, we know by Lemma 8 that ψ∗

−1
(e) is α|β(S0)-

unipolar.
(2-b). We consider then the subcomplex C1 of ψ∗(β(S0)) obtained from ψ∗(β(S0)) by
removing all cells considered in (1). and (2-a).. By Lemma 2, we know that C1 is pure
and strongly normal. We consider the cells of C1 not belonging to supp(ψ∗(S0)) and
having a maximal dimension. Lemma 8 allows us to conclude as in (2-a) that the image
of these cells by ψ−1 are α|ψ∗−1 (C1)-unipolar for the order |ψ∗−1

(C1)| deduced from β(S0)
by removing only α-unipolar and α-free elements. These cells are hence α|β(S0)-free.
Finally, by recursively deleting cells of maximal dimension not belonging to supp(ψ∗(S0)),
we remove all cells not belonging to supp(ψ∗(S0)). As each of them is a cell of maximal
dimension for a strongly normal subcomplex of ψ∗(β(S0)), it is α-unipolar for a suborder
of β(S0) obtained by removing only α|β(S0)-unipolar and α|β(S0)-free elements of β(S0).
Hence each of these cells is α|β(S0)-free. �

We now define ananalogous of s.w.l.f. for strongly normal orders. Let |X| be a strongly
normal order, a s.w.l.f.φ on |X| is defined by :φ : P(X0)×X → {0, 1}
φ(S0, x) = 1 if x ∈ X0,
φ(S0, x) = 0 if x 6∈ α-kernel(β(S0)),
φ(S0, x) ≤ φ(X0, x);
φ(S0, x) = φ(α(x) ∩ S0, x);

Theorem 2 (Order and complex with s.w.l.f.) : Let |X| be a strongly normal order, the map
f defined by :∀x ∈ X∀S0 ⊆ X0, f(ψ(S0), ψ(x)) = φ(S0, x) is a s.w.l.f. onC∗|X|.

Proof : Properties 1,3 and 4 of s.w.l.f. clearly hold for f . Property 2 is a consequence of
theorem 1 �

4 Conclusion and Perspectives

We have shown that a strongly normal order and a pure strongly normal complex can be built
from one another, in such a way that the inessential elements of one match the inessential ones
of the other. Both models are interesting in the context of image representation because they
are general and in particular not dimension dependent.They propose a general framework to
represent the support of images and to express topology relations within. Nevertheless they are
not equivalent and we list briefly the benefits that each model may take of the other. Concerning
the notion of connectedness, Bertrand and al. had to consider different orders to define different
connectedness, whereas the use of a s.w.l.f. allows to define several connectedness on the same
order. Moreover the polyhedral complex used by Dominguezet al. is the basis of a multilevel
architecture that allow to have discrete results consistent with continuous ones. They propose
for example the definition of a fundamental group that may be transferred on orders. They also
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prove a Seifert-Van Kampen theorem to compute fundamental groups. Dominguezet al. have in
interesting theoretical results but their work has not been exploited yet in concrete applications.
Bertrandet al. have more practical results and propose for example a definition of simple points
which allows the thinning of objects in parallel. It may be interesting to see how their method
may be applied to complexes.
In future works we intend to effectively transfer the tools of one model onto the other. We are
also studying if the notions of surface defined on orders and checking if it is consistent with the
classical definition of surface with polyhedral complexes.
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Abstract

The transformation of the RGB colour space to a hue, saturation and brightness colour space
is essentially a conversion from a rectangular coordinate system to a cylindrical coordinate
system. Nevertheless, a bewildering array of such conversions exist. We show that one
of the main reasons for this is the dependence of the saturation values on the choice of
the brightness function, and suggest a definition of saturation which is independent of the
brightness. The usual ways of calculating brightness and hue are reviewed. Lastly, we
examine some of the characteristics of the cylindrical colour coordinates and give a simple
example in which the suggested cylindrical colour coordinates are used.

1 Introduction

The transformation of the RGB colour space to a hue, saturation and brightness colour space is
essentially a conversion from a set of rectangular coordinates to a set of cylindrical coordinates.
One could therefore ask how such a seemingly simple procedure could have given rise to the
plethora of such transformations described in the literature, such as HSV [10], HSI [4], Triangle
[10] and HLS1. It is shown in this article that in the definitions of these spaces, the saturation
values obtained depend intimately on the expression chosen for calculating brightness, even
though it is usually claimed that the saturation and brightness measures are independent. We
then propose a definition of the saturation which is completely independent of the brightness
function, and which therefore allows the free choice of the brightness function most suited to
the task at hand. In order to complete the description of the space, we review the methods used
to calculate brightness and hue, and we examine some of their characteristics.

Why, it may be asked, is such a colour representation space necessary? Surely it is better
to use a standardised colour space such as the CIE L*a*b* space or its cylindrical coordinate
version. The obvious objection to the use of the L*a*b* space is that one needs calibration

1The transformations to and from these spaces and some others are summarised by Shih [9].
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information on the image which is being transformed from the RGB space, namely the colour
coordinates of the source of illumination (the white point). This information is not always
available for the images that are encountered in computer vision applications. If we do not have
the necessary information, might it not be better to avoid making assumptions and estimations,
and to use an alternate and more intuitive coordinate system for representing the information
that is known, namely the coordinates of the colours in the RGB space.

We begin with a discussion of the existing cylindrical coordinate colour representations
(section2), followed by a discussion and derivation of the suggested representation (section3).
In section4, we present some of the characteristics of this representation. Finally, a simple
example of its use is given in section5.

2 Discussion of the existing transforms

In the RGB space, colours are specified as vectors(R,G,B) which give the amount of each
red, green and blue primary in the colour. For convenience, we takeR,G,B ∈ [0, 1] so that the
valid coordinates form the cube[0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1]. The basic idea behind the transformation
to a hue, saturation and brightness coordinate system is to place a new axis between(0, 0, 0)
and(1, 1, 1), and to specify the colours in terms of cylindrical coordinates based on this axis.
The new axis passes through all the achromatic or grey points (i.e. withR = G = B), and will
therefore be referred to as theachromatic axis. Thebrightnessgives the coordinate of a colour
on this axis, thehuecorresponds to the angular coordinate and thesaturationcorresponds to the
distance from the achromatic axis.

One of the causes of the variety of such spaces is the number of different definitions of
brightness. These definitions lead to spaces which have shapes which are not simply con-
structed as a pile of planar cross-sections of the cube taken perpendicular to the achromatic
axis. Further problems with the existing transforms are due to them originally being developed
for the easy numerical specification of colours in computer graphics applications [10]. Due to
the associated brightness functions, the “natural” shape of the HSV space is a cone, and of the
HLS space, a double cone. A vertical slice through the achromatic axis of each of these spaces
is shown in figures1a and1c. The problem with using these representations when specifying a
colour is that there are large regions which lie outside the cones. In order to avoid complicated
verification of the validity of a specified colour, these spaces were often artificially expanded
into cylinders by dividing the saturation values by their maximum possible values for the corre-
sponding brightness. Slices of the cylindrical versions of the HSV and HLS spaces are shown in
figures1b and1d. The cylindrical versions have often been carried over into image processing
and computer vision, for which they are ill-suited.

We now consider two cases of the confusion that the cylindrical forms can cause. Demarty
and Beucher [3] applied a constant saturation threshold in the cylindrical HLS space (figure1d)
to differentiate between chromatic and achromatic colours. This threshold can be represented
by a vertical line on either side of the achromatic axis in figure1d, and it is clear that this does
not correspond to a constant saturation. Demarty [2] later improved the threshold by using a
hyperbola in the cylindrical HSV space (figure1b), which corresponds to a constant threshold
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(a) Conic HSV (b) Cylindrical HSV (c) Bi-conic HLS (d) Cylindrical HLS

Figure 1: Slices through the conic and cylindrical versions of the HSV and HLS colour spaces.
Colours to the right of the central achromatic axis have hues of0◦, and colours to the left have
hues of180◦.

in the conic HSV space (figure1a). Smith [11] makes the assumption that the cylindrical HSV
space is perceptually uniform when a Euclidean metric is used, but upon examining figure1b,
one sees that a certain distance in the high brightness (top) part of the space corresponds to a far
larger perceived change in colour than the same distance in the low brightness part of the space.

3 Derivation of a useful hue, saturation and brightness space

In this section, we examine a derivation of a cylindrical coordinate system in the RGB space,
pointing out the choices which could (and have) lead to characteristics which are disadvanta-
geous, and ending up with a cylindrical coordinate representation of the RGB space which is
useful for computer vision. This derivation is based on the derivation of a Generalised Light-
ness, Hue and Saturation (GLHS) model [7] suitable for computer graphics applications.

3.1 Brightness

In order to conform to the terminology suggested by the CIE, we call a subjective measure of
luminous intensity thebrightness. The brightness function of the GLHS model is

L (c) = wmin ·min (c) + wmid ·mid (c) + wmax ·max (c) (1)

in which the functionsmin (c), mid (c) andmax (c) return respectively the minimum, median
and maximum component of a vectorc in the RGB space, andwmin,wmid andwmax are weights
set by the user, with the constraintswmax > 0 andwmin + wmid + wmax = 1. Specific values
of the weights give the brightness functions used by the common cylindrical colour spaces:
wmin = 0, wmid = 0 andwmax = 1 for HSV; wmin = 1

2
, wmid = 0 andwmax = 1

2
for HLS; and

wmin = 1
3
, wmid = 1

3
andwmax = 1

3
for HSI.

The luminanceis the radiant intensity per unit projected area weighted by the spectral sen-
sitivity associated with the brightness sensation of human vision [8]. This objective measure
takes into account the fact that if one looks at red, green and blue light sources of the same
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radiant intensity in the visible spectrum, the green will appear the brightest and the blue the
darkest. The luminance function which corresponds to contemporary video displays is [8]

Y (c) = 0.2125R + 0.7154G+ 0.0721B (2)

In the RGB space, we can visualise surfaces of iso-brightness (or iso-luminance). The
surfaces of iso-brightnessl contain all the points such thatL (c) = l and intersect the achromatic
axis atl. For the HSV and HLS spaces, these surfaces have a complicated shape (see [7] for
details), and for the HSI space these surfaces are planes perpendicular to the achromatic axis.
The surfaces of iso-luminance (equation2) are planes oblique to the achromatic axis.

3.2 Hue

The hue angle is traditionally measured starting at the direction corresponding to pure red. The
simplest way to derive an expression for this angle is to project the vector(1, 0, 0) corresponding
to red in the RGB space and an arbitrary vectorc onto a plane perpendicular to the achromatic
axis, and to calculate the angle between them. This gives the expression

H ′ = arccos

[
R− 1

2
G− 1

2
B

(R2 +G2 +B2 −RG−RB −BG)
1
2

]
(3)

after which, in order to give a value ofH ∈ [0◦, 360◦], we apply

H =

{
360◦ −H ′ if B > G
H ′ otherwise

(4)

An approximation to this trigonometric expression is often used, and it is shown in [7]
that the approximated value differs from the trigonometric value by at most1.12◦. A further
comparison between the trigonometric hue and the approximated hue is given in section4.

3.3 Saturation

For the derivation of an expression for the saturation of an arbitrary colourc, we begin by
looking at the triangle which contains all the points with the same hue asc, as shown in figure2.
The intersection of this triangle and the iso-brightness surfaces are lines parallel to the line
betweenc and its brightness value on the achromatic axisL (c) = [L (c) , L (c) , L (c)].

Traditionally, the saturation is calculated as the length of the vector fromL (c) to c divided
by the length of the extension of this vector to the surface of the RGB cube. This definition,
however, results in colour spaces in the form of cylinders discussed in section2. Moreover, it
is clear that this definition of the saturation depends intimately on the form of the brightness
function chosen (i.e. on the slopes of the iso-brightness lines). An example of this dependence
is shown in figure3, in which the saturation of figure3a is shown in figure3b for the HSV
space and figure3c for the HLS space. In the original image, not all the pixels which appear
white have RGB coordinates of exactly(1, 1, 1). The slight variations in these RGB values are
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Figure 2: The triangle which contains all the points with the same hue asc. The circled corners
mark the edges of the cube containing the points furthest away from the achromatic axis.

amplified by the artificial expansion of the cones into cylinders, leading to the noisy regions
in the saturation images and clearly demonstrating the dependence of the saturation on the
brightness function.

In order to keep the conic or bi-conic forms of the spaces, it is necessary to change the
definition of the saturation. Instead of the definition given above, we divide the length of the
vector fromL (c) to c (in figure2) by the length of the vector betweenL [q (c)] andq (c), that
is, the longest vector parallel to[L (c) , c] included in the iso-hue triangle, the vector which
necessarily intersects the third cornerq (c) of the triangle. We then end up with the following
expression for the saturation

S =
‖L (c)− c‖

‖L [q (c)]− q (c)‖
(5)

which is independent of the choice of the brightness function. This independence can be shown
by using similar triangles [6]. An example of this saturation measurement is shown in figure3d,
where it should be compared to the corresponding HSV and HLS examples. The most visible
improvement resulting from this definition is that both the white and black regions of the colour
image are assigned a low saturation value.

The points the furthest away from the achromatic axis are those on the edges of the RGB
cube between the circled corners in figure2. These points correspond to the most highly sat-
urated colours, and if we project them onto a plane perpendicular to the achromatic axis, they
form the edges of a hexagon, which correspond to the maximum distance a point can be from
the achromatic axis for a given hue. A simpler expression for the saturation of pointc can be
obtained by projecting it onto this hexagon, and dividing the distance of the projected point
from the centre of the hexagon by the distance from the centre to the hexagon edge at the same
hue value.

3.4 Chroma

Carron [1] suggests the use of the distance of a point from the achromatic axis without the
maximum distance normalisation as an approximation to the saturation, which he callschroma.
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(a) Colour image (b) Cylindrical HSV (c) Cylindrical HLS

(d) SaturationS (e) ChromaC (f) S − C

Figure 3: (a) “Le Chanteur” by Joan Mirò, with the bottom half inverted (by subtracting the
values in the three colour channels from255). The cylindrical saturation is shown in (b) for
the HSV space and (c) for the HLS space. The brightness-independent (d) saturation and (e)
chroma are shown, as well as (f) the difference between images d and e (contrast-enhanced).

This distance is multiplied by a constant so that for the six vertices of the projected hexagon, the
chroma has a value of one. An example of the chroma is shown in figure3e, and the difference
between the chroma and the saturation images is shown in figure3f (the contrast has been
enhanced for better visibility, the maximum pixel value in the image is0.107). The maximum
possible difference between a saturation and a chroma value for a colour is0.134.

3.5 Summary of the transform

A simple method to calculate the luminance, trigonometric hue, chroma and saturation coordi-
nates is given here, based on the one suggested by Carron [1]. The changes with respect to the
version given by Carron are the extension to calculate the saturation from the chroma, and the
use of luminance instead of brightness. The first step is Y

C1

C2

 =

 0.2125 0.7154 0.0721
1 −1

2
−1

2

0 −
√

3
2

√
3

2

 R
G
B

 (6)

followed by the calculation of the chromaC ∈ [0, 1]

C =
√
C2

1 + C2
2
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and the hueH ∈ [0◦, 360◦]

H =


undefined if C = 0
arccos

(
C1

C

)
if C 6= 0 and C2 ≤ 0

360◦ − arccos
(
C1

C

)
if C 6= 0 and C2 > 0

and, if required, the saturationS ∈ [0, 1]

S =
2C sin (120◦ −H∗)√

3

in which

H∗ = H − k × 60◦ wherek ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} so that 0◦ ≤ H∗ ≤ 60◦ (7)

The inverse of this transform is easily derived.

4 Characteristics of the space

In this section we examine the distributions of the hue, saturation, chroma and brightness coordi-
nates for a transformation of a set of points equidistantly spaced in the RGB space to completely
fill up the cube[0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1] (the distance between the points is0.01).

We begin by examining the hue using the two calculation methods available, the trigono-
metric method and the approximate method. Histograms of360 bins, with each bin correspond-
ing to one degree, were calculated (the value in bin360 is equal to the value in bin0). The
histograms for the trigonometric approach and for the approximate approach are shown in fig-
ures4a and4b respectively. The distributions are not smooth because we are calculating the
angular coordinates of points distributed on a grid, but the most striking characteristic of these
histograms are the strong peaks at each multiple of60◦. If we ignore the peaks, it appears as
if the approximate calculation gives a flatter distribution than the trigonometric calculation, for
which the hexagonal structure of the planar cross-sections of the space is clearly visible.

What causes the peaks? Their distribution at multiples of60◦ suggests that the hexagonal
shape of the planar cross-sections are the cause. The fact that we are piling up many such
hexagons to form the colour space could lead to a surplus of points in these directions forming
the exaggerated peaks. To test this, we re-calculated the histograms using only the points with
saturation values larger than0.2, which gave the histograms shown in figures4d (trigonometric
method) and4e (approximate method). By removing the interior part of the space, we have
removed the peaks for the trigonometric hue. However, they are still present for the approximate
hue, always accompanied by a one bin wide depression on either side. This demonstrates that
the approximate method has a tendency to inflate the number of points assigned hues which are
multiples of60◦.

We now look at the brightness and luminance distributions, for which histograms (with100
bins) are shown in figure4c. The brightness measure used here isL = 1

3
R + 1

3
G + 1

3
B. These

distributions do not have any particular features, and the choice is dependent on the preferences
of the user or the requirements of the application.
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Figure 4: The distributions of the hue, saturation, chroma, luminance and brightness coordinates
after a transformation from an RGB cube containing a uniform distribution of points.

We look lastly at the saturation and chroma, for which one hundred bin histograms are
shown in figure4f. The saturation distribution is regular and symmetric around0.5 due to its
normalisation coefficient. The chroma distribution, on the other hand, is very irregular because
of the distances calculated in a digital space, and descends to zero rapidly at the upper end due
to the the hexagonal form of the planar cross-sections of the space.

The choice between the use of the approximate hue or trigonometric hue, and between
chroma or saturation depends on the computing power available2. Given the computing power
on our desktops, there is no excuse for not using the accurate versions in normal image analysis
tasks. The only area in which one could consider using approximate hue or chroma are in very
high speed industrial inspection tasks where the use of trigonometric hue and saturation might
require the use of an extra DSP processor. However, a better approximation of the trigonometric
hue can be obtained by the use of look-up tables for the trigonometric functions.

5 An example

We give a simple example of the use of the suggested hue, saturation and luminance coordinates.
Figure5a is a colour image in which we wish to extract the greyish lines between the mosaic
tiles. The saturation of this image is shown in figure5b, in which it is visible that the lines to be
extracted have, in general, a lower saturation than the tiles. A morphological closing operation

2The approximate hue was introduced during the 1970’s to speed up the interactive choice of colours in com-
puter graphics programs.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: (a) The lizard image (size544 × 360 pixels). (b) The saturation of the lizard image.
(c) A morphological closing of the lizard image using a lexicographical order with saturation at
the first level. (d) The top-hat — the Euclidean distance between images a and c.

with a square structuring element of size5 × 5 pixels was applied to the initial colour image
to give figure5c. The colour vectors were completely ordered by using a lexicographical order
with saturation at the first level, luminance at the second level and hue at the third level (the
angular nature of the hues were taken into account). This closing succeeds in expanding the
tiles to cover the grey lines. Finally, a form of top-hat was calculated by taking the Euclidean
distance (in cylindrical coordinates) between figures5a and5c to give the greyscale image in
figure5d, in which the pixels of highest grey level correspond to the features we wish to extract.

This representation of the RGB space in cylindrical coordinates can be used in any ap-
plication in which one of the HLS, HSI, etc. spaces are traditionally used, ensuring that the
algorithms are not hampered by a poor representation of the data. Nevertheless, one should
remember to take into account the angular nature of the hue component [5].

6 Discussion and conclusion

A critical evaluation of the hue, saturation and brightness or luminance colour spaces is pre-
sented, spaces which are essentially representations of the RGB space in cylindrical coordi-
nates. These spaces are often used in computer vision, even though many of the suggested
transformations found in the literature are optimised for the numerical specification of colours,
and are badly suited to direct application to image processing. Two of the undesirable proper-
ties discussed are the artificial expansion of the conic or bi-conic spaces into cylinders, and the
resulting dependence of the saturation on the brightness function used.

We have presented a formulation of the saturation which is independent of the brightness
function, allowing an unconstrained choice of any brightness function (which has parallel iso-
brightness surfaces), including a psycho-visual measure of the luminance. Comparisons of the
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distributions of the cylindrical coordinates are presented, as well as a simple example which uses
the suggested cylindrical colour coordinates. This example makes use of a Euclidean distance
in the suggested colour space to approximate a morphological top-hat. It would be more correct
to calculate this difference in the L*a*b* space for which the Euclidean metric is defined, but in
which it is less easy to calculate a saturation-based morphological closing. Further applications
using the suggested colour space are given in [6], including a real-time wood colour matching
application.
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Abstract

In this paper we address the problem of object recognition from 2D views. A new ob-
ject recognition approach which combines the MNS and ARG methods is proposed. In the
new system we use the MNS method as a pre-matching stage to prune the list of model
candidates. The ARG method then identifies the best model among the remaining hypothe-
ses through the relaxation labelling process. The results of experiments show considerable
gain in the ARG matching speed. Interestingly, as a result of model pruning, the entropy
of labelling is reduced which improves the recognition rate for extreme object views as well.

1 Introduction

The recognition of objects from their 2D image is one of the crucial tasks in computer vi-
sion. Notwithstanding its classical applications such as robot vision and remote sensing, nowa-
days there is a lot of interest in object recognition in the context of image retrieval from large
databases. Among the many methods which address the problem of 3D object recognition
from 2D views[8], some represent the image of an object using geometric features[12]. Dur-
ing matching, the correspondence between the features from the test image and those of object
model is sought by exploiting the geometric constraints. The object model which best matches
the test image defines the identity of the object in the scene.
The other end of the methodological spectrum is occupied by appearance-based approaches in
which the image of an object is represented using the raw pixel information[6]. In contrast with
the former methods, the matching between two image of an object is accomplished by compar-
ing the image descriptors in a feature space[1]. As a result, the matching in these methods is
much faster than establishing feature correspondences. This is why the appearance-based ap-
proach has recently received a lot of attention for image retrieval. Unfortunately, the matching
in feature space may fail to interpret a scene image unambiguously. This is likely to happen,
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in situations where different objects have similar appearance, or the appearance is distorted by
occlusion and the background clutter is complex.In such situations, these methods can be used
only to identify a number of candidate models which may match the test image.
In this paper we propose to take advantage of the two approaches to construct a multistage
recognition system. In this system we use the appearance-based approach to prune the list of
object models in the model database. The resulting candidate models are then involved in the
matching based on feature correspondences to determine the identity of the object in the scene.
In[3] we proposed a recognition method in which each object is represented in terms of its im-
age regions. The regions extracted are normalised in an affine invariant manner. The normalised
regions of the image are represented by an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG) where each node
and link between a pair of nodes are described using unary and binary features respectively[3].
The regions are characterised using shape and region appearance properties. Object recogni-
tion is achieved by comparing the scene ARG to the graph of object models using relaxation
labelling. The results obtained in several experiments involving images of objects taken from
different viewing angles in a cluttered environment were very promising. However for objects
imaged from extreme viewing angles, and also under sever scaling, our method tends to fail
( like most of the existing methods), as in these situations the shape of a segmented region,
instead of being informative, is rather unreliable.
In a recent work[2] we modified our previous method by replacing the shape features extracted
from the region boundary with more robust and reliable invariant features. The additional ben-
efit of this representation is that we do not need to normalise the regions. We also modified the
probabilistic relaxation labelling method used in[3] in order to minimise its sensitivity to the
number of spurious nodes in the contextual neighbourhood.
For model pruning, we note that colour has been used as a cue for object recognition very
successfully. Among the early efforts, Swain and Ballard[11] introduced a method based on
the colour histogram.The sensitivity of this histogram approach to illumination changes was
later reduced by Funt and Finlayson[5]. They advocated the use of relative colour rather than
absolute colour for indexing. But as histogram matching is, in essence, a global approach, it
cannot entirely overcome the sensitivity to changing background clutter. In order to improve
robustness to background changes, the use of local colour invariant features has recently been
receiving increasing attention. For instance Matas et al[10] proposed a method based on the
matching of invariant colour features computed from multimodal neighbourhoods. The method
is called Multimodal Neighbourhood Signature (MNS). It has been tested in image retrieval
and object recognition applications with promising results[10]. Although colour-based meth-
ods in general are remarkably fast and for this reason they are popular in image retrieval, in the
object recognition context they are not very reliable. The reason is that these methods match
the features of object images in the colour space regardless of any spatial correspondence be-
tween them.Clearly, colour features alone cannot capture the structure of an object in the scene.
Nevertheless the speed of colour based recognition motivated us to utilise this approach in com-
bination with the ARG method to speed up the ARG matching. Accordingly, in this paper we
use the MNS method as a pre-matching stage for the ARG method. In the proposed composite
method, MNS prunes the list of model candidates for any given test image. The ARG method
is then applied to identify, from among the remaining candidates, the models which match the
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objects in the scene image. We refer to the new system as the MNS-ARG method. The results
of experiments carried out with the new method show that a considerable speed-up is achieved
as a consequence of the model pruning. We also demonstrate that in addition to the speed gain,
the recognition rate of the MNS-ARG system for extreme object views is better than for the
stand alone ARG system.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we overview the ARG method[2]. In
Section 3 we briefly describe the MNS method[10]. The experimental results are reported in
Section 4. In the last section we draw the paper to conclusion.

2 ARG object recognition

In this method an object, or more specifically an image of the object is represented in terms of
its segmented regions. The extracted regions are described individually and in pairs using their
geometric and colour features. The entire image is then represented in the form of an Attributed
Relational Graph( ARG)where each node corresponds to one of the regions and the edges be-
tween the nodes capture the region adjacency information.
The segmentation of an image into regions is based on colour homogeneity of the pixels. For
this purpose we use the region growing method proposed in [7]. Each extracted region �� is
characterised individually using its ����� colour vector and we refer to this description as
unary measurement vector ��. The relationship between a pair of regions ��, �� is described
using geometric and colour measurements which constitute a so called binary measurement
vector, ���, defined as follows: Let us consider a pair of regions �� and �� in Fig 1. The line
which connects the centroid points �� and �� intersects with the regions boundaries at ��, ��,
�� and �� . Under affine transformation assumed here, the ratio of segments on a line remains
invariant. Using this property, we define �� �

����
����

and �� �
����
����

as two elements of the binary
measurement vector. In addition, the area ratio �	
����� � ����� and the distance between
colour vectors ���	��� � �� � �� are used as complementary components of the binary
measurement vector ���. All the elements used in the binary measurement vector are affine
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invariant.
Using the extracted regions and the associated measurement vectors we construct a Relational
Attributed Graph in which a graph node �� represents region ��. The measurement vector,
��, embodies the node unaryattributes. The binary measurement vector ��� describes the link
between the pair of nodes ��, ��.
Using this approach an object is modelled in the recognition system by an attributed relational
graph constructed from its representative image. The graphs of all objects in the model database
are collected in a single graph referred to as the composite model graph. The content of an
imaged scene is interpreted by constructing an ARG for the scene image. The resulting repre-
sentation is referred to as the scene graph. Scene objects are then identified by matching the
composite model and scene graphs.
The matching is accomplished using the relaxation labelling technique[13] which has been
modified for the object recognition application[2]. In order to recognise objects in the scene
image, the scene graph is matched against the composite model graph. This is in contrast with
the methods in which the scene graph is matched against one object model at a time. By this
matching strategy, we provide a unique interpretation for each part of the scene[2].
Before describing the algorithm for matching two ARGs let us introduce the necessary nota-
tion and the definitions required. We allocate to each node of the scene graph a label. Set
� � ���� ��� � � � � ��� denotes the scene labels where �� is the label for node ��. Similarly we
use � � ���� ��� � � � � ��� as the label set for the nodes of the composite model graph. In this
label set, �� is the null label which does not refer to any real node. It is added to be assigned
to the scene nodes for which no other label in � is appropriate[13]. The contextual information
in a graph is conveyed to a node from a small neighbourhood. In this regard, node �� is a
neighbour of �� if the Euclidean distance between the associated regions is below a predefined
threshold. We use set �� to refer to the nodes in a neighbourhood of ��. Similarly the labels in
the neighbourhood of �� are referred to by set ��.
By labelling we mean the assignment of a proper label from set � to each node of the scene
graph. In this regard, � ��� � ��� denotes the probability that node �� in the scene graph takes
label ��. Obviously the majority of labels in � are not admissible for ��. Therefore in the first
stage of matching we compile a list of admissible labels for any scene node �� denoted by ��.
This list is constructed by measuring the mean square error between the unary measurement
vector for scene node �� and the vectors of unary relation for all nodes in the model graph.
Note that we include the null label in the label list of all the scene nodes, as it can potentially
be assigned to any node in the scene. In the second stage of matching the modified labelling
probability updating formula is applied[2]:

� �	������ � ��� �
� �	���� � ����

�	���� � ����

���

� �	���� � �����	���� � ���
(1)

��	���� � ��� �
�

����
�
�


���������
� �	���� � ���� ������� � ��� �� � ���

�
�


������������
� �	���� � ����� (2)

The relaxation labelling technique updates the labelling probabilities in an iterative man-
ner using the contextual information provided by the nodes of the graph. In this formula-
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tion ���� � ��� is the support function which measures the consistency of the label as-
signments to the scene nodes in the neighbourhood of �� assuming �� takes label ��. The
labelling consistency is expressed as a function of the binary measurement vectors associated
with the centre node �� and its neighbours. The support function consists of two parts: the first
part measures the contribution from �� neighbours (the main support) and the second part is
added to balance the number of contributing terms via the other labels in �[2]. � is a parameter
which plays the role of the binary relation distribution function � ������� � ��� �� � ��� when
the model nodes �� and �� are not neighbours.It takes a fixed value which is determined exper-
imentally.
Upon termination of the relaxation labelling process, we have a list of correspondences between
the nodes of the scene and model graphs. We count the number of scene nodes matched to the
nodes of each object model and this measure is used as an object matching score.

3 MNS method

In the MNS method proposed by Matas et al[10] an image is described using a number of local
invariant colour features computed on multimodal neighbourhoods detected in the image. In
the first step of the MNS representation, the image plane is covered by a set of overlapping
windows. For every neighbourhood defined in this manner, the modes of the colour distribu-
tion are computed with the mean shift algorithm[4]. The neighbourhoods are then categorised
according to their modality as unimodal, bimodal, trimodal, etc. The invariant features are
only computed from the multimodal neighbourhoods. For every pair of mode colours � � and
�� in a multimodal neighbourhood, a 6-dimensional vector � � ���� ���( in ���� domain
) is constructed.The computed vectors are then clustered in ���� space using the mean shift
algorithm[4]. As an output of this process, for each detected cluster its representative vector is
stored. The collection of all cluster representatives constitutes the image signature.
During recognition, the signature of a test image is matched to each model signature separately.
As the outcome of this process, each model is given a score according to the dissimilarity be-
tween its signature and the test image signature. The models are then rank ordered according to
their scores.
The details of the matching process between a test signature � and a model signature � are
as follow: Consider the test and model signatures as sets of features � � �� � � � � �����
and � � �� �� � � � �����. Recall that each feature in these sets is a 6-dimensional vector in
the ���� space. For every pair � �,� �� the distance  �� �� �

�
�� �  �� is used as the similarity

measure between the two features. Now the test and model signatures � and � are considered
as a bipartite graph where the edge between pair of nodes � and � is described by the distance
 �� ( �� �  ��). A match association function ���� � �� �

�
� is defined as a mapping of each

model feature � to a proper test feature or to 0 (in case none of the test features matches). In
the same manner a test association function ���� � � � �

�
� maps each test feature in � to

a feature in � or to 0. A threshold !� is used to define the maximum allowed distance between
two matched features. The algorithm can be summarised as follows:
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Algorithm 1: MNS Matching

1. Set ���� � � and ���� � � 	 �� �.

2. From each signature � compute the invariant features � �� �
�
� according to the colour

change model dictated by the application.

3. Compute all pairwise distances  �� �  �� �� �
�
�� between the test and model features.

4. Set ���� � �� ���� � � if  �� "  �� and  �� " !� 	 #� � with ��#� � � and ���� � �.

5. Compute signature dissimilarity as
	����� �

�

�� � ������	��

 �� �
�

�� � �����	��

!�

In summary function 	 measures the dissimilarity between the test image and model signatures.
This measurement consists of two parts. The first term represents the goodness of fit between
the features of the candidate model and the test image features. The second term penalises any
unmatched model features. The models are then ranked in the increasing order of their signature
dissimilarities.

4 MNS-ARG matching

As the complexity of labelling in the ARG method directly depends on the size of the graph
involved in a match, any effort to reduce the graph complexity would speed up the matching
process. It is worth recalling that during ARG matching, before labelling and at the end of each
iteration, we prune inadmissible labels from the candidate list of labels for each node in the
test graph, which speeds up computation.We expect to achieve a further gain in the matching
speed by pruning the model candidates using the MNS method. The most important benefit of
the model pruning is the reduction in the number of nodes (labels) in the model graph which
directly speeds up the labelling process.Accordingly, for a given test image first we use the
MNS method to provide a list of model candidates. We then apply the ARG method to identify
the model which best matches the test image. We refer to this new system as the MNS-ARG
method.
We designed an experiment to demonstrate the effect of model pruning on the performance
of the ARG method. We compared ARG with the MNS-ARG method from the recognition
rate and the recognition speed points of view. The experiment was conducted on the SOIL-
47 (Surrey Object Image Library) database which contains 
� objects each of which has been
imaged from �� viewing angles spanning a range of up to
� degrees. The database is available
online[9]. In this experiment we model each object using its frontal image while the other ��
views of the objects are used as test images.The size of images used in this experiment is
���� ��� pixels.
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Figure 2:

For each test image we applied the MNS method to rank the candidate models matched to
it. In this regard, different rank orders were selected to evaluate the MNS matching capabil-
ity. In fig 2(a) we plot the percentage of cases in which the candidate rank order includes the
correct model as a function of object pose. This measure is reported for different rank orders
(3,6,10,15). The results illustrate that the recognition rate (rank � ) for the MNS method is not
very high. As expected, when the rank order increases, the list of the top ranking models is
more likely to include the correct model. For instance for rank order ��, in more than �� of
cases we have the correct model among the candidates.
The ARG method was then applied to identify the object model based on the rank order list
selected by the MNS method. This recognition procedure was applied to all test images in the
database. In fig 2(b) the recognition rate for the MNS-ARG method is plotted as a function of
object pose for different rank orders. The results show a good recognition performance for the
case when the rank order is more than ��. The results in figs 2(a) and 2(b) show that, apart from
the extreme object views, the recognition rate is limited by the MNS performance. For extreme
object views, as expected, the MNS-ARG method fails to recognise the object, but notably all
candidates are rejected( the miss-classification rate is as low as ���). This rate is remarkable
in comparison with the miss-classification rate of MNS which is up to ��� (fig 2(a)). The
failure to recognise objects from their extreme views is due to the significant distortion of the
segmented regions. In these situations ARG is not able to establish correspondence between the
test image and the correct model.
To demonstrate the effect of model pruning on the recognition rate of the ARG method the
associated rates for ARG (without model pruning) and the MNS-ARG method for rank �� are
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Figure 3:

plotted in fig 3(a). As a base line we added the matching performance of the MNS method for
rank order �� to this graph. The results show that the model pruning improves the recognition
rate for extreme object views. For such views the hypotheses at a node of the test graph do not
receive a good support from its neighbours (problem of distortion in image regions). Moreover
a large number of labels involved in the matching increases the entropy of labelling. When
the number of candidate labels for a test node declines by virtue of model pruning the entropy
of labelling diminishes. Consequently it is more likely for a test node to take its proper label
(instead of the null label).
Referring to the results in fig 3(a) the recognition rate of MNS-ARG for some object views is
occasionally slightly lower than that of the ARG method . The failure is due to the absence of
the correct model among the candidates in the rank order list.
We now consider the computational advantage of the model pruning. As the model images
in both the ARG and MNS methods are represented off-line we do not consider the cost of
model construction in the recognition system processing. In the ARG method the recognition
task consists of two stages: the representation of the test image in an ARG form and the graph
matching. We refer to the associated process times as ��� and ��� respectively. By analogy,
MNS matching also involves two stages: the extraction of the image MNS signature and the
signature matching. The corresponding process times are referred as ��� and ��� respectively.

The total recognition time for the ARG matching is !��� � ��� � ��� . When we deploy
MNS for model pruning, the total MNS-ARG process time is !������� � ���� ��� � ����
��� . Among the terms in !������� only the graph matching time ��� varies with the size
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of the list of candidates. In fact this process time depends on the number of nodes in the model
graph which is a function of the number of models and their complexity. In fig 3(b) we plot
the average process time which the ARG and MNS-ARG methods take to recognise the object
in a test image. The experiment was run on a PC with a Pentium3 800MHZ processor and the
CPU time is given in seconds. As expected the total recognition time is a linear function of the
number of models in the rank order list. The results demonstrate that the speed gain obtained by
pruning the model list is significant. For instance considering MNS-ARG with the rank order
��, the recognition time is about �� seconds which is less than half of the recognition time
for the ARG method. Note that this gain in speed is achieved without any loss in recognition
performance.

5 Conclusion

The problem of object recognition from 2D views was addressed. A new object recognition
system which combines the Attributed Relational Graph(ARG) and Multimodal Neighbour-
hood Signature (MNS) methods was proposed. In the proposed system first we perform non-
contextual matching using MNS to prune the number of candidate models.In the next stage
ARG matching is applied to identify the correct model for each object in a test image. The re-
sults of experiments showed a considerable gain in matching speed. As another benefit of model
pruning, the results showed improvement in the recognition rate for extreme object views.
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Abstract

One primary issue in computer vision is to find edges in images. Edges are important
because they yield object boundaries, whose determination is necessary for object recogni-
tion, object tracking and localization.
In this paper we propose the ”Dual-Window-Transition-Search Algorithm” (DWTS), a new
method to detect edges in colored images that restricts image analysis to a higher level
knowledge line segment onto the image. The algorithm yields a so called transition func-
tion which specifies a probability-like value for each position on the line that indicates
whether a transition (edge) is present at the specified position. Detected transitions can be
discontinuities in luminance, color and even low-level texture.
The benefits of the algorithm are that it does not require any color class definitions from
the user. Furthermore the scale space on which the algorithm works can be configured,
allowing the algorithm to be selective only to specific ranges of frequency.
This algorithm can be used as a general building block for several visual high-level algo-
rithms, which address problems as automatic color adjustment, segmentation, object detec-
tion, localization of a mobile robot, tracking objects, optical flow and stereo vision.

1 Introduction

It is well known, that in biological vision systems some form of data encoding occurs at a very
early stage in image processing. This became evident when Hubel and Wiesel discovered in
1979 that neurons in the primary visual cortex might fire only when the receptive field of the
cell is exposed to a bright line at particular location and angle [9].
Not only because of this biological hint but also intuitively, it it clear that edges or transitions
(luminance discontinuities) play an important role for vision, since they indicate object bound-
aries.
Marr and Hildreth [12] proposed to detect edges by finding local maxima of the derivative of
the image signal. This idea was advanced by Canny [4], whose edge detector is the current
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standard scheme. The idea is based on finding the maxima of the partial derivative of the image
function in the direction orthogonal to the edge and smoothing the signal along the edge direc-
tion. Typically, the Canny edge operator is implemented by first convolving the image with a
Gaussian and then looking for the maxima of the first derivative.
There are many other edge detector schemes such as the Laplacian of Gaussians (LOG), the
Prewitt and Roberts edge detectors which all rely on convolving the whole image or parts of it
with some filter mask.
The above edge detectors have the main disadvantages that they are not designed for color im-
ages and that they are suited only to find edges between different luminosities, but not to find
edges between different textures. But this is necessary for most real-world applications.

Thus, this paper proposes a new algorithm, that is able to find edges in colored images. It
does not need any previous color specification from the user and is able to even find transitions
between regions of different low-level texture. With ”low-level-texture” we mean textures that
differ by different fractions of noisy colors. Thus the algorithm is not designed to find transitions
between textures that have equal fractions of colors but different shapes within the structure of
the texture.
The algorithm is based on calculating color histograms for each position on the line and defining
a difference measure to introduce a metric in the histogram space. We call the algorithm the
”Dual Window Transition Search Algorithm”. It is a general algorithm because it can not only
be applied for image signals but for any signal that might even consist of different components
(as the colors in vision). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the main principle of the approach. Section 3 describes the Dual-Window-Transition-Search
Algorithm (DWTS). Section 4 describes the results from simulated and real image data. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper by summarizing the paper and describing fields of application.

2 Spatial Selectivity

Rather than searching edges in the whole image the algorithm is based on the following princi-
ple:
The algorithm just searches for transitions along a user-specified line through the image. This
is reasonable because prior knowledge about the possible location of edges can be used to con-
centrate the computation power on these regions. For instance, when tracking a moving object,
the object’s boundary edges will only move a little in two consecutive images (provided that the
video rate is high enough). Thus, we often have a prior knowledge of the approximate locations
where edges might occur.
When comparing the algorithm with processes in primate vision, one can think of selecting a
neuron in the V1 (primary visual cortex), going back to the retina, and just evaluating those
retinal receptors which are connected to the cell in V1. In this way computing power is only
applied where it is needed.
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3 Dual-Window-Transition-Search Algorithm (DWTS)

In the following section we describe the new algorithm. We first give a short overview, followed
by a detailed description of the single steps respectively.

3.1 Method Overview

Our approach to find the transitions along a line is based on building and comparing color
histograms, that describe the low-level texture of a set of pixels.
Each point on the line divides the line in a left and a right part (thought in the direction of the
line). For each point on the line we calculate two color histograms corresponding to a left and
right region. By defining an adequate distance measure between the histograms we calculate
a value that lays between 0 and 1, that indicates the discrepancy of the two regions. Applying
this method to all points on the line yields a function (the transition function) that has maxima
where transitions are most likely. The frequency sensitivity of the transition function can be
tuned by the predefined size of the regions. Let� be the length of the region to be inspected.
Then the steps of the algorithm are summarized as the following:

1. Get the colors of all pixels on a imaginary line from point� to point�.

2. Extract the most important colors by using a clustering algorithm.

3. Begin with the�’th pixel on the line.

4. Build histograms for the left and the right side of the current point.

5. Calculate the distance between the histograms by defining a distance measure which is
based on a predefined distance function between two colors.

6. Repeat steps 4-6 for all the other points on the line, yielding the transition function� .

7. Find the local maxima of� and determine the corresponding image locations of the found
transitions.

3.2 Color distances

The later definition of the distance measure between histograms is based on a predefined color
distance function

������ � ����	
���� ����	
��� �� ��� ��
��� �� ��� ��������� ��

where����	
��� is an arbitrary color space. The distance function must be positive definite,
symmetric and must fulfill the triangle inequality. We emphasize that any color space can be
used, provided the user can specify any appropriate metric.
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3.3 Color Clustering

To reduce the number of colors that will be used for the histograms we cluster the colors that
appear along the line. There are two possible approaches to influence the clustering process.
The first is to specify a color distance threshold, which yields an undefined number of color
clusters having a distance to each other greater than the threshold. The second possibility is
not to specify any threshold but to predefine the maximum number of color clusters. Then
the algorithm can iteratively adjust an internally maintained color threshold until the specified
number of color clusters are obtained. Thus, for lines which pass through regions with very
different colors the internal threshold will be high, but for lines which pass through regions
with only small color deviations the color clustering will be very sensitive.

We first describe the clustering algorithm based on the predefined threshold since the other
one relies on it.

3.3.1 Using a predefined threshold

Consider a set� � ��� �� �������, � � ����	
���, of colors, a color distance function
������ and the color threshold���� � ��� ��. The algorithm yields a set of� color clusters
� � ������� ������ ���� �������� where����� �� ���� ��� � ����	
���� ��� ��.
The element�� is the center of all colors that correspond to cluster� and�� is the fraction of all
colors in� that belong to the cluster. Hence,

����

��� �� � �.
The algorithm starts with an empty set� and consecutively adds clusters, if necessary.
The basic intention is the following:
For all colors� in�, if there is a cluster����	 in� whose center�	 has a distance��������� ����	� �
����, then attach the color to the cluster by updating�	 and�	. Otherwise start a new cluster.

3.3.2 Specifying the maximal number of clusters

When specifying the maximal number�
�� of clusters the algorithm starts with an internal
threshold���� � ��	 and seeks an appropriate value through binary search. In each step the
above algorithm yields the number of clusters and thereby decides on the adjustment of����.
Before starting the search there must be a test to ensure that it is possible to obtain�
�� clusters.
For instance, if all colors in� are equal, then it is not possible. In such a case, less than�
��

clusters will be obtained. We note that this simple clustering algorithm can be replaced by more
sophisticated methods [5].

3.4 Color Histograms

Since the heart of the algorithm is based on evaluating a distance function between two color
histograms we first provide their definition.

Definition 1 A color vector � of dimension � over a color space ����	
��� is a vector � �
����	
�����
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Definition 2 A color histogram � of size � over a color space ����	
��� is a tupel � �
�� � ����	
����� �� � ��� ���� that fulfills the condition:

����

��� �� � �

Definition 3 The size of a color histogram � � ��� ��� is the dimension of �.

Next, we want to derive a distance function between two arbitrary color histograms� �
� �� ��� and�� � � ��� ����. Let �, �� be the sizes of� and��, respectively.

���	� � ������	��
���	� �������	��
���	� �� ��� ��
��� ��� ��� ���	���� ���

Here�����
���� �� ����	
���� � ��� ���.

3.5 Properties

The distance function should have the following properties:

	 The distance function should introduce a metric to the������	��
���. Thus it must
be positive definite, symmetric and should obey the triangle inequality.

	 Assume that� and�� have a color vector of dimension 1.
Thus�� � ��� � �. Then the distance between� and�� should be the distance of
their only colors,���	���� ��� � ��������� ���.

	 The distance should be zero, if the two histograms are equal, which means that for each
color of  there exists an exact corresponding color in� and the fractions of the colors
are equal.

	 A difference in the histogram fractions should yield a large distance, if and only if the
corresponding colors differ much (in the sense of������.

To find an appropriate metric, we first have to make a further definition:

Definition 4 The color similarity matrix 
 ��� ��� � ��� � ��� ��� ��� of the color vectors �
and �� , with � � ���� �� and �� � ���� ���, is defined by:

 ��� ��� � ������ � � �� �� ���� � � �
 � � �� �� ���� �� � � with
��� � �� ��������� ���.

We note, that due to to symmetry of������ the color similarity matrix is symmetric, if the color
vectors have the same dimension.

Definition 5 The color histogram difference ���	� between two color histograms� � � �� ���
and �� � � ��� ���� with ���� �� � ���� ��� is defined by:

���	���� ��� ��
�

�
���

�

 ��� where ��� � ��� � �� (1)
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3.6 Transition Function

To obtain the desired transition function, we first scan the colors along the selected line (i.e. by
using Bresenham’s algorithm [3]). Let� be the�’th color along this line. Let the total number
of colors be�.
Next, we apply the color clustering algorithm to the scanned colors and obtain a set� �
������� ������ ���� �������� of color clusters, with����� � ���� ���. Here�� is the color
center of cluster�.
We define a color vector�� � ����	
���� by:

�� �� ���� ��� ��������
� (2)

We perform a sequence of steps for all colors from� to ���. Remember, that� is the size
(number of colors) of the left and right window1 that will be used to build the color histograms.
For the first and last positions on the given line, we cannot define regions that lie completely
within the line. Thus, we can not reliably determine the color histograms for that points. Hence,
we exclude them from analysis. If they should be included, the user has to specify a longer line.
The steps for each position� on the line are:

1. Let����� �� ��� �� ���� �� �� 
 ��� �� �� �  ���� �� ��
and������ �� ��� �� ���� �� �� 
 ��� �  �� ���� �  � � �� be the index sets of the left and
right region of position�, respectively. We build the histograms� ���� �� ���� ������� and
������ �� ���� �������� by scanning the colors of the corresponding region and updating the
respective�-values by the color distance of the actual color to the color of the respective
bin of the histogram. The updates are performed in the way that first the distances are
summed up for each bin and finally, all values are scaled down to sum up to 1.

2. Calculate the difference�� �� ���	�������� ������� between the two histograms by ap-
plying definition 5(page 5). We can use the reduced version���	�������� ������� �
�

�
���

�

 ��� since the color vectors of both histograms are equal.

We obtain a sequence of values��� ��  �� ����� � � � ��� �� that indicate the existence of a
transition.

3.7 Optimization

Instead of recalculating the histograms and the histogram difference from scratch while pass-
ing through the colors of the line, considerable speed enhancements can be achieved by just
updating the histograms and the difference measure from step to step.

For the convenience of derivation we reformulate the histogram difference measure from
equation 1 by using values to specify the histogram fractions that are scaled up in the way that
the value 1 is mapped to the window size�:

���	���� ��� �
�

���

�� 
�

 �� (3)

1The window is meant just along the line segment, not as a 2-D image point neighborhood.
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leftOut rightInrightToLeft

Figure 1: The left and right window are displaced one step to the right. The corresponding color
histogram is shown above each window. To update the histograms only three pixels have to be
dealt with.

where �� � � ����� � � ����. Here � ����� � ����� � !"� are vectors whose components specify
the contribution of the colors in the respective window to the respective color cluster of the
histogram. With� being the size of each window, we have:

����
���

 ����� � �
����
���

 ���� � � � (4)

Suppose, that at step� we have calculated���	��������� �������. Next, we want to determine
���	����

�

����� �
�

������ at the next step��, where� �

����� �
�

����� are the color histograms of one
position later in the direction of the line (see figure 1):

���	���
�

� �
�

�� �
�

���

�� �
�

 �� � (5)

where �� � � � ������ �
� �����. Here � ����� � ����� specify the new histogram fractions.

For an arbitrary color���	 � ����	
��� we define �#����� � ��� ��� by:

�#����� ��
�����

��� ��� ����������	� ����

�
����

�� ����������	� ���
�� ����������	� ���

...
�� ����������	� �����

�
���� (6)

where the elements specify the similarity of the color to the respective histogram color. Thus,
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if ��$�%��, 	��&���'�$� and	��&�!� specify the colors according to figure 1, we have:

� ������ � � �����  �#������� � �#����������� (7)

� ����� � � ����  �#����������� � �#������� (8)

�� � � � ������ �
� ����� �

��  ��# with ��# �� �#������� � � �#�����������  �#������� (9)

Thus,

���	����
�

����� �
�

������ �
�

���

�� �
�

 �� �

�
�

���
� �� �
 ��  �� �
�#  �#�
 ��  �#�
�#� (since
 is symmetric)

�
�

���
� �� �
 ��  � �#�
 ��  �#�
�#�

� ���	��������� �������  �� (10)

with �� ��
�

���

��#�
�� ��  ��#� (11)

The following steps summarize the optimized algorithm:

1. Calculate the initial transition value�� �� ���	��������� ������� at position� � � on the
line by applying equation 1.

2. Determine the three colors��$�%���, 	��&���'�$�� and	��&�!�� at the current position
�.

3. Calculate�� and �� �.

4. Update the actual transition value:���� � �� ��

5. Repeat steps 2 to 5 for all remaining positions on the line.

The total running time of the algorithm is:

	 Scanning the colors along a line:%���

	 Color clustering:%����, where� is the number of colors along the line and� is the
number of color clusters.

	 Calculation of the similarity matrix:%����

	 Calculation of the transition values:%�����

Thus, the total running time is%�����. If the user restricts the number of emerging color
clusters, which can be done in all practical cases (i.e. k=3 yet yields good results), the running
time is%���.
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4 Results

4.1 Real image data

Figure 2 shows a 24 Bit RGB image of a mandrilla mokey. The diagrams on the bottom show
the results of calculating the transition function for the line shown in the figure, when using two
different window sizes (2, 32). Each diagram displays the colors along the imaginary line on a
horizontal beam on the bottom of the respective diagram. At local (and global) maxima a small
circle is drawn at the curve of the function.

4.2 Generated image data

To illustrate, that the algorithm is able to detect transitions between different low-level textures
we have generated test images with regions of different noisy textures (figure 3).
In case A where the textures have partially different colors the transitions can clearly be found.
In case B the textures do not differ in the colors, but in the fractions of the occurrences of colors.
Here the transitions can also be determined. In case C the textures neither differ in colors, nor
in the fractions of their occurrences. Instead the textures differ by the size of grain. Thus, case
C is not a low-level texture. As expected, the algorithm can not find this transition.

4.3 Real Running Times

We have implemented the algorithm with Visual C++, running on a Pentium III, 1 GHz, under
Windows 2000. In a non-optimized implementation, the calculation of the transition function
along a line with a length of 150 pixels needs��� milliseconds.

5 Conclusion

We have developed a new algorithm to detect transitions (edges) along an imaginary line within
a colored image. It has the following desired properties:

1. It detects transitions that evolve from intensity, color or low-level texture discontinuities.

2. It is robust against noise.

3. It does not require the user to specify any color classes.

4. It can operate on different scale spaces.

We have tested the algorithm thoroughly with real and simulated data.
The algorithm can be used as a general building block for higher algorithms. We have already
applied the algorithm for the following purposes:

1. Edge Detection Within the RoboCup project [1] we have successfully used a specialized
version of this algorithm to detect the walls, goals and opponents.
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2. Learning Color Classes Since the algorithm does not require the user to specify any kind
of color classes, it can be used to learn them. For instance, in RoboCup the objects (walls,
goals, playing field, ball) are color coded. Calibrating the color classes has been one of
the greatest difficulties. With our algorithm the objects can be first recognized by their
shape, and next, the colors and even the low-level textures of the objects can be learned
automatically.

3. Higher Feature Detection The algorithm can be used to build a contour following algo-
rithm. It is then possible to find higher feature as corners and T-junctions which are very
important for the detection of part boundaries[8] in human vision.

4. Segmentation The algorithm can be used for several segmentation algorithms. For in-
stance the algorithms can be applied for region growing algorithms by detecting for each
step to a specific direction, whether a transition is present or not [14][7].

5. Tracking By using groups of parallel lines which are installed orthogonal to an object
edge the algorithm can be easily used to track moving objects. Combined with a Kalman-
filter[13] very accurate results can be achieved.

6. Snakes, Active Contours and Active Appearance Models Snakes[10], Active Contours
[2] and Active Appearance Models [6] rely on the detection of local features at a priori
given locations. Thus, our algorithm can ideally be applied.

7. Optical Flow By determining the correlation of the transition functions in consecutive
images, optical flow can be determined.

8. Stereo Vision The algorithm can be applied for stereo vision by defining equally posed
lines in the images of both cameras. By determining the correlation between the transition
functions the disparity can be calculated.

Our future goal is to construct a complete vision system that is based on this algorithm.
Here, one important issue is how to use scale-space theory[11] and higher feed-back loops to
automatically configure the open parameter ”window size” of our algorithm.
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Abstract

We focus on composition of mosaic images using a 360 x 360 mosaic camera. Such a cam-
era is obtained by moving a 1D omnidirectional camera on a circular path. This 1D camera
captures a set of light rays in one plane, which should be tangent to the circular path of the
camera center and perpendicular to the plane in which this circle lies. However, in practical
realizations, this condition does not need to be fulfilled exactly. There are three possible
rotations of the 1D omnidirectional camera in space. In this paper we investigate one of
them, the in-plane rotation. We show that this rotation breaks the epipolar rectification of
the mosaic images and we show that only one point correspondence is required to rectify
the images. We also examine the effect of non-square pixels of the CCD cameras used for
a practical realization of the 360 x 360 mosaic camera.

Keywords: Omnidirectional cameras, 360 x 360 mosaic

1 Introduction

Noncentral cameras, where the light rays do not meet in one common point, are recognized
as a new field of research in computer vision. Unlike in case of central cameras, where a
consistent theory of geometrical models and relations exists [4], noncentral cameras provide
a lot of open problems. For example, the epipolar geometry of some noncentral cameras is
described in [7, 5, 8].

We focus on a 3D reconstruction from one particular noncentral camera, the 360 x 360
mosaic [6, 2]. This camera has two interesting properties, the first is that it captures the whole
panorama not only in the horizontal direction but also in the vertical direction. The second

∗This work was supported by the following grants: MSM 212300013, GAČR 102/01/0971, M̌SMT KONTAKT
2001/09.
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property is that corresponding points lie on the same image row. Moreover, this camera has a
very simple model with only one intrinsic parameter [2].

We can imagine the 360 x 360 mosaic camera as a planar pencil of raysπ moved on a
circular pathC, see Figure1(a), while this plane is tangent to this pathC and perpendicular to
the planeδ in which the circleC lies. We call this set of raysπ a 1D omnidirectional camera.
When all these conditions are fulfilled, the 360 x 360 mosaic camera sees all points outside
the cylinder, generated by the circleC, exactly twice in two different rotation positions. This
ensures, that there is a disparity between two images of one scene point. The size of the disparity
is influenced by the radius of the circleC.

r

π

�

δ

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) The camera model and (b), one of its practical realization, showing a plane of light
rays reflected by the mirror.

Very important question is, how to actually build such a camera? The circleC is realized
by a turntable. The key issue is how to create the 1D omnidirectional camera. Originally [6],
two realizations were proposed. One employed a pinhole camera and a hat-like shaped mirror,
the other one used a telecentric lens and a conical mirror with the apex angle equal90◦. We
decided to test the latter realization, shown in Figure1(b). We also proposed another realization
employing a fish eye lens with field of view larger than180◦ [1] instead of the mirror. This
realization provides simpler setup at almost the same cost. It should be noted that the fish eye
lens has to be calibrated in order to select the planar pencil of light raysπ.

It is somehow confusing that the wordcamerahas several meanings in this text. There is
the360 x 360 mosaic cameraor simplymosaic camerawhich produces a mosaic image pair,
the 1D omnidirectional camera, which captures a planar pencil of light raysπ and is rotated
on a circular pathC to produce the 360 x 360 mosaic camera, and finally the wordcamera
alone means ordinary CCD camera, which is employed in the practical realization of the 1D
omnidirectional camera. The first two meaning describe abstract cameras. The emphasized
term should distinguish which device is discussed in the text. The same applies for the word
image. By a mosaic imagewe understand the output from the mosaic camera whileimage
stands for output from the camera realizing the 1D omnidirectional camera and it is represented
by 2D matrix. The image from the 1D omnidirectional camera is generally represented as an
ellipse (in ideal case as a circle) in this image.

The camera observes a scene reflected in the mirror, see Figure1(b). When selecting a
circle in the image centered on the mirror tip, one planeπ of pixels is determined and this circle
represents an image from the 1D omnidirectional camera. In case of a fish eye lens, the light
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rays fromπ are directly perspectively imaged to a circle in the image. As noted before, the
mosaic camera observes each point in the scene exactly twice, therefore it is natural to split the
planeπ, with respect to a line parallel to vertical image axis and passing through the image of
the tip of the cone (the image center in case of the fish eye), into two parts which are used to
compose the two mosaic images, see Figure2.

Right eye mosaic

Image acquired by a CCD camera

Left eye mosaic

Figure 2: Mosaic composition from slices.

However, the above observations are valid only if the planeπ is actually perpendicular to
the planeδ and tangent to the circleC. Moreover, the procedure explained in Figure2 is valid
only for a camera with square pixels. In case of non square pixels we have to select an ellipse
instead of a circle. The vertical image axis must also be perpendicular to the planeδ, otherwise
we have to use a different line to divide the ellipse into two parts. All the previous conditions
do not have to be satisfied in the real setup due to some imperfections.

When we say that the 1D omnidirectional camera ispartially calibrated, we mean that we
know how to select the proper pixels in the 2D image which correspond to the planar pencil of
light rays, but we do not know the coordinate system in this pencil. This means that we do not
know which pixel represents a light ray perpendicular to the planeδ. It also means that we do
not know whether the vertical image axis is perpendicular to the planeδ.

In this paper, we focus on two particular issues, the problem of non square pixels, discussed
in Section2, and the case when the vertical image axis is not perpendicular to the planeδ, see
Section3. We call this situationin-plane rotation. The other two issues are left for future work.
Experimental results are presented in Section4.

2 Non-square pixels

The termnon-square pixelscan have two meanings. Either it can mean that there is a difference
in scale of the image axes, or the angle between the axes is not equal to90◦. General calibration
models [10] assume that both these problems can occur simultaneously. However, modern CCD
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cameras have hardly the angle between the image axes different from90◦. Therefore we focus
only on the difference in the scale of the image axes.

This difference causes that circles in an ideal (undistorted) image become ellipses in the
observed (distorted) image, see Figure3. The transformation between the distorted and the
undistorted image can be expressed in a matrix form as:

K−1 =

 1 0 −u0

0 β −βv0

0 0 1

 . (1)

This matrixK is a simplified intrinsic calibration matrix of a pinhole camera [4]. The displace-
ment of the center of the image is expressed by termsu0 andv0, the skewness of the image
axes is neglected here. Provided with this matrix, we can select the proper ellipse in the image

u’

v’K
−1

v

u

Figure 3: A circle in the image plane is distorted due to a different length of the axes. Therefore
we observe an ellipse instead of a circle in the image.

which correspond to the planar pencil of light raysπ, representing the image from the 1D om-
nidirectional camera. Without this knowledge, we cannot select the proper rays and we cannot
construct the mosaic camera.

3 In-plane rotation

In-plane rotation occurs when the vertical image axis is not perpendicular to the planeδ. This
can happen when the CCD chip of the camera or even the camera itself is slightly tilted. It
should be noted that the planeπ is still perpendicular to the planeδ and tangent to the circleC
in this case. It only the image axes are rotated in the planeπ, thus the termin-plane rotation.
Therefore, if we choose the linel,which is used for splitting the ellipse corresponding to the
light rays in planeπ, to be perpendicular to the vertical image axis, it will be not perpendicular
to the planeδ. The ellipse has to be splitted with respect to some other linel′, as it is depicted in
Figure4(a). The angle between these two lines is the same as the angle of the in-plane rotation.

What is the effect of the in-plane rotation? The splitting of the ellipse means that from one
acquisition step we get two mosaic images. Each point in the scene is visible twice, once in
each of the images. When an in-plane rotation occurs, two images of one point can be observed
in one mosaic image, see Figure4(b). This is due to the fact, that 360 x 360 mosaic images
have a topology of a torus [9].
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It can be observed in Figure4 that the left eye mosaic is in the correct case composed by
segments 4 and 3 and the right eye mosaic consists of segments 1 and 2. In case of the in-plane
rotation, the segment 3 is moved from the bottom of the left eye mosaic to the bottom of the
right eye mosaic. The order of rows in this segment is reversed. Similar situation occurs with
the segment 1. The angle of the in-plane rotation determines the size of these two segments.
Since we know that the row coordinates of two corresponding images of one points has to be
the same, we can compute the number of rows which have to be shifted back.
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Figure 4: Effect of an in-plane rotation, see text for a description.

4 Experimental results

During our attempts to build a 360 x 360 mosaic camera, we found that corresponding points in
the two mosaic images do not lie on the same image row. Instead, their coordinates exhibited
almost the same difference, which corresponds to some in-plane rotation. We performed the
following experiment, where the 1D omnidirectional camera was realized by a fish eye lens.
Similar procedure is valid also when the mirror is used to create the 1D omnidirectional camera.

A Pulnix high resolution camera was equipped with a standard12.5mm lens and a Nikon
FC-E8 fish eye converter. In the initial position, the camera was pointing with its optical axis
at one of the calibration points, see Figure5(a). Then we rotated the calibration target from
−90◦ to 90◦ with a 10◦ step. In each step, we captured an image of the calibration target and
extracted coordinates of the selected calibration point. Figure5(b) show an image from the
camera corresponding to no rotation of the target and Figure5(c) shows the target rotated by
90◦. Note the significant distortion which does not allow to use automatic detection of points.
Another shape of the markers should probably be used.

Figure6 shows coordinates of the detected images of this point moving in space. It can
be noticed that the point is not moving on a straight horizontal line nor on a curve, which
would correspond to ideal case or an incorrectly estimated image center respectively. Instead,
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the point moves on a rotated straight line. This indicates, that the CCD chip of our camera is
slightly tilted, which results in an in-plane rotation of our 1D omnidirectional camera.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) Experimental setup. (b) One of the images. (c) The calibration target in the
leftmost position, note the significant distortion.

We verified this with a standard calibration procedure [3] and found that there is really a tilt
of 0.288◦ of the CCD chip present, which results in the change in thev coordinate up to almost
5 pixels in a1000 × 1000 image. Although the rotation seems really small, the higher the
resolution, the bigger the influence of the tilt. Also in the resulting mosaic, the corresponding
images of one scene point were not on the same image row, see Figure7. After the epipolar
rectification compensating the in-plane rotation, the points moved to the same image row, as it
is depicted in Figure7.

Figure8 shows this difference for selected corresponding images of scene points in case of
rectified mosaics. The points were detected manually to ensure that also points from the top and
bottom part of the mosaic image will be compared, see Figure9(a) and Figure9(b) for images
of these points in the left and right mosaic image respectively. Due to a high distortion in the
top and bottom parts of the mosaic images, automatic matching algorithms based on correlation
would fail on these points. Note that the differences in the row coordinate are smaller than one
pixel.

5 Conclusion

We have demonstrated the effects of two sources of distortion which can arise in realization
of the 360 x 360 mosaic camera. We have shown that the effect of non-square pixels can be
compensated by selecting an appropriate ellipse instead of a circle in the image. We discussed
the effect of the in-plane rotation on the resulting mosaic images. It shows up that only one
point correspondence is needed to rectify the mosaic images. Other two rotations of the 1D
omnidirectional camera with respect to the plane constraining the circular motion path are left
for future work.
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Abstract

We present a complete step-by-step approach to calibration of ultra wide angle fish-eye
lenses with the angle of view larger than180◦. Such a large field of view is necessary for
some applications such as the 360 x 360 mosaicing. Recently, a Nikon FC-E8 fish eye lens
converter with the field of view equal183◦ become available. In this paper, we propose its
model, suggest a calibration procedure, and demonstrate its use in a mosaicing application.
First of all we propose a general model of a camera with field of view larger than180◦.
Then, we identify the structure and the parameters of the mapping between the incoming
light rays and pixels for the Nikon FC-E8 converter. Finally, we present a complete camera
calibration method from a known calibration target.

Keywords: Camera calibration, wide angle lenses

1 Introduction

Large field of view (FOV) is useful for some computer vision applications such as selfcalibra-
tion where it provides better conditioned views and less degenerate situations [11, 10]. Several
ways to enlarge the FOV exist. Mirrors, lenses, moving parts, or a combination of the previous
can be employed for this purpose. In this paper we focus on the use of a special lens, the Nikon
FC-E8 fish eye converter [3], which provides FOV of183◦. This FOV allows us to employ this
lens in building of a 360 x 360 mosaic [7]. We mounted this lens on a Pulnix digital camera
equipped with a standard 12.5mm lens as it is depicted in Figure1. Our experiments also show
that such a lens provides better results than mirrors, which were often used to build 360 x 360
mosaics [7]. Focusing of the lens is easier than focusing on the mirror and also the setup of the
mosaicing camera is simpler.

∗This work was supported by the following grants: MSM 212300013, GAČR 102/01/0971, M̌SMT KONTAKT
2001/09.
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Figure 1: Nikon FC-E8 fish eye converter mounted on a Pulnix digital camera with a standard
12.5mm lens.

For many computer vision tasks, the relationship between the light rays entering the camera
and pixels in the image has to be known. In order to find this relationship, the camera has to
be calibrated. A suitable camera model has to be chosen for this task. It turns out that the
pinhole camera model with a planar retina, see Figure2, is not sufficient for sensors with large
FOV [5]. Previous approaches used planar retina and pinhole model [1, 2, 12, 13]. In [9], a
stereographic projection was employed but the experiments were evaluated on lenses with FOV
smaller than180◦. We introduce a method for calibration from a single image of one known 3D
calibration target with iterative refinement of parameters of our camera model with a spherical
retina, depicted in Figure2.

In the next section, we introduce a camera model with a spherical retina. Then we discuss
various models describing the relationship between the light rays and pixels in Section3. Sec-
tion 4 is devoted to the determination of this model for the case of Nikon FC-E8 converter. A
summary of the presented method is given in Section5. Experimental results are presented in
Section6.

2 Camera Model

The camera model describes how a 3D scene is transformed into a 2D image. It has to in-
corporate the orientation of the camera with respect to some scene coordinate system and also
the way how the light rays in the camera centered coordinate system are projected into the im-
age. The orientation is expressed by extrinsic camera parameters while the latter relationship is
determined by intrinsic parameters of the camera.

Intrinsic parameters can be divided into two groups. The first one includes the parameters of
the mapping between the rays and ideal orthogonal square pixels. We will discuss these param-
eters in the next section. The second group contains the parameters describing the relationship
between ideal orthogonal square pixels and the real pixels of image sensors.

Let (u, v) denote coordinates of a point in the image measured in an orthogonal basis as
shown in Figure3. CCD chips often have a different spacing between pixels in the vertical
and the horizontal direction. This results in images unequally scaled in the horizontal and
vertical direction. This distortion causes circles to appear as ellipses in the image, as shown in
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a) b)

Figure 2: From image coordinates to light rays: (a) a directional and (b) an omnidirectional
camera.

Figure3. Therefore, we introduce a parameterβ representing the ratio between the scales of the
horizontal respectively the vertical axis. A matrix expression of the distortion can be written in
the following form:

K−1 =

 1 0 −u0

0 β −βv0

0 0 1

 . (1)

This matrix is a simplified intrinsic calibration matrix of a pinhole camera [4]. The displacement
of the center of the image is expressed by termsu0 andv0, the skewness of the image axes is
neglected in our case, because cameras usually have orthogonal pixels.

u’

v’K
−1

v

u

Figure 3: A circle in the image plane is distorted due to a different length of the axes. Therefore
we observe an ellipse instead of a circle in the image.

3 Projection Models

Models of the projection between the light rays and the pixels are discussed in this section. Most
commonly used approach is that these models are described by a radially symmetric function
that maps the angleθ between the incoming light ray and the optical axis to some distancer
from the image center, see Figures7 and7(b). This function typically has one parameterk. As
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it was stated before, the perspective projection, which can be expressed asr = k tan θ, is not
suitable for modeling cameras with large FOV. Several other projection models exist [5]:

• stereographic projectionr = k tan θ
2
,

• equidistant projectionr = kθ,

• equisolid angle projectionr = k sin θ
2
, and

• sine law projectionr = k sin θ.

Figure4 shows graphs of the above projection functions for angleθ varying from0 to 180
degrees. It can be noticed that perspective projection cannot cope with anglesθ near90◦. It can
also be noticed that most of the models can be approximated with an equidistant projection for
a smaller angleθ. However, when the FOV of the lens increases, the models differ significantly.
In the next section we describe a procedure for selecting the appropriate model for Nikon FC-E8
converter.
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Figure 4: Values of projection models function for angleθ in range of0 and180 degrees.

4 Model Determination

In order to derive the projection model for Nikon FC-E8, we have investigated how light rays
with constant increment in the angleθ are imaged on the image plane. We performed the
following experiment. The camera was observing a cylinder with circles seen by light rays with
known angleθ, as it is depicted in Figure5(a). These circles correspond to an increment in
the angleθ set to5◦ for rays imaged to the peripheral parts of the image (θ = 90◦..70◦) and to
10◦ for the rays imaged to the central part of the image. Figure5(b) show the grid which after
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wrapping around a cylinder produced the circles. Figure5(c) shows an image of this cylinder. It
can be seen that circles are imaged to approximate circles and that constant increment in angles
results in slowly increasing increment in radii of the circles in the image. Note that the circles
at the border have angular distance5◦, while the distance near the center is10◦.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) Camera observing a cylinder with a calibration pattern (b) wrapped around the
cylinder. Note that the lines corresponds to light rays with an increment in the angleθ set to
5◦ (the bottom 4 intervals) and10◦ (the 5 upper intervals). (c) Image of circles with radii set
to a tangent of a constantly incremented angle results in concentric circles with almost constant
increment in radii in the image.

We fitted all of the models mentioned in the previous section to detected projections of
the light rays into the image. The stereographic projection with two parameters:r = a tan θ

b

provided the best fit but there was still a systematic error, see Figure6. Therefore, we extended
the model which resulted in a combination of the stereographic projection with the equisolid
angle projection. This improved model is identified by four parameters, see Equation3, and
provides the best fit with no systematic error, as it is depicted in Figure6. An initial fit of the
parameters is discussed in the following section.

5 Complete Camera Model

Under the above observations, we can formulate the model of the camera. Provided with a
scene pointX = (x, y, z)T , we are able to compute its coordinatesX̃ = (x, y, z)T in the
camera centered coordinate system:

X̃ = RX + T , (2)

whereR represents a rotation andT stands for a translation. The standard rotation matrixR
has three degrees of freedom andT is expressed by the vectorT = (t1, t2, t3)

T .
Then, the angleθ, see Figure7(a), between the light ray through the pointX̃ and the optical

axis can be computed. This angle determines the distancer of the pixel from the center of the
image:

r = a tan
θ

b
+ c sin

θ

d
, (3)
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Figure 6: Model fit error for stereographic and combined stereographic and equisolid angle
projection. Parametersa, b, c, andd were estimated in an optimization procedure.

wherea, b, c, andd are parameters of the projection model.
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Figure 7: (a) Camera coordinate system and its relationship to the anglesθ andϕ (b) From polar
coordinates(r, ϕ) to orthogonal coordinates(u′, v′).

Together with the angleϕ between the light ray reprojected toxy plane and thex axis of the
camera centered coordinate system, the distancer is sufficient to calculate the pixel coordinates
u′ = (u′, v′, 1) in some orthogonal image coordinate system, see Figure7(b), as

u′ = r cos ϕ (4)

v′ = r sin ϕ . (5)

In this case the vectoru′ does not represent a light ray from the camera center like in a pinhole
camera model, instead it is just a vector augmented by1 so that we can write an affine transform
of the image points compactly by one matrix multiplication (6).

Real pixel coordinatesu = (u, v, 1) can then be obtained as

u = Ku′ . (6)
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The complete camera model parameters including extrinsic and intrinsic parameters can be
recovered from measured coordinates of calibration points by minimizing an objective function

J =
N∑

i=1

‖ũ− u‖ , (7)

where‖...‖ denotes the Euclidean norm,N is the number of points,̃u are coordinates of points
measured in the image, andu are their coordinates reprojected by the camera model. A MAT-
LAB implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt [6] minimization was employed in order to
minimize the objective function (7).

The rotational matrixR has three degrees of freedom, as well as the vector of translation
T, see (2). The image center, scale ratio of the image axesβ, and the four parameters of the
mapping between the light rays and pixels (3) give 7 intrinsic parameters. Therefore, our model
is identified by 13 parameters.

When minimizing the objective function (7), we set the image center to the center of the
circle (ellipsis) surrounding the image, see Figure5. This is possible because the Nikon FC-
E8 lens is so called circular fish eye, where this circle is visible. Assuming that the mapping
between the light rays and pixels (3) is radially symmetric, this center of the circle should be
the image center. Parameters of the model were set to an ideal stereographic projection, which
means thatb = 2, c = 0, d = 1, anda was set using the ratio between the coordinates of points
corresponding to the light rays with the angleθ equal to0 and180 degrees. The value of theβ
parameters was set to1. The camera position was set to be in the center of the scene coordinate
system with thez axis coincident with the optical axis of the camera.

6 Experimental Results

We performed two calibration experiments. In the first experiment, the calibration points were
located on a cylinder around the optical axis and the camera was looking down into that cylinder,
see Figure5(a). The points had the same depth for the same value ofθ. The second experiment
employed a 3D calibration object with points located on a half cylinder. The object was realized
such that a line of calibration points was rotated on a turntable, as it is depicted in Figure8. Here,
the points with the same angleθ had different depths.

The first experimental setup was also used to determine the projection model, as it is de-
scribed in Section4. The total number of 72 points was manually detected. One half of them
was used for the estimation of the parameters while the second half was used for the verification.
The same approach was also used in the second experiment, where the number of calibration
points was 285. Again, all points were detected manually.

Figure9(a) shows the reprojection of points, computed with parameters estimated during
the calibration, compared with their coordinates detected in the image. The lines represent the
errors between the respective points scaled 20 times to make the distances clearly visible. The
same error is shown in Figure9(b) for all the points. It can be noticed that the error does not
show any significant systematic dependence.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: (a) Experimental setup for the half cylinder experiment. (b) One of the images with
the calibration target in the middle of the image. (c) The calibration target is located90◦ left
from the camera, note the significant distortion.
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Figure 9: (a) Reprojection of points for the cylinder experiment. The distances between the
reprojected and the detected points are scaled 20 times. (b) Reprojection error for each point.

Similar graphs illustrate the results from the second experiment. Figure10 shows the com-
parison between the reprojected points and their coordinates detected in the image. Again, the
lines representing the distance between these two sets of points are scaled 20 times.

Figure11(a) depicts this reprojection error for each calibration point. Note that the error is
bigger for points in the corners of the image, which is natural, since the resolution here is higher
and therefore one pixel corresponds to a smaller change in the angleθ. However, it can be seen
in Figure10 that the reprojection error is nearly random.

To verify the randomness of the error, we performed the following test. Because the points
in the image were detected manually, we suppose that the detection error has normal distribution
in both image axes. Therefore, a sum of squares of these errors, normalized to unit variance,
should be described by aχ2 distribution [8]. Figure11(b) shows a histogram of detection errors
together with a graph of aχ2 density. Note thatχ2 distribution describes well the calibration
error distribution.
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Figure 10: Reprojection of points for the half cylinder experiment. The distances between the
reprojected and the detected points are scaled 20 times.
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Figure 11: (a) Reprojection error for each point for the half cylinder experiment. (b) Histogram
of sum of squares of normalized detection errors together with aχ2 density marked by the curve.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a camera model for lenses with FOV larger than180◦. The models is based
on employment of a spherical retina and a radially symmetrical mapping between the incoming
light rays and pixels in the image. We proposed a method for identification of the mapping func-
tion, which led to a combination of two mapping functions. A complete calibration procedure,
involving a single image of a 3D calibration target, is then presented. Finally, we demonstrate
the theory in two experiments, all using the Nikon FC-E8 fish eye converter. We believe that
the ability to correctly describe and calibrate the Nikon FC-E8 fish eye lens converter opens a
way to many new application of very wide angle lenses.
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Abstract

Radial lens distortion prohibits use of simple pinhole camera models in computer
vision applications, especially when using wide-angle lenses, which result in barrel-
type distortion. Usual approach to radial distortion is by the means of polyno-
mial approximation, which introduces distortion-specific parameters into the camera
model and requires iterative methods for their calculation. Based on the properties
of distorted images, an alternative approach is proposed in this paper. The basic
assumption is that distortion occurs due to transformation of the observed differen-
tial of radius and is locally dependent of the angle of principal rays. The geometric
relations which result from this assumption are complemented with the equations of
the perspective radial lens projection function to derive model of radial distortion
with single parameter - focal length. Experiments were conducted to illustrate the
validity and performance of this approach.
Key words: lens distortions, radial distortion, camera calibration

1 Introduction

Lens distortions are long-known phenomena that prohibit use of simple pinhole camera
models in the most of the computer vision applications. Being the most stubborn type of
lens aberrations, they do not influence quality of the image, but have significant impact
on image geometry [4]. Several types of lens distortions exist, however, radial distortion
is usually the most severe part of the total lens distortion, especially when inexpensive

∗This work was supported by Ministry of Education, Science and Sport of Republic of Slovenia (Re-
search program 1538-517). Significant amount of work was performed during the first author’s stay at
Centre for Machine Perception at Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic, where he was
supported by the Slovenian-Czech project “Omnidirectional vision”.
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wide-angle lenses are used. Effect of radial distortion on image geometry is illustrated in
Figure 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Effect of radial distortion on image geometry. Dashed line represents the
rectangular object as it would appear in absence of radial distortion. Solid line shows the
object shape in the presence of (a) barrel and (b) pinchusion distortion.

There are two major types of radial distortion [4]. When image points get displaced
from its desired location to the position closer to the optical axis (negative displacement),
barrel distortion occurs. Alternatively, image points can get displaced to the position fur-
ther away from the optical axis (positive displacement), in this case pinchusion distortion
occurs. Barrel distortion is common in wide angle lenses and it therefore dominates the
distortion-related research, as far as computer vision is considered.

1.1 Related work

The science of precise measurement using optical instruments has developed long time
before first computer vision-based measuring systems became available [4]. Major part
of photogrammetric work was performed manually and high-quality optical equipment
was prerequisite for accurate measurements. These instruments are today referred to
as ”metric” equipment, in contrast to ”non-metric” or consumer equipment, which now
dominates the field of computer vision. Expensive metric cameras usually incorporated
complex optics, which included correcting elements aimed at correcting lens distortions.
Radial distortions of these cameras were small (in the range of micrometers), but were
nevertheless fully documented in camera documentation [4]. Calibration of these high-
precision cameras was performed using highly specialized equipment.

Advent of computer vision brought off-the-shelf cameras and lenses into the field of
visual inspection and measurement. This required different calibration procedures, which
could be carried out on inexpensive, but computer-supported equipment. Radial distor-
tions of these lenses were much higher (several percent at the image boundary, see [8]).
Polynomial model for radial distortion, which originated in photogrammetry was adopted,
as demonstrated by Tsai [8].

In the following years, many authors tried to compensate for radial lens distortion.
Some of them used wide-angle lens for image acquisition, which resulted in radial distor-
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tions evidently exceeding 20% [7]. This called for some kind of radial distortion correction
even when no precise measurements were performed. Most approaches used polynomial
approximation model for radial distortion, with rare exceptions [1], such as FET (Fish-Eye
Transform) model by Basu and Licardie and FOV (Field-Of-View) model by Devernay
and Faugeras. The FET model is based on the observation that fish-eye have a high reso-
lution at the fovea, and a non-linearly decreasing resolution towards the periphery. FOV
model is based on simple optical model of fish-eye lens and introduces field of view ω as
distortion parameter. However, neither FET nor FOV model provides relations between
the distortion parameters and the physically measurable lens parameters.

Most of the radial distortion-focused research is still based on polynomial models and
their variations, for example [2].

1.2 Our approach

Several authors label radial distortion as an error of the lens design and manufacturing.
However, it is inherent property of any lens [3] and has to be compensated for, either
mathematically or optically. In this paper we derive a mathematical model of radial dis-
tortion which is based on the camera and lens projection geometry and does not introduce
any distortion-specific parameters into the camera model.

This paper is structured as follows: first, we define ideal (linear) camera model and
expand it with the polynomial-based (classical) radial distortion model. Next, we present
a concept of radial projection function, which is used in lens design and mathematics
to study lens properties. In the next step, we propose new approach for modeling lens
distortion, which is subsequently used to derive alternative model of radial distortion,
based on the most widely used, perspective projection function. Next, we present some
results of tests on the real images, that demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach,
and finally we conclude the paper with comments on properties of this alternative radial
distortion model.

2 Linear camera and polynomial distortion model

Pinhole camera can be represented by the following linear model [3]:[
ul

1

]
� K[R | − Rt]

[
X
1

]
, (1)

where ul = [ul, vl]
� are the coordinates of the image point, which is a projection of a

scene point with coordinates X = [X,Y, Z]�. K is the calibration matrix, containing
all intrinsic camera parameters. R and t are rotation matrix and translation vector, the
extrinsic camera parameters. This is an idealized camera model - ul cannot be directly
measured due to distortions.

Therefore, we can extend the linear camera model with radial distortion, which could
be generally represented as [3]:
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u = d(ul,p), (2)

where ul are the coordinates of the undistorted image point and u = [u, v]� are the
coordinates of the distorted image point. d is the distortion function and p is the vector
of distortion parameters. u is directly measurable, for example as distances on the surface
of the photographic film, or as coordinates of a pixel in an image from the CCD camera.

Polynomial approximation has been thus far the preferred method of modeling radial
distortion function d. Polynomial model of radial distortion can be then expressed by the
following equations:

r

rl

=
‖u − u0‖
‖ul − u0‖ =

u − u0

ul − u0

=
v − v0

vl − v0

= D(rl,k), (3)

where the polynomial on the right-hand side is given by

D(rl,k) = 1 + k1r
2
l + k2r

4
l + . . . + knr2n

l . (4)

The point u0 = [u0, v0]
� is the image center, k = [k1, k2 . . . kn]� are the distortion

coefficients and rl = ‖ul − u0‖ = [(ul − u0)
2 + (vl − v0)

2](1/2) is the radius of ul, or the
distance from ul to u0. The length of the vector k is denoted by n, and 2n is the order
of the distortion polynomial D. Most of the authors, including [8], concluded that for
most of the practical tasks, second order (n = 1) or fourth order (n = 2) polynomial
is sufficient. However, this may not be case for wide-angle lenses, as illustrated in [6].
In addition, independently of the number of the coefficients used, this model of radial
distortion always requires iterative approach to obtain the coefficients, which is its major
drawback. Furthermore, if the inverse of function d(ul,p) is needed it has to be computed
iteratively as well [3].

3 Camera model-based radial distortion function

Polynomial approximation of radial distortion function, as defined in Equations (3) and (4)
is based on the assumption that the underlying distortion function is not known and that
it cannot be obtained by analytical means. This is probably true for high-quality lens with
distortion-correcting elements, where polynomial function approximates the inaccuracies
in the lens manufacturing. However, this may not be true for simple, widely-used lenses
which have significant distortions that result from the lens geometry itself.

3.1 Camera models

The projection geometry of most cameras can be modeled as perspective projection of the
3D world onto a sphere (the viewing sphere), followed by a projection of the sphere onto a
plane [5]). Five ideal radial projection functions are used in lens design and mathematics
to map an angular distance α from the optical axis onto a distance r(α) from the image
center u0, [5]: perspective, r(α) = k tan α, stereographic, r(α) = k tan (α/2), equidistant,
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r(α) = kα, equi-solid angle, r(α) = k sin (α/2) and sine law, r(α) = k sin (α/2). The
coefficient k corresponds to the focal length f of the lens used for image acquisition, [4].

3.2 Correcting the distortion

We can formulate our problem as follows: we are looking for the radial distortion function
d, as defined in Equation (2). To stress the radially symmetric nature of d, we can rewrite
it as

r′ = d(r′l,p), (5)

where r′l = ‖u′
l −u′

0‖ = [(u′
l −u′

0)
2 +(v′

l − v′
0)

2](1/2). The prime signs denote the variables
which are defined on the image plane, not in the object space.

Although polynomial approximation is sometimes thought of as being the only way to
model the unknown distortion function, this is not the case. Model of ideal camera can
be changed to incorporate the radial distortion, even if such model does not correspond
closely to the actual physics of the real camera. Example of such approach is the principle
of variable focal length [4], which assumes that focal length of the camera changes with
respect to the the radial distance rl, which causes radial distortion. This principle was
successfully employed in certain types of photogrammetric instruments [4].

Similarly, we propose another model of radial lens distortion, which can be constructed
by observing the effects of radial distortion on images, acquired using wide-angle lens. Let
us look at the typical, barrel-distorted image, shown in Figure 2a. Significant distortion
manifests itself through intense bending of otherwise straight lines of the planar pattern.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Image of the planar pattern (handball/basketball court), acquired using
wide-angle lens. (b) Three enlarged sections of the original image look similar as they
were acquired with the tilted camera, using lens with the smaller viewing angle.

Closer look at the three enlarged sections of the original image, shown in Figure 2b
reveals similar appearance, as if these images were acquired separately, with the help of
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tilted camera, using lens with the smaller viewing angle. If tilted camera would be used,
distances on these images would appear shorter than they are on the observed plane due
to tilt. Then, the following assumption can be formulated:

Assumption. Barrel distortion of wide-angle lens occurs due to the transformation of
radius on the observed plane to the radius on the image plane under the influence of the
viewing angle α.

Certain geometric relations can be established on the basis of this assumption, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Geometry related to tilted camera assumption.

Position of the observed point on the image plane is marked by X, and its image on the
image plane is marked X ′. We can then define the following quantities: F ′L = FL = f ,
the focal length of the lens. OX = rl is the true radial distance of the point X in object
plane. XY = drl is the length of differential of the radius in the object plane. Similarly,
X ′Y ′ = dr′l, is the length of the image of the radius differential drl in the image plane.
α1 and α2 are angles of principal rays originating at the opposite ends of drl and ending
at the opposite ends of dr′l. Let us additionally assume the position of observed object in
infinity1, which causes the image plane to appear exactly at the focal point F ′. We also
assume that the observed drl part of radius rl in the object plane is infinitely small. As
a consequence, principal rays are parallel, therefore α1 = α2 = α.

1In practice, this means that object distance is much larger than focal length f of the lens used,
LO � f.
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To account for radial distortion with accordance to the tilted camera assumption, we
introduce the concept of imaginary tilted camera, which is tilted for angle α from optical
axis of our (real) camera, observing the point X on the image plane. Optical axis of tilted
camera is intersecting with the object plane near the point X - it is intersecting the plane
exactly at the point X if drl is infinitely small.2 Similarly, let us also assume that the
image plane of tilted camera intersects with the image plane of real camera exactly in
point X ′. The radial distance r of point X ′ on the image to the image plane center F ′ is
equal to F ′X ′. Due to camera tilt α, the differential dr′l is then projected to the image
plane of our tilted camera according to the following formula:

dr′ = cos(α) · dr′l, (6)

as shown in the enlarged part of the Figure 3. By changing the angle α, we can obtain
distortion for every differential dr′(r′), along the radius r′. Relation between the angle
α and radial distance r′ along the image plane can be obtained from camera models,
described in Section 3.1. For the most frequently used perspective model, we can write

r′l = f tan α, (7)

α = arctan
r′l
f

. (8)

By combining Equation (6) and Equation (8) we get:

dr′ = cos

[
arctan

r′l
f

]
dr′l. (9)

Total radial distance r′ from the point X ′ on the image plane to the image center F ′

can be obtained by integration of the Equation (9),

r′∫
0

dr′ =

r′l∫
0

cos

[
arctan

r′l
f

]
dr′l, (10)

which yields3

r′ = f · ln

rl

f
+

√
1 +

r2
l

f 2


 . (11)

This is essentially the distortion function r′ = d(r′l,p), as defined in Equation (5),
derived for perspective camera model with accordance to the tilted camera assumption.
It is obvious that its parameter vector p contains only one parameter - focal length f .
By solving the Equation (11) for rl, we can obtain the inverse formula, which defines the

2Then, our tilted camera has zero viewing angle, and is distortion free.
3Symbolic integration and function inversion were performed using Matlab 5 and its Symbolic Math

Toolbox.
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transformation of distorted radial distance r′ to the undistorted radial distance r′l in the
image plane,

r′l = −f

2

(e−
2r′
f ) − 1

e−
r′
f

. (12)

4 Experiments

We tested the performance of the derived distortion model by using two lenses with
focal lengths of 6.5 and 8.5 mm. Several images of calibration pattern were acquired
with each of the lens and standard, linear 3D calibration was performed for each lens.
Additionally, image of the checkerboard pattern was taken through each of the lens,
resulting in grayscale image of 768 × 576 pixels. Positions of square corners in image
pixel coordinates were obtained by convolving the image with the checkerboard operator;
several (not more than six) missed points were added manually. Obtained points were
grouped into the array of vertical and horizontal lines, which are shown in Figure 4.
Four lines (two verical and two horizontal) were chosen for radial distortion evaluation.
Two lines pass near the image center and serve as reference, since they are not heavily
distorted. Two lines are located at image border and measure the actual improvement in
grid linearity. For each of the four lines, marked with asterisks, residual error before and
after RMS line fit was measured. Array of pixels was compensated for radial distortion
using the formula (12) and measurements were repeated. Tables and graph in Figure 4
show the results.

3D calibration provided us with two focal lengths for each lens (for vertical and hori-
zontal direction) since pixels are not square. The average of those two values in pixels was
used for distortion correction as parameter f . Center of distortion was set to the center
of image.

Results clearly show that derived distortion model closely resembles radial distortion
of both tested lenses. Diagrams in Figure 4e and Figure 4f confirm that radial distortion
for border lines decreased significantly. On the other hand, only marginal increase in
distortion of center lines can be observed.

5 Conclusion

Derived distortion functions (11) and (12) have built-in implication that the lens radial
projection function is close to the perspective projection. Projection function of particular
lens can be closer to some other model [5], however, similar derivation could be done for
any of the projection functions, provided that the corresponding integral (10) exists.

The distortion functions (11) and (12) need focal length f to model the radial distor-
tion of particular lens. However, unlike the distortion parameters k1, k2 . . . kn, the focal
length is closely related to the camera geometry and is as such part of the parameter
set of every 3D calibration. Therefore, our distortion correction function introduces no
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Figure 4: Experiment results. Only lower-right quadrant of the grid is shown. First row:
6.5 mm lens, faverage=818 pixels. (a) before, (b) after the correction. Second row: 8.5
mm lens, faverage=1067 pixels. (c) before, (d) after the correction. Third row: numerical
results for (e) 6.5 mm lens and (f) 8.5 mm lens. VC - vertical centerline, VB - vertical
borderline, HC - horizontal centerline, HB - horizontal borderline. Parts of VC, VB and
HC are visible in a) through d) and marked with crosses.

distortion-specific parameters to the camera model. This has important implications.
The calibration of lens which have moderate radial distortion can be simplified by not
including the radial distortion into the original model. The camera parameters can be
then obtained using a closed-form algorithm, for example DLT, and radial distortion can
be removed afterwards, with a help of focal length, calculated during the first calibration
phase. For wide-angle lenses, the linear camera model can be extended to incorporate
radial distortion, which would require iterative nonlinear parameter search, however the
dimension of the search space is reduced for at least two parameters of the radial dis-
tortion polynomial. Many advanced cameras (for example digital photographic cameras)
can measure focal length used for each exposition, and therefore this measurement can
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be used to reduce radial distortion. In the case that radial distortion correction is desired
from purely cosmetical reasons, approximate focal length in pixels can be calculated from
the nominal focal length of the lens used and from the dimensions of the image sensor. We
successfully employed this technique for some wide-angle images from our lab, however,
due to lack of space, results are not presented here.

From the viewpoint of computer vision field, lenses have two important properties:
radial projection function and focal length. Both of these properties were taken into the
account in the derivation of radial distortion functions, which emphasizes the view that the
radial distortion really is an inherent property of any lens, not an error in manufacturing
process or lens design. It is most likely that for some applications the derived radial
distortion functions do not provide sufficient accuracy; in this case the need for additional
polynomial model remains. However, such polynomial model would probably model the
true errors of the lens, not the camera and lens geometry.
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Abstract

The problem of establishing correspondences between a pair of images taken from dif-
ferent viewpoints, i.e. the “wide-baseline stereo” problem, is studied in the paper. To
handle the problem of affine distortion between two corresponding regions a method based
on rotational invariants computed on normalised measurement regions is applied.

A robust similarity measure for establishing tentative correspondences is used. The
robustness ensures that invariants from multiple measurement regions, some that are sig-
nificantly larger (and hence discriminative) than the distinguished region, may be used to
establish tentative correspondences.

1 Introduction

Given two images of a scene taken from arbitrary viewpoints, the problem of establishing reli-
able correspondences is fundamental in many computer vision tasks. Applications include 3D
scene reconstruction, motion recovery, image mosaicing, content-based image retrieval, mobile
robot navigation and many more. In the wide-baseline set-up, local image deformation can-
not be realistically approximated by translation or translation with rotation, and a full affine
model is required. Correspondence cannot be therefore established by comparing regions of
a fixed shape, like rectangles or circles, since their shape is not preserved under the group of
transformations that occur between the images.

In the literature, correspondences have been traditionally sought by matching features com-
puted on local neighborhoods of detected interest points [18, 10, 1, 12]. To cope with different
viewpoint, both the local regions and the descriptors of such regions have to be defined in affine

∗This research was supported by the Czech Ministry of Education under Research Programme MSM
210000012 Transdisciplinary Biomedical Engineering Research and Grant Agency of the Czech Republic GACR
102/01/0971.
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invariant way. The fully affine-invariant regions were introduced recently, exploiting local tex-
ture characteristics [1], or local configuration of multiple image edges or interest points [5, 16].
Schaffalitzky and Zisserman [7] presented a method for automatic determination of local neigh-
borhood shape, but only for image areas where stationary texture occurs.

In this paper, we rely on the so called Maximum Stable Extremal Regions and Separated
Elementary Cycles of the Edge Graph introduced in [4], which were shown to define highly
repeatable local frames over a wide range of image formation conditions. Using measurements
on these frames, we are able to successfully solve non-trivial instances of the problem of estab-
lishing correspondences between two images. We experimentally show that the measurements
are sufficiently stable.

The main contribution of the paper is the utilization of processes for determination of fully
affine-invariant descriptors of local regions. The approach is based on moment invariants. How-
ever, instead of using full affine invariants [15, 2], we first normalise local region up to rotation
and then only the rotational invariants are computed.

The paper is organised as follows: The structure of the class of wide-baseline and recogni-
tion algorithms and two types of distinguished regions (originally proposed by Matas et al. [4])
are discussed in Section 2 and Section 3. Section 4 aims to main contribution of this paper, i.e.
identifying measurement regions and extracting their affine invariant characterisations.

In Section 5 details of a matching algorithm (from the above-mentioned class) are given. A
robustapproach proposed by Matas et al. [4] is used for tentative correspondence computation.

Experimental results on images taken with an uncalibrated camera are presented in Sec-
tion 6. Epipolar geometry is established using combination of multiple types of distinguished
regions. Presented experiments are summarised and the contributions of the paper are reviewed
in Section 7.

2 Correspondence from Distinguished Regions

Algorithms for wide-baseline stereo described in the literature have adopted strategies with a
similar structure whose core can summarised by concept based on distinguished regions (intro-
duced by Matas et al. [4]):

Algorithm 1: Wide-baseline Stereo from Distinguished Regions - The Framework

1. Detectdistinguished regions.

2. Describe DRs with invariants computed onmeasurement regions.

3. Establishtentative correspondencesof DRs.

4. Estimate epipolar geometryin a hypothesise-verify loop.
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Distinguished Regions. To identify correspondences between two images, simply de-
tectable and stable regions have to be present in the images. We will call such regionsdis-
tinguished regions(DR). Matas et al. [4] have defined DR in more formal way:

Let imageI be a mappingI : D ⊂ Z2 → S. Let P ⊂ 2D, i.e. P is a subset of
the power set (set of all subsets) ofD. LetA ⊂ P × P be an adjacency relation
on P and letf : P → T be any function defined onP with a totally ordered
rangeT . A regionQ ∈ P is distinguishedwith respect to functionf iff f(Q) >
f(Q′),∀(Q,Q′) ∈ A.

Measurement Regions. Note that we do not require DRs to have any transformation-
invariant property that is unique or rare in the image. In other words, DRs need not be discrim-
inative (salient). If a local frame of reference is defined on a DR by a transformation-invariant
construction (projective, affine, similarity invariant), a DR may be characterised by invariant
measurements computed on any part of an image specified in the local (DR-centric) frame of
reference. We used the termmeasurement regionfor this part of the image.

Invariant Descriptors . The most simple situation arises if a local affine frame is defined on
the DR. Photometrically normalised pixel values from a normalised patch characterise the DR
invariantly. More commonly, only a point or a point and a scale factor are known, and rotation
invariants [9, 8] or affine invariants [15, 2] must be used.

Tentative Correspondences. At this stage, we have a set of DRs for each image and a
potentially large number of invariant descriptors associated with each DR. Selecting mutually
nearest pairs in Mahalanobis distance is the most common method [8, 15, 9]. Note that the
objective of this stage is not to keep the maximum possible number of good correspondences,
but rather to maximise the fraction of good correspondences. The fraction determines the speed
of epipolar geometry estimation by theRANSAC procedure [13].

Epipolar Geometry estimation is carried out by a robust statistical method, most com-
monly RANSAC. In RANSAC, randomly selected subsets of tentative correspondences instan-
tiate an epipolar geometry model. The number of correspondences consistent with the model
defines its quality. The hypothesise–verify loop is terminated when the likelihood of finding a
better model falls below a predefined threshold.

3 Detection of DR

The art is in finding distinguishing properties that can be detected without the obviously pro-
hibitive exhaustive enumeration of all subsets. We employ new types of distinguished regions
proposed by Matas et al. [4]. For both types of DR,Separated Elementary Cycles of the Edge
Graph (SECs)and theMaximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs), an efficient (near linear
complexity) and practically fast (from fraction of a second to seconds) detection algorithm has
been found. Low computational complexity and invariance to photometric and geometric trans-
formation are desirable theoretical properties of the process of distinguished region detection.
Stability, robustness and frequency of detection and hence usefulness of a particular type of DR
has been tested experimentally and successful wide-baseline experiments on indoor and outdoor
datasets was presented.
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4 Affine Invariant Description of DR

4.1 Affine Invariant Measurement Region

If we have identified DR, we would like to characterize it by measurements computed on part of
an image (measurement region, MR) defined by this DR. In order to cope with different viewing
conditions the MRs and descriptors extracted from MR have to be defined in an invariant way.
We will assume that only affine transformation is present.

To define measurement region we use firstµ1 and secondΣ1 statistics computed on data
positions within distinguished region. The meanµ1 and covariance matrixΣ1 define ellipse
E1(x, y):

(x− µ1)
T Σ−1

1 (x− µ1) = 1, (1)

wherex = (x, y)T . Without loss of generality we will further assumeµ1 = µ2 = (0, 0). First,
we will prove that covariance matrixΣ1 and covariance matrixΣ2 computed on original DR
and DR after affine transformationA are also related byA. Let:

Σ1 =
1

|Ω1|

∫
Ω1

xxT dΩ1 and y = Ax, (2)

then

Σ2 =
1

|Ω2|

∫
Ω2

yyT dΩ2 =
1

|A||Ω1|

∫
Ω1

AxxT AT |A| dΩ1 = A Σ1 AT , (3)

whereΩ1 andΩ2 are regions defined by first and second distinguished region.
Next we will prove that if the distinguished region is transformed by affine transformA,

then the transformation between ellipsesE1 and ellipseE2 (defined byΣ2 computed from trans-
formed region) is known:

yT Σ−1
2 y = (Ax)T (AΣ1A

T )−1(Ax) = xT AT A−T Σ−1
1 A−1Ax = xT Σ−1

1 x. (4)

It means, both the original and the transformed ellipses are related by affine transformationA.
TheE1 can be transformed toE2 (and vice versa), nonetheless, this transformation is known up
to rotation. Indeed, if we denoteΣ2 = CT C, we can write for arbitrary rotationR:

yT Σ−1
2 y = yT (CT C)−1y = yT (CT RT R︸︷︷︸

E

C)−1y. (5)

The ellipse defined by covariance matrix will be used for MR normalisation up to rotation in
next step.

4.2 Affine Invariant Description

There exist three basic ways how to obtain characterisation of DR that will be invariant to affine
transformation: 1. compute affine invariant directly from MR, 2. identify local affine coordinate
system and normalise MR or 3. normalise MR up to rotation and compute rotation invariant.
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The first two approaches are used in many recent image matching and wide-baseline stereo
algorithms [6, 15, 14]. In this paper we are focused on third approach, i.e. we normalise all
MRs up to rotation (exploiting results from previous paragraph) and on this region compute
characterisation that is invariant to rotation (see Fig. 1). It is obvious that this characterisation
has to be also affine invariant.

normalisation

normalisation

FFTy

x

r

θ

coef.
extraction

Figure 1: Computing affine invariant descriptors

We have to find a transformation which turns ellipse defined by covariance matrix to unity
circle (whitening of covariance matrix). By this transformation we ’normalise’ measurement
region. Since corresponding MRs are same up to an affine transform, the normalised MR are
same up to an unknown rotation. Inn order to match corresponding MR we have to determine
this rotation.

The requirement that the rotation have to be known can be relaxed by employing rotation
invariants. We exploit invariants based on integral transform (moment invariants). LetI(x, y)
be normalised MR, then rotational moment of orderk + l is defined as

M(k, l) =

∫∫
Pk(r)e

−iθlI(r, θ) dθdr, (6)

whereI(r, θ) = I(r cos θ, r sin θ) andPk(r) is polynomial with degreek. Rotational invariant
descriptor is then computed as magnitude of moment with given order:

Rinv(k, l) = |M(k, l)|. (7)

In our experiments we usePk(r) = rk, k = 0, 1, 2. Note, the other types of moments (Zernike,
Fourier-Mellin, Complex etc.) are special cases [17, 11] for particular choice of functionPk(r).

The algorithm for extracting affine invariant characterisation of DR is simply deduced from
equations and can be summarised as follows (see also Fig. 1):

Algorithm 2: Extracting affine invariant characterisation of DR

1. compute first and second order statistics of MR

2. transform MR to have unit covariance matrix
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3. express data of normalised MR in polar coordinates,

4. apply one-dimensional FFT alongθ-axis and keep only magnitude of complex numbers,

5. combine coefficients alongr-axis according to polynomialPk(r).

5 Matching

For establishing tentative correspondence we employ robust matching method proposed by
Matas et al. [4]. Each DR is described by a measurement vectorx = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉.
In the matching problem there are two setsL andR of DR measurement vectors originating
from the ‘left’ and ‘right” image respectively. The task is to find tentative matches given the
local description. The set of initial correspondences is formed as follows. Two regions with
descriptionsx ∈ L andy ∈ R are taken as a candidates for a match iffx is the most similar
measurement toy andvice-versa, i.e.

∀x′ ∈ L \ x : d(x,y) < d(x′,y) and ∀y′ ∈ R \ y : d(y,x) < d(y′,x),

whered is the asymmetric similarity measures defined below. In the computation ofd(x,y)
each component of the measurement vector is treated independently. The similarity between the
i-th component ofx andy is measured by the number of vectorsy′ whosei-th measurement is
closer. In other words the similarity in thei-th component is the rank of the measurement from
y among all measurementsy′ fromR:

rankix,y = |{A ∈ L : |ai − yi| ≤ |xi − yi|}|.

The overall similarity measure is then defined as follows

d(x,y) = |{i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : rankix,y < t}|,

wheren is dimension of the measurements vector andt a predefined ranking threshold. The
computation ofd(y,x) is analogous with the roles ofL andR interchanged. The most impor-
tant property ofd is that the influence of any single measurement is limited to 1. Only the main
idea of the probabilistic error model behind the design may be mentioned due to limited space.
Under a very broad range of error models, corresponding measurements are more likely to be
below the ranking threshold than a mismatch.

6 Experiments

The following parameters of the matching algorithm were used in following experiments. As
distinguished regions we have tacitly used combination ofSeparated Elementary Cycles of
the Edge Graph (SECs) andMaximally Stable Extremal Region (MSERs). These DR was
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detected by method proposed by Matas et al. [4]. The measurement regions defined in terms
of affine-invariant constructions on the DR boundaries were the following: the DR itself and
its convex hull scaled by factors of 1.5, 2 and 3. The MRs were described by affine invariant
characterization as proposed in Section 4. Tentative correspondences comprised only those
pairs whose characterisation were mutually nearest in the robust similarity measure. Epipolar
geometry was estimated by the 7-point algorithm [3]. In all experiments, only a linear algorithm
is used [3] to estimate epipolar geometry; no effort was made to improve the precision by known
methods such as bundle adjustment, correlation, or homography growing.

6.1 Experiment I: Stability of measurement regions

Figure 2: Stability of MR (see text for com-
ments).

The stability of assignment of measurement re-
gions to distinguished regions is experimentally
validated. In Fig. 2 there are examples of two
corresponding DR with MR (fitted ellipse) in the
left and right column. The MR are normalised
and expressed in polar coordinates (r is vertical
andθ horizontal axis). The result is depicted in
the middle column. It is obvious, the normalised
MR are same up to translation inr (horizontal)
axis, which corresponds to rotation in Cartesian
coordinates.

6.2 Experiment II: Epipolar geometry estimation

We tried to estimate epipolar geometry on the image fromBOOKSHELF. The number of DRs
in the left and right images was 1091 and 1118 respectively. The number of DRs with mutually
nearest invariant descriptions, i.e. the number of tentative correspondences, was 424 in this test.

The RANSAC procedure found an epipolar geometry consistent with 187 tentative corre-
spondences of which all are correct. The numbers of detected DRs in the left and right images,
tentative correspondences (TC), epipolar geometry consistent correspondences (EG) and the
number of mismatches (miss) are summarised in the caption of Figure 3. Mismatches are corre-
spondences consistent with the estimated epipolar geometry that are not projections of the same
part of the scene. The ratio TC/EG determines the average number ofRANSAC hypothesis-
verify attempts and hence the speed of epipolar geometry estimation.

The bottom row of Figure 3 shows close-ups of two rectangular regions selected from the
left and right images respectively.

In the experiment conducted by Matas et al. [4] (the same dataset, but DR described by
affine invariants) the number of tentative correspondences was 52, from which 29 was consis-
tent. It is obvious that both methods provide comparable results, but further experiments on a
wide range of scenes are needed to improve understanding of their relative merits.
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Figure 3: BOOKSHELF: Estimated epipolar geome-
try (top row) and a close-up of selected areas marked
with black rectangles in the originals (bottom row).

left right TC EG miss

DRs 1091 1118 424 187 0

7 Conclusions

The main contribution of the paper is the method for defining affine invariant measurement
regions and manner how the invariant characterisation of MRs is computed. We establish local
affine frame, that is determined up to rotation and such rotation is eliminated by employing
rotational invariants. This approach is similar to computation of affine invariants, nonetheless it
can provide better stability. Moreover, it can serve as ’another detector of correspondences’ in
existing application and improve estimation of epipolar geometry.

In a second contribution, a robust similarity measure for establishing tentative correspon-
dences was used. Due to the robustness, we were able to consider invariants from multiple
measurement regions, even some that were significantly larger (and hence probably discrimina-
tive) than the associated distinguished region.

Good estimates of epipolar geometry were obtained on wide-baseline problems with the
robustified matching algorithm operating on the output produced by the proposed detectors of
distinguished regions. Fully affine distortions was present in the tests. Nonetheless, further ex-
periments on a wide range of scenes are needed to improve understanding of merits of rotational
and affine invariants.
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Abstract

The paper describes novel use of computer vision methods in dentistry. The temporo-
mandibular joint head trajectory shall be estimated relative to the skull. The camera looks
to two known targets, the first mounted on the upper teeth (that is on the skull), the sec-
ond is mounted on the lower teeth (on the jawbone). The relative position of the targets is
estimated by the camera calibration procedure using the known points on the targets. The
position and trajectory of the joint head otherwise hidden for camera view by the skin is
calculated from the sequence of images.

1 Medical Motivation

Dental prosthetics is widely applied in the practice and almost everybody will sooner or later
be treated. The prosthetics requires to model the matching of the upper and lower teeth arc,
particularly the matching of the inserted prosthesis with the opposing teeth on the other arc. This
matching is performed in the special apparatus called articulator (see Fig. 1). The articulator
models the relative position and the motion of lower jaw relative to the skull (that is upper jaw).
The contemporary articulators have several adjustable parameters which model the differences
between individual patients.

The mandibular joint is different from the most other joints in the human body. Two joints,
left and right, connect the lower jaw with the skull. The joints together allow lower jaw three
degrees of freedom, the jaw can be opened (abduction), put forward (propulsion), and put to
the side (lateropulsion). The actual shape of the mandibular joint head and skull define the

�
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of Education under projects MSM 210000012, MSMT Kontakt ME412 and by the Grant Agency of the Czech Re-
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Figure 1: The articulator is used to adjust the prosthetic implants. Upper and lower teeth arc
shall slide smoothly when patient is chewing. The relative position of the plaster casts of the
upper and lower teeth arc are adjusted in the articulator. The articulator could be tuned by
several parameters. The scale for adjusting the angle between joint trajectory and occlusion
plane is visible on the aluminium ring.

allowed motions. The first approximation of the individual head motion is rotation around the
axis passing through the centers of joint heads (opening) and sliding of the heads in the skull
either synchronously (propulsion) or of just one head (lateropulsion). The sliding is described
in the medical literature as the ”S” shape curve which is very flat and can be approximated by
the straight line.

Among the most important parameters which shall be adjusted to individuals are two angles,
reflecting the orientation of the mandibular joint relative to the skull. First angle is the angle
between approximation of the joint trajectory shape by the straight line and the plane defined
by the upper teeth arc (occlusion plane). The second angle is between the sagittal plane and the
trajectory curve.

Both angles are stable for the adult individual during the whole life. That means the param-
eters of the skull shape shall be measured only once before first prosthetic treatment. Then the
data e.g. in the form of two angles are recorded in the patient record and later reused if needed.

2 Previous Approaches

There are two basic methods used nowadays by dentists. In the first one the complicated ap-
paratus is bound both to the head and lower jaw. The patient is then asked to perform specific
motions of the lower jaw. The motion is recorded by the pencil held in the apparatus on the
paper attached to another part of the apparatus. The method has a poor accuracy, it is rather
complicated for the user, and time consuming.
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The other method is very similar and the main difference is that the pencil and paper record
is replaced by the electromagnetic sensor and computer record of the signals. The complicated
operation is the common feature of both methods.

3 Proposed Method

We propose the method which simplifies the manipulation. The basic principle is the estimation
of the moving target position from its image. For estimating the camera external and internal
parameters one needs only one image of the calibration target if the target is three-dimensional
[8]. In our case the target takes shape of the convex or concave corner (Fig. 2). The corner is
covered by the self identifying pattern [2], [6]. The basic property of the pattern is that position
of the vertices of the chessboard-like pattern could be measured with high accuracy even when
the pattern plane is significantly slanted.
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Figure 2: The target used. It is formed by three perpendicular planes, each textured with the
selfidentifying pattern. In the image shown are the corners of the chessboard-like pattern found
and marked by crosses. Each is accompanied by the number preassigned to it. The whole target
is firmly connected to the measured object (e.g. lower jaw).

3.1 Principle

The basic principle of the method is shown in the Fig. 3. The image of the target is captured. The
landmarks on the target are identified in the image, their positions in the target coordinate system
are known from separate calibration. The data can be used for camera calibration obtaining the
projection matrix

�
[8]. The projection matrix can be decomposed by QR decomposition into

motion matrix � and camera projection matrix � . If two targets are present in the scene, then
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Figure 3: The transformations between the target coordinate system, camera coordinate system,
and image coordinate system.

one will obtain two matrices � � and ��� . The relative position of the targets is then described
as � � � � �� . As the patient is shaking the head during measurement, one has to see always two
targets in the image, one used to eliminate the patient’s motion.

The targets are mounted on the lower as well as upper jaw (Fig. 4). The procedure estimates
the position of the camera relative to the upper and lower target. The relative position of the
targets is calculated. Another procedure is used to establish the relative position of the joint
head and the upper head. Finally the position of the joint head is known in the coordinate
system defined by the occlusion plane and line passing through both heads.

3.2 Measured Parameters

In order to fulfill dentists requirements one has to measure following parameters:

1. The orientation of the occlusion plane in the coordinate system of target H.

2. The position of the axis connecting the joint heads in the coordinate system of the target
D.

3. The position of the axis connecting the joint heads in the coordinate system of the target
H in the jaw-back position.

4. The position of the joint heads during the motion, propulsion and lateropulsion.

3.3 Finding Occlusion Plane Orientation

The occlusion plane is found by placing the target P with the plate to the mouth, Fig. 4. The
plate is pushed towards the upper teeth arc. As the plate plane is known in the coordinate system
of the target P, by capturing the image of the upper target H and the target P, one can calculate
the orientation of the plane P in the coordinate system of the target H:�����	 
���������� � � ���� �����	�
�� (1)
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Figure 4: The connection of the targets to the coordinate systems. There are three targets used,
H, P, and D. The H target is mounted to the upper teeth arc. Its coordinate system is connected
to the skull coordinate system. The P target is mounted to the plate which is placed to the
occlusion plane. The target D is mounted to the lower teeth arc and its coordinate system is
thus related to the mandibular joint head. The joint heads are marked by stars and their “S”
trajectories are shown.

Hence the occlusion plane orientation in the target H coordinate system is established.

3.4 Finding the Joint Heads

It is necessary to find the position of the left ��� and right ��� joint head in the lower target D
coordinate system. Direct measurement is difficult, so we propose an automatic method which
estimates first the joint axis

�
from mouth opening, Fig. 4.

When a patient slowly opens his or her mouth, we assume that the mandible’s motion can
be approximated by a pure rotation around the fixed axis

�
connecting the joint heads. This

motion is more complicated, but the approximation is acceptable for small angles of the mouth
opening.

The situation is shown in the Fig. 5. The motion matrix � ���� is calculated for all images of
the sequence. Motion matrices are transformed to the relative motion matrices of the target:�
	 � �� � ������� � � � � ���� � (2)

Then the points of the axis are invariant points of such transformations:�
	 ���� � �� � (3)

Let us rearrange previous equation: ��
	 ����� � �� ����� (4)���� ��� � � � � � �!� (5)
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Figure 5: The motion of coordinate system connected to the lower jaw during opening of patient
mouth. The motion can be approximated by the rotation around the line connecting the joint
heads. The axis of rotation can be estimated from the motion and thus the relationship of the
targets to the joint heads can be found.

where �
	 � � � ��� � �	 	 	 � 
 � (6)

The equations (5) representing all � 	 � transformations are stacked:����
�
� � ���
� � ���

...
��� ���

�	���

 � � �

����
�
���
��
...
���

�	���

 � (7)

This equation is solved using SVD. The solution agrees with the equation of a line in space:

��� � � ������� ��� � (8)

The coordinates of joint heads are set:

��� � ����� 	 ���� !� ���" � ��� � 	 �#�� �� � (9)

where  is a distance between joint heads and it could be measured easily.

3.5 Joint Heads Trajectory

The patient is asked to make propulsion and lateropulsion. The sequence of images is captured
and processed. As the relative position of the joint heads to the targets was established in the
previous steps, it is easy to calculate the trajectory:
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�� � ���� ���� � � � �� �� � � (10)

where �� � represents the constant coordinates ��� , ��� of the joint heads, �� � is their trajectory in
the upper target H coordinate system.

Finally the trajectory is expressed in the standard L coordinate system, Fig. 4:

�� � � � �� �� � � (11)

The base vectors of L coordinate system are: the normal of the occlusion plane
�

, orthonormal
projection of the joint axis direction vector � and

� � ��� � .
The trajectories are later approximated by a straight line and required parameters are mea-

sured.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

 x

 y

 z

 x

 y

Figure 6: The target mounted on the articulator. The dot and dash line is the estimated axis of
rotation during mouth opening, it coincides well with the actual axis of rotation of the upper part
of the articulator. The coordinate systems shown are image coordinate system and coordinate
system connected to the target.

The experiments till now were performed with the targets mounted on the computer con-
trolled turn and translation table and with the targets mounted on the articulator (Fig. 6). The
measured results show that the position of the joint head is known with the accuracy in the range
of 0.1 mm (Fig. 7). These results give us motivation for further experiments in vivo. At the time
we are preparing experiments with volunteers.
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Figure 7: Trajectory of the joint heads in the skull coordinate system. The trajectory is here
straight line as the experiment was performed with the articulator in the Fig. 1. The actual
shape for patient shall be “S” shaped.
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Abstract

In this paper, an exact computation of the geometric error for homography is derived. We assume the
Gaussian noise model for the perturbation of image coordinates and formulate the problem as a least
squares minimization. This paper shows how to compute accurate geometric error through solving a
polynomial of degree eight. This approach avoids falling into local minima that may occur when iterative
methods are used. An application where this method can improve accuracy is discussed. Experiments
comparing the geometric error with its approximation by the Sampson error are presented.

1 Introduction

Estimation of a homography is used in many applications, e.g. in mosaicing [5] or wide baseline stereo
matching [6]. In many applications we also need to compute the error (or the distance) of the correspon-
dence with respect to a given homography �. This is necessary for instance in RANSAC [2], a commonly
used robust algorithm. Some applications may require not only the distance of correspondence to the
model of homography but also points, which are consistent with given homography and are in a small
neighborhood of measured noisy points.

We assume that a homography � and a noisy correspondence � � �
� measured in the images

are given. Let the homogeneous coordinates of the corresponding points be � � ��� �� ��� and �� �
���� ��� ��� .

There are several possible ways how to measure this type of error. We will mention algebraic,
geometric, and Sampson’s errors. The algebraic error is defined as the distance between �� and ��

measured in the second image. However, it is well known and demonstrated in experiment 1 that this
is not a good error function. Supposing the Gaussian noise model of perturbation of image coordinates,
the maximal likelihood estimation of the position of noise free correspondence �� � ��� is obtained by
minimizing geometric error��

�
� ���� ���� � ����� ����� over all ��. This error could be thought of as

a distance of point � � ��� �� ��� ��� � �� to two–dimensional variety �� defined as points �� and ���

satisfying ��� � ����� � �, Figure 2. The first order approximation of this error called the Sampson’s
error was first used by Sampson in [7] for conics. The derivation of Sampson’s error for homographies
is described in [4].

�This research was supported by the grants MSM 210000012, MSMT Kontakt 2001/09, MSMT Kontakt ME412, GACR
102/01/0971, GACR 102/00/1679
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Figure 1: Two images linked with homography �. Points � and �’ are measured points, �� is point
minimizing �� � ��� where � and �� are the distances � to �� and �� to � ��.

Exact computation of the geometric error is equivalent to finding point �� � �� on the variety ��,
so that the distance to the measured point � is minimized. This problem has not yet been addressed. A
recent monograph [4], which describes current state of the art, states in the section 3.2.6: ”This point can
not be estimated directly except via iteration, because of the non-linear nature of the variety ��.”

In this paper we show that the geometric error could be exactly obtained by solving the polynomial
of degree eight. This idea has first appeared in [1].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the formulae for geometric error are de-
rived. In 2.1 more details about the implementation are disclosed. Then, some experiments are presented
in the section 3. An application of the new method is mentioned in the section 4, and conclusions are
given in the section 5.

2 The geometric error

In this section the problem of computing geometric error is transformed to finding roots of polynomial
of degree eight.

Let the regular matrix

� �

�
� �� �� ��

�� �� ��
�� �� �	

�
�

represent a homography. The distance of points lying on the variety �� to the measured correspondence
point � could be written as a function of the matrix �, measured correspondence points in images �, ��,
and a point �� in the first image. If we expand the matrix multiplication, we have

����� � ��� ���� � �� � ���� � ��� � ����� � ��� � �����, (1)

where

��� �
����� ���� � ��
����� ���� � �	

and (2)

��� �
����� ���� � ��
����� ���� � �	

. (3)

The proof of existence of a global minimum could be found in appendix A.
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Figure 2: The variety �� and points where different errors of the measured noisy point � with respect
to homography � are reached. The geometric error is reached at ��, Sampson’s error in �� , and the
algebraic error in ����.

Direct solving of equation ��
�
�

� � leads to a polynomial in two variables of order four in �� and order
five in ��. The same happens for the partial derivative of � by ��. Therefore, we first transform the images
to lower the degree of the polynomial. Since we will use only Euclidean transformations, which do not
change the distances, the solution of our transformed problem will be the transformed solution of the
original problem.

At first we shift the points � and �� to the origin of the first and the second image respectively. This
could be achieved through applying two translations

� �

�
� � � ��

� � ��
� � �

�
� , �� �

�
� � � ���

� � ���

� � �

�
� .

After translating the images we have
�
���� � �

�
��

��
���. (4)

In this equation � stands for ’equal up to scale’. Let � � ������ and �� � ���. We can easily verify that
the first two entries in the third row remain unchanged by applying the translations, and so

� �

�
� �� �� ��

�� �� ��
�� �� �	

�
� . (5)

Having this �, we can rewrite the error term � as follows

�� � ��� � ��� �

�
����� ���� � ��
����� ���� � �	

��
�

�
����� ���� � ��
����� ���� � �	

��
. (6)

If �� � �, the finding extreme of � would be easy, because ���
���

would be linear in �� (�� would be

quadratic in ��). We can design the image rotation � of the first image so that��� � ���������, � � ����

and 	� � �. The angle of the rotation � is 
 for which we have equation

�� 	
��
� � �� �	�
� � �.
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Solving for 
 we get


 � ������

�
�
��
��

�
. (7)

Now we can rewrite the term �� as follows

�� � ��� � ��� �

�
	���� 	��� � 	�

	���� 		

��

�

�
	���� 	��� � 	�

	���� 		

��

, (8)

where �� � � �� � � ��.
The partial derivative ���

���
is linear in ��. The extreme is reached in ���

���
� �, so

�� � �
	�	� � 	�	� � 	�	���� 	�	���

	�� � 	�� � 		� � �	�		��� 	�����
. (9)

Now we can simply substitute (9) into (8) and find the extreme of ��. Solving

���

���
���� ��� � �

gives a polynomial of degree eight which this paragraph is too small to contain (see next section and the
appendix B).

2.1 Implementation

In the previous section we derived the formula for computing the geometric error. Here we focus on the
implementation.

First of all we can see that the image rotation matrix � depends only on �� and �� (7). From (5) we
know that � stays untouched by the translations � and ��. So the matrix � could be computed directly
from � and is the same for all the correspondences.

Coefficients of the resulting polynomial of degree eight are sums of products of entries of the matrix
�, which are quite complicated. We can apply image rotation matrix �� to the second image. We have

�
� ��� � �

�
� ��,

and �� � �� �. To decrease the number of summands, we can design this rotation in the same way as the
matrix � to make 	�

�
� �. Note, that 	�

�
stays unchanged by the rotation ��, so 	�

�
� 	� � �. Matrix ��

differs for each correspondence.
For the resulting polynomial see appendix B.

3 Experiments

In this section we present several results of experiments in which we tested properties of different error
measures.

As we mentioned in the introduction, points that satisfy ��� � � �� form a two–dimensional variety ��
in �� (see fig.2). The method derived in this paper finds �� that minimizes ��

�
� ���� ���� � ����� �����.

This could be interpreted as finding the nearest point �� on the variety �� to the measured point �.
Another type of the error, the simplest one, is to measure the distance in the second image between
the measured point �� and the transferred point ��. We call this algebraic errorand denote it as ���� .
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Figure 3: The two images of the house (a) and (b) linked by the homography �, see Experiment 1. Con-
stant noise was added to each point labeled with stars *. Graph (c) compares calculated errors (algebraic,
geometric, and Sampson’s) on each correspondence. Whereas points obtained by our approach satisfy
��� � ��� exactly, the full line in the graph (d) shows the distance between ��� and ���� , which ideally
should be zero.

This is equivalent to finding point ���� on the variety �� with the first two coordinates equal to � and �
respectively. The second two coordinates are uniquely determined by �. The third examined method of
measuring the error was the Sampson’s approximation[4]. This method works as follows. The distance
to the variety �� is approximated by the first order Taylor expansion around point ��� �� ��� ���, denoted
as ��	�	�� . Then points �� and ��� are obtained by minimizing ��� � �������

� � ���������
� under

condition ��	�	����� � �� � �
�

� � �
�

�� � �. It means that �� and ��� may not satisfy ��� � ���� .

Experiment 1 It is a well known fact that the algebraic error is not a good approximation of the geo-
metric error. In particular, the algebraic error may equal quite different values for the same geometric
error depending on the position of corresponding points in images. Let us show the magnitude of such
difference for one example of points in a plane and one homography.

There are two images (fig.3) linked by a homography�. The points drawn as stars * are linked
by the same homography too. There are twenty points denoted by *, which are numbered from left to
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right. We have added random noise to coordinates of all the points. The noise was constant over all
correspondences. Then, we have measured the errors of these noisy correspondences (geometric error,
Sampson’s error, and algebraic error). The graph (c) in fig. 3 shows for each point the averages of
these errors over one hundred repetitions. While the geometric error�� and the Sampson’s error�� are
more or less constant for all points in the image, the algebraic error���� depends on the position of the
measured image points (remember the additional noise was the same for all correspondences).

The algebraic error is so dependent not only on the noise but also on the transformation. On the
other hand, we can see that the Sampson’s distance is a good approximation of the geometrical error.

Experiment 2 Now, let the points where the Sampson’s error is reached be�� and��� respectively. The
Sampson’s approximation is not accurate, i.e. the correspondence�� � �

�

� does not satisfy��� � ��� .
It is interesting to see that even though the points�� , ��� are not exactly related by homography�, the
distance between��� and��� is very small as shows the full line in the graph (d) in the figure 3.

We may draw the following conclusion from the above experiments. While the algebraic error is in-
deed not a good approximation of the geometric distance, the Sampson’s distance seems to be sufficiently
good for many practical situations.

4 Application

The method presented in this paper would be useful in applications where high accuracy is desired. In
this section we will mention one problem where we can use the geometric error for homography to
improve the accuracy of the reconstruction of planes in the scene. We call it planar triangulation. It is
an extension of the triangulation problem [3].

The two rays in space, the first one from camera center � through image point � in the first image
and the other one from �

� through ��, will intersect only if ��� �� � �. If there is a noise in image
coordinates, the rays may not meet.

In the triangulation problem [3], it is assumed that the fundamental matrix � is known exactly. For
this fundamental matrix, the points �� and ��� are found, so that ������� � � and sum of the square distances
���� ���� � ����� ����� is minimal.

Assume there is a (dominant) plane in the scene and � is the homography induced by this plane.
When the triangulation method [3] is used, the additional constraint of the planarity is omitted, the
reconstructed points may not lie in one plane. The homography � is compatible [4, sec. 12] with the
fundamental matrix if, and only if for all ��

�� ���� ��� � �.

This means all the correspondences satisfying ��� � ��� will automatically satisfy the epipolar geometry
������� � � and hence the two rays in space passing through � and �� respectively will intersect. More-
over all these intersections in space given by correspondences satisfying homography � lie on the plane
inducing �.

Experiment 3 We have made synthetic experiments with the planar triangulation on images of an ar-
tificial scene (fig. 4 (a), (b)). From noise free images we obtained the fundamental matrix� and the
homography�. For testing purposes we used only the points on the front face of the building. Then, we
added Gaussian noise with standard deviation to the image coordinates. From these noisy points we
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Figure 4: Synthetic experiment with images (a) and (b). Graphs compare errors in triangulation using
fundamental matrix � (standard) and homography � (planar) in images (c) and (d) and in space (e) and (f).
For testing were used only points lying in the plane of the frontal side of the building. The dimensions
of the building are �� �� � units.
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calculated corrected points using the standard and the planar triangulation. Figure 4 gives the com-
parison of the distance of corrected points to the original noise free points, denoted as 2D-error (in
pixels), and its standard deviation – graphs (c) and (d). As a next step we made 3D reconstruction using
corrected points (both from the standard and the planar triangulation). The distance of reconstructed
3D points to the the original 3D points is denoted as 3D-error (in units, the building dimensions are
�� �� �) – graphs (e) and (f).

The result of this experiment shows that the decrease in the error in 2D is not significant. On the
other hand, the 3D error is considerably decreased by the planar triangulation.

When we tried to use Sampson’s approximation followed by the standard triangulation (it consists
of computing pseudo–inversion and solving the polynomial of degree six), we got similar result as when
using the planar triangulation.

The experiment shows, that the accuracy of the reconstruction of a planar scene could be improved
by using the planar triangulation instead of the standard one. Using the Sampson’s approximation to-
gether with the standard triangulation gives very similar results as the planar triangulation but it is more
computationally expensive and the planarity of the reconstructed scene is not guaranteed.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a new method for computing the geometric error for homography was introduced. The
main contribution of the paper is the derivation of the formula for computing the error. This formula has
not been known before. It is interesting to see that the error is obtained as a solution of a degree eight
polynomial. We have also proved that there indeed exist a corrected correspondence that minimizes the
geometric distance to the measured correspondence.

We tested three different methods of measuring correspondence error with respect to given homog-
raphy �. The geometric error was the best one, followed by the Sampson’s error. The worst one, as
expected, was the algebraic error. On the other hand, our experiments had shown that the Sampson’s
error is sufficiently precise for a wide range of applications including RANSAC. This paper also shows
applications, where the use of the geometric error could bring higher accuracy. This statement is encour-
aged with experiments with the planar triangulation.

The interesting question, whether the Sampson’s distance is always a good approximation of the
geometric error, is left for further research.
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A Proof

Theorem: Let � be a regular matrix of the following form

� �

�
� �� �� ��

�� �� ��
�� � �	

�
� .

Then the function

� � �� � �� �

�
��

��

��

�

�
��

��

��

. (10)

where

�� � ���� ��� � �� (11)

�� � ���� ��� � �� (12)

�� � ���� �	. (13)

has a global minimum. In this minimum the partial derivatives of � are defined and equal to zero.

Proof: First of all we give some notation used through the whole proof. Let us write � as a sum of
three functions �� � �� � ��, �� � ��������, and �� � ��������, i.e. � � �� � �� � ��. Since all �
,
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� � ��� �� ��, are nonnegative, we have
� 	 �
.

We can also define three lines, ��� , ��� , and ��� in �
� letting ��, ��, and �� equal zero in (11), (12),

and (13) respectively. Let � be the point of intersection of ��� with ��� and � be the point where ���

intersects ��� . Since � is regular, there does not exist any � � ��� �� ��� , so that �� � �. Thus � and �
are two different points. Whole situation is depicted in the figure 5.

The function � is continuous and even differentiable throughout the region where the denominator
��� � �	 is nonzero and finite, i.e., in �� 
 ��� . The term �� tends to plus infinity in all points of ���

except for � where it is guaranteed to be nonnegative. Analogously, the term �� tends to plus infinity in
all points of ��� except for � where it is guaranteed to be nonnegative. Their sum, as well as �, tends to
plus infinity in all points of ��� .

We choose a point in �� 
 ��� and take the value of � in it for a constant � . The set

� � ���� �� � �� 
 ��� � ���� �� � ��

is nonempty and closed. It is also bounded because it is a subset of the circle

���� �� � �� � �� � �� � �� �

Therefore � is a compact set containing all global minima of �. At least one global minimum of � exists
because the values of � on � are images of a compact set under a continuous mapping, thus they form a
compact subset of �. �

B Coefficients of the polynomial

After applying the rotations on both images, we have homography �� in the form

�� �

�
� �	� �	� �	�

� �	� �	�
�	� � �		

�
� .

Resulting polynomial is in the form as follows
�

�


�
��
��


. Here is the list of the coefficients �
 expressed
in entries �	 of the matrix ��. We use following substitutions

� � �	� �	� � �	� �	� and � � �	�� � �	�� � �	�	 .

The polynomial coefficients are:
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Abstract

We examine the use of high frequency features in high resolution images to increase texture
classification accuracy when used in combination with lower frequency features. We used
Gabor features derived from sections of4032 � 2688 images. A neural network classifier
was used to determine the classification performance of lower and high frequency features
when used separately and then in combination. Feature shuffling and Principal Component
Analysis was applied to determine both the role of each feature in the classification and to
extract a smaller reduced feature set involving both lower and high frequency features.

1 Introduction

In recent years, our research group has developed a neural network based system for classifying
images of typical outdoor scenes to an area accuracy of approximately 90% [4, 1]. The sys-
tem is trained with features extracted from segmented regions of our image database. Texture
information is represented in our system using Gabor filters. A common problem confronting
this approach is that many regions in typical outdoor scenes are too small to allow a significant
range of spatial frequency to be included in the feature set.

This paper presents a pilot study designed to establish if high resolution images would
provide a sufficient increase in texture information to justify the extra computational complexity.
Our approach is to train a classifier to distinguish between four object classes using frequency
information alone. Patches extracted from high resolution images are used in the training. The
patch size is representative of the spatial scale of objects typical in our existing low-resolution
database of outdoor scenes. They are large enough, however, at this higher resolution to allow
classification performance to be assessed over a significant range of higher spatial frequencies.

High frequency information in images can be commonly associated with edges and noise [12].
We are not concerned, at least directly, with edge information. Instead, we are examining over-
all texture which will embody both edge and noise in ’homogeneous’ regions as well as any fine
or coarse resolution characteristics. Fine resolution textures, such as roads and pavements, are
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particularly rich in HF information content. Some researchers disregard the higher frequencies
(HF) since the power spectra of natural images show an exponential decay with frequency and
in most cases the image acquisition is made through a conventional optical system that filters
out the very high frequencies [10]. Nevertheless, we show in this study that higher frequency
information extracted from high resolution images can improve the classification performance.
It must be emphasized that in the high resolution images we have used for our experiments in
this paper, what we refer to aslower frequencies(LF) correspond to the highest frequencies
found in normal lower resolution (e.g.512 � 512) images. Indeed, in some cases, these high
frequencies may not even be assumed necessary, e.g. Drimbarean and Whelan [3] used rela-
tively low frequencies by employing an octave spaced frequency set of 2,4 and 8 cycles per
image size as the central frequency of a set of Gabor filters for a series textural analysis experi-
ments. Nestares et al. [10], like many other investigators, selectedNyquist

2
as the highest central

frequency of their implemented Gabor filter banks.
A number of works have considered HFs directly or indirectly, by investigating higher res-

olution images. Staunton [13] presented a method for measuring the HF performance of digital
image acquisition systems. On the same topic, Legault [8] discussed the requirements of a high
resolution imaging system for astronomical image processing. Both of these works have paid
considerable attention to the Modulation Transfer Function as a criterion for high frequency re-
sponse measurement. Myint [9] employed wavelet transforms as a multi-band approach to anal-
yse textures in high resolution multi-spectral remote-sensed images. The author demonstrated
the crucial role of the spatial resolution factor, which could be interpreted as the importance of
higher frequency data, in dealing with fine resolution textures. Indeed, many high resolution
image processing applications have concentrated on astronomy or remote sensing, where the
objects sought are usually very small and imaging facilities are excellent in quality.

In this paper, we perform experiments using Gabor features obtained from both the lower
and high frequency regions of the frequency space. We verify and compare the strength of LF
and HF features used alone and in combination. We also determine the extra added-value ob-
tained in using HF features as supplementary information for our example scene classification
task. Within the context of this example, we examine how many and which features produce
a minimised and robust set (of features) for classification. We conjecture that the usefulness
of HF features is applicable across the board for high resolution texture analysis. In Section 2,
we introduce our data set and choice of the feature extraction method. In Section 3 we discuss
the training and testing of the neural network and briefly examine separate LF and HF clas-
sification. Experiments on combining LF and HF features will be reported in Section 4. We
perform further experiments on the importance of each feature in the union of LF and HF fea-
tures in Sections 5 and 6 using feature shuffling and principal component analysis. The paper
is concluded in Section 7.

2 Feature Selection

Our high resolution images are4032 � 2688 pixels. Considering the minimum wavelength of
2 pixels and the smaller dimension, the maximum possible frequency given a unit length will
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Original Patch Maximum Analysable
Size Size Frequency in Patch

4032 � 2688 256 256=2 = 128

1024 � 1024 256� 1024=2688 = 97:52 97:52=2 = 48:76

512� 512 256 � 512=2688 = 48:76 48:76=2 = 24:38

Table 1: The highest analysable frequency in different resolutions.

Figure 1: Eight sample patches consisting of tree, road, pavement, car classes.

be 1344 (i.e.2688
2

). On the other hand, images in vision applications have diverse but mostly
lower resolutions, for instance256� 256 pixels as in many cases in [11] and712� 576 pixels
in [4]. This latter size is in itself quite large by average standards but still results in images
which are at least4:6 (i.e. 2688

576
) times smaller than our high resolution images. Consequently,

the maximum frequency in a712� 576 image would be4:6 times smaller than a4032� 2688
image. This means that any useful information in regions greater than approximately 292 (i.e.
Maximum Frequency

Resolution Ratio
= 1344

4:6
) in the frequency domain of our high resolution images, would be

lost in the lower resolution ones of [4]. Hence, the lower frequencies we refer to in this paper
correspond to the highest frequencies present in normal, say512 � 512, images. We perform
this same comparison for1024� 1024 and512� 512 images in Table 1.

In this work, we wish to classify our images into 4 categories: trees, pavements, cars, and
roads. The input images were256�256 patches obtained from4032�2688 pixel high resolution
outdoor scenes. A total of 146 patches were collected, divided into a training set of 114 and a
test set of 32 patches. Figure 1 shows some typical examples of our input patches.

The use of Gabor filters as a tool for the analysis of textures is now a common idea, mostly
due to their ability to extract information in different spatial frequency ranges and orientations.
Daugman [2] originally proposed this family of 2-D filters in the 1980s as a building block
for interpreting the orientation-selective and spatial-frequency-selective receptive field proper-
ties of neurons in the human visual cortex, and as useful operators for practical computational
image processing. A few examples of many works that use Gabor-based features for texture
classification are [5, 6, 3]. Thus, Gabor filters were also used to select the texture features in
our experiments. The Gabor filter in the frequency domain is [2]:

g(u; v) = e
��(

u
2
p

�
2
x

+
v
2
p

�
2
y

)
:e�2�j(x0u+y0v) (1)

whereup = (u�!x)� cos(�)+(v�!y)� sin(�), andvp = �(u�!x)� sin(�)+(v�!y)�
cos(�), are the rotated/displaced coordinates in the frequency plan,!x and!y are filter central
frequencies (modulation factors) in x and y directions,� is filter orientation parameter,�x and
�y are filter standard deviations in x and y directions, andx0 andy0 are horizontal and vertical
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Figure 2: Applied Gabor filter bank, 4 lower frequency with! = 25 and� = 10 (inner), and 4
higher with! = 100 and� = 40 (outer). Orientations were� = 0; �=4; 2�=4; 3�=4.

displacements in the spatial domain. We keepx0 = 0 , y0 = 0 , and set!x = !y, and�x = �y
in all the experiments. As we intended to compare both low and high frequency features, two
different Gabor filter banks with different central frequencies and bandwidths in the frequency
domain were considered:

LF Filter ) G(!1; �1; �1); where !1 = 25; �1 = 10; �1 = 0;
�

4
;
2�

4
;
3�

4
(2)

HF Filter ) G(!2; �2; �2); where !2 = 100; �2 = 40; �2 = 0;
�

4
;
2�

4
;
3�

4
(3)

Thus, each filter bank contains four filters with the same central frequency and standard
deviation but different orientations. Figure 2 shows the filter banks in the frequency domain,
where the four inner peaks are the lower frequency filters (!1 = 25) and the four larger, outer
peaks are the higher frequency ones (!2 = 100). The values for(!1; !2; �1; �2) were chosen
to reflect the coverage and density of the corresponding features in the frequency space which
is also consistent with past applications of Gabor filters. More specifically, the selected LF
central frequency (!1 = 25) are close to maximum frequencies in lower resolution images
such as a512 � 512 image (as shown earlier in Table 1), and the HF central frequency (!2 =
100) is considerably further away from the highest analysable frequency for patches in lower
resolution images. Therefore, we would like to consider if using higher frequency features
obtained from high resolution images would improve classification performance and this is
what we will examine in the next section.

3 Classification using LF and HF Features Separately

For classification we employed a back-propagation neural network (BPNN) with one hidden
layer. We experimented with many different numbers of hidden layer nodes, but only report
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Hidden nodes LF (! = 25) SSE HF (! = 100) SSE

5 8.35 28.02
10 1.9 13.61
15 2.02 6.73
20 0.62 3.60

Table 2: SSE measures for Lower (! = 25) and higher (! = 100) frequency Training.

LF (! = 25) HF (! = 100)
Hidden CE CE CE CE
nodes SSE Error % SSE Error %

5 6.56 5 15.6% 15.21 16 50.0%
10 12.99 10 31.2% 18.50 14 43.7%
15 6.86 5 15.6% 26.50 18 56.2%
20 11.94 10 31.2% 20.39 15 46.9%

Table 3: Classification Errors for testing using LF and HF features separately.

our results for 5,10,15 and 20 hidden nodes, where the classifier showed the best performances
overall. To measure the classification error, we used the Sum of Squared Errors, SSE, as the
difference between the groundtruthG, and the network classificationC across theN number of
classes:

SSE =
NX

i=1

(Gi � Ci)
2 (4)

Initially, we trained the network using only LF features. Then, we trained it using only HF
features. Table 2 represents these results for different numbers of hidden nodes and confirms
the accuracy of LF features over HF features as expected.

After completing the training stage, the 32 unknown test images were fed to the classi-
fiers. The results of separate LF and HF classification are shown in Table 3, where CE is the
Classification Error and refers to the number of incorrect class assignments out of the total 32
inputs. It is also presented as a percentage. Again as expected, this experiment showed that the
lower frequency features play the main role in texture classification in both low and high res-
olution images. Next, we examined if this performance can be enhanced by combining higher
frequency features with low frequency ones, particularly given that they are expected to carry
richer information in very high resolution images.

4 Classification using Combined LF and HF Features

We trained our BPNN on the 114 training images as before using our full complement of eight
LF and HF features. The combined-features classifier had a much reduced SSE of 0.06, as
shown in Table 4, compared to both separate LF and HF training SSE values of 0.62 and 3.60
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Training Testing
Hidden Nodes SSE SSE CE Error CE %

5 3.2 6.40 4 12.5%
10 0.63 7.23 3 9.3%
15 0.09 7.60 5 15.6%
20 0.06 8.60 8 25%

Table 4: Testing the classifier with eight LF and HF features.

LF (! = 25)
Class TP FN TN FP Sn Sp

Car 8 0 24 0 100% 100%
pavement 8 0 19 5 100% 79.1%

road 6 2 24 0 75% 100%
Tree 5 3 24 0 62.5% 100%

Table 5: Sensitivity and specificity for LF features with 5 hidden nodes.

respectively. The performance of the combined classifier also improved in the testing stage
correspondingly. The last three columns of Table 4 present these for both the actual SSE and
CE values (out of 32 and in percentage form). The best combined-features result was 9.3% error
compared to the best at 15.6% and 43.7% for LF and HF features respectively (cf. Table 3).
This 6.7% minimum improvement is of an order that can be very significant in texture analysis.

On average, the combined features obtained an overall improvement of16% in SSE and
27% in CE error compared to using just LF features for classification. We also used sensitivity
Sn and specificitySp measures to verify our results:

Sn =
TP

TP + FN
Sp =

TN

TN + FP
(5)

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false positive, and FN is false negative
in final classification. TheSn andSp results shown in Tables 5 to 8 further validate that the
combined feature classifiers perform better than either single-band classifiers. Tables 5 and
6 present theSn andSp factors for the best LF feature classifier (5 hidden nodes) and HF
feature classifier (10 hidden nodes) respectively. Similarly, Table 7 presentsSn andSp results
for the best combined LF and HF classifier. Table 8 demonstrates average improvement rates of
6.3% and 3.9% achieved in sensitivity and specifity respectively, when comparing the values for
LF and combined LF and HF classification. Now that we have observed the improvements in
combining HF features in high resolution images with the LF features, we need to determine the
level of their independence and share in the combined-feature classifier’s overall performance.

5 Feature Shuffling

To determine the importance of HF features in the overall classification performance, a feature
shufflingprocedure was performed. Initially, we carried out training as before using both the LF
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HF (! = 100)
Class TP FN TN FP Sn Sp

Car 3 5 23 1 37.5% 95.8%
pavement 6 2 19 5 75% 79.1%

road 5 3 20 4 62.5% 83.3%
Tree 4 4 20 4 50% 83.3%

Table 6: Sensitivity and specificity for HF features with 10 hidden nodes.

Combined LF and HF (! = 25; 100)
Class TP FN TN FP Sn Sp

Car 8 0 24 0 100% 100%
pavement 7 1 22 2 87.5% 91.7%

road 7 1 24 0 87.5% 100%
tree 7 1 23 1 87.5% 95.8%

Table 7: Sensitivity and specificity for combined LF and HF features with 10 hidden nodes.

and HF features. However in the testing stage, a shuffling process was implemented whereby
one feature out of our full complement of 8 was randomly replaced with a corresponding fea-
ture from another texture class before feeding it to the classifier. For example, we replaced the
third HF feature for a car class with that of a tree class or replaced the second LF feature for
a pavement class with that of a car class. The purpose of the shuffling process is to demon-
strate whether each particular feature plays a significant role in the overall combined feature
classification. If there is little change in the classification result then the feature we replaced
is probably an insignificant one. However, if by shuffling, the classification accuracy is signif-
icantly reduced, then that feature must be important. The reason for shuffling the data instead
of simple replacement with a constant, say zero, was to cause less harm to the trained network
weights and especially its biases. A typical random replacement algorithm was run many times
across each feature vector to perform the shuffling in our experiments.

Table 9 shows the results of shuffling either the LF featureG(! = 25; � = 10; � = 90)
or the HF featureG(! = 100; � = 40; � = 90) averaged over a number of runs. Shuffling
reduced the system performance in each case. Since LF features contribute significantly to
overall classification, the damage inflicted through LF feature shuffling was considerably bad.
For example, the performance degraded to 42.1% compared to the result of 9.3% in Table 4
for 10 hidden nodes. However, quite importantly, we can observe that shuffling the HF feature
also reduced the performance to 28.1% error in a similar comparison. In Table 10 we present
the average results of a series of experiments wherein we shuffled all the features one at a time.

Classifier! LF (! = 25) HF (! = 100) LF and HF

Avg. sensitivity 84.3% 56.2% 90.6%
Avg. specificity 92.9% 85.3% 96.8%

Table 8: Average of sensitivity and specificity.
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Shuffling LF feature Shuffling HF feature
G(! = 25; � = 10; � = 90o) G(! = 100; � = 40; � = 90o)

Hidden nodes SSE CE Error CE % SSE CE Error CE %

5 19.61 12 37.5% 7.32 5.5 17.1%
10 20.47 13.5 42.1% 15.32 9 28.1%
15 21.47 14.5 45.3% 7.53 10.5 32.8%
20 16.71 14.5 45.3% 13.16 10 31.2%

Table 9: Average results when shuffling the LF featureG(! = 25; � = 10; � = 90) and the HF
featureG(! = 100; � = 40; � = 90) in each case across all 32 samples

Total Average for LF (! = 25) Total Average for HF (! = 100)
Hidden Nodes SSE CE Error CE % SSE CE Error CE %

5 16.24 11.37 35.5% 9.44 6.87 21.4%
10 18.82 13 40.6% 16.45 9.62 30.0%
15 17.38 14.75 46.0% 14.47 11.12 34.7%
20 16.14 13.25 41.4% 14.18 11.37 35.5%

Average 17.14 13.09 40.9% 13.63 9.75 30.4%

Table 10: Average of shuffling effect on all lower and higher frequency features

This table presents similar conclusions in that all the LF and HF features play a significant role
in the overall classification even though the influence of the lower frequency features is greater.

6 Reducing Feature Dimensionality

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7] is a popular approach used in pattern recognition
studies for reducing problem dimensionality by seeking and eliminating redundant features.
None of our features are redundant as we showed in the previous section. However, we still
apply PCA to our 8 feature set to both examine more closely the contribution of each feature
and to create a reduced set comprising composite arrangements of the individual LF or HF
features that can achieve a similar rate of classification.

When examining the covariance matrix of our 8 feature set we found the relative correlation
of the HF features was greater than LF features suggesting a lack of variance in the HF features.
Table 11 presents the eigenvectors, the eigenvalues� and cumulative eigenvalues�cum of the
full LF and HF feature set. The first three eigenvalues contained 95.5% of the total features
variance i.e. 51.2%+35.1%+9.2%, and we only considered these. For the first eigenvalue,
the four HF features showed the largest values which were in the range 0.466-0.472. In the
second largest eigenvalue, the four LF features demonstrated the largest variance. Finally, in
the third largest eigenvalue, the eigenvector corresponding to the vertical LF feature contained
the largest absolute value of 0.917. These values have been highlighted in Table 11. Hence,
we transformed our 8-dimensional feature space into a new 3-dimensional set using these new
features: the average of the HF features, the average of the1st, 2nd and4th LF features and
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LF; 0o 0.204 0.489 0.348 -0.265 0.718 0.109 0.028 -0.031
LF; 45o 0.195 0.500 0.137 0.816 -0.159 -0.016 -0.022 -0.034
LF; 90o 0.094 0.346 -0.917 -0.050 0.162 -0.000 0.014 0.003
LF; 135o 0.180 0.520 0.131 -0.509 -0.642 -0.082 -0.003 0.045

HF; 0o 0.467 -0.167 0.002 -0.011 0.11 -0.761 -0.393 0.078
HF; 45o 0.472 -0.171 -0.009 0.038 -0.012 0.194 0.397 0.742
HF; 90o 0.467 -0.173 -0.037 -0.027 -0.082 0.600 -0.593 -0.178
HF; 135o 0.469 -0.183 -0.200 -0.017 -0.049 -0.044 0.579 -0.638

� 4.099 2.809 0.737 0.188 0.110 0.044 0.009 0.006
� (%) 51.2% 35.1% 9.2% 2.3% 1.3% 0.5% 0.1% 0.1%

�cum (%) 51.2% 86.3% 95.5% 97.8% 99.1% 99.6% 99.7% � 100%

Table 11: Eigenvector and eigenvalues after the PCA analysis of the 8 features.

Training Testing
Hidden Nodes SSE SSE CE Error CE %

5 8.30 7.39 5 15.6%
10 2.33 8.19 4 12.5%
15 1.16 14.62 10 31.2%
20 0.56 11.75 10 31.2%

Table 12: Training and Testing results with 3 features.

finally the3rd LF feature,G(! = 25; � = 10; � = 90o).
Following the training of a BPNN classifier using these three features, we obtained SSE

values (for 5,10,15, and 20 hidden nodes) off8.30,2.33,1.16,0.56g as shown in the second
column of Table 12. These compare very well with the 8-feature training SSE values outlined in
the second column of Table 4. The last three columns of Table 12 show the testing classification
results. The best result was obtained with 10 hidden nodes where only 4 out of the 32 patches
were incorrectly classified compared to 3 as the best result of the 8-feature classification shown
in Table 4. All training and testing conditions were kept the same across the experiments.

Carrying out PCA meant that we reduced our 8 feature set to one averaged HF feature and
two LF features. To evaluate the importance of this new averaged HF feature, we performed new
training and testing using just the two LF features. There were significant drops in accuracy for
both stages. For example, in testing, the classification dropped to 7 errors for 10 hidden nodes.

7 Conclusion

In this work we have demonstrated the importance and practicality of high frequency features
as an additional aid in texture analysis in high resolution images. We have shown that the
performance of a single classifier can increase considerably if both lower and high frequencies
are used together. It is worth reminding the reader that the lower frequencies we refer to in
this paper correspond to the highest frequencies present in lower resolution images. We also
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demonstrated the importance of each of the individual features through feature shuffling. PCA
was then used to reduce the LF and HF features to a more compact set which at 12.5% CE error
still showed a massive improvement over the separate LF or HF results in table 3. It also is very
comparable to the results in Table 4 when they are combined.

Increasingly, higher and higher resolution devices such as digital cameras are becoming
available. More powerful computational resources will make the handling of very high resolu-
tion images a routine matter, giving the analysis of higher frequency information an important
role in computer vision.
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